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PREFACE
If we try to identify those contributionsof computersciencewhich will be
longlasting,surely one of thesewill be the refinementof the conceptcalled
algorithm.Ever sinceman invented the ideaof a machinewhich could
perform
basicmathematical
operations,the study of what can be computedand
how it can be donewell was launched.This study, inspiredby the computer,
has led to the discoveryof many importantalgorithmsand designmethods.
Thediscipline
calledcomputersciencehas embracedthe study of algorithms
as its own. It is the purposeof this bookto organizewhat is known about
them in a coherentfashion sothat students and practitionerscan learnto
deviseand analyze new algorithmsfor themselves.
A bookwhich containsevery algorithmever invented would be
large.Traditionally, algorithmsbooksproceededby examiningonly a
smallnumberof problemareasin depth.Foreachspecificproblemthe most
efficient algorithmfor its solutionis usually presentedand analyzed. This
approachhas one majorflaw. Thoughthe student seesmany fast algorithms
and may masterthe toolsof analysis, she/heremainsunconfident about how
to devisegoodalgorithmsin the first place.
The missingingredientis a lack of emphasison designtechniques.A
knowledgeof designwill certainlyhelp one to creategoodalgorithms,yet
the toolsof analysis thereis no way to determinethe quality of the
without,
result.This observationthat designshouldbe taught on a par with analysis
led us to a morepromisingline of approach:namely to organizethis book
around somefundmental strategiesof algorithmdesign.The numberof
designstrategiesis reasonably small.Moreover all of the algorithmsone
would typically wish to study can easily be fit into thesecategories;
for
and
are
o
f
the
inergesort quicksort perfectexamples
divide-and-conquer
exceedingly

basic

example,

strategy while Kruskal'sminimum spanningtree algorithmand Dijkstra's

singlesourceshortestpath algorithmare straight forward examplesof the
greedy strategy. An understandingof thesestrategiesis an essentialfirst
step towards acquiringthe skills of design.
Thoughwe strongly feel that the emphasison designas well as analysis
is the appropriateway to organizethe study of algorithms,a cautionary
remarkis in order.First,we have not includedevery known designprinciple.
xv
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PREFACE

One exampleis linearprogrammingwhich is one of the most successful
in a courseof its own. Secondly,the student
techniques,but is often discussed
should be inhibitedfrom taking a cookbookapproachto algorithmdesign
by assumingthat eachalgorithmmust derivefrom only a singletechnique.
This is not so.
A majorportionof this book,
Chapters3 through 9, dealwith the
different
each
First
designstrategies.
strategy is describedin generalterms.
a
abstraction\"
is
Typically \"program
given which outlinesthe form that the
if
w
ill
take
this
computation
strategy can be applied.
Followingthis there
area succession
of examples
which revealthe intricacies
and varietiesof the
generalstrategy. The examplesare somewhatloosely orderedin termsof
increasingcomplexity.The type of complexitymay arisein severalways.
Usually we begin with a problemwhich is very simpleto understandand
requiresno data structuresother than a one-dimensional
array. For this
problemit is usually obvious that the designstrategy yields a correct
Laterexamplesmay requirea proofthat an algorithmbasedon this
designtechniquedoeswork. Or, the later algorithmsmay requiremore
treesor graphs) and their analyses may be
sophisticateddatastructures(e.g.,
morecomplex.The majorgoal of this organizationis to emphasize
the arts
of synthesis and analysis of algorithms.Auxiliary goalsare to exposethe
student to goodprogramstructureand to proofs of algorithmcorrectness.
The algorithmsin this bookare presentedin a pseudocode
that
C and Pascal.Section1.2.1
describesthe pseudocode
conventions.
Executable versions(in C++)of many of thesealgorithmscan be found in our
homepage.Most of the algorithmspresentedin this bookare short and the
languageconstructsused to describethem are simpleenoughthat any one
can understand.Chapters13,14,and 15dealwith parallelcomputing.
Another specialfeature of this bookis that we cover the areaof
algorithmsextensively.Many of the algorithmsdiscussedin Chapters
13,14,and 15arerandomized.Somerandomizedalgorithmsare presented
in the otherchaptersas well. An introductoryone quartercourseon parallel
algorithmsmight cover Chapters13,14,and 15and perhapssomeminimal
solution.

resembles

randomized

additionalmaterial.

We have identified certainsectionsof the text (indicatedwith (*)) that
aremoresuitablefor advanced courses.We view the materialpresentedin
this bookas idealfor a one semesteror two quartercoursegiven to juniors,
seniors,or graduatestudents. It doesrequirepriorexperiencewith
programming in a higher level languagebut everything elseis self-contained.
Practicallyspeaking,it seemsthat a courseon data structuresis helpful, if
only for the fact that the students have greaterprogrammingmaturity. For
a schoolon the quartersystem, the first quartermight cover the basicdesign
the greedy
techniquesas given in Chapters3 through9:divide-and-conquer,
branchand
s
earch
method,dynamic programming,
traversal,backtracking,
Thesecond
and
m
ethods
TABLE
quarterwould
and-bound, algebraic
I).
(see
and
cover Chapters10through 15:lower bound theory, .ATP-completeness
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approximation
methods,PRAM algorithms,Mesh algorithmsand Hypercubealgorithms(seeTABLE II).
Week
1

2
3
4
T)

(i

7

8
9

10

Subject
Introduction
Introduction
Datastructures
Datastructures
Divide-and-conquer

The greedy method

Reading

1.1to 1.3
1.4
2.1,2.2
2.3to2.6
Chapter3

Assignment I due

Chapter4
ExamI
Chapter5
Dynamic programming
Searchand traversaltechniques Chapter6
Backtracking

Branch-and-bound

Algebraicmethods

Assignment II due

Chapter7
Chapter8
Chapter9

Assignment IIIdue

ExamII
TABLE I: FIRSTQUARTER

Fora semesterschedulewherethe student has not beenexposedto data
structuresand O-notation,Chapters1 through 7, 11,and 13is about the
right, amount of material(seeTABLE III).
A morerigorouspacewould cover Chapters1 to 7, 11,
13,and 14(see
TABLE IV).
An advanced course,for those who have prior knowledgeabout data
structuresand O notation, might consistof Chapters3 to 11,and 13to 15
(seeTABLE V).
Programsfor most of the algorithmsgiven in this bookare available from
Please
the following URL: http://www.cise.ufl.edu/~raj/BOOK.html.
send your commentsto raj@cise.ufl.edu.
For homework thereare numerousexercisesat the end of eachchapter.
The most popularand instructivehomework assignmentwe have found is
one which requiresthe student to executeand timetwo programsusingthe
samedata sets.Sincemost of the algorithmsin this bookprovide all the
implementation
details,they can be easily madeuse of. Translatingthese
into
algorithms
any programminglanguageshould be easy. The problem
then reducesto devisingsuitabledata sets and obtainingtiming results.
The timing resultsshouldagreewith the asymptotic analysis that was done
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Week

1
2
3
4

Subject

Reading

Lower bound theory
Lower bound theory
and A/'P-hardproblems
A/'P-complete
and .ATP-hard problems
AfP-complete
and
N V-hard problems
AAP-complete

Approximationalgorithms

5

Approximationalgorithms

6
7

PRAM algorithms
PRAM algorithms

8
9

Mesh algorithms
Mesh algorithms

10

Hypercubealgorithms
Hypercubealgorithms

to 10.3
10.1
10.4
11.2
11.1,
11.4
11.3,
11.6
11.5,
12.2
12.1,

Assignment I due

12.3to 12.6

ExamI

13.1
to 13.4
to 13.9
13.5
Assignment II due
14.1
to 14.5
14.6to 14.8
15.1
to 15.3
15.4to 15.8
ExamII

Assignment IIIdue

TABLE II:SECOND
QUARTER

xix

PREFACE

Week

1
2
3
4

Subject
Introduction
Introduction
Datastructures
Datastructures

Reading

Divide-and-conquer

5

Divide-and-conquer

6

The greedy method
The greedy method

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
ir>

1(5

1.1to 1.3
1.4
2.1,2.2
2.3to 2.6
3.1to 3.4

Assignment I due

3.5to 3.7
ExamI
4.1to 4.4
4.5to 4.7

Assignment II due

5.1to 5.5
5.6to 5.10
6.1to 6.4

Dynamic programming
Dynamic programming
Searchand traversal

Assignment IIIdue

ExamII
7.1to 7.3

Backtracking
Backtracking

AAP-complete and AfP-hard

7.4 to 7.6

problems

.AA'P-completeand AAP-hard problems

PRAM algorithms
PRAM algorithms

\342\226\240

11.1
to 11.3
11.4
to 11.6
13.1
to 13.4
to 13.9
13.5

Assignment IV due

Assignment V due

ExamIII

-

TABLE III:SEMESTER Medium pace(no priorexposure)
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PREFACE

for the algorithm.This is a nontrivial task which can be both educational
and fun. Most importantly it emphasizes
an aspectof this field that is often
there
is
an
that
side
experimental to the practiceof algorithms.
neglected,
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1WHAT IS AN ALGORITHM?
The word algorithmcomesfrom the name of a Persianauthor, Abu Ja'far
Mohammedibn Musa al Khowarizmi (c.825A.D.),
who wrote a textbook
on mathematics.This word has taken on a specialsignificancein computer
science,where \"algorithm\" has cometo refer to a methodthat can be used
by a computerfor the solutionof a problem.This is what makesalgorithm
different from words such as process,
technique,or method.

Definition1.1[Algorithm]: An

algorithm is a finite set of instructionsthat,
a particulartask. In addition,all algorithmsmust
followed,accomplishes
satisfy the following criteria:
if

1.Input.Zeroor morequantitiesare externallysupplied.
2. Output.At leastone quantity is produced.
Eachinstructionis clearand unambiguous.
3. Definiteness.
If we traceout the instructionsof an algorithm,then for
4. Finiteness.

all cases,the algorithmterminatesafter a finite numberof steps.
5. Effectiveness.
Every instructionmust be very basicso that it can be
carriedout, in principle,by a personusing only penciland paper. It
is not enoughthat eachoperationbe definite as in criterion3; it also
must be feasible.
\342\226\241

An algorithm is composed
of a finite set of steps,each of which may
The possibility of a computercarrying out
requireone or moreoperations.
theseoperationsnecessitates
that certainconstraintsbe placedon the type
of operationsan algorithmcan include.
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Criteria1 and 2 requirethat an algorithmproduceone or moreoutputs
and have zeroor moreinputs that are externallysupplied.
Accordingto
criterion 3,eachoperation
must be definite, meaningthat it must be perfectly
clearwhat shouldbedone.Directionssuchas \"add6 or 7 to x\" or \"compute
5/0\"are not permittedbecauseit is not clearwhich of the two possibilities

shouldbe done or what the result is.
The fourth criterionfor algorithmswe assumein this bookis that they
terminateafter a finite number of operations.
A relatedconsideration
is
that the timefor terminationshouldbe reasonably short.For example,an
in the
algorithmcould be devisedthat decideswhether any given position
of
chess
is
a
The
works
game
winning position. algorithm
by examiningall
moves
and
countermoves
t
hat
could
be
made
from
the starting
possible
position. The difficulty with this algorithmis that even usingthe most modern
We must be
computers,it may take billionsof years to make the decision.
with analyzing the efficiency of eachof our algorithms.
very concerned

Criterion5 requiresthat eachoperationbe effective; eachstep must be
it can, at leastin principle,
be done by a personusingpenciland
in
a
finite
amount
of
time.
paper
Performingarithmeticon integersis an
of
an
effective
b
example
operation, ut arithmeticwith real numbersis not,
sincesomevalues may be expressible
only by infinitely long decimal
such that

Adding two suchnumberswould violatethe effectivenessproperty.
Algorithms that are definite and effective are alsocalledcomputational
procedures.One important exampleof computational
proceduresis the
of
T
his
a
i
system
operating
digital computer.
procedures designedto control
the executionof jobs,in such a way that when no jobsare available,it
doesnot terminatebut continuesin a waiting state until a new jobis
expansion.

Thoughcomputational
proceduresincludeimportant examplessuch
as this one,we restrictour study to computational
proceduresthat always
terminate.
To helpus achievethe criterionof definiteness,algorithmsarewritten in a
programminglanguage.Suchlanguagesare designedso that eachlegitimate
sentencehas a uniquemeaning.A program is the expression
of an algorithm
in a programminglanguage.Sometimes
words such as procedure,function,
and subroutineare used synonymously for program.Most readersof this
book have probably already programmedand run somealgorithmson a
computer.This is desirablebecausebeforeyou study a conceptin general,
it helpsif you had somepracticalexperience
with it. Perhapsyou had some
in
started
an
initial
solutionto a problem,or
difficulty getting
formulating
were
to
decide
which
of
unable
two
perhapsyou
algorithmswas better.The
of
this
book
is
to
teach
how
to
make
these
decisions.
you
goal
The study of algorithmsincludesmany important and active areas of
research.Thereare four distinctareasof study onecan identify:
1. How to devise algorithms Creatingan algorithmis an art which
may never be fully automated.A majorgoal of this bookis to study varientered.
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ous designtechniquesthat have proven to be useful in that they have often
yielded good
algorithms.By masteringthesedesignstrategies,it will become
easierfor you to devisenew and useful algorithms.Many of the chapters
of this bookare organizedaround what we believeare the majormethods
of algorithmdesign.Thereadermay now wish to glanceback at the table
of contentsto seewhat thesemethodsarecalled.Someof thesetechniques
may already be familiar, and somehave been found to be so useful that
bookshave beenwritten about them. Dynamic programmingis one such
technique.Someof the techniquesare especiallyuseful in fields otherthan

computersciencesuch as operationsresearchand electricalengineering.In
this bookwe can only hopetogive an introductionto thesemany approaches
to algorithmformulation. All of the approaches
we considerhave
in a variety of areasincludingcomputerscience.But someimportant
designtechniquessuchas linear,nonlinear,and integerprogrammingarenot
coveredhereas they are traditionally coveredin other courses.
2. How to validate algorithms Oncean algorithm is devised,it is
necessaryto show that it computesthe correctanswer for all possible
legal
inputs. We refer to this processas algorithm validation. The algorithm
neednot as yet be expressedas a program.It is sufficient to state it in any
preciseway. Thepurposeof the validation is to assureus that this algorithm
will work correctlyindependentlyof the issuesconcerningthe programming
languageit will eventually be written in. Oncethe validity of the method
has I Hie n shown, a programcan be written and a secondphasebegins.This
as program verification.
phaseis referredtoas program proving or sometimes
A proofof correctness
that
the
solution
be
stated in two forms.
requires
One form is usually as a programwhich is annotated by a set of assertions
about the input and output variablesof the program. Theseassertions
are often expressedin the predicatecalculus.The secondform is calleda
specification,and this may alsobe expressedin the predicatecalculus.A
proofconsistsof showing that thesetwo forms are equivalent in that for
every given legalinput, they describethe sameoutput. A completeproof
of programcorrectness
requiresthat eachstatementof the programming
be
d
efinedand
all basicoperations
be proved correct.All
language precisely
thesedetailsmay causea proofto be very much longerthan the program.
3. How to analyze algorithms This field of study is calledanalysis
of algorithms.As an algorithmis executed,it uses the computer'scentral
processingunit (CPU) to performoperationsand its memory (both
and auxiliary) to hold the programand data. Analysis of algorithms
or performanceanalysis refers to the task of determininghow much
timeand storagean algorithmrequires.This is a challengingarea
computing
which sometimes
requiresgreat mathematicalskill.An important result of
this study is that it allows you to makequantitative judgmentsabout the
value of one algorithmover another.Another result is that it allows you to
predictwhether the software will meetany efficiency constraintsthat exist.
applications

\342\200\224
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Questionssuch as how well doesan algorithmperformin the best case,in
the worst case,or on the averageare typical. For eachalgorithmin the text,
an analysis is alsogiven. Analysis is morefully describedin Section1.3.2.
4. How to test a program
Testinga programconsistsof two phases:
and
performance
debugging
profiling (or
measurement).Debuggingis the
processof executingprogramson sampledata sets to determinewhether
faulty resultsoccurand, if so,to correctthem. However, as E. Dijkstra
has pointedout, \"debugging
can only point to the presenceof errors,but
not to their absence.\"
In casesin which we cannot verify the correctness
of
output on sampledata, the following strategy can be employed:let more
than one programmer
develop programsfor the sameproblem,and compare
the outputs producedby theseprograms.If the outputs match, then there
is a goodchancethat they arecorrect.A proofof correctness
is much more
valuable than a thousandtests(if that proofis correct),sinceit guarantees
that the programwill work correctlyfor all possible
inputs. Profiling or
measurement
is the processof executinga correctprogramon
performance
data setsand measuringthe timeand spaceit takesto computethe results.
Thesetiming figures are useful in that they may confirm a previously done
analysis and point out logicalplacesto performuseful optimization.A
of the measurement
of timingcomplexity can be found in Section
description
Forsomeof the algorithmspresentedhere,we show how to devisea
1.3.5.
range of data setsthat will be useful for debuggingand profiling.
Thesefour categoriesserve to outlinethe questionswe ask about
algorithms
throughout this book.As we can't hopeto cover all thesesubjects
we contentourselveswith concentratingon designand analysis,
completely,
and correctness.
spendinglesstimeon programconstruction
\342\200\224

EXERCISES
1.Lookup the words algorismand algorithmin your dictionary and write
down their meanings.

2. The name al-Khowarizmi(algorithm)literally means \"from the town
of Khowarazm.\" This city is now known as Khiva, and is locatedin
Uzbekistan.Seeif you can find this country in an atlas.
3. Usethe WEB to find

picture,or a stamp.

out

his dates,a
moreabout al-Khowarizmi,e.g.,
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1.2 ALGORITHM SPECIFICATION
1.2.1PseudocodeConventions
In computational
theory, we distinguishbetweenan algorithmand a
Thelatter doesnot have to satisfy the finitenesscondition.
For
program.
example, we can think of an operating
system that continuesin a \"wait\" loop
until morejobsareentered.Such a programdoesnot terminateunlessthe
system crashes.Sinceour programsalways terminate,we use \"algorithm\"
and \"program\" interchangeablyin this text.
We can describean algorithm in many ways. We can use a natural
we must make sure
languagelike English,althoughif we selectthis option,
that the resulting instructionsare definite. Graphicrepresentations
called
are
work
well
if
the
another
but
they
flowcharts
possibility,
only
algorithm
is smalland simple.In this text we presentmost of our algorithmsusing a
that resembles
C and Pascal.
pseudocode

1.Commentsbegin with // and continueuntil

the end of line.

2. Blocksare indicatedwith matchingbraces: { and }. A compound

statement(i.e.,
a collectionof simplestatements) can be represented
as a block.The body of a procedurealsoforms a block.Statements
aredelimitedby ;.
3. An identifier begins with a letter.The data types of variablesare
not explicitlydeclared. The types will be clear from the context.
Whethera variable is globalorlocalto a procedurewill alsobe evident
from the context.We assumesimpledata types such as integer,float,
char,boolean,and soon. Compounddata types can be formed with
records.Hereis an example:
node = record
{ datatype A dataA;
datatype jn datajn;

}

node

*link;

this example,link is a pointerto the recordtype node.Individual
dataitemsof a recordcan beaccessedwith and period.Forinstance
if p points to a recordof type node,p
dataA stands for the value of
the first field in the record.On the otherhand, if q is a recordof type
node,q.dataA will denoteits first field.
In

\342\200\224>
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4. Assignment of values to variablesis done usingthe assignment
statement

(variable):= (expression);

5. Thereare two booleanvalues true and false.In orderto

produce
thesevalues, the logicaloperatorsand,or,and notand the relational
operators<,<,=, >, and > are provided.
6. Elementsof multidimensionalarrays are accessedusing [ and ]. For
example,if A is a two dimensional
array, the (i,j)thelementof the
is
denoted
as
indices
start at zero.
array
Array
-A[i,j].
7. Thefollowing loopingstatementsareemployed:
for,while,and repeatuntil.The while looptakesthe following form:

/,

while (condition)do

{

}

(statement1)
(statementn)

long as (condition)is true,the statementsget executed.When
(condition)becomes
false,the loopis exited.Thevalue of (condition)
is evaluatedat the top of the loop.
As

The generalform

of

a for loopis

for variable:=valuel to value2

{
}

stepstepdo

(statement1)
(statementn)

Herevaluel, value2, and step arearithmeticexpressions.A variable

of type integeror realor a numerical
constant is a simpleform of an

arithmeticexpression.The clause\"stepstep\" is optionaland taken
as +1 if it doesnot occur, step could eitherbe positiveor negative.
variableis testedfor terminationat the start of eachiteration.The
for loopcan be implemented
as a while loopas follows:
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variable:=valuel;

fin :=value2;

incr := step;
while ((variable fin) * step< 0) do
\342\200\224

{

{statement1)
{statementn)
variable:= variable+ incr;

A

}
statementis constructedas follows:
repeat-until
repeat
{statement1)

{statementn)

until{condition)

Thestatementsareexecutedas longas {condition)is false.The value
executingthe statements.
The instructionbreak;can be used within any of the above looping
instructionsto forceexit. In caseof nestedloops,break;resultsin
the exitof the innermostloopthat it is a part of. A returnstatement
A return
within any of the above alsowill result in exitingthe loops.
in
function
the
itself.
r
esults
exit
of
the
statement
8. A conditionalstatementhas the following forms:
of {condition)is computedafter

if {condition)then{statement)
if {condition)then{statement1) else(statement2)

and (statement),(statement1)
Here(condition)is a booleanexpression
and (statement2) are arbitrary statements(simpleor compound).
We alsoemploy the following casestatement:

case
{
\342\200\242.{condition

1):(statement1)

'.(condition
n): (statementn)

:else:(statementn + 1)
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Here(statement1),(statement2), etc.couldbe eithersimple
or compoundstatements.A casestatementis interpretedas
follows. If (condition1) is true, (statement1) gets executedand
the casestatementis exited.If (statement1) is false,(condition2)
is evaluated. If (condition2) is true, (statement2) gets executed
and the casestatementexited,and soon. If none of the conditions
(condition1), , (conditionn) aretrue,(statementn+1)is executed
and the casestatementis exited.Theelseclauseis optional.
9. Input and output are doneusingthe instructionsreadand write.No
format is used to specify the sizeof input or output quantities.
An algorithm
10.Thereis only one type of procedure:Algorithm.
of a headingand a body. The headingtakesthe form
statements

...

consists

AlgorithmName ((parameterlist))
where Name is the name of the procedureand ({parameterlist)) is
a listing of the procedureparameters. The body has one or more
(simpleor compound)statementsenclosedwithin braces{ and }. An
algorithm may or may not return any values. Simplevariablesto
proceduresare passedby value. Arrays and recordsare passedby
reference.An array name or a recordname is treatedas a pointerto
the respectivedata type.
As an example,
the following algorithmfindsand returnsthe maximum
of n given

numbers:

1 AlgorithmMax(A, n)

2
3
4
5
6

// A is an array of sizen.
{

7

8

}

Result:= A[l];
for i := 2 to n do
if A[i] > ResultthenResult:= A[i\\;
returnResult;

In this algorithm(named Max), A and
Resultand i arelocalvariables.

n

are procedureparameters.

Next we presenttwo examplesto illustratethe processof translating a
probleminto an algorithm.

1.1

[Selectionsort] Supposewe must devisean algorithm that
sortsa collectionof n > 1 elementsof arbitrary type. A simplesolutionis

Example

given by the following
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From thoseelements
that are currently unsorted,find the
and placeit next in the sortedlist.

smallest

Although this statementadequately describesthe sorting problem,it is

not an algorithmbecauseit leaves severalquestionsunanswered.For
it; doesnot tell us where and how the elements
are initially storedor
wherewe shouldplacethe result. We assumethat the elementsare stored
in an array a, such that the ith integer is storedin the ith. position
1< i < n. Algorithm is our first attemptat derivinga solution.
example,

a[i],

1.1

1 for i :=1to n do
2
3
4
5
6

{
}

Examinea[i] to a[n] and suppose
the smallestelementis at a[j];
Interchangea[i] and a[j];

1.1

Algorithm Selectionsort algorithm
To turn Algorithm 1.1into a pseudocode
program,two clearly defined
subtasksremain:finding the smallestelement(say a[j])and interchanging
it with a[i\\. We can solve the latter problemusingthe code
t

:= a[i\\;

a[i]

:=a[j};a[j]:=t;

Thefirst subtaskcan be solvedby assumingthe minimum is a[i],
checking
and, whenever a smallerelementis found,
a[i] with a[i + l],a[i+
regardingit as the new minimum. Eventually a[n] is comparedwith the
current minimum,and we aredone.Putting alltheseobservationstogether,

2],...,

1.2).

we get the algorithmSelectionSort
(Algorithm
The obvious question to ask at this point is,DoesSelectionSortwork
correctly?Throughoutthis text we use the notation a[i to denotethe
array elementsa[i] through

a[j].

: j]

Theorem1.1
Algorithm SelectionSort(a,
n) correctlysortsa set of n > 1
< a[n].
the
result
in
:
that a[l]< a [2] <
remains
such
elements;
a[l n]
Proof:We first note that for any i, say i = q, following the executionof
lines 6 to 9, it is the casethat a[q] < a[r], q < r < n. Also observethat
when i becomesgreaterthan q, a[i: q] is unchanged.Hence,following the
< a[n].
last execution
of theselines(that is,i = n), we have a[l]< a[2] <
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

We

observeat this point that the upper limit of the for loopin line 4 can
1without damagingthe correctnessof the algorithm.
n

be changedto

\342\200\224
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1 AlgorithmSelectionSort(a,
n)

order.
// Sort the array a[\\ : n] into nondecreasing
{
for i :=1to n do
{
j :=i\\
7
for k := i + 1to n do
8
if (o[fc]< a[j thenj := ft;
t := a[i];
9
a[i]:=a >'];a[j]:= t;
10
}

2
3
4
5
6

11 1

Algorithm1.2Selectionsort

1.2.2RecursiveAlgorithms
recursivefunction is a function that is defined in termsof itself.Similarly,
an algorithmis saidto be recursiveif the samealgorithmis invoked in the
body. An algorithmthat callsitselfis directrecursive.Algorithm A is saidto
beindirectrecursiveif it callsanotheralgorithmwhich in turn callsA. These
recursivemechanisms
are extremelypowerful, but even moreimportantly,
times
can
many
expressan otherwisecomplexprocessvery clearly.For
they
A

thesereasonswe introducerecursionhere.
view recursion
as a somewhatmystical
Typically, beginningprogrammers
techniquethat is useful only for somevery specialclassof problems(such
as computingfactorialsor Ackermann'sfunction). This is unfortunate
because any algorithmthat can be written usingassignment,the if-then-else
statement,and the while statementcan alsobe written usingassignment,
the if-then-else
statement,and recursion.Of course,this doesnot say that
the resultingalgorithmwill necessarily
be easierto understand.However,
thereare many instanceswhen this will be the case. When is recursionan
appropriatemechanismfor algorithmexposition?One instanceis when the
problemitselfis recursively defined. Factorialfits this category, as well as
binomialcoefficients,where
+

I

n

\342\200\224

n!

1\\
m\\(n

\342\200\224

m)\\

The following two examplesshow how to developa recursivealgorithm.
In the first example,we considerthe Towers of Hanoiproblem,and in the

second,we generateall possible
permutationsof a list of characters.
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Example1.2[Towers of Hanoi] The Towers of Hanoi puzzle is fashioned
after the ancientTower of Brahmaritual (seeFigure1.1).
Accordingto
at the timethe world was created,therewas a diamondtower (labeled
sizeand were stacked
Thedisks were of decreasing
A) with 64 goldendisks.
on tin: tower in decreasing
orderof sizebottomto top. Besides
this tower
there were two other diamond towers (labeledB and C).Sincethe time
of creation,Brahman priestshave beenattemptingto move the disks from
tower A to tower B usingtower C for intermediate
storage.As the disks are
very heavy, they canbe moved only one at a time. In addition,at no time
can a disk be on top of a smallerdisk.Accordingto legend,the world will
legend,

cometo an end when the priestshave completedtheir task.

TowerA

Tower B

Tower C

1.1Towersof Hanoi

Figure

A very elegant solutionresultsfrom the use of recursion.Assume that
the numberof disks is n. To get the largestdisk to the bottomof tower B,
1 disks to tower C and then move the largest
we move the remainingn
to tower B. Now we are left with the task of moving the disks from tower
C to tower B. To do this, we have towers A and B available. The fact
that tower B has a disk on it can be ignoredas the disk is largerthan the
disks beingmoved from tower C and so any disk can be placedon top of it.
The recursivenature of the solutionis apparentfrom Algorithm 1.3.This
Observethat our solution
algorithmis invoked by TowersOfHanoi(n,A,B,C).
for an n-diskproblemis formulated in termsof solutionsto two (n l)-disk
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

problems.
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Example1.3[Permutation generator]Given a set of n > 1 elements,the
problemis to print all possible
permutationsof this set. For example,if

the set is {a,b,c},
then the set of permutationsis {(a,b, c), (a,c,b),
(b,a,c),
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1 AlgorithmTowersOfHanoi(n,x, y, z)

// Move the top n disks from tower x to tower y.

2
3
4
5
6

{

if (n > 1) then

{

TowersOfHanoi(n l,x,z,y);
write (\"move top disk from tower\",x,
\"to top of tower\",y);
TowersOfHanoi(n l,z,y, x);
\342\200\224

7

8
9
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11 }

}

Algorithm1.3Towers of Hanoi

(b,c,a),(c,a,b),(c,b, a)}.It is easy to seethat given n elements,thereare
n!different permutations.A simplealgorithmcan be obtainedby looking

at the

caseof four elements(a,b,c,d).
The answer can be constructedby

writing

1.a followed by all the permutationsof (b,c,d)
2. b followed by all the permutationsof (a,c,d)
3. c followed by all the permutationsof (a,b, d)
4. d followed by all the permutationsof (a,b, c)
Theexpression\"followedby allthe permutations\"is the clueto recursion.
we can solve the problemfor a set with n elementsif we have
an algorithmthat works on n
1 elements.Theseconsiderations
lead to
w
hich
is
invoked
this
Algorithm 1.4,
by Perm(a,
algorithmout
l,n). Try
on setsof length one,two, and threeto ensurethat you understandhow it

It impliesthat

\342\200\224

works.
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EXERCISES
1.Horner'srule is a means for

evaluatinga polynomial at a point xo
If the polynomial is A(x)
usinga minimum numberof multiplications.
= anxn +
+
+ a\\x + a$, Horner'srule is
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

an_i\302\243n_1
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1 AlgorithmPerm (a, k, n)

2
3
4
5
6

<

= n) thenwrite (a[l: n]); // Output permutation.
else//a[A; :n] has morethan one permutation.
theserecursively.
// Generate
k to n do
for
if

(A;

%

{

7

8
9

:\342\200\224

:=a[k];a[k] := a[i];a[i] :=t;
Perm(a, + l,n);
// All permutationsof a :=+ 1:n]
t := a[k];a[k] := a[i];
t;
a[i]
\302\243

10
11
12
13 }

A;

[A;

}

Algorithm1.4Recursivepermutationgenerator
A(x0) =

\\-ai)x0+ a0
(anxo+ an^i)x0
Write an algorithmto evaluatea polynomial using Horner'srule.
-\\

(\342\200\242\342\200\242\342\200\242

2. Given n booleanvariables x\\,X2,---,
and xn, we wish to print all
combinations
of truth values they can assume.For instance,
possible
if n = 2,thereare four possibilities:
true,true;true,false; false,true;
and false,false.Write an algorithmto accomplish
this.

3. Devisean algorithmthat inputs three integersand outputs them in

order.
nondecreasing
4. Presentan algorithmthat searchesan unsortedarray a[l: n] for the
elementx. If x occurs,then return a position
in the array; elsereturn
zero.
5. The factorialfunction n!has value 1when n < 1and value n * (n 1)!
when n > 1. Write both a recursiveand an iterative algorithmto
computen\\.
6. The Fibonaccinumbersare defined as /o = 0,f\\ = 1,and /j = /j_i +
/j._2for i > 1. Write both a recursiveand an iterative algorithmto
compute/j.
7. Give both a recursiveand an iterativealgorithmto computethe
coefficient (^) as defined in Section1.2.2,
where Q) = (n) = 1.
\342\200\224

binomial
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8. Ackermann'sfunction
A(m,n) =

A(m, n) is defined as follows:

(nil
A(m-1,1)

if m = 0
if n = 0

<

[ A(m 1,A(m, n
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

1))

otherwise

This function is studiedbecauseit grows very fast for smallvalues of m
and n. Write a recursivealgorithmfor computingthis function.Then
write a nonrecursivealgorithmfor computingit.
9. The pigeonholeprinciplestatesthat if a function / has n distinctinputs
but lessthan n distinct outputs, then thereexisttwo inputs a and b
such that a b and f(a) = f(b).Presentan algorithmto find a and
b such that f(a) = f(b).Assume that the function inputs are

/

and

1,2,...,

n.

10.Give an algorithmto solve the following problem:Given n, a positive
integer,determinewhether n is the sum of all of its divisors,that is,
whethern is the sum of all t such that 1< t < n, and t divides n.

11.Considerthe function F(x) that

is defined

a; is

=

then

even,
by
F(x)
x/2; else F(x) = F(F(3x+ 1)).\" Prove that F(x) terminatesfor
all integersx. (Hint:Considerintegersof the form (2i + l)2fc 1and
\"if

\342\200\224

use induction.)

12.If S is a set of n elements,the powersetof S is the set of all possible
subsetsof S. For example,if S = (a,b,c),
then powerset(S)= {( ),
W
6,
6),
(a), (6), (c), (a, (a,c),(6,c),(a, c)}. rite a recursivealgorithm
to

computepowerset(S).

1.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
One goal of this bookis to develop skillsfor makingevaluative judgments
about algorithms.Thereare many criteriaupon which we can judge an

algorithm.Forinstance:
1.Doesit do what we want it to do?
of the
2. Doesit work correctlyaccordingto the originalspecifications
task?

3. Istheredocumentation
that describes
how to use it and how it

works?

1.3.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
4. Are procedurescreatedin such a way
functions'/

15
that they

performlogicalsub-

5. Is the codereadable?
Thesecriteriaare all vitally important when it comesto writing
for largesystems.Though we do not discusshow to
most especially
reachthesegoals,we try to achievethem throughout this bookwith the
pseudocode
algorithmswe write. Hopefully this moresubtle approachwill
software,

gradually infect your own program-writinghabits sothat you will
strive to achievethesegoals.
automatically

Thereare othercriteriafor judgingalgorithmsthat have a moredirect
relationshipto performance.Thesehave to do with their computingtime
and storagerequirements.

Definition1.2[Space/Time
complexity] The spacecomplexityof an
is the amount of memory it needsto run to completion.The time
complexityof an algorithmis the amount of computertimeit needsto run
algorithm

to

completion.

\342\226\241

Performance
evaluationcan be loosely divided into two majorphases:
a
estimates
and (2) a posterioritesting. We refer to these as
priori
(1)
measurement
performance
analysis and performance
respectively.

1.3.1SpaceComplexity
+ b c)/(a+
Algorithm a be (Algorithm 1.5)
computesa + b+b*c+(a
6)+4.0;
Sum
Algorithm
(Algorithm 1.6)computesYa=i aM iteratively, wherethe
a[i]'sare real numbers;and RSum (Algorithm 1.7)is a recursivealgorithm
\342\200\224

that

computes2\"=1a[i\\.

1

2
;{
I

Algorithmabc(a,6, c)

{
return a + b + b * c + (a + b - c)/(a+ b) + 4.0;
}

Algorithm1.5Computesa + b + b*c+(a+ b c)/(a+ b) + 4.0
\342\200\224

The spaceneededby eachof thesealgorithmsis seento be the sum of
the following components:
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1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

}

s:=0.0;

for i := 1to n do

s := s + a[i];
returns;

Algorithm1.6Iterativefunction

for sum

1 AlgorithmRSum(a,n)
{
if (n < 0) thenreturn0.0;

2
3
4
5

}

elsereturnRSum (a,n

Algorithm1.7Recursivefunction

\342\200\224

1) + a[n];

for sum
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1.A

fixed part that is independentof the characteristics
(e.g.,number,
size) of the inputs and outputs.This part typically includesthe

instruction
space(i.e.,spacefor the code),spacefor simplevariables
and fixed-size
componentvariables(alsocalledaggregate),spacefor
constants,and soon.

2. A

variable part that consistsof the spaceneededby component
whose sizeis dependenton the particularprobleminstancebeing

variables

variables(to the extentthat this
solved,the spaceneededby referenced
stackspace
and the recursion
dependson instancecharacteristics),
on the instancecharacteristics).
(insofar as this spacedepends

The spacerequirementS(P)of any algorithmP may thereforebe written
as S(P)= c+ 5p(instancecharacteristics),
wherec is a constant.
When analyzing the spacecomplexity of an algorithm,we concentrate
Forany given problem,we
solely on estimating5p(instancecharacteristics).
needfirst to determinewhich instancecharacteristics
to use to measurethe
This is very problemspecific,
and we resorttoexamples
spacerequirements.
to illustratethe various possibilities.
Generally speaking,our choicesare
limitedto quantitiesrelatedto the numberand magnitudeof the inputs to
and outputs from the algorithm.At times,morecomplexmeasuresof the
interrelationships
amongthe dataitemsareused.

Example1.4ForAlgorithm 1.5,the probleminstanceis characterizedby

the specificvalues of a, 6, and c. Making the assumptionthat one word
is adequateto store the values of eachof a, 6, c, and the result, we see
that the spaceneededby abcis independentof the instancecharacteristics.
=0.
Consequently,Sp(instancecharacteristics)
\342\226\241

Example1.5The probleminstancesfor Algorithm 1.6are characterized
to be summed.The spaceneededby n is one
by n, the numberof elements

word, sinceit is of type integer.The spaceneededby a is the spaceneeded
by variablesof type array of floating point numbers.This is at leastn words,
sincea must be largeenoughto hold the n elementsto be summed.So,we
obtain Ssum(^) (n + ^) (n
a[ ]' one eacn ni h and s).
f\302\260r

f\302\260r

\342\226\241
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Example1.6Let us considerthe algorithmRSum

As in
(Algorithm 1.7).

the easeof Sum, the instancesare characterized
by n. Therecursionstack
spaceincludesspacefor the formal parameters,the localvariables,and the
return address.Assume that the return addressrequiresonly one word of
memory. Eachcall to RSum requiresat leastthree words (includingspace
for the values of n, the return address,and a pointertoa[ ]).Sincethe depth
of recursionis n + 1,the recursionstackspaceneededis > 3(n + 1).
\342\226\241
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1.3.2 TimeComplexity
Thetime T(P) taken by a programP is the sum of the compiletime and
the run (or execution)time. The compiletime doesnot dependon the

instancecharacteristics.Also, we may assumethat a compiledprogram
be run severaltimeswithout recompilation.
Consequently,we concern
ourselveswith just the run timeof a program.This run timeis denotedby
tp (instancecharacteristics).
Becausemany of the factorstp dependson are not known at the time
a programis conceived,
it is reasonable
to attemptonly to estimatetp. If
we knew the characteristics
of the compiler
to be used,we couldproceedto
determinethe numberof additions,
divisions,
subtractions,multiplications,
compares,loads,stores,and soon, that would be madeby the codefor P.
So,we couldobtain an expressionfor tp(n) of the form
will

+ cmMUL{n)+ cdDIV{n)+
tP(n) = caADD(n)+ csSUB{n)
and ca, cs,cm, q, and soon,
where n denotesthe instancecharacteristics,
denote
the
timeneeded
for
an
addition,subtraction,
respectively,
division, and soon, and ADD, SUB,MUL, DIV,and so on, are
functions whosevalues are the numbersof additions,
subtractions,
when the codefor P is used
divisions,and soon, that are performed
on an instancewith characteristic
n.
suchan
exact
is in itselfan impossible
formula
task,sincethe
Obtaining
timeneededfor an addition,subtraction,multiplication,
and soon, often
dependson the numbers being added,subtracted,multiplied,and soon.
The value of tp(n) for any given n can be obtainedonly experimentally.
The programis typed, compiled,and run on a particularmachine.The
executiontime is physically clocked,and tp(n) obtained. Even with this
experimentalapproach,one could face difficulties. In a multiusersystem,
the executiontime dependson such factorsas system load,the number of
otherprogramsrunningon the computerat the timeprogramP is run, the
\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

multiplication,

multiplications,

of theseotherprograms,and soon.
characteristics
Given the minimalutility of determiningthe exactnumberof additions,
subtractions,and so on, that are neededto solve a probleminstancewith
characteristics
together
given by n, we might as well lump all the operations
(providedthat the time requiredby eachis relatively independentof the
and obtain a count for the total numberof
instancecharacteristics)
We can go one step further and count only the number of program
operations.

steps.
A
meaningful

program step is loosely defined asa syntactically or semantically
segmentof a programthat has an executiontimethat is independent

Forexample,the entirestatement
of the instancecharacteristics.

returna + b+b*c+(a
+ b-c)/(a+ b) + 4.0;

1.3.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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1.5

of Algorithm
could be regardedas a step sinceits executiontime is
of
instancecharacteristics(this statementis not strictly
the
independent
true, sincethe time for a multiply and divide generallydependson the
numbersinvolved in the operation).
The number of stepsany programstatementis assigneddependson the
kind of statement. For example,commentscount as zero steps;an
assignment statementwhich doesnot involve any callsto other algorithms

is countedas one step;in an iterativestatementsuchas the for,while, and

repeat-until
statements,we considerthe step counts only for the control

part of the statement.Thecontrolpartsfor for and while statementshave
the following forms:

for := (expr)to (exprl) do
while ((expr)) do
%

Each executionof the controlpart of a while statementis given a step
count, equal to the number of step counts assignable
to (expr). The step
count for eachexecution
of the controlpart of a for statementis one,unless
the countsattributableto (expr)and (exprl) are functions of the instance
characteristics.In this latter case,the first executionof the controlpart
of the for has a step count equal to the sum of the counts for (expr)and
are computedonly when the loopis
(exprl) (note that theseexpressions
started).Remainingexecutionsof the for statementhave a step count of

one;and soon.
We can determinethe number of stepsneededby a programto solve a
particularprobleminstancein one of two ways. In the first method,we
introducea new variable,count, into the program.This is a global
with initial value 0. Statements
to incrementcount by the appropriate
amount areintroducedinto the program.This is done sothat eachtimea
statementin the originalprogramis executed,count is incremented
by the
step count of that statement.
variable

Example1.7When the statementsto incrementcount areintroducedinto
the result is Algorithm 1.8.Thechangein the value of count
Algorithm 1.6,
the
time
this
by
programterminatesis the number of stepsexecutedby
Algorithm 1.6.

Since we are interestedin determiningonly the changein the value of
count, Algorithm 1.8may be simplified to Algorithm 1.9.For every initial
value of count, Algorithms 1.8and 1.9computethe samefinal value for
count.It is easy to seethat in the for loop,the value of count will increase
by a total of In. If count is zeroto start with, then it will be 2n + 3 on
termination.So eachinvocationof Sum (Algorithm 1.6)executesa total of
2n -f 3 steps.
\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

1

s :=0.0;
1;// count is global;it is initially zero.
for i := 1to n do
{
count :=count + 1;// Forfor
s:=s + a[i];count :=count+ 1;// Forassignment
}
count :=count + 1;// Forlast timeof for
count :=count + 1;// Forthe return
returns;
count :=count +

7

8
9

10
11
12
13 }

Algorithm1.8Algorithm 1.6with count statementsadded

1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)
{
for i := 1to n do count := count+ 2;
count :=count + 3;

2
3
4
5

}

Algorithm1.9Simplifiedversionof Algorithm 1.8

1.3.PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
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Example1.8When the statementsto incrementcount areintroducedinto
is obtained.
Let tRSum(^) be the increasein
Algorithm 1.7,
Algorithm 1.10
the value of count when Algorithm 1.10
terminates.We seethat
= 2. When n > 0,count increasesby 2 plus whatever increaseresultsfrom
\302\243RSum(0)

else

clause.Fromthe definition of
RSum from within the
is t^sum(n~
it follows that this additionalincrease
if the value

the invocationof
tRSum)

n>0.
1

2
3
4
5
(5

7

8
9

So,

!)\342\200\242

is
of count is zeroinitially, its value at the timeof termination

2+\302\243RSum(^\342\200\224

1),

AlgorithmRSum(a,n)

{

count :=count +
if (n < 0) then

{

count

:\342\200\224

1;// Forthe if conditional

count +

return0.0;
}
else
{

1;// Forthe return

10
11
count := count + 1; // Forthe addition,function
12
// invocationand return
13
returnRSum (a,n -l)+ a[n];
14
}
15 }
\342\226\240

Algorithm1.10Algorithm 1.7with count statementsadded
When analyzing a recursiveprogramfor its step count, we often obtain
for the step count, for example,

a recursiveformula

if n = 0
,
, . _ / 22 +
tRSumWj tRSum(n_1) ifn>0

Theserecursiveformulas are referredto as recurrencerelations.One way
of solving any such recurrence
relationis to make repeatedsubstitutionsfor
eachoccurrenceof the function t^Sum
the right-handsideuntil all such
\302\260n

occurrences
disappear:
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tRSum(n)

= 2 + tRSum(n-l)
= 2 + 2 + \302\243RSum(n-2)
= 2(2)+tRSum(n-2)
= n(2) + tRSum{0)
= 2n + 2,

Sothe step count for

RSum

n

>0

(Algorithm1.7)is 2n + 2.

\342\226\241

Thestepcount is useful in that it tellsus how the run timefor a program
Promthe stepcountfor
changeswith changesin the instancecharacteristics.
if
n
is
t
he
run
timealsodoubles
we
see
that
doubled,
Sum,
(approximately);
if n increases
by a factor of 10,the run timeincreasesby a factor of 10;and
soon.So,the run timegrows linearly in n. We say that Sum is a lineartime
is linearin the instancecharacteristic
n).
algorithm(the timecomplexity

Definition1.3[Input

that is
size] One of the instancecharacteristics
in
the
size
of
used
the
literature
is
size.The
input
input
any instance
frequently
of a problemis defined to be the number of words (or the number of
elements) neededto describethat instance.The input sizefor the problem
of summingan array with n elementsis n + 1,n for listing the n elements
and 1 for the value of n (Algorithms1.6and 1.7).The problemtackledin
Algorithm 1.5has an input sizeof 3. If the input to any probleminstance
is a single element,the input sizeis normally taken to be the number of
bitsneededto specify that element.Run timesfor many of the algorithms
input
presentedin this text are expressedas functions of the corresponding

sizes.

\342\226\241

is to add two mxnmatrices
Example1.9[Matrix addition] Algorithm 1.11
statementsleadsto
a and b together.Introducingthe counHncrementing
Algorithm

1.12.Algorithm 1.13is a

simplified version of Algorithm

1.12

we see
that computesthe samevalue for count.ExaminingAlgorithm 1.13,
that line 7 is executedn timesfor eachvalue of i, or a total of ran times;
line 5 is executedm times;and line 9 is executedonce.If count is 0 to begin
terminates.
with, it will be 2mn + 2m + 1when Algorithm 1.13
Promthis analysis we seethat if m > n, then it is better to interchange
If this is done,the step count
the two for statementsin Algorithm 1.11.
becomes2mn+2n+ Note that in this examplethe instancecharacteristics
are given by m and n and the input sizeis 2mn + 2.

l.

\342\226\241

The secondmethodto determinethe step count of an algorithmis to
build a tablein which we list the total numberof stepscontributedby each
the numberof
statement.This figure is often arrived at by first determining
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1

2
3
4

5
6

AlgorithmAdd(a,b, c,m,n)
{
for i := 1to m do
for j :=1to n do

c[ij]:=a[i,j]+b[i,j];

}

1.11
Matrix addition

Algorithm

AlgorithmAdd(a,6,c,m,n)
{
for i := 1to m do
4
{
count := count + 1;// For 'for V
5
for j :=1to n do
7
{
8
count := count + 1;// For 'forj'
9
c[ij]:=a[i,j]
+b[i,j];
10
count := count + 1;// For the assignment
11
}
12
count := count + 1;//For loopinitializationand
13
// lasttimeof 'forj'
14
}
15
count :=count + 1; // For loopinitializationand
16
// lasttimeof 'forV
1

2
3

(>

17

}

Algorithm1.12Matrix additionwith countingstatements

23
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1 AlgorithmAdd(a, b, c,m,n)
{
for i :=1to m do
{
count := count + 2;
for j :=1to n do
7
count := count + 2;
8
}
9
count := count + 1;
10 }
2
3
4
5
6

Algorithm1.13Simplifiedalgorithmwith countingonly
stepsperexecution(s/e) of the statementand the totalnumberof times(i.e.,
frequency) eachstatementis executed.The s/eof a statementisthe amount
by

which the

count changesas a result of the executionof

that

statement.

By combiningthesetwo quantities,the total contributionof eachstatement
is obtained.By adding the contributionsof all statements,the step count
for the entirealgorithmis obtained.
In Table1.1,the number of stepsper executionand the frequency of
eachof the statementsin Sum (Algorithm 1.6)have beenlisted.The total
numberof stepsrequiredby the algorithmis determinedto be 2n + 3.It is
importantto note that the frequency of the for statementis n + 1 and not
n. This is sobecausei has to be incrementedto n + 1 beforethe for loop

can terminate.

Table1.2gives the step count for RSum (Algorithm 1.7).Noticethat
under the s/e(stepsper execution)column,the elseclausehas beengiven
a count of 1+ t^sum(n
This is the total cost of this line eachtime
it is executed.It includesall the stepsthat get executedas a resultof the
invocationof RSum from the elseclause.The frequency and total steps
columnshave beensplitinto two parts:one for the casen = 0 and the other
for the casen > 0. This is necessarybecausethe frequency (and hencetotal
steps) for somestatementsis different for eachof thesecases.
Table1.3corresponds
to algorithmAdd (Algorithm 1.11).
Onceagain,
note that the frequency of the first for loopis m + 1 and not m. This is
soas i needsto be incrementedup to m + 1beforethe loopcan terminate.
Similarly, the frequency for the secondfor loopis m(n + 1).
in computingstep counts,
When you have obtainedsufficient experience
you can avoid constructingthe frequency tableand obtainthe stepcount as
in the following example.
\342\200\224
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Statement

1 AlgorithmSum (a,n)^

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

}

25

s/e

frequency total steps

0
0

0
0

1 1
s:=0.0;
for i := 1to n do 1 n + 1

s :=s + a[i];
returns;

1
1

1

n
n

n

1

+1

1

0

0

2n + 3

Total

1.1Steptablefor Algorithm 1.6

Table

Statement

1 AlgorithmRSum(a,n)
{
if (n < 0) then

2
3
4
5
6
7

return0.0;
elsereturn

}

RSum(a,n

\342\200\224

1) + a[n\\;

s/e

n

frequency
=0 n > 0

0

1
1
1
1
1+ x 0
0

Total

1
0

1

n

total steps
=0 n > 0

0

0

1
1

0

0
0
2

0
2 +x

x =

Table1.2Steptablefor Algorithm 1.7

1
1+ x

tRSum{n

- 1)
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Statement

s/e

1 AlgorithmAdd(a, b,c,m,n) 0
2 {
0
for i := 1to m do
1
3
4
1
for j :=1to n do
5
c[i,j]:=a[i,j]+ b[i,j];1
6

}

frequency total steps
0
0

+1
m(n + 1)
m

mn

0

Total

m+1
mn + m
mn

0
2mn

+ 2m + 1

Table1.3Steptablefor Algorithm 1.11
Example1.10[Fibonaccinumbers]TheFibonaccisequenceof numbersstarts
as

0,1,1,2,3,5,8,13,21,34,55,...

Each new term is obtainedby taking the sum of the two previousterms.If
termof the sequence/o,then /o = 0, f\\ = 1,and in general

we callthe first

fn

= fn-l+ fn-2, U>2

Fibonacci(Algorithm 1.14)
takes as input any nonnegativeinteger n and
the
value
prints
fn.
To analyze the timecomplexity
of this algorithm,we needto considerthe
two cases(1) n = 0 or 1 and (2) n > 1.When n = 0 or 1,lines 4 and 5 get
executedonceeach.Sinceeachline has an s/eof 1,the total step count for
this caseis 2. When n > 1,lines 4, 8, and 14areeachexecutedonce.Line
9 gets executedn times,and lines 11and 12get executedn 1 timeseach
to n+ 1,and the
(note that the lasttimeline 9 is executed,i is incremented
an
Line
8
has
an
of
line
12
has
of
2,
loopexited).
s/e and line 13has
s/e 2,
an s/eof 0. The remaininglinesthat get executedhave s/e'sof 1.Thetotal
stepsfor the casen > 1is therefore4n + 1.
\342\200\224
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Summary of Time Complexity
Thetimecomplexity of an algorithmis given by the numberof stepstaken
by the algorithmto computethe function it was written for.The numberof
Although any specific
stepsis itselfa function of the instancecharacteristics.
instancemay have severalcharacteristics(e.g.,the number of inputs, the
numberof outputs, the magnitudesof the inputs and outputs), the number
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1

2
a
4

AlgorithmFibonacci(n)

// Computethe nth Fibonaccinumber.

{

if (n < 1) then

write (n);

5

else
{

(>

7

fnm2 :=0;fnml :=1;
for i :=2ton do

8
9

10

{

11
12
13

}

14

15
16

27

}

}

fn := fnml + fnm2;
fnm2 := fnml;fnml :=fn;

write

(fn);

Algorit;hm 1.14Fibonaccinumbers
steps is computedas a function of somesubsetof these. Usually, we
choosethosecharacteristics
that are of importance
to us. For example,we
timecomplexity)
might wish to know how the computing(orrun) time(i.e.,
increasesas the numberof inputs increase.In this casethe numberof steps
will be computedas a function of the numberof inputs alone.For a different
algorithm,we might be interestedin determininghow the computingtime
increasesas the magnitudeof one of the inputs increases.In this casethe
number of stepswill be computedas a function of the magnitudeof this
input, alone.Thus, beforethe stepcount of an algorithmcan be determined,
of the probleminstance are
we needto know exactlywhich characteristics
to be used.Thesedefine the variables in the expression
for the step count.
In the caseof Sum,we choseto measurethe timecomplexity as a function
of the numbern of elementsbeing added.For algorithmAdd, the choiceof
characteristics
was the numberm of rows and the numbern of columnsin
the matricesbeing added.
Oncethe relevant characteristics
have beenselected,we
(n,m,p,q,r,...)
can define what a stepis.A step is any computation
unit that is independent
of the characteristics
(n,m,p,q, Thus, 10additionscan be one step;
100multiplicationscanalsobe one step;but n additionscannot. Nor can
m/2 additions,p + q subtractions,and soon, be countedas one step.
of

r,...).
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Oncethis has
A systematic
way to assignstepcountswas alsodiscussed.
beendone,the timecomplexity(i.e.,
the total step count) of an algorithm
can be obtainedusingeitherof the two methodsdiscussed.
The exampleswe have lookedat sofar were sufficiently simplethat the
werenicefunctions of fairly simplecharacteristics
like the
timecomplexities
number of inputs and the number of rows and columns.For many
the timecomplexity
is not dependentsolely on the numberof inputs
algorithms,
or outputs or someother easily specifiedcharacteristic.For example,the
searchingalgorithmyou wrote for Exercise4 in Section1.2,
may terminate
in one step if x is the first elementexaminedby your algorithm,or it may
take two steps(this happens if x is the secondelementexamined),and so
on.In otherwords, knowing n aloneis not enoughto estimatethe run time
of your algorithm.
We can extricateourselvesfrom the difficulties resultingfrom situations
when the chosenparametersare not adequateto determinethe step count
uniquely by defining threekinds of step counts:best case,worst case,and
average. The best-casestep count is the minimum number of stepsthat
can be executedfor the given parameters.Theworst-case
step count is the
maximumnumberof stepsthat can be executedfor the given parameters.
The averagestep count is the averagenumberof stepsexecutedon instances
with the given parameters.
Our motivation to determinestep counts is to be able to comparethe
of two algorithmsthat computethe samefunction and
time complexities
alsoto predictthe growth in run timeas the instancecharacteristics
change.
Determiningthe exactstepcount (bestcase,worst case,or average)of an
algorithmcan prove to be an exceedinglydifficult task. Expendingimmense
the stepcount exactlyis not a very worthwhile endeavor,
effort to determine
sincethe notion of a step is itselfinexact. (Both the instructionsx := y;
and x := y + z + (x/y) + (x * y * z x/z);count as one step.)Becauseof
the inexactness
of what a step stands for, the exactstep count is not very
useful for comparative
An exception
to this is when the difference
purposes.
betweenthe step countsof two algorithmsis very large,as in 3n + 3 versus
lOOn + 10.We might feel quite safe in predictingthat the algorithmwith
+ 10.
stepcount3n+3 will run in lesstimethan the one with stepcount 100n
But even in this case,it is not necessaryto know that the exactstep count
is lOOn+ 10.Somethinglike,\"it'sabout 80n or 85n or 75n,\" is adequateto
arrive at the sameconclusion.
Formostsituations,it is adequateto be ableto makea statementlike
c\\n2 < tp(n) < C2n2 or tQ(n,m) = c\\n + C2m, where c\\ and c^ are nonnegativeconstants. This is so becauseif we have two algorithmswith a
of c^n2 + C2n and c^n respectively, then we know that the one
complexity
with complexity c^n will be faster than the onewith complexity
c\\n2 + c^n
for sufficiently largevalues of n. Forsmallvalues of n, eitheralgorithmcould
be faster (dependingon c\\, C2,and C3).If c\\ = 1,C2 = 2,and C3 = 100,then
\342\200\224
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can < c%n for n < 98 and c\\n2 + C2n > c^n for n > 98. If c\\ = 1,
=
then c\\n2 + C2n < c^n for n < 998.
C2 2, and C3 = 1000,
No matterwhat the values of c\\, C2, and C3, there will be an n beyond
whicli the algorithmwith complexity c^n will be faster than the one with
c\\7i2 + c^n. This value of n will be calledthe break-evenpoint.
complexity
If the break-evenpoint is zero,then the algorithmwith complexity
c^n is
faster
as
at
least
The
exact
break-even
cannot
be
always
point
fast).
(or
determinedanalytically. The algorithmshave to be run on a computerin
orderto determinethe break-evenpoint.To know that thereis a break-even
c\\n2

\\-

point, it is sufficient to know that one algorithmhas complexity c\\n2 + c^n
and the other c^n for someconstantsc\\, C2,and C3. Thereis littleadvantage
in determiningthe exactvalues of c\\, C2, and C3.

1.3.3 AsymptoticNotation(O, Q, 9)
the previousdiscussion
as motivation, we introducesometerminology
that enablesus to make meaningful (but inexact)statementsabout the time
of an algorithm.In the remainderof this chapter,
and spacecomplexities
the functions / and g are nonnegativefunctions.
With

Definition1.4[Big \"oh\"] Thefunction f(n) = 0(g(n)) (readas \"/ of n is
big 0I1of g of n\") iff (if and only if) thereexistpositive constantsc and no
such that f(n) < c * g(n) for all n, n > uq.
\342\226\241

1.11

Example The function 3n + 2 = 0(n)as 3n + 2 < 4n for all n > 2.
3n + 3 = O(n) as 3n + 3 < 4n for all n > 3. lOOn + 6 = 0(n) as
all n > 6. 10n2+4n
lOOn-Mi < lOlnfor
+2 = 0(n2)as 10n2
+4n +2 < lln2
for all n > 5. lOOOn2+ lOOn 6 = 0(n2)as lOOOn2+ lOOn 6 < lOOln2 for
n> 100.6*2n+n2 = 0(2n)as6*2n+n2< 7*2nforn>4.3n+ 3 = 0(n2)
as 3n + 3 < 3n2 for n > 2. 10n2
+ 4n + 2 = 0(n4) as 10r/2+ 4n + 2 < 10n4
for n > 2. 3n + 2
0(1)as 3n + 2 is not lessthan or equal to c for any
constant c and all n > uq. 10n2+ 4n + 2 O(n),

-

-

7^

7^

\342\226\241

O(l)to mean a computingtime that is a constant. 0(n)is
calledlinear, 0(n2)is calledquadratic, 0(n3)is calledcubic, and 0(2n)
is calledexponential.If an algorithmtakestime O(logn),
it is faster,for
is better
sufficiently largen, than if it had taken 0(n).Similarly, O(nlogn)
than 0(n2)but not as goodas 0(n).Theseseven computingtimes-O(l),
O(logn),0(n),0(nlogn),0(n2),0(n3),and 0(2ra)-arethe ones we see
mostoften in this book.
We

write

As illustratedby the previousexample,the statementf(n) = 0(g(n))
states only that g(n) is an upper bound on the value of /(n) for all n,
n > uq. It doesnot say anything about how goodthis bound is. Notice
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n = 0(n3),n = 0(2n),and soon. For
that n = 0(2n),n = 0{n2-5),
=
the statement/(n) 0(g(n)) to be informative, g(n) shouldbe as smalla
function of n as one can comeup with for which f(n) = 0(g(n)).
So,while
we often say that 3n + 3 = O(n), we almostnever say that 3n + 3 = 0(n2),
even though this latterstatementis correct.
Fromthe definition of O, it should be clearthat f(n) = 0(g(n)) is not
the sameas 0(g(n)) = f(n).In fact, it is meaninglessto say that 0(g(n)) =
f(n).Theuseof the symbol = is unfortunatebecausethis symbolcommonly
denotesthe equalsrelation.Someof the confusionthat resultsfrom the use
of this symbol (which is standardterminology)can be avoided by reading
the symbol = as \"is\" and not as \"equals.\"
Theorem1.2obtainsa very useful result concerningthe orderof /(n)
(that is,the g(n) in /(n) = 0(g(n))) when /(n) is a polynomial in n.

Theorem1.2If /(n) = amnm
Proof:
/(\302\253)

<
<
<

-\\

\\-

axn + a0, then /(n) = 0(nm).

\302\243\342\204\242okk

nmYT=o\\ai\\ni~m

nmYT=oW\\

forn>l

So,/(n) = 0(nm) (assumingthat m is fixed).
Definition1.5[Omega] The function /(n) = Q(g(n)) (read as \"/ of n
is omegaof g of n\") iff thereexist positiveconstants c and no such that
f(n) > c * g(n) for all n, n > tiq.
Example1.12The function 3n + 2 = fi(n) as 3n + 2 > 3n for n > 1
(the inequality holdsfor n > 0,but the definition of fi requiresan no > 0).
3n + 3 = fl(n) as 3n + 3 > 3n for n > 1.100n
+ 6 = Q(n) as 100n
+ 6 > lOOn
>
2
for n > 1. 10n2+ 4n + 2 = fi(n2) as 10n2
4n
n2
for
n > 1.
+ +
=
*
*
>
>
n2
2n
as
2n
n2
2n
for
n
1.
also
that
6
Observe
+
+
n(2n) 6
=
=
=
3n + 3 0(1),10n2
+ 4n + 2 Q(n), 10n2+ 4n + 2 fi(l),6 * 2n + n2 =
=
fi(n100),6 * 2n + n2 fi(n50-2),6 * 2n + n2 = fi(n2), 6 * 2n + n2 = fi(n), and
D
6*2n+ n2 = n(l).
\342\226\241

\342\226\241

As in the caseof the big oh notation, thereare severalfunctions g(n) for
which /(n) = Q(g(n)). The function g(n) is only a lower bound on /(n).
Forthe statement/(n) = Q(g(n))to be informative, g(n) shouldbe as large
for which the statement/(n) = Q(g(n)) is true.
a function of n as possible
we almost
So, while we say that 3n + 3 = Q(n) and 6 * 2n + n2 =
never say that 3n + 3 = 0(1)or 6 * 2n + n2 = 0(1),even though both of
\302\2437(2ra),

thesestatementsarecorrect.
Theorem1.3is the analogueof Theorem1.2for the omeganotation.
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\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

n(nm).

+ a\\n + ao and am > 0, then /(n) =

Proof:Left as an exercise.

\342\226\241

Definition1.6[Theta] The function f(n) = @(g(n))(readas \"/ of n is
and no such that
theta, of g of n\") iff thereexist positiveconstants ci,C2,
ci<?(n)< /(n) < c29(n) an n, n > riQ.
\342\226\241

f\302\260r

Example1.13The function 3n + =2 = 6(n)as 3n + 2=> 3n for all n > 2
and 3n + 2 < 4n for all n > 2,so c\\ 3, C2 = 4, and no 2. 3n + 3 = 0(n),
10n2f 4n + 2 = 6(n2),6 * 2n + n2 = 6(2n),and 10*logn
+ 4 = 6(logn).
3n + 2^(-)(l),3n + 3^6(n2),10n2
+ 4n + 2^ 6(n),10n2
+4n+ 2 ^ 6(1),
6*2\"+n2 0(n2),6 * 2n + n2 ^ G(n100),and 6 * 2n + n2 ^ 0(1). D
7^

Tlietheta notation is moreprecisethan both the the

oh and

big
omega
The function /(n) = 0(<?(n))iff g(n) is both an upperand lower
notations.
bound on

/(n).

Noticethat the coefficientsin allof the <?(n)'sused in the precedingthree
example'shave been 1. This is in accordancewith practice. We almost
never find ourselvessaying that 3n + 3 = 0(3n),that 10= 0(100),
that
10n2f 4n + 2 = Q(4n2),that 6 * 2n + n2 = 0(6* 2n), or that 6 * 2n + n2 =
0(4* 2\,")even though eachof thesestatementsis true.

Theorem1.4If /(n) = amnm +
6(n7\.

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

+ a\\n + ao and am > 0,then /(n) =

Proof:Left as an exercise.

\342\226\241

Definition1.7[Little \"oh\"] The function /(n) = o(g(n)) (readas
is littleoh of g of n\")

\"/ of n

iff

lim

44 = 0
\342\226\241

Example1.14The function 3n + 2 = o{n2)sinceHindoo^^ = 0. 3n +
2 = o(nlogn).
6 * 2n + n2 = o(3ra).6 * 2n + n2 =
3n + 2 = o(nloglogn).
D
*
o(2nlogn).3n + 2 ^ o(n). 6 2n + n V o(2n).
Analogous to o is the notation uj defined as follows.
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Definition1.8[Little omega]The function f(n)
n

is littleomegaof g of n\")

u)(g(n))(readas

\"/ of

iff

limf^

0

n->coj{n)

\342\226\241

Example1.15Let us reexaminethe timecomplexity analyses of the
section.Forthe algorithmSum (Algorithm 1.6)we determinedthat
tsum(n) = 2n + 3. So,tsUm(n) = 6(n). For Algorithm 1.7,tRSum(n) =
2n + 2 = G(n).
previous

\342\226\241

allseethat the O, fi, and 6 notationshave beenused
the precedingparagraphs,we are stillleft with the question,Of
what use are thesenotations if we have to first determinethe step count
exactly? The answer to this question is that the asymptotic complexity
(i.e.,the complexityin terms of O, fi, and 6) can be determinedquite
easily without determiningthe exact step count. This is usually done by
first determiningthe asymptotic complexity
of eachstatement(or group of
Tables1.4
statements)in the algorithmand then addingthesecomplexities.
through 1.6dojustthis for Sum, RSum, and Add (Algorithms1.6,1.7,and
Although we might

correctlyin

1.11).

Statement

1 AlgorithmSum(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

s:=0.0;

for i := 1to n do

}

s :=s + a[i];
return s;

Total

s/e
0
0

1
1
1
1

0

frequency total steps

-

\342\200\224

1

n+ 1
n

-1

6(0)
6(0)
6(1)
6(n)
6(n)
6(1)
6(0)
0(n)

Table1.4Asymptotic complexityof Sum (Algorithm 1.6)
Although the analyses of Tables1.4through 1.6arecarriedout in terms
step counts, it is correctto interprettp(n) = 6(<?(n)),tp(n) = Q(g(n)),
or tp{n) = 0(g(n)) as a statementabout the computingtimeof algorithm
This is sobecauseeachsteptakesonly 0(1)timeto execute.
of

P.
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Statement

1 AlgorithmRSum (a,n)
2 {
if (n < 0) then
3

4
5
6
7

33

s/e

n

frequency
=0 n > 0

0
0

1
1
1
1
1) + a[n]); 1+x 0

return0.0;
elsereturn

}

RSum(a,n

\342\200\224

1
0

1

0

Total

total steps
=0 n >0

n

1
1

Statement
1

2
3
4
5
6

}

0

Total

Table1.6Asymptotic complexityof Add

tRSum(n

(Algorithm 1.7).

s/e

AlgorithmAdd(a, b, c,m,n) 0
0
{
1
for i :=1to m do
1
for i :=1to n do
c[i,j]:=a[i,j]+ b[i,j]; 1

9(0)
9(1+ 3;)
9(0)
9(1+ 3;)

0
0
2

x =

Table1.5Asymptotic complexityof RSum

0(0)
0(0)
0(1)

0
0

frequency total steps

0(m)
9(mn)
9(mn)

9(0)
9(0)
0(m)
9(mn)
@(mn)
9(0)
9(mn)

(Algorithm 1.11)

- 1)
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had someexperienceusing the table method,you will
a position
to arrive at the asymptotic complexity of an algorithmby
takinga moreglobalapproach.We elaborateonthis methodin the following
After you have

be in

examples.

1.16[Permutation generator]ConsiderPerm (Algorithm 1.4).When
Example
= n, we seethat
the timetaken is 0(n).When k < n, the elseclauseis
entered.At this time,the secondfor loopis enteredn k + 1times.Each
iterationof this looptakes0(n+ tperm(k + l>n)) time. So,
n) =
+ 1,n) is at
@((n + l)(n + tpem(k+ l, n))) when k < n. Since
leastn when k + 1< n, we get tperm(k, n) = Q((n k + l)tperm(k+ l, n)) for
k < n. Usingthe substitutionmethod,we obtain tperm (l,n) = 9(n(n!)),
n > 1.
k

\342\200\224

\302\243perm(&,

\342\200\224k

\302\243perm(A:

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Example1.17[Magicsquare] The next examplewe consideris a problem
recreationalmathematics.A magicsquareis an n x n matrixof the
integers1to n2 such that the sum of every row, column,and diagonalis the
same.Figure1.2gives an examplemagicsquarefor the casen = 5.In this
example,the commonsum is 65.
from

15

8

1

24

17

16

14

7

5

23

22

20

13

6

4

3

21

19

12

10

9

2

25

18

11

Figure1.2Examplemagicsquare
H. Coxeterhas given the following simplerule for generatinga magic
squarewhen n is odd:
Start with 1 in the middleof the toprow; then go up and left,
assigningnumbersin increasingorderto empty squares;if you
fall off the squareimaginethe samesquare as tiling the plane
and continue;if a square is occupied,move down insteadand
continue.
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The magicsquareof Figure1.2was formed usingthis rule. Algorithm 1.15
is for creatingan n x n magicsquare for the casein which n is odd.This

resultsfrom Coxeter's
rule.
The magicsquare is representedusinga two-dimensional
array having n
rows and n columns.For this applicationit is convenientto numberthe
rows (and columns)from 0 to
1ratherthan from 1to n. Thus, when the
\"falls
off
the
the
mod operatorsetsi and/orj back to
algorithm
square,\"
0 or ti. ~ 1.
Thetimeto initializeand output the squareis 0(n2).Thethird for loop
1 timesand each
(in which key ranges over 2 through n2) is iteratedn2
iterationtakes0(1)time. So,this for looptakes0(n2)time. Hencethe
overall timecomplexity
of Magic is 0(n2).Sincethereare n2 positions
in
which the algorithmmust placea number, we see that 0(n2)is the best
boundan algorithmfor the magicsquare problemcan have.
n\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Example1.18[Computing xn] Our final exampleis to computexn for any
realnumberx and integern > 0. A naive algorithmfor solving this problem
is to perform n 1 multiplications
as follows:
\342\200\224

power :=x;

:= 1to n 1do power:=power* x;
This algorithmtakes0(n)time. A better approachis to employ the
the specialcasein which n is an integral
\"repeated squaring\" trick. Consider
power of 2 (that is,in which n equals2*1 for someintegerk). The following
for i

\342\200\224

algorithmcomputesxn.
power :=x\\

for i

:= 1to do power:=power2;
A;

Thevalue of powerafter q iterationsof the for loopis x . Therefore,
this
algorithm takesonly 0(A;) = O(logn) time,which is a significantimprovement
over the run timeof the first algorithm.
Can the samealgorithmbe used when n is not an integralpower of 2?
Fortunately, the answer is yes. Let 6/c^/c-i ^l^o be the binary
of the integern. This meansthat n = Ylq=obq29- Now,

'''

representation

xn

= x^=0^29=

(x)b\302\260

* (x2)fci * (x4)b* *

...

* (x2k)b*

Also observethat bo is nothingbut n mod2 and that [n/2\\is b^bk-i &i
binary form. Theseobservationsleadus to Exponentiate(Algorithm 1.16)
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

in

for computingxn.
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1 AlgorithmMagic(n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Createa magicsquareof sizen, n beingodd.
{

if ((n

{
write (\"n is even\;")return;
}
else
{
for i :=0 to n 1do // Initializesquareto zero.
:=0;
for j :=0 to n - 1do square[i,j]
(n l)/2]:= 1;// Middle of first row
square[0,
// (i,j)is the current position.
j := (n - l)/2;
for key :=2 to n2 do
{
if

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

two statements
// Movebeup and left.Thenext
the
mod
by
operatorif
// may modreplaced
1.
n
has
value
n
the
//
if > thenk :=i
elsek :=n
\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

1;
1;
1)
> 1) thenI :=j 1;else/ :=n 1;
if (square[k,
I] > 1) theni := (i + 1) modn;
(i
if (j

22
23
24
25
26

27

}

28
29

30
31
32
33

mod2) = 0) then

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

else// sgwarefA;,/] is empty.
{
i :=k; j :=I;
}
:=key,
square[i,j]

II Output the magicsquare.
for i :=0 to n 1do
for j :=0 to n 1do write
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

}

}

Algorithm1.15Magicsquare

(square[i,j]);
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1 AlgorithmExponentiate^,
n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// Return xn for an integern > 0.
{

rn :=n; power:= 1;z :=a;;
while (m > 0) do

{

while ((m mod2) = 0) do

{

m := Lm/2J;z := z2;
10
}
11
m := m
1;power:=power* z;
12
}
1.5
returnpower;
14 }
\342\200\224

Algorithm1.16Computationof x;
of this algorithmis left as an exercise.The
Provingthe correctness
rn starts with the value of n, and after every iterationof the innermost
while loop(line7), itsvalue decreasesby a factor of at least2. Thus there
will be only O(logn) iterationsof the while loopof line7. Eachsuch
takes6(1)time.Whenever controlexitsfrom the innermostwhile loop,
the value of m is oddand the instructionsrn := rn 1;power:=power* z;
areexecutedonce. After this execution,sincern becomeseven, eitherthe
innermostwhile loopis enteredagain or the outermostwhile loop(line
5) is exited (in case rn
0). Thereforethe instructionsrn := rn 1;
*
:=
can
power power z\\
only be executedO(logn) times. In summary,
the overall run timeof Exponentiateis 6(logn).
variable

iteration

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

1.3.4 PracticalComplexities
seenthat the time complexityof an algorithmis generally some
This function is very useful in
function of the instancecharacteristics.
how
the
time
requirements
determining
vary as the instance characteristics
The
f
unction
can
alsobe used to comparetwo
complexity
change;.
We have

/' and Q that performthe sametask. Assume that algorithmP has
complexity
0(n)and algorithmQ has complexity 6(n2).We can assertthat
P
algorithm is faster than algorithmQ for sufficiently largen. To seethe
validity of this assertion,observethat the computingtimeof P is bounded
algorithms
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from above by en for someconstant c and for all n, n > n\\, whereasthat of
Q is boundedfrom below by dn2 for someconstantd and all n, n > ri2. Since
en < dn2 for n > c/d,algorithmP is faster than algorithmQ whenever n

> max{ni,n2,c/d}.

You shouldalways be cautiously aware of the presence
of the phrase
in
of
an
assertion
like
that
the
When
\"sufficiently
large\"
precedingdiscussion.
which
of
the
two
to
know
whetherthe
must
deciding
algorithms use, you
n you are dealingwith is,in fact, sufficiently large. If algorithmP runs in
106nmilliseconds,
whereasalgorithmQ runs in n2 milliseconds,
and if you
always have n < 106,
then, otherfactorsbeingequal,algorithmQ is the one
to use.
To get a feel for how the various functions grow with n, you are advised
to study Table1.7and Figure
very closely.It is evident from Table1.7
that the function 2n grows very rapidly with n. In fact, if
and Figure
an algorithmneeds2n stepsfor execution,then when n = 40, the number
of stepsneededis approximately * 1012.
On a computerperformingone
billionstepsper second,this would requireabout 18.3
minutes. If n = 50,
the samealgorithmwould run for about 13days on this computer.When n
= 60,about 310.56 are requiredto executethe algorithmand when n
= 100,about 4*10years
that the utility
years areneeded.So, we may conclude
limited
n (typically
of algorithmswith exponential
i
s
to
small
complexity

1.3

1.3

1.1

n

< 40).

logn n nlogn
0
1
0
2
1 2
2
3
4
5

4
8

16
32

n1
1
4
16

n6

1
8
64

2n

2
4

16
512
256
256 4,096
65,536
160 1,02432,768 4,294,967,296
8
24
64

64

Table1.7Functionvalues
that is a polynomial of high degree
Algorithms that have a complexity

then
For example,if an algorithmneedsn10steps,
seconds
when
n
we
need
10
our
computer
1-billion-steps-per-second
using
=
=
= 10,3171
n
when
n
1000.
If
the
when
and
3.17*
1
013
100,
years
years
had beenn3 stepsinstead,then we would needone
algorithm'scomplexity
and 11.57
minuteswhen n = 10,000,
secondwhen n = 1000,110.67
days

arealsoof limitedutility.

when n =

100,000.
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Figure1.3Plotof function
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Table1.8gives the timeneededby a one-billion-steps-per-second
to executean algorithmof complexity
f(n) instructions.You should
note that currently only the fastestcomputerscan executeabout 1 billion
instructionsper second.
Froma practicalstandpoint,it is evident that for
n
n
reasonablylarge (say > 100),
only algorithmsof smallcomplexity
(such
as n, nlogn,n2, and n3) arefeasible.Further, this is the caseeven if you
could build a computercapableof executing1012
instructionsper second.
In this case,the computingtimesof Table1.8would decreaseby a factor of
1000.Now, when n = 100,it would take 3.17years to executen10
and 4 * 1010
years to execute2n instructions.
computer

instructions

n

10

20
30
40
50
100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000

!(n)= n
.01lis
.02lis
.03lis
.04lis
.05lis

.1lis

1 lis
10lis
100 lis
1 ms

on a 10 instr/sec computer
/(\") =
f(n)=nW
f(n)=n*
1
10
10s
160
2.84 hr
8 lis
lis
lis
810jiS
6.83d
27 lis
64 lis
2.56ms
121.36
d
125 lis
6.25ms
3.1yr
1 ms
3171yr
100 ms
1s
3.17*1013
16.67mill
yr
115.7d
3.17*1023
16.67min
yr
11.57d
3171yr
3.17*1033
yr
31.71yr
3.17*107yr 3.17*1043
yr

Time for f(n) instructions

/(n) = n log, n

.03lis
.09jis
.15lis
.21lis
.28(is
.66lis
9.96lis
130 lis
1.66ms
19.92ms

/(\") = nA

.1
.4lis
lis

.9
1.6lislis
2.5lis

10 lis
1 ms
100 ms
10 s

16.67min

\302\2534

fiS

= 2\"
1
1 ms
1s
18.3min
13d

/(\302\253)

flS

4*1013yr

32*10283yr

Table1.8Timeson a 1-billion-steps-per-second
computer

1.3.5PerformanceMeasurement
is concerned
with obtainingthe spaceand time
Performancemeasurement
requirementsof a particularalgorithm. Thesequantities dependon the
usedas well as on the computeron which the algorithm
compilerand options
is run. Unlessotherwisestated,all performance
values provided in this book
areobtainedusingthe Gnu C++compiler,the default compileroptions,
and
the Sparc10/30computerworkstation.
In keepingwith the discussion
of the preceding
section,we do not concern
ourselveswith the spaceand timeneededfor compilation.We justify this
by the assumptionthat eachprogram(after it has beenfully debugged)is
compiledonceand then executedseveraltimes. Certainly, the spaceand
timeneededfor compilationare importantduring programtesting,when
moretimeis spent on this task than in runningthe compiledcode.
of a
We do not considermeasuringthe run-timespacerequirements
Rather, we focus on measuringthe computingtime of a program.
program.
To obtain the computing(or run) time of a program,we needa clocking
procedure.We assumethe existenceof a programGetTime()that returns
the current timein milliseconds.
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of the sequential
performance
Supposewe wish to measurethe worst-case
searchalgorithm (Algorithm 1.17).
Beforewe can do this, we need to (1)
decideon the values of n for which the timesare to be obtainedand (2)
determine,for eachof the above values of n, the data that exhibitthe worstcasebehavior.

AlgorithmSeqSearch(a,
x,n)

1

// Searchfor x in a[l: n].a[0] is used as additionalspace.

2
3
4
5
6

{

}

7

:=n; a[0] :=x;
while (a[i]^ x) do i := i
i

returni;

\342\200\224

1;

Algorithm1.17Sequentialsearch
Thedecisionon which values of n to use is basedon the amountof timing
performand alsoon what we expectto do with the timesonce
Assume that for Algorithm 1.17,
our intent is simply to
they are obtained.
in
worst
to
how
it
will
the
search
for x, given the
predict
take,
case,
long
sizen of a. An asymptotic analysis revealsthat this time is 6(n).So,we
if we know the
expecta plot of the timesto bea straight line.Theoretically,
timesfor any two values of n, the straight line is determined,and we can
obtain the timefor all other values of n from this line.In practice,we need
the timesfor morethan two values of n. This is sofor the following reasons:
we wish to

1.Asymptotic analysis tells us the behavior only

for sufficiently large
follow the
determine
the
curve.
To
which
the
asymptotic
point beyond
curve is followed,we needto examinethe timesfor severalvalues
of n.
values of

n. Forsmallervalues of n, the run timemay not

asymptotic

2. Even

in the region wherethe asymptotic behavior is exhibited,the
times may not lie exactlyon the predictedcurve (straight line in
the caseof Algorithm 1.17)
becauseof the effects of low-orderterms
that are discardedin the asymptotic analysis. For instance,an
algorithm with asymptotic complexity
B(n) can have time complexity
for
that
c\\n + C2 logn+ C3 or,
matter,any otherfunction of n in which
the highest-order
term is c\\n for someconstant c\\, c\\ > 0.

It is reasonabletoexpectthat the asymptotic behaviorof Algorithm 1.17
beginsfor somen that is smallerthan 100.So,for n > 100,we obtainthe
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...

run timefor just a few values. A reasonable
choiceis n = 200,300,400,
is
this
choiceof values. We can just
1000.
T
here
a
bout
,
nothing magical
as well use n = 500,1,000,1,500,...
or n = 512,1,024,
,10,000
2,048,...,
215.It costsus morein termsof computertime to use the latter choices,
and we probably do not get any better information about the run time of
Algorithm 1.17
usingthesechoices.
For n in the range [0, 100]
we carry out a more-refined
since
measurement,
we are not quite sure wherethe asymptotic behaviorbegins.Of course,if
our measurements
show that the straight-linebehaviordoesnot beginin this
we
in the range [100,
have
to
measurement
range,
performa more-detailed
onset
is
and
so
until
the
of
this
behavior
detected.
Timesin the
on,
200],
areobtainedin stepsof 10beginningat n = 0.
range [0, 100]
exhibitsitsworst-case
behaviorwhen x is chosensuchthat
Algorithm 1.17
For definiteness,we set a[i]
it is not one of the a[i]'s.
i, 1< i < n, and
x = 0. At this time,we envision usingan algorithmsuch as Algorithm 1.18
to obtain the worst-case
times.
\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmTimeSearchQ
{
for j :=1to 1000
do a[j]:=j;
for j :=1to 10do
{
n[j]:=10* (j 1);n[j+ 10]:=100* j;
7
}
8
for j := 1to 20 do
9
{
10
h := GetTime();
11
k :=SeqSearch(a,0,
n[j]);
12
hi :=GetTime();
13
t:=hl-h]
14
write (n[j],t);
15
}
16 }

2
3
4
5
6

-

Algorithm1.18Algorithm to timeAlgorithm 1.17
The timing resultsof this algorithm is summarizedin Table1.9.The
timesobtainedare toosmallto be of any use to us. Most of the timesare
zero;this indicatesthat the precisionof our clockis inadequate.Thenonzero
of the timetaken.
timesarejust noiseand are not representative
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n time
0

10

20
30
40

50

60
70
80
90

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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n time

100

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

0
0

1
1

0
0
0

1

0
0

Timesare in milliseconds.
Table1.9Timingresultsof Algorithm 1.18.
To time a short event, it isnecessaryto repeat it severaltimesand
divide the total time for the event by the number of repetitions.

Sinceour clockhas an accuracyof about one-tenthof a second,we should
attemptto timeany singleevent that takeslessthan about one second.
With an event timeof at leastten seconds,
we can expectour observedtimes
to be accurateto one percent.
The body of Algorithm 1.18
needsto bechangedtothat of Algorithm 1.19.
In this algorithm,r[i] is the number of timesthe searchis to be repeated
when the numberof elementsin the array is n[i\\. Noticethat rearranging
the timingstatementsas in Algorithm 1.20
or 1.21
doesnot producethe
desired results.For instance,
from the data of Table1.9,
we expectthat with
the structureof Algorithm 1.20,
the value output for n = 0 will stillbe 0.
This is becausethereis a chancethat in every iterationof the for loop,the
clockdoesnot changebetweenthe two timesGetTimeQis called.With the
structureof Algorithm 1.21,
we expectthe algorithmnever to exitthe while
=
n
when
0
the
the
loop
loopwill beexitedbecauseoccasionally
(in reality,
not

measuredtimewill

turn out

to be a few milliseconds).

Yet another alternativeis shown in Algorithm 1.22.
This approachcan
be expectedto yield satisfactory times.It cannot be used when the timing
procedureavailable gives us only the timesincethe last invocationof GetTime.Another difficulty is that the measuredtimeincludesthe timeneeded
to readthe clock.For smalln, this timemay be largerthan the timeto run
SeqSearch.This difficulty can be overcomeby determiningthe time taken
by the timing procedureand subtractingthis timelater.
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1 AlgorithmTimeSearch()

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

{

// Repetitionfactors

100000,
100000,
200000,
150000,
100000,
r[21]:= {0,200000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
50000,
25000,
25000,
25000,
25000};
for j :=1 to 1000
do a\\j] :=j;
for j :=1to 10do
{
n[j]:=10* (j 1);n\\j + 10]:=100* j;
}
for j :=1to 20do

-

10
11
12
13
{
14
h := GetTime();
15
for i :=1to r[j]do k :=SeqSearch(a,0,
n[j]);
16
hi :=GetTime();
17
tl :=hl-/i;
18
t :=tl; t :=t/r[j};
19
write {n[j],
tl, t);
20
}
21 }
Algorithm1.19Timingalgorithm

1 t:=0',
for i :=1to r[j]do
{
h := GetTime();
k := SeqSearch(a,0,
n[j']);
hi :=GetTime();
t:=t+ hl~ h;
7
8 }
9 t := t/r[j];

2
3
4
5
6

Algorithm1.20Impropertiming construct
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1
2
3
4
5
6

t

:=0;

while (t < DESIRED.TIME)
do

{

7

:= GetTime();
:= SeqSearch(a,0,n[j])',
hi := GetTime();
t:=t+ hl-h;
h
k

Algorithm1.21Another impropertiming construct

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

h

:= GetTime();* :=0;

while (t < DESIRED.TIME)
do

{

k

:=SeqSearch(a,
0,n[j]);

hi := GetTime();

}

t:=hl-h;

Algorithm1.22An alternatetimingconstruct

45
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Thetimesfor n
is given in Table1.10.
Timingresultsof Algorithm 1.19,
in Figure 1.4.
the range [0, 1000]
are plotted
Values in the range [10,
100]
have not beenplotted.Thelineardependence
of the worst-case
timeon n
is apparentfrom this graph.
in

n

tl

t

0
308 0.002
10 923 0.005
20 11810.008
30 1087 0.011
40 1384 0.014
50 1691 0.017
60 999 0.020
70 11560.023
80 1306 0.026

n

tl

t

100 1683 0.034

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

3359 0.067
4693 0.094
6323 0.126
7799

0.156

9310 0.186
5419 0.217
6201 0.248
6994 0.280
90 1460 0.029 1000 7725 0.309
Timesare in milliseconds

Table1.10Worst-caserun timesfor Algorithm 1.17
The graph of Figure 1.4can be used to predictthe run time for other

values of n. We can go one stepfurther and get the equationof the straight
line. The equation of this line is t = c + mn, wherem is the slopeand c

the value for n = 0. Fromthe graph, we seethat c = 0.002.
Usingthe point
= 0.0003067.
n = 600and t = 0.186,
we obtain m = (t c)/n= 0.184/600
wheret
So the line of Figure1.4has the equationt = 0.002
+ 0.0003067n,
is the time in milliseconds.
the
Fromthis, we expectthat when n = 1000,

-

and when n = 500,it will
worst-case
searchtimewill be 0.3087
millisecond,
t
o
times
of Table1.10,
we see
be 0.155
millisecond.
Compared the observed
that thesefigures are very accurate!

Summary of Running Time Calculation
To obtain the run timeof a program,we needto plan the experiment.The
following issuesneedto be addressedduring the planningstage:
1.What is the accuracyof the clock?Howaccuratedo our resultshave to
be? Oncethe desiredaccuracyis known, we can determinethe length
of the shortestevent that shouldbe timed.

1.3.1PERFORMANCEANALYSIS
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100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
n

Figure1.4Plotof the data in Table1.10

>

1000
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2. For eachinstancesize,a repetitionfactor needsto bedetermined.This

is to be chosensuch that the event timeis at leastthe minimum time
that can be clockedwith the desiredaccuracy.

3.Are we measuringworst-caseor averageperformance?Suitabletest
data need to be generated.

4. What

is the purposeof the experiment?Are the timesbeingobtained
for comparative
purposes,or are they to be used to predictrun times?
If the latter is the case,then contributionsto the run timefrom such
sourcesas the repetitionloopand data generationneed to be
subtracted (in casethey are includedin the measured
time).If the former
is the case,then thesetimesneednot besubtracted(providedthey are
the samefor all programsbeing compared).

5.In casethe timesareto be usedtopredictrun times,then we needto fit

a curve throughthe points.For this, the asymptotic complexity
should
be known. If the asymptotic complexity
is linear,then a least-squares
straight linecan be fit; if it is quadratic,then a parabolacan be used
is O(nlogn),
then a
(that is,t = clq + a\\n + a2n2). If the complexity
curve of the form t = ao + a\\n + a2nlog2
n can be fit.
least-squares
When obtainingthe least-squares
one should discard
approximation,
data corresponding
to smallvalues of n, sincethe programdoesnot
exhibitits asymptotic behaviorfor thesen.

TestData
Generating
of an
performance
Generatinga dataset that resultsin the worst-case
is not always easy. In somecases,it is necessaryto use a computer
programto generatethe worst-casedata. In other cases,even this is very
difficult. In thesecases,another approachto estimatingworst-case
of
is taken. For eachset of values of the instancecharacteristics
interest,we generatea suitably largenumberof randomtest data. The run
timesfor eachof thesetest dataareobtained.The maximumof thesetimes
is used as an estimateof the worst-case
time for this set of values of the
instancecharacteristics.
to averageover
To measureaverage-case
times,it is usually not possible
all possible
to do
instancesof a given characteristic.Although it is possible
for a sort algorithm.If we assume
this for sequentialsearch,it is not possible
that all keys are distinct,then for any given n, n!different permutations
data is
needto be used to obtain the averagetime. Obtainingaverage-case
often
than
worst-case
data.
w
e
much
harder
So,
adoptthe
obtaining
usually
obtain
an
estimate
of
the
outlined
above
and
simply
averagetime
strategy
on a suitableset of test data.
algorithm

performance
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or averagetimeusingrandomdata,
worst-case
Whether we areestimating
the number of instancesthat we can try is generallymuch smallerthan
the total number of such instances.Hence,it is desirableto analyze the
algorithmbeingtestedto determineclassesof data that shouldbe generated
for the (experiment.This is a very algorithm-specific
task,and we do not go
here.

into it

EXERCISES
1.Comparethe two functions n2 and 2n/4 for various values of n.
Determine

when the secondbecomeslargerthan the first.

2. Prove by induction:
= n(n+l)/2,n> 1
+ l)/6,n > 1
(l>) E?=i*2 = n(n + l)(2n
E\"=o^ = (xn+1-l)/(x-l),
3. Determinethe frequency countsfor allstatementsin the following two
algorithmsegments:
1 i = i;
2 while (i < n) do
for i := 1to n do
2
for j :=1to i do
3 {
4
3
x := x + 1;
for k :=1to j do
4
i := i + 1;
x :=x + 1;
5
(a)

\302\243\"=i*

x^l,n>0

(<\342\200\242)

:\342\226\240

L

6

(a)

}

(b)

4. (a) Introducestatementsto incrementcount at allappropriatepoints
Algorithm 1.23.
(I)) Simplify the resultingalgorithmby eliminatingstatements.The
simplified algorithmshouldcomputethe samevalue for count as
in

computedby the algorithmof part (a).
(c) What is the exactvalue of count when the algorithmterminates?
You may assumethat the initial value of count is 0.
(d) Obtain the step count for Algorithm 1.23using the frequency
method.Clearly show the step count table.
5. Do Exercise4 for Transpose(Algorithm 1.24).
This algorithmmultipliestwo n x n
6. Do Exercise4 for Algorithm 1.25.
matricesa and b.
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1 AlgorithmD(x,n)

2
3
4
5
6

1

7

8
9

10
11
12
13 }

t:=l;

repeat
{
x[i]:= x[i]+ 2;i :=i + 2;
until
}
(i > n);
t:=l;
while (i < [n/2j)do
{
x[i]:= x[i]+ x[i+ 1];i := i + 1;
}

Algorithm1.23Examplealgorithm

1 AlgorithmTranspose(a,n)
{
for i := 1to n 1do
for j :=i + 1to n do
{
* := a[tj];a[i,j]
:=a\\j,i\\; a\\j,i] :=*;

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

7

8

}

}

Algorithm1.24Matrixtranspose
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AlgorithmM u It (a,6, c,n)
{
for i :=1to n do
for j :=1to n do

1

2
3
4
5
6

{

c[t,j]:=0;
:= 1to n

do
:=
c[t,j] c[t,j] + a[i,k] * b[k,j];

for

7

8
9

II)

A;

}

}

Algorithm1.25Matrixmultiplication
7. (a) Do Exercise4 for Algorithm 1.26.
This algorithmmultipliestwo
matricesa and b, wherea is an m x n matrixand b is an n x p

matrix.

1

2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmMult(a,6, c,m,n,p)
{
for i :=1to m do
for j :=1to p do

{

c[*,j]:=0;
:= 1to n do
c[i,j]:=c[i,j]+ a[i,k]* b[k,j];

for

7

8
9

}

11) }

A;

Algorithm1.26Matrixmultiplication
(b) Underwhat conditionsis it profitable to interchangethe two
outermost

8. Show that

for loops?

the following equalitiesarecorrect:

5n2-6n= 0(n2)

(a)
(b)

n! =

(<i)

e?=o\302\2532

0(nn)

(<:) 2n22n + nlogn= 0(n22n)

=

\302\251(\302\2533)
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(e) ELo*3=

\302\251(n4)-

= 0(n2\
n27l+6*2\"
(g) n3 + 106n2 = 0(n3)
+ l) = 0(n3)
(h) 6n3/(logn
(i) n1M1+ nlogn= 0(n1-001)
(j) nfc+e + nk logn = 0(nfc+e)for all fixed k and e, > 0 and e > 0
+ 15n4+ 100n22n= O(100n22n)
(k) 10n3
(1) 33n3 + 4n2 = fi(n2)
(m) 33n3 + 4n2 = fi(n3)
(f)

A;

9. Show that the following equalitiesareincorrect:
+ 9 = 0(n)
(a) 10n2
(b) n2logn=
(c) n2/logn= 0(n2)
(d) n32n + 6n23n = 0(n32n)
\302\251(n2)

10.ProveTheorems1.3and 1.4.

11.Analyze the computingtimeof SelectionSort(Algorithm 1.2).
12.Obtain worst-caserun timesfor SelectionSort
Do this
(Algorithm 1.2).

suitablevalues of n in the range [0, 100].
Your reportmust include
a plan for the experimentas well as the measuredtimes.Thesetimes
are to be provided both in a tableand as a graph.
for

13.Considerthe algorithmAdd

(Algorithm1.11).
, 100.
1,10,20,...

(a) Obtain run timesfor n =
(b) Plotthe timesobtainedin part (a).

14.Do the previousexercisefor matrixmultiplication(Algorithm 1.26).
matrixX is represented
15.A complex-valued
by a pairof matrices(A, B),

whereA and B containrealvalues.Write an algorithmthat computes
matrices(A,B) and (C,D),where
the productof two complex-valued
=
*
*
+
+
(A iB) (C iD) = (AC BD)+ i(AD + BC).
(A, B) (C,D)
if the matrices
Determinethe numberof additionsand multiplications

-

areall n x

n.
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1.4 RANDOMIZEDALGORITHMS
1.4.1Basicsof ProbabilityTheory
the outcomesof natural or
Probability theory has the goal of characterizing

includetossinga
conceptual\"experiments.\"
Examplesof such experiments
cointen times,rollinga diethreetimes,playing a lottery, gambling,picking
a ballfrom an urn containingwhite and red balls,and soon.
Eachpossible
outcomeof an experimentis calleda samplepoint and the
set of all possible
outcomesis known as the samplespaceS. In this text
we assumethat S is finite (such a samplespaceis calleda discretesample
space).An event E is a subsetof the samplespaceS. If the samplespace
consistsof n samplepoints,
then thereare 2n possible
events.

Example1.19[Tossingthree coins] When a coin is tossed,thereare two
outcomes:heads (H) and tails (T). Considerthe experimentof
possible
outcomes:HHH,HHT,
throwing three coins.Thereare eight possible
HTH,HTT,THH,THT,TTH,and TTT.Eachsuchoutcomeis a sample
point.The sets {HHT,HTT,TTT},{HHH,TTT},and { } are three
events. The third event has no samplepoints and is the empty set.
possible
Forthis experimentthereare 28 possible
events.
\342\226\241

Definition1.9[Probability] The probability of an event E is dennedto be
[gj,whereS is the samplespace.
\342\226\241

Example1.20[Tossingthree coins] The probability of the event {HHT,
HTT,TTT}is jj. Theprobability of the event {HHH,
TTT}is f and that

of the event

{ } is zero.

\342\226\241

Note that the probability of S, the samplespace,is 1.

Example1.21[Rolling two dice] Let us lookat the experimentof rolling
two (six-faced)dice. Thereare 36 possible
outcomessomeof which are
is
the
What
(1,1),
probability that the sum of the two faces
(1,2), (1,
is 10?Theevent that the sum is 10consistsof the following samplepoints:
(1,9),(2,8),(3,7),(4,6),(5,5), (6,4),(7,3),(8,2), and (9,1).Therefore,the

3),....

probability of this event is

^

= ^.

\342\226\241

Definition1.10[Mutual exclusion]Two events E\\ and E2 are said to be
mutually
if\302\243inJS2

exclusiveif they do not have any commonsamplepoints, that

= $.

is,
\342\226\241
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1.22

Example [Tossingthreecoins]When we tossthreecoins,let E\\ be the
event that thereare two
and let E2 be the event that thereare at least
two T\"s.Thesetwo events are mutually exclusivesincethereare no common
samplepoints.On the otherhand, if E2 is dennedto be the event that there
is at leastone T, then E\\ and E2 will not be mutually exclusivesincethey
will have THH,HTH,and HHTas common
samplepoints.

i/'s

\342\226\241

The probability of event E is denotedas Prob.[E].
The complement
of
If E\\ and E2 are two events, the
probability of E\\ or E2 or both happeningis denotedas Prob.\\E\\ U E2].
The probability of both E\\ and E2 occurringat the sametimeis denotedas
event is E\\ fl E2.
Prob.[E\\fl E2].The corresponding

E, denotedE, is denned to be S E.
\342\200\224

Theorem1.5

1. Prob.[E]= 1-Prob.[E].
=
Prob.
U

Prob.[Ei E2]

+
E2 Prob.^n E2]
Prob.[Ei]
< Prob.[Ei]
+ Prob.E2

1.11
[Conditional probability] Let

Definition
of an

E\\

and E2 be any two events

experiment.The conditionalprobability of E\\

Prob.[Ex\\E2lis defined as Pffggf].

given

E2, denotedby
\342\226\241

Example1.23[Tossingfour coins] Considerthe experimentof tossingfour
coins.Let E\\ be the event that the number of i/'sis even and let E2 be
the event that there is at leastone H. Then,E2 is the complement
of the

thereare no i/'s. The probability of no i/'s is ^. Therefore,
=
Prob.[E2] 1 Jg = if. Prob.[EiD E2] is ^ sincethe event Ex fl E2
has the seven samplepoints HHHH,HHTT,HTHT,HTTH,THHT,
is j0^ = ^.
THTH,and TTHH.Thus, Prob.[Ei\\E2]
event that

-

\342\226\241

Two events E\\ and E2 aresaidto be
Definition1.12[Independence]
* Prob.[E2].
fl E2] = Prob.[Ei]
if Prob.[Ei

independent

Example1.24[Rolling a

\342\226\241

die twice] Intuitively, we say two events E\\ and
E2 are independentif the probability of one event happeningis in no way
of the otherevent. In otherwords, if Prob.\\E\\ \\E2] =
affected by the occurrence
Prob.[E\\],thesetwo events are independent.Supposewe rolla dietwice.
What is the probability that the outcomeof the secondroll is 5 (callthis
event E\\), given that the outcomeof the first roll is 4 (callthis event E2)l
The answer is ^ no matterwhat the outcomeof the first rollis.In this case
n
E\\ and E2 are independent.
Therefore,Prob.[E\\fl E2] = I * I = ^-
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Example1.25[Flipping a coin 100times] If a coinis nipped100timeswhat

is the probability that all of the outcomes
aretails?Theprobability that the
first outcomeis T is ^. Sincethe outcomeof the secondflip is independent
of the outcomeof the first flip, the probability that the first two outcomes
are T\"s can be obtainedby multiplying the corresponding
probabilitiesto
get Extendingthe argumentto all 100outcomes,we concludethat the
/ ,\\ 100
this casewe say the outcomes
probability of obtaining100T'sis ^ J
of the 100coin flips are mutually independent.

|.

f

.In

\342\226\241

Definition1.13[Random variable] Let S be the samplespaceof an
A random variable on S is a function that mapsthe elements
of S
to the set of realnumbers.For any samplepoint s 6 5, X(s) denotesthe
experiment.

imageof .s under this mapping.If the range of X, that is,the set of values
X can take,is finite, we say X is discrete.
Let the range of a discreterandomvariable X be {?\"!,
rm}.Then,
Prob.[X= rj],for any i, is defined to be the the numberof samplepoints
whose imageis rt divided by the numberof samplepoints in S. In this text
we areconcerned
mostly with discreterandom variables.

r2,...,

\342\226\241

Example1.26We flip a coin four times. The samplespaceconsistsof 24
samplepoints.We can define a random variable X on S as the number
= 3,
of heads in the coin flips. Forthis random variable,then, X(HTHH)
values that X can take are0,1,
2, 3,
X(HHHH)= 4, and soon.The possible
= 0] is ^, sincethe only samplepoint
and 4. Thus X is discrete.Prob.[X
= 1] is ^, sincethe four samplepoints
whose imageis 0 is TTTT.Prob.[X
HTTT,THTT,TTHT,and TTTHhave 1 as their image.
\342\226\241

Definition1.14[Expectedvalue] If the samplespaceof an experimentis
S {si,s2, sn},the expectedvalue or the meanof any randomvariable
* X(Si) = Zti XMX is defined to be
Prob.[st]
\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\302\261

\302\260

\302\243\342\204\242=i

to the
spacecorresponding
Example1.27[Coin tosses]The sample
of tossing threecoinsis S = {HHH,HHT,HTH,HTT, THH,
THT,TTH,TTT}.If X is the numberof heads in the coinflips, then the
expectedvalue of X is |(3+2 + 2+1+ 2 + 1+ 1+ 0) = 1.5.
experiment

\342\226\241

Definition1.15[Probability distribution] Let X be a discreterandom

{n,r2,...

defined over the samplespaceS. Let
,rm} be its range.
Then, the probability distribution of X is the sequenceProb.[X= r{\\,
Prob.[X= r2], , Prob.[X= rrn\\. Noticethat YT=iProh\\x= n] = 1variable

...

\342\226\241
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Example1.28[Coin tosses]If a coin is nippedthreetimesand X is the
number of heads,then X can take on four values, 0, 1,2, and 3. The
= 0] = \\, Prob.[X
= 1]=
probability distributionof X is given by Prob.[X
= 3] =
= 2] = and Prob.[X
Prob.[X
\342\226\241

\302\261.

\302\247,

\302\247,

Definition1.16[Binomial distribution] A Bernoullitrial is an experiment
that has two possible
outcomes,namely, successand failure. Theprobability
of conductingthe Bernoullitrial n
of successis p. Considerthe experiment
times.This experimenthas a samplespaceS with 2n samplepoints.Let X
in the n
be a random variable on S dennedto be the numbersof successes
trials.ThevariableX is saidtohave a binomialdistribution with parameters
(n, p).The expectedvalue of X is rip. Also,
= i] =
Prob.[X
(\"Vtl-p)\"-*
\342\226\241

it is necessaryto estimatethe probabilities
at the
In severalapplications,
One such estimateis provided by the
tail ends of probability distributions.
following lemma.

Lemma 1.1[Markov'sinequality] If X is any nonnegativerandom variable
whose mean is /i, then

-

Prob.lX> x] < x

\342\226\241

Example1.29Let be the mean of a random variable X. We can use
Markov's lemma(also calledMarkov's inequality) to make the following
statement:\"The probability that the value of X exceeds2/j, is < ^.\"
the example:if we tossa coin 1000
Consider
times,what is the probability that
the numberof heads is > 600?If X is the numberof heads in 1000
tosses,
then, the expectedvalue of X, E[X],is 500.Applying Markov's inequality
with x = 600and = 500,we infer that P[X > 600] <
\\x

\342\226\241

\\x

\302\247.

Though Markov's inequality can be appliedto any nonnegativerandom
variable,it is rather weak. We can obtain tighter bounds for a numberof
Thesebounds
importantdistributionsincludingthe binomialdistribution.
aredue to Chernoff. Chernoffboundsas appliedto the binomialdistribution
are employed in this text to analyze randomized
algorithms.
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Lemma 1.2[Chernoff bounds] If X is a binomialwith parameters(n, p),
and m > np is an integer,then

Prob.(X>m)<
Also,
and
for all 0

< e < 1.

eim~np\\
(^Y
m J
\\

Prob.(X< L(l-e)H)< e(-e2np/2)
Pro6.(X>f(l+e)npl)< e(-f2np/3)

(1.1)
(1.2)
(1.3)
\342\226\241

Example1.30Considerthe experimentof tossinga coin 1000times. We
want to determine
the probability that the numberX of headsis > 600.We
can use Equation 1.3to estimatethis probability. The value for e hereis
0.2.Also, n = 1000and p = \\- Equation 1.3now becomes
= e-20/3
< a001273
P[X > 600] < eH0-2)2(500/3)]
This estimateis moreprecisethan that given by Markov's inequality.

\342\226\241

1.4.2 RandomizedAlgorithms:An InformalDescription
A randomized
algorithmis one that makesuse of a randomizer(such as a
randomnumber generator).Someof the decisionsmadein the algorithm
dependon the output of the randomizer.Sincethe output of any
way from run to run, the output of a
might differ in an unpredictable
randomized
also
from run to run for the sameinput.
could
differ
algorithm
Theexecutiontimeof a randomized
algorithmcould alsovary from run to
run for the sameinput.
Randomizedalgorithmscan be categorizedinto two classes:
The first
is algorithmsthat always producethe same(correct)output for the same
input. ThesearecalledLas Vegas algorithms.Theexecutiontimeof a Las
Vegas algorithmdependson the output of the randomizer.If we are lucky,
the algorithm might terminatefast, and if not, it might run for a longer
periodof time. In generalthe executiontime of a Las Vegas algorithmis
characterized
as a random variable (seeSection1.4.1
for a definition).The
secondis algorithmswhoseoutputs might differ from run to run (for the same
input). ThesearecalledMonte Carloalgorithms.Considerany problemfor
which thereare only two possible
answers,say, yes and no.If a Monte Carlo
is
to
solve
such
a problem,then the algorithmmight give
algorithm employed
incorrectanswers dependingon the output of the randomizer.We require
that the probability of an incorrectanswer from a Monte Carloalgorithmbe
low. Typically, for a fixed input, a Monte Carloalgorithmdoesnot display
randomizer
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much variation in

executiontimebetweenruns, whereasin the caseof a Las

Vegas algorithmthis variation is significant.

can think of a randomizedalgorithmwith one possible
randomizer
the
with
a
to
be
different
from
same
different
possible
output
algorithm
randomizeroutput.Therefore,a randomizedalgorithmcan be viewed as a
family of algorithms.For a given input, someof the algorithmsin this family
of time(or may give incorrectanswers).
may run for indefinitely longperiods
Theobjectivein the designof a randomized
algorithmis to ensurethat the
numberof such bad algorithmsin the family is only a smallfractionof the
total numberof algorithms.If for any input we can show that at least1 e
(e being very closeto 0) fractionof algorithmsin the family will run quickly
(respectivelygive the correctanswer)on that input, then clearly, a random
algorithmin the family will run quickly (or output the correctanswer)on
any input with probability > 1 e. In this casewe say that this family of
algorithms(or this randomized
algorithm)runs quickly (respectivelygives
the correctanswer)with probability at least1 e, wheree is calledthe error
We

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

probability.

Definition1.17[The 0()]Just like the 0()notationis usedto characterize

the run timesof non randomized
algorithms,0() is used for characterizing
the run timesof Las Vegas algorithms.We say a Las Vegas algorithmhas a
resource(time,space,and soon.) boundof 0(g(n)) if thereexistsa constant
c such that the amount of resourceused by the algorithm(on any input of
sizen) is no morethan cag(n) with probability > 1
We shall refer to
thesebounds as high probabilitybounds.
Similardefinitions apply alsoto such functions as
(l(),o(), etc.
\342\200\236.

\342\226\241

\302\251(),

Definition1.18[High probability] By high probabilitywe meana probability
of > 1 n~a for any fixed a. We calla the probability parameter.
\342\200\224

\342\226\241

mentionedabove,the run timeT of any Las Vegas algorithmis
as a randomvariable over a samplespaceS.Thesample
characterized
of
S
are
all
outcomesfor the randomizerused in the
points
possible
is
to obtain the distributionof T, often this is
algorithm.
desirable
it
Though
a challengingand unnecessarytask. The expectedvalue of T often suffices
as a goodindicatorof the run time. We can do better than obtainingthe
mean of T but short of computingthe exactdistributionby obtainingthe
The high probability boundsof our interestare of
high probability bounds.
form
the
\"With high probability the value of T will not exceed
To,\" for some
appropriateTo.
Severalresultsfrom probability theory can be employed to obtain high
probability boundson any random variable.Two of the moreuseful such
resultsare Markov's inequality and Chernoff bounds.
As

typically
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Next we give two examplesof randomized
algorithms.The first is of the
LasVegastype and the secondis of the Monte Carlotype. Otherexamples
are presentedthroughout the text. We say a Monte Carlo(Las Vegas)
not give a correctanswer (terminatewithin a
algorithm has failed if it does
speciiiedamount of time).

|

|

1.4.3 Identifyingthe RepeatedElement

Consideran array a[ ] of n numbers that has distinctelementsand
copiesof another element.The problemis to identify the repeatedelement.
Any deterministic
algorithmfor solving this problemwill needat least
?!+ 2 time stepsin the worst case.This fact can be argued as follows:
Consideran adversary who has perfectknowledgeabout the algorithmused
and who is in charge of selectingthe input for the algorithm. Such an
adversary can make sure that the first ~ + 1 elementsexaminedby the
Even after having lookedat t| + 1 elements,the
algorithmare all distinct.
will
in
a
to infer the repeatedelement.It will have
not
be
position
algorithm
to examineat least + 2 elementsand hencetake at least + 2 timesteps.
In contrastthereis a simpleand elegantrandomized
Las Vegas algorithm
that takes only O(logn) time. It randomly picks two array elementsand
checkswhetherthey comefrom two different cellsand have the samevalue.
If they do,the repeatedelementhas been found. If not, this basicstep
of samplingis repeatedas many timesas it takesto identify the repeated
element.
is with repetitions;that is,the
In this algorithm,the samplingperformed
first and secondelementsare randomly pickedfrom out of the n elements
(eachelementbeingequally likely to be picked).Thus thereis a probability
(equalto -)that the samearray elementis pickedeachtime. If we just check
for the equality of the two elementspicked,our answer might be incorrect
it
(in casethe algorithmpickedthe samearray indexeachtime).Therefore,
is essentialto makesure that the two array indicespickedare different and
the two array cellscontainthe samevalue.
\302\247

||

\302\247

This algorithmis given in Algorithm 1.27.The algorithmreturns the
indexof one of the copiesof the repeatedelement.Now we prove that
the run timeof the above algorithmis O(logn).
Any iterationof the while
loopwill be successfulin identifying the repeatednumberif i is any onethe
to the repeatedelementand j is any one of
array indicescorresponding
the same indicesother than i. In other words, the probability that the
n' ^\"( ~
algorithmquits in any given iterationof the while loopis P
which is > g for all n > 10. This impliesthat the probability that the
algorithmdoesnot quit in a given iterationis <
array

|.

\342\200\224

',
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1 RepeatedElement(a,
n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Findsthe repeatedelementfrom a[l:n].
{

while (true) do

{

i

8
9

10 }

:= RandomQ modn + 1;j := Random() modn + 1;

are randomnumbersin the range [l,n].
// i and j and
=
if
thenreturn

7

((i t^ j)

}

i;

a[j]))

(a[i\\

Algorithm1.27Identifying the repeatedarray number
the probability that the algorithmdoesnot quit in 10iterations
Therefore,
/4\\10
is < 5 J < .1074.So,Algorithm 1.27will terminatein 10iterationsor
lesswith probability > .8926.The probability that the algorithmdoesnot
/4\\ioo < 2.04* 10_ . That
terminatein 100iterationsis < if
is,almost
J
certainlythe algorithmwill quit in 100iterationsor less.If n equals2 * 106,
for example,any deterministic
algorithm will have to spendat least one
milliontimesteps,as opposed
to the 100iterationsof Algorithm 1.27!
In general,the probability that the algorithmdoesnot quit in the first
calogn (c is a constant to be fixed) iterationsis
f

\342\200\236

which will

< (4/5)calosn =
be < n~a if we pick c >

n-cal\302\260s

(5/4)

^\342\200\2247574V

iterationsor lesswith
probability > 1 nT01. Sinceeachiterationof the while looptakes0(1)
time,the run timeof the algorithmis O(logn).
Note that this algorithm,if it terminates,will always output the correct
answer and henceis of the Las Vegas type. The above analysis shows that
the algorithmwill terminatequickly with high probability.
Thesameproblemof inferring the repeatedelementcan be solved using
many deterministic
algorithms.For example,sorting the array is one way.
But sortingtakesQ(nlogn)
time (proved in Chapter10).An alternativeis
to partitionthe array into [^] parts, whereeachpart (possibly exceptfor
one part) has three array elements,and to searchthe individual parts for
Thus the algorithmterminatesin
\342\200\224

-,

tttzt\302\253log

n
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the repeatedelement.At leastone of the parts will have two copiesof the
repeatedelement.(Provethis!) The run timeof this algorithmis O(n).

1.4.4 PrimalityTesting
integergreaterthan one is saidto be a primeif its only divisors are 1
and the integer itself. By convention,we take 1 to be a nonprime.Then
2, 3,5,
7,11,and 13are the first sixprimes.Given an integern, the problem
of decidingwhether n is a primeis known as primality testing. It has a
numberof applications
includingcryptology.
If a numbern is composite
(i.e.,nonprime),it must have a divisor < [y/n\\.
Thisobservationleadsto the following simplealgorithmfor primality testing:
Considereachnumber in the interval [2, [v^J] and checkwhether divides
n. If none of these numbers divides n, then n is prime;otherwiseit is
Any

\302\243

\302\243

composite.

whetheroneintegerdivides
Assumingthat it takes0(1)timeto determine
another, the naive primality testing algorithmhas a run time of 0(^/n).
The input sizefor this problemis [(logn+ 1)],sincen can be represented
in binary form with these many bits. Thus the run time of this simple
in the input size(noticethat i/n = 22logn).
algorithmis exponential
We can devisea Monte Carlorandomized
algorithmfor primality testing
that runs in time0((logn)2).
The output of this algorithmis correctwith
highprobability. If the input is prime,the algorithmnever gives an incorrect
answer. However, if the input number is composite(i.e.,
nonprime),then
there is a smallprobability that the answer may be incorrect.Algorithms
of this kind aresaidto have one-sided
error.
Beforepresentingfurther details,we list two theoremsfrom number
that will serve as the backboneof the algorithm.The proofs of these
theoremscan be found in the references
suppliedat the end of this chapter.
theory

Theorem1.6[Fermat] If n
integer a < n.

is prime,then an~l =

Theorem1.7The equation x2 = 1

namely 1 and n 1,if n
\342\200\224

1.1
If the equationx2 = 1
then is

Corollary

n

\342\200\224

is prime.

1,

n

composite.

1 (modn) for any
\342\226\241

(modn) has exactlytwo solutions,
\342\226\241

(modn) has rootsotherthan 1and
\342\226\241

Note:Any integerx which is neither 1nor n 1but which satisfies x2 = 1
(modn) is saidto be a nontrivial squareroot of 1 modulon.
\342\200\224

Fermat'stheoremsuggeststhe following algorithmfor primality testing:
< n and checkwhetheran_1= 1 (modn) (callthis

Randomly choosean a
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Fermat'sequation).If Fermat'sequation is not satisfied,n is composite.
satisfied,we try somemorerandom a's. If on eacha
Fermat's
tried,
equationis satisfied,we output \"n is prime'1;otherwisewe
In orderto computean~l modn, we couldemploy
output \"n is composite.\"
with someminormodifications.
Theresultant
Exponentiate(Algorithm 1.16)
primality testing algorithm is given as Algorithm 1.28.Herelarge is a
numbersufficiently largethat ensuresa probability of correctness
of > 1
n~a.
If the equation is

\342\200\224

1
2
3
4
5
6

n,a)

PrimeO(

trueif n is a primeand falseotherwise.
// Returns
// a is the probability parameter.
{

\342\200\224

7

8
9

Choosea randomnumberin the range [l,n//
z :=

10

11

II Computean~l modn.
while (m > 0) do
{

while (m mod2 = 0) do

{
}

m

}

:=z2 modn; m := [m/2\\;
:=m 1;y := (y * z) modn;
z

\342\200\224

if (y t^ 1) thenreturnfalse;
If an_1 modn is not
n is not

//

23
25

-!]\342\200\242

a;

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
24

q:== n 1;
for i :=1to large do // Specify large.
{
:= 1;
m:=q;y
a := Random() modq + 1;

}

}
returntrue;

1,

a prime.

Algorithm1.28Primality testing:first attempt
If the input is prime,Algorithm 1.28
will never output an incorrect
If n is composite,
will Fermat'sequation never be satisfied for any a
lessthan n and greaterthan one? If so,the above algorithmhas to examine

answer.

just one a beforecomingup with the correctanswer. Unfortunately, the
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answer to this questionis no. Even if n is composite,
Fermat'sequationmay
be satisfied dependingon the a chosen.
Is it the casethat for every n (that is composite)there will be some
nonzeroconstant fraction of a'slessthan n that will not satisfy Fermat's
equation? If the answer is yes and if the above algorithmtriesa sufficiently
largenumber of a's,thereis a high probability that at leastone a violating
Fermat'sequation will be found and hencethe correctanswer be output.
Hereagain, the answer is no. Thereare compositenumbers (known as
Carniichael
numbers)for which every a that is lessthan and relatively prime
to n will satisfy Fermat'sequation.(The numberof a'sthat do not satisfy
Fermat'sequationneed not be a constant fraction.) The numbers561and

1105arc- examplesof Carmichaelnumbers.

Fortunately, a slight modificationof the above algorithmtakescare of
theseproblems.The modified primality testing algorithm (alsoknown as
Miller-Rabin's
except
algorithm)is the sameas PrimeO (Algorithm 1.28)
that within the body of PrimeO, we alsolookfor nontrivial squarerootsof n.
The modifiedversion is given in Algorithm 1.29.
We assumethat n is odd.
Miller-Rabin's
algorithmwill never give an incorrectanswer if the input
is prime,sinceFermat'sequationwill always be satisfied and no nontrivial
square; root of 1 modulo n can be found. If n is composite,the above
of n if the randomly chosena either
algorithmwill detectthe compositeness
leadsto the discovery of a nontrivial squareroot of 1 or violatesFermat's
of n. What is the
equation.Callany such a a witness to the compositeness
a
chosen
a
will
the
that
be
a
witness
to
probability
randomly
compositeness
of n? This questionis answeredby the following theorem(the proofcan be
at the end of this chapter).
found in the references

Theorem1.8Thereare at least ^- witnessesto

if n

is composite
and odd.

the compositeness
of n
\342\226\241

Assume that n is composite
(sinceif n is prime,the algorithmwill always
be correct).The probability that a randomly chosena will be a witnessis
l!^n ' wmcn is very nearly equal to ^. This meansthat a randomly chosen
a will fail to be a witness with probability < ^.
Therefore,the probability that none of the first alogna'schosenis a
= n a. In other words, the algorithmPrime will
witnessis < (^1
give an incorrectanswer with only probability < n~Q.
The run timeof the outermostwhile loopis nearly the sameas that of
and equal to O(logn).
Sincethis while loop
Exponentiate(Algorithm 1.16)
is executedO(logn) times,the run timeof the whole algorithmis 0(log2
n).
\342\200\224
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5. Given a 2-sided
coin.Usingthis coin,how will
coin

you

simulatean n-sided

(a) when n is a power of 2?.
(b) when n is not a power of 2?.
6. Computethe run time analysis of the Las Vegas algorithmgiven
and expressit using the 0() notation.
Algorithm 1.30

1
2
3
4
5
6

LasVegas()

{

while (true)do

{

7

8

in

}

}

i

:\342\200\224

Random() mod2;

if (i > 1) thenreturn;

Algorithm1.30A

Las Vegas algorithm

7. Thereare \\fn copiesof an elementin the array c. Every otherelement
of c occursexactlyonce.If the algorithmRepeatedElement is used to
identify the repeatedelementof c, will the run timestillbe O(logn)?
If so,why? If not, what is the new run time?
8. What is the minimum number of timesthat an elementshould be
repeatedin an array (the otherelementsof the array occurringexactly
in O(logn) time?
once)sothat it can be found usingRepeatedElement
9. An array a has ^ copiesof a particularunknown elementx. Every
other elementin a has at most copies.Presentan O(logn) time
Monte Carloalgorithmto identify x. The answer should be correct
with high probability. Can you develop an O(logn) time Las Vegas
algorithmfor the sameproblem?
10.Considerthe naive Monte Carloalgorithmfor primality testing
HerePower(x,y)computesxy. What should
presented in Algorithm 1.31.
be the value of t for the algorithm'soutput to be correctwith high
\302\247

|.

probability?
11.Let A be a Monte Carloalgorithmthat solves a decisionproblemn in
timeT. The output of A is correctwith probability > Show how
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2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
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Primel(rz)

{

Specify t.
//
for i :=1to t do

{

m

:= Power(n,0.5);

j := Random() =modm + 2;
if ((n modj) 0) thenreturnfalse;

// If j divides n, n is not prime.

10
}
1L
returntrue;
12 }

Algorithm1.31Another primality testingalgorithm
you can modify A so that its answer is correctwith high probability.

The modifiedversion can take O(Tlogn)
time.

12.In generala Las Vegas algorithmis preferableto a Monte Carlo

algorithm, sincethe answer given by the former is guaranteedto becorrect.
Theremay becriticalsituationsin which even a very smallprobability
of an incorrectanswer is unacceptable.Say there is a Monte Carlo
algorithmfor solving a problemn in T\\ time units whoseoutput is
correctwith probability > \\. Also assumethat thereis another
algorithm that can checkwhethera given answer is valid for n in T2 time
units. Show how you use thesetwo algorithmsto arrive at a Las Vegas
algorithmfor solving n in time0{{T\\+ T2) logn).
13.The problemconsideredhereis that of searchingfor an elementx in
an array a[\\ : n]. Algorithm 1.17
gives a deterministicO(n) time
for
this
that
Show
algorithm
problem.
any deterministic
algorithm
will have to take fi(n) time in the worst casefor this problem. In
contrasta randomized
Las Vegasalgorithmthat searchesfor x is given
in Algorithm 1.32.
This algorithmassumesthat x is in a[ ]. What is
the 0() run timeof this algorithm?
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1 AlgorithmRSearch(a,x,n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Searchesfor x in a[l:n].Assume that
{

while (true)do

{

7

8
9

10 }

x is in a[ ].

}

i :=Random() modn + 1;
// i is randomin the range [l,n],
if (a[i]= x) then returni;

Algorithm1.32Randomizedsearch
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Chapter 2

ELEMENTARY DATA

STRUCTURES

examinedthe fundamental methodswe needto express
and analyze algorithms,we might feel all set to begin. But, alas,we need
to make one last diversion,and that is a discussion
of datastructures.One
of the basictechniquesfor improving algorithmsis to structurethe data
Now that we have

in such a way that the resulting operationscan be efficiently carriedout.
In this chapter,we review only the most basicand commonly used data
structures.Many of theseare used in subsequentchapters.We shouldbe
familiar with stacksand queues(Section2.1),
and
binary trees(Section2.2),
graphs (Section2.6)and be ableto refer to the otherstructuresas needed.

2.1 STACKSAND QUEUES
One of the most commonforms of data organizationin computerprograms
is the orderedor linear list,which is often written as a = (ai,a,2,...
,an)The Mj-'h are referredto as atomsand they are chosenfrom someset.The
null or empty list has n = 0 elements.A stackis an orderedlist in which all
insertionsand deletionsaremadeat one end,calledthe top. A queue is an
orderedlist in which all insertionstake placeat one end,the rear,whereas

alldeletionstake placeat the other end,the front.
The operationsof a stackimply that if the elementsA, B,C, D, and E
areinsertedinto a stack,in that order,then the first elementto be removed
(delet.ed)must be E.Equivalently we say that the last elementto beinserted
into the stackis the first to beremoved.Forthis reasonstacksaresometimes
referredto as Last In First Out (LIFO)lists.The operationsof a queue
requirethat the first elementthat is insertedinto the queueis the first one
to be removed.Thus queuesare known as First In First Out (FIFO)lists.
SeeFigure2.1for examplesof a stackand a queueeachcontainingthe same
69
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<

E

top

D

C
B

A

B C D E
A

A

A

rear

front

stack

queue

Figure2.1Exampleof a stackand a queue
elementsinsertedin the sameorder. Note that the data objectqueue
as defined hereneed not correspond
to the conceptof queuethat is studied
in queuingtheory.
Thesimplestway to representa stackis by usinga one-dimensional
array,
say stack\\f) : n 1],where n is the maximumnumber of allowable entries.
Thefirst or bottomelementin the stackis storedat stack]})],the secondat
with the array is a variable,
stack[\\],and the ith at stack[i 1],Associated
which
in the stack. To test
called
to
the
element
top,
points
top
typically
whether the stack is empty, we ask \"if (top < 0)\". If not, the topmost
elementis at stack[top].
Checkingwhetherthe stackis full can be done by
asking \"if (top > n 1)\".Two moresubstantial operationsare inserting
and deletingelements.The corresponding
algorithmsare Add and Delete
(Algorithm 2.1).
Each executionof Add or Deletetakesa constantamount of timeand is
five

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

independentof the numberof elementsin the stack.
A node
Another way to representa stackis by using links (or pointers).
of data and link information.A stackcan be represented
is a collection
by
using nodeswith two fields, possibly calleddata and link. The data field
link field
of eachnodecontainsan itemin the stackand the corresponding
link
the
item
in
the
stack.The
field of
to
the
node
next
containing
points
the last nodeis zero,for we assumethat all nodeshave an addressgreater
than zero.Forexample,a stackwith the itemsA, B,C, D, and E inserted
in that

order,looksas in Figure2.2.
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1 AlgorithmAdd (item)
Push an elementonto the stack.Return trueif successful;
// else
// return false,item is used as an input.
1 if
(top > n 1) then

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\224

{
write (\"Stackis full!\;")returnfalse;
}
else
{
:=item; returntrue;
top := top + 1;stack[top]
}

7

8
9

10
11
12
13 }
1 AlgorithmDelete(item)
2 // Pop the topelementfrom the stack.Return trueif successful
3 // elsereturn false,item is used as an output.
4 1
if (top < 0) then
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13 I

{
write (\"Stackis empty!\;")returnfalse;
}
else
{
item :=stack[top\\;top :=top 1;returntrue;
}
\342\200\224

Algorithm2.1Operationson a stack
stack

I
D
data

B

link

Figure2.2Exampleof a five-element,linked stack

A

0
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II Type is the type of data,
node =record
{
}

Type data; node *link;

1 AlgorithmAdd (item)
{
// Geta new node.

2
3
4
5
6

temp:=new node;
if (temp^ 0) then

{

7

8
9

}

data) :=item; (temp
:=temp;returntrue;

(temp
top

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

link) :=top;

10
else
11 {
12
write (\"Out of space!\;
13
returnfalse;
14
}
15 }
1 AlgorithmDelete(iiem)

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14 }

if (top = 0)

{

then

write (\"Stackis empty!\;

returnfalse;
}
else
{
item := (top data);temp:= top;
top := (top link);
deletetemp;returntrue;
}
\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\226\240

of a stack
Algorithm2.2Link representation
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The variable top points to the topmostnode(the last item inserted)in
the list.Theempty stackis representedby setting top :=0. Becauseof the
way the links are pointing, insertionand deletionare easy to accomplish.

SeeAlgorithm 2.2.
In the caseof Add, the statementtemp := new node;assigns to the
variable temp the addressof an available node.If no morenodesexist,it
returns 0. If a nodeexists,we storeappropriatevalues into the two fields of
the node.Then the variable top is updatedto point to the new topelement
of the list.Finally, true is returned.If no morespaceexists,it prints an
error messageand returns false.Referingto Delete,if the stackis empty,
then trying to deletean itemproducesthe errormessage\"Stackis empty!\"
and falseis returned.Otherwisethe topelementis storedas the value of
the variable item, a pointerto the first nodeis saved, and top is updated
to point to the next node.Thedeletednodeis returnedfor future use and
finally trueis returned.
The use of links to representa stackrequiresmorestoragethan the
sequential array stack[0: n
1]does.However, there is greaterflexibility
when using links,for many structurescan simultaneouslyusethe samepool
of available space.Most importantly the timesfor insertion and deletion
are independentof the sizeof the stack.
usingeitherrepresentation
An efficient queue representation
can be obtainedby taking an array
q[0 : n 1]and treating it as if it were circular.Elementsare insertedby
When rear = n 1,
increasingthe variable rear to the next free position.
the next elementis enteredat q[0] in casethat spotis free. The variable
counterclockwise
from the first elementin
frontalways points one position
the queue. The variable front = rear if and only if the queue is empty
and we initially set front := rear := 0. Figure2.3illustratestwo of the
possible
configurationsfor a circularqueuecontainingthe four elementsJl
to J4 with n > 4.
clockwise.
To insertan element,it is necessaryto move rear one position
This can be done usingthe code
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

(rear = n 1) thenrear := 0;
elserear :=rear + 1;
if

\342\200\224

moreelegantway to do this is to use the built-inmodulooperatorwhich
computesremainders.Beforedoing an insert,we increasethe rear pointer
by saying rear := (rear + 1) modn;. Similarly, it is necessaryto move
clockwise
eachtimea deletionis made.An examination
frontone position
A

2.3(a)and (b) shows that by treating the array circularly,
addition and deletionfor queues can be carriedout in a fixed amount of

of Algorithm

timeor O(l).

One surprisingfeature in thesetwo algorithmsis that the test for queue
and the test for queueempty in DeleteQare the same.In the

full in AddQ
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/j4 y^

\342\200\242

\\

\\\\

[3][j3__[
\\J2 A

[4]
[\302\253-4l

/C/ [n-3]

Pi

front

ryY
in

x

J4
[0]

[\302\253-l]

= 0; rear = 4

Figure2.3Circularqueue of capacity n
J2,J3,and J4

\342\200\242

.

\342\200\242

\\

L J1
/\\/
r\\j2 7
/

v1/ ___A [n-2]
[n^-_j
[0]

/\\

front

\342\200\224

r

[n-3]

J^y/ [n-2]
[\342\200\236-l]

= rc-4; rear = 0

1 containingfour elementsJl,

caseof AddQ, however, when front= rear,thereis actually one spacefree,
q[rear],sincethe first elementin the queue is not at q[front]but is one
from this point.However,if we insert an itemthere,then
clockwise
position
we cannot distinguishbetweenthe casesfull and empty, sincethis insertion
leaves front = rear. To avoid this, we signal queue full and permit a
maximumof n 1 rather than n elementsto be in the queue at any time.
One way to use all n positions
is to use another variable,tag, to distinguish
betweenthe two situations;that is,tag = 0 if and only if the queueis empty.
This however slows down the two algorithms.Sincethe AddQ and DeleteQ
algorithmsare used many timesin any probleminvolving queues,the loss
of one queueposition
is morethan madeup by the reductionin computing
time.
Another way to representa queue is by using links. Figure2.4shows
a queue with the four elementsA, B,C, and D enteredin that order. As
with the linked stackexample,eachnodeof the queue is composed
of the
two fields data and link.A queueis pointedat by two variables,frontand
rear.Deletionsaremadefrom the front, and insertionsat the rear. Variable
front= 0 signalsan empty queue.The proceduresfor insertionand deletion
in linked queuesare left as exercises.
\342\200\224

EXERCISES
1.Write algorithmsfor AddQ and DeleteQ,assumingthe queueis
represented

as a linked list.
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1 AlgorithmAddQ(item)

2
3
4
5
6

q[G : n
II Insertitemin the circularqueuestoredin one
II rear points to the last item,and frontis
from the first itemin q.
counterclockwise
II position

\342\200\224

{

7

{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14

rear clockwise.

write (\"Queueis full!\;
if (front 0) thenrear
n
1;
elserear :=rear 1;
counterclockwise.
// Move rear one position
\342\200\224

:\342\200\224

\342\200\224

l(i

17

returnfalse;
}
else
{
q[rear] item; // Insertnew item.
returntrue;
}
:\342\200\224

IX

19

Advance

\342\200\224

ir>

20

rear := (rear + 1) modn; //
if (front= rear) then

l\\.

}

(a) Addition of an element

1 AlgorithmDeleteQ(iiem)

2
3
4
5
6

// Removesand returns the front elementof the queueq[0 :n
{

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13

11
ir>

if

}

\342\200\224

1]

(front= rear) then
write (\"Queueis empty!\;

returnfalse;
}
else
{
front:= (front+ 1) modn; // Advance front clockwise.
item :=q[front];
// Set item to front of queue.
returntrue;
}
(b) Deletionof an element

Algorithm2.3Basicqueueoperations
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data

link

B

A

C

D

0

/

1

front

Figure2.4A
A

rear

linked queuewith four elements

linear list is being maintainedcircularlyin an array c[0: n

/ and r set up as for circularqueues.

1] with

(a) Obtaina formula in termsof /, r, and n for the numberof elements
in the list.
(b) Write an algorithmto deletethe A;th elementin the list.
after the
(c) Write an algorithmto insert an elementy immediately

element.
What is the timecomplexity
of your algorithmsfor parts (b) and (c)?
3.Let X =
,xn) and Y = (j/i,...
,ym) be two linked lists.Write
an algorithm to mergethe two liststo obtain the linked list Z =
(xi,yi,x2,y2,,xm,ym,xm+1,...
,xn) ifm < norZ = (xi,yi,x2,y2,
fcth

(xi,...
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

if m > n.
...,xn,yn,yn+i,...,ym)

4. A double-ended
queue (deque)is a linearlist for which insertionsand
deletionscan occurat eitherend.Show how to representa dequein a
one-dimensional
array and write algorithmsthat insert and deleteat
eitherend.
5. Considerthe hypotheticaldata objectXI. The objectX2 is a linear
list with the restrictionthat althoughadditionsto the list can bemade
at eitherend, deletions
can bemadefrom oneend only. Designa linked
list representation
for XI. Specify initial and boundary conditions
for

your

representation.

2.2 TREES
Definition2.1[Tree] A treeis a finite set of one or morenodessuch that
thereis a speciallydesignatednodecalledthe root and the remainingnodes
are partitionedinto n > 0 disjointsetsTi,...
,Tn,whereeachof thesesets
is a tree.ThesetsTi,...
,Tn arecalledthe subtreesof the root.
\342\226\241
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2.2.1 Terminology
Thereare many termsthat are often used when referringto trees.Consider
the treein Figure2.5.This treehas 13nodes,
eachdataitemof a nodebeing
a singleletter for convenience.The root containsA (we usually say node
A), and we normally draw treeswith their rootsat the top.The numberof
subtreesof a nodeis calledits degree.The degreeof A is 3,of C is 1,and of

F is 0. Nodesthat have degreezeroarecalledleaf or terminalnodes.The
set {K,L, F, G, M, I, J} is the set of leafnodesof Figure2.5.The other
nodesare referredto as nonterminals.The rootsof the subtreesof a node
X art; the childrenof X. The node X is the parent of its children.Thus the
childrenof D are H, I, and J, and the parent of D is A.

Figure2.5A sampletree
Childrenof the sameparent are said to be siblings. For exampleH, I,
and J are siblings.
We can extendthis terminology if we needto sothat we
can ask for the grandparentof M, which is D, and soon. The degreeof a
tree is the maximumdegreeof the nodesin the tree. Thetree in Figure2.5
has degree3.The ancestorsof a nodeareall the nodesalongthe path from
the root to that node.Theancestorsof M are A, D, and H.
The level of a nodeis defined by initially letting the rootbe at level one.
If a nodeis at level p, then its childrenare at level p + 1.Figure2.5shows
the levels of all nodesin that tree.The height or depth of a tree is defined
to be the maximumlevel of any nodein the tree.
A forestis a set of n > 0 disjointtrees.
Thenotionof a forest is very close
to that of a treebecauseif we remove the root of a tree,we get a forest.For
example,in Figure2.5if we remove A, we get a forest with threetrees.
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Now how do we representa tree in a computer'smemory? If we wish
to use a linked list in which one nodecorresponds
to one nodein the tree,
then a nodemust have a varying numberof fields dependingon the number
of children. However, it is often simplerto write algorithmsfor a data

in which the nodesizeis fixed.We can representa tree using
representation
for the tree of
a fixed nodesizelist structure. Such a list representation
Figure2.5is given in Figure2.6.In this figure nodeshave threefields:tag,
data,and link.Thefields dataand link areusedas beforewith the exception
that when tag = 1,data containsa pointerto a list ratherthan a dataitem.
A tree is represented
by storing the root in the first nodefollowed by nodes
that point to sublists
eachof which containsone subtreeof the root.
0

A

i

'

\"

B

F

0

\302\273

_

C

G

'
E

0

D

J 0

I

\302\273

K

L 0

The tag field of a nodeis one if

it

it

H

M

0

has a down-pointingarrow; otherwise
is
zero.

for the tree of Figure2.5
Figure2.6List representation

2.2.2 BinaryTrees
binary tree is an important type of treestructurethat occursvery often.
that any nodecan have at most two children;
that is,thereis no nodewith degreegreaterthan two. Forbinary treeswe
distinguishbetweenthe subtreeon the left and that on the right, whereas
a binary
for othertreesthe orderof the subtreesis irrelevant.Furthermore
tree is allowed to have zeronodeswhereasany other tree must have at least
one node.Thus a binary tree is really a different kind of objectthan any
A

It is characterized
by the fact

othertree.

Definition2.2A

binary tree is a finite set of nodesthat is eitherempty
two disjoint binary treescalledthe left and right

or consistsof a root and
subtrees.

\342\226\241

Figure2.7shows two samplebinary trees.Thesetwo treesare special
kinds of binary trees.Figure2.7(a) is a skewedtree, skewed to the left.
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tree skewed to the right, which is not shown.The
Thereis a corresponding
tree in Figure 2.7(b) is calleda completebinary tree. This kind of tree is
defined formally lateron.Noticethat for this tree all terminalnodesare on
for trees,such as degree,
two adjacentlevels.Thetermsthat we introduced
level,height, leaf, parent,and child, all apply to binary trees in the same
way.

level

(a)

Figure2.7Two samplebinary trees
Lemma 2.1The maximumnumberof nodeson level i of a binary tree is
2*~1.Also, the maximumnumber of nodesin a binary tree of depth k is
2k

- 1, > 0.
k

\342\226\241

The binary tree of depth k that has exactly2k 1 nodesis calleda
full binary tree of depth k. Figure2.8shows a full binary tree of depth 4.
A very elegant sequentialrepresentation
for full binary treesresultsfrom
the
sequentially numbering nodes,
starting with the nodeon level one,then
soon.
and
Nodeson any level are numbered
on
level
to
those
two,
going
from left to right (seeFigure2.8).A binary tree with n nodesand depth k
to the nodesthat are numberedone to n
is complete
iff its nodescorrespond
of this definition is that in
in the full binary tree of depth k. A consequence
a completetree, leaf nodesoccuron at most two adjacentlevels.Thenodes
\342\200\224
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of an n-nodecompletetree may be compactly storedin a one-dimensional
array, tree[l n], with the nodenumberedi beingstoredin tree[i\\.Thenext
lemmashows how to easily determinethe locationsof the parent,left child,
and right child of any nodei in the binary tree without explicitlystoring
any link information.

:

Figure2.8Full

binary tree of depth 4

Lemma 2.2If a completebinary tree with n nodesis represented
as describedbefore,then for any nodewith indexi, 1 < i < n,
sequentially

we

have:

1.parent(i) is at
parent.

2. lchild(i) is at

3.rchild(i)is at

[i/2\\ if

i

^

1. When

i

=

l,iis the root and has no

2i< n. If 1i> n, i has no left child.
1i+ 1if 2i + 1< n. If 1i+ 1> n, i has no right child.

2i if

\342\226\241

can clearly be used for all binary trees though in
This representation
most casesthere is a lot of unutilizedspace.For completebinary trees
the representation
is idealas no spaceis wasted. For the skewed tree of
lessthan a third of the array is utilized.In the worst
2.7,
however,
Figure

casea right-skewedtree of depth k requires2k 1locations.
Of theseonly
k are occupied.
as in Figure2.9,appearsto be
Although the sequentialrepresentation,
In
for
it
is
for many otherbinary trees.
wasteful
good completebinary trees,
of
suffers from the generalinadequacies
addition,the representation
representations.Insertionor deletionof nodesrequiresthe movement
\342\200\224

sequential
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A

B

-

C

-

-

-

D

-

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

.. .

E

...

(16)

of the binary treesof Figure2.7
Figure2.9Sequentialrepresentation

of potentially many

nodesto

reflect the changein level number of the

Theseproblemscan be easily overcome
remaining nodes.
throughthe use of a
linked representation.
Each nodehas threefields:Ichild,
data, and rchild.

Although this nodestructuremakesit difficult to determinethe parent of a
it is adequate.In caseit is often necessaryto be
node,for most applications
ableto determinethe parent of a node,then a fourth field, parent, can be
includedwith the obvious interpretation.The representation
of the binary
treesof Figure2.7usinga three-fieldstructureis given in Figure2.10.

2.3 DICTIONARIES
abstractdata type that supportsthe operationsinsert,delete,and search
is calleda dictionary. Dictionaries
have found applicationin the designof

An

numerousalgorithms.

Example2.1Considerthe databaseof booksmaintainedin a library
When a user wants to checkwhethera particularbookis available, a
system.

search,operationis calledfor. If the bookis available and is issuedto the
user,a deleteoperationcan be performedto remove this bookfrom the set
of available books.
it can be insertedback
When the userreturns the book,
into the set.

\342\226\241

is essentialthat we are able to support the above-mentioned
as efficiently as possible
sincethese operationsare performedquite
frequently. A numberof datastructureshave beendevisedto realizea
It

operations

as comparison
methods
At a very highlevel thesecan be categorized
and directaccessmethods.Hashingis an exampleof the latter. We elaborate
only on binary searchtreeswhich are an exampleof the former.
dictionary.
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tree
A

tree

0
A

\342\226\240

B 0

/

1

C0
\342\226\240

D0

/
OHO

D

B

c

\\

0 E 0

\\

0 F 0

0 G0

0 I 0

\342\226\240

0 E 0

(a)

(b)

for the binary treesof Figure2.7
Figure2.10Linked representations
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2.3.1 BinarySearchTrees
Definition2.3[Binary search tree]A
may

binary searchtreeis a binary tree. It
be empty. If it is not empty, then it satisfies the following properties:

1.Every elementhas a key and no two elementshave the samekey (i.e.,
the keys are distinct).

2. The keys (if any) in the left subtreeare smallerthan the key in the
root.
3. The keys (if any) in the right subtreeare largerthan the key in the
root.
4. The left and right subtreesarealsobinary searchtrees.
\342\226\241

A binary searchtree can support the operations
search,insert,and delete
amongothers. In fact, with a binary searchtree, we can searchfor a data
elementboth by key value and by rank (i.e.,
find an elementwith key x,
find the fifth-smallest element,deletethe elementwith key x, deletethe
fifth-smallest element,insert an elementand determineits rank, and soon).
Thereis someredundancy in the definition of a binary searchtree.
2,3,and 4 togetherimply that the keys must be distinct.So,property
1can be replacedby the property:The root has a key.
Someexamplesof binary treesin which the elementshave distinct keys

Properties

are shown in Figure2.11.
Thetree of Figure2.11(a)
is not a binary search
the fact that it satisfies properties1,2,and 3.The right subtree
tree,despite
fails to satisfy property 4. This subtreeis not a binary searchtree, as its
right subtreehas a key value (22) that is smallerthan that in the subtree's
root (25).Thebinary treesof Figure2.11(b)
and (c) are binary searchtrees.

Searchinga Binary SearchTree
Sincethe definition of a binary searchtreeis recursive,it is easiestto describe
a recursivesearchmethod.Supposewe wish to searchfor an elementwith
key x. An elementcouldin generalbe an arbitrary structurethat has as one
of its fields a key. We assumefor simplicity that the elementjust consists
of a key and use the termselementand key interchangeably.We begin at
the root.If the root is 0,then the searchtree containsno elementsand the
searcliis unsuccessful.Otherwise,we comparex with the key in the root.If
x equalsthis key, then the searchterminatessuccessfully. If x is lessthan
the key in the root,then no elementin the right subtreecan have key value
x, and only the left subtreeis to be searched.If x is largerthan the key
in the root,only the right subtreeneedsto be searched.Thesubtreescan
be searchedrecursively as in Algorithm 2.4.This function assumesa linked
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure2.11Binary trees
representationfor the searchtree. Eachnode has the three fields Ichild,
rchild, and data. The recursionof Algorithm 2.4is easily replacedby a
while loop,as in Algorithm 2.5.

1 Algorithm

2
3
4
5
6

{

Search(\302\243,:r)

= 0) thenreturn0;
elseif (x = t data) thenreturnt;
if (t

-\302\273

\342\200\224>

Search(\302\243

7

8

elseif (x < t data) then
return
lchild,x);
elsereturn
rchild,x);

}

Search(\302\243

-\302\273

-\302\273

Algorithm2.4Recursivesearchof a binary searchtree
If we wish to

searchby rank, eachnodeshould have

an

additionalfield

leftsize,which is one plus the numberof elementsin the left subtreeof the
node.For the searchtree of Figure 2.11(b),
the nodeswith keys 2, 5, 30,
and 40, respectively, have leftsize
equal to 1,2,3, and 1. Algorithm 2.6
searchesfor the fcth-smallestelement.
As can be seen,a binary searchtree of height h can be searchedby key
as well as by rank in 0(h)time.
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4

5
6
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AlgorithmISearch(:c)
1
found := false;
t :=tree;
while ((t 0) and notfound) do
y\302\243

{

7

if (x = (t
data)) thenfound := true;
elseif (re < (i ->data)) then :=
Ichild);
else
rchild);
}
if (notfound) thenreturn0;
elsereturnt;
-\302\273

8
9

-\302\273

\302\243

(\302\243

10
11
12
13 }

\302\243:=(\302\243-\302\273

Algorithm2.5Iterativesearchof a binary searchtree

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

Algoriithm Searchk(fc)

{

found := false;t := tree;
0) andnot fowid) do

while ((t

{

y\302\243

if (& =

elseif
else
{
(\302\243-\302\273

thenfound := true;
leftsize))
then := ->Ichild);
leftsize))
\302\243

(&<(\302\243-\302\273

(\302\243

10
k := k
(t -^ leftsize);
11
t := (t
rchild);
12
}
13
}
if (notfound) thenreturn0;
14
15
elsereturnt;
10 }
\342\200\224

\342\200\224>

Algorithm2.6Searchinga binary searchtree by

rank
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Insertionintoa Binary SearchTree
To insert a new elementx, we must first verify that its key is different from
thoseof existingelements.To do this, a searchis carriedout.If the searchis
unsuccessful,then the elementis insertedat the point the searchterminated.
For instance,to insert an elementwith key 80 into the treeof Figure2.12(a),
we first searchfor 80. This searchterminatesunsuccessfully,and the last

nodeexaminedis the one with key 40.The new elementis insertedas the
right childof this node.Theresultingsearchtree is shown in Figure2.12(b).
shows the result of insertingthe key 35 into the searchtree
Figure 2.12(c)
of Figure2.12(b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure2.12Insertinginto a binary searchtree
the insert strategy just described.
If a node
Algorithm 2.7 implements
has a leftsize
the insertioncan
field, then this is updatedtoo.Regardless,
be performedin 0(h)time,whereh is the heightof the searchtree.

Deletionfrom a Binary SearchTree
Deletionof a leafelementis quite easy. For example,to delete35 from the
the left-childfield of its parent is set to 0 and the
tree of Figure 2.12(c),
nodedisposed.
This gives us the tree of Figure2.12(b).
To deletethe 80
from this tree, the right-childfield of 40 is set to 0; this gives the tree of
Then the nodecontaining80 is disposed.
Figure2.12(a).
The deletionof a nonleafelementthat has only one child is alsoeasy.
Thenodecontainingthe elementto be deletedis disposed,
and the single
child takesthe placeof the disposed
node.So,to deletethe element5 from
we simply changethe pointerfrom the parent
the tree of Figure 2.12(b),
the node
node (i.e.,
the nodecontaining30) to the single-childnode (i.e.,
containing2).
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1

2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmInsert(x)

// Insertx into the binary searchtree.
{

found :=false;
= tree;

for x. q is the parent of p.
pill Search
,
while
((p 0) andnot found) do

7

/

{

8
9

Q

'\342\226\240=

P'i

II Save p.

if (x = (p data)) thenfound :=true;
else if (x < (p data)) thenp := (p Ichild);

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

elsep := (p rchild);

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

}

// Performinsertion.

if ( not found) then

{

p := new TreeNode;
(p ->Ichild) :=0; (p ->rchild) := 0; (p ->data) := j;;
if

{

(tree

/ 0) then

data)) then(g ->Ichild):=p;
else(g ->rchild) :=p;
}
else :=p;
if (x < (q

\342\200\224>

\302\243ree

}

}

Algorithm2.7Insertioninto a binary searchtree
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When the elementto be deletedis in a nonleafnodethat has two children,
the elementis replacedby eitherthe largestelementin its left subtreeor the
smallestone in its right subtree.Then we proceedto deletethis replacing
elementfrom the subtreefrom which it was taken. For instance,if we wish
to deletethe elementwith key 30from the tree of Figure 2.13(a),
then we
replaceit by eitherthe largestelement,5, in its left subtreeor the smallest
element,40, in its right subtree.Supposewe opt for the largestelementin
the left subtree.The5 is moved into the root,and the treeof Figure2.13(b)
is obtained.Now we must deletethe second5. Sincethis nodehas only one
child,the pointerfrom its parent is changedto point to this child.Thetree
of Figure2.13(c)
is obtained.
of whetherthe
We can verify that regardless
e
lement
i
s
the
in the right
i
n
the
left
subtree
or
the
smallest
largest
replacing

subtree,it is originally in a nodewith a degreeof at most one.So,deletingit
from this nodeis quite easy. We leave the writing of the deletionprocedure
as an exercise.It shouldbeevidentthat a deletioncan be performedin 0(h)
timeif the searchtree has a heightof h.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure2.13Deletionfrom a binary searchtree
Heightof a Binary SearchTree
Unlesscareis taken, the heightof a binary searchtree with n elementscan
becomeas largeas n. This is the case,for instance,when Algorithm 2.7is
used to insert the keys [1,2,3,
n], in this order,into an initially empty
searchtree.
It
can, however, be shown that when insertionsand
binary
deletionsaremadeat randomusingthe proceduresgiven here,the heightof
the binary searchtree is O(logro)on the average.
Searchtreeswith a worst-case
heightof O(logn) arecalledbalancedsearch

...,

trees.Balancedsearchtreesthat permitsearches,inserts,and deletesto be
performedin O(logro)timeare listedin Table2.1.ExamplesincludeAVL
On the otherhand splay trees
trees,2-3trees,Red-Black
trees,and B-trees.
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take ()(logn) time for eachof theseoperationsin the amortizedsense.A
of thesebalancedtreescan be found in the bookby E.Horowitz,
description
S.Salmi,and D. Mehta citedat the end of this chapter.
Datastructure
Binary searchtree
AVL

tree

2-3tree

Red-Black
tree
B-tree
Splay tree

search

0(n)(wc)

O(logro)(av)
O(logro)(wc)
0(logn)~[wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(am)

insert

0{n)(wc)

O(logro)(av)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(am)

delete

0{n)(wc)

O(logro)(av)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(wc)
O(logro)(am)

Tabic2.1Summary of dictionary implementations.
Here(wc) stands for
worst case,(av) for averagecase,and (am) for amortizedcost.

2.3.2 CostAmortization
Supposethat a sequenceII,12,Dl,13,14,15,16,D2,17of insert and delete
operationsis performedon a set.Assume that the actual costof eachof the
seven insertsis one. (We usethe termscostand complexityinterchangeably.)
By this, we mean that eachinsert takesone unit of time. Further, suppose
that the deleteoperationsDl and D2 have an actualcostof eight and ten,
respectively.So, the totalcostof the sequenceof operationsis 25.
In an amortization
schemewe chargesomeof the actualcostof an
to otheroperations.
This reducesthe chargedcostof someoperations
and increasesthat of others.Theamortized
costof an operationis the total
costchargedto it. Thecosttransferring(amortization)schemeis required
to be such that the sum of the amortizedcostsof the operationsis greater
If we chargeone unit of the
than or equal to the sum of their actualcosts.
costof a deleteoperationto eachof the insertssincethe last deleteoperation
(if any), then two units of the cost of Dl get transferredto II and 12(the
chargedcostof eachincreasesby one), and four units of the costof D2 get
transferredto 13to 16.Theamortizedcostof eachof II to 16becomestwo,
that of 17becomes
equal to its actualcost (that is,one), and that of eachof
Dl and D2 becomes6. The sum of the amortizedcostsis 25, which is the
sameas the sum of the actualcosts.
Now supposewe can prove that no matter what sequenceof insert and
deleteoperationsis performed,we can chargecostsin such a way that the
amortizedcostof eachinsertionis no morethan two and that of eachdeletion
operation
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six.This enablesus to claimthat the actualcost of any
insert/deletesequenceis no morethan 2 * i + 6 * <i, where i and d are,
respectively, the number of insert and deleteoperationsin the sequence.
Supposethat the actualcostof a deletionis no morethan ten and that of
an insertionis one.Usingactualcosts,
we can concludethat the sequence
cost is no morethan i + 10* d. Combiningthesetwo bounds, we obtain
min{2* i + 6 * d, i + 10* d] as a bound on the sequencecost.Hence,
we can obtain tighter boundson the
using the notion of cost amortization,
complexity of a sequenceof operations.
Theamortizedtimecomplexity
to performinsert,delete,and search
operations in splay trees is O(logro).
This amortizationis over n operations.
In other words, the total time taken for processingan arbitrary sequence
of n operationsis 0(nlogn). Someoperationsmay take much longerthan
O(logn) time,but when amortizedover n operations,eachoperationcosts
O(logro)time.
is no morethan

EXERCISES
1.Write an algorithmto deletean elementre from a binary searchtree t.
What

is the timecomplexity
of your algorithm?

2. Presentan algorithm to start with

an initially empty binary search
tree and maken random insertions.Usea uniform randomnumber
generatorto obtain the values to be inserted.Measurethe height of
the resultingbinary searchtree and divide this height by log2 n. Do
this for n = 100,
Plot the ratio
3,000,...
, 10,000.
500,1,000,2,000,
height/log2 n as a function of n. Theratio should be approximately

constant (around 2).Verify that this is so.

3. Supposethat eachnode in a

leftsizeas describedin

binary searchtree also has the field
the text. Designan algorithm to insert an

elementx into sucha binary searchtree. Thecomplexity of your
algorithm should be O(h), whereh is the height of the searchtree. Show
that this is the case.

4. Do Exercise3,but this timepresentan algorithmto deletethe element
the fcth-smallestkey in the binary searchtree.
a subset S of the
5. Find an efficient data structurefor representing
to
wish
from
1
n.
w
e
to
Operations
performon the set are
integers
with

\342\200\242

to insert the integeri to the set S.If i is already in
INSERT(i)

the set,this instructionmust be ignored.
\342\200\242

\342\200\242

DELETEto deletean arbitrary memberfrom the set.
to checkwhetheri is a memberof the set.
MEMBER(j)
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in
Your datastructureshouldenableeachone of the above operations
constant time (irrespective
of the cardinality of S).

6. Any

algorithmthat mergestwo sortedlistsof sizen and m,
in the worst case.
must make at leastn + m 1 comparisons
What implications
doesthis have on the run timeof any comparisonbasedalgorithmthat combines
two binary searchtreesthat have n and
m elements,
respectively?
\342\200\224

respectively,

7.

comparison-based
algorithmto sort n elements
in
the
worst case. What
comparisons
0(n
doesthis have on the complexity of initializinga binary search
treewith n elements?
It is known that every
must make
logn)
implications

2.4 PRIORITY QUEUES
data structurethat supportsthe operationsof searchmin (or max),
insert,and deletemin (or max,respectively)is calleda priority queue.
Any

Example2.2Supposethat we are sellingthe servicesof a machine.Each
user pays a fixed amount per use.However, the timeneededby eachuser
is different. We wish to maximize
the returns from this machineunder the

assumptionthat the machineis not to be kept idleunlessno user is available.
This can be done by maintaininga priority queue of all personswaiting to
usethe machine.Whenever the machinebecomes
available,the user with the
smallest,timerequirementis selected.
Hence,a priority queuethat supports
deletemin is required.When a new user requeststhe machine,his or her
requestis put into the priority queue.
If eachuser needsthe sameamount of time on the machinebut people
are willing to pay different amounts for the service,then a priority queue
basedon the amount of payment can bemaintained.Whenever the machine
becomesavailable,the user willing to pay the most is selected.
This requires

a deletemaxoperation.

Example2.3Supposethat

D

we are simulatinga largefactory. This factory

has many machinesand many jobsthat requireprocessing
on someof the
machines.An event is said to occurwhenever a machinecompletesthe

of a job.When an event occurs,the jobhas to be moved to the
processing
queue for the next machine(if any) that it needs. If this queue is empty,
the jobcan be assignedto the machineimmediately.
Also, a new jobcan be
scheduledon the machinethat has becomeidle (provided that its queue is

not empty).
To determinethe occurrence
of events, a priority queue is used.This
queuecontainsthe finish timeof all jobsthat are presently beingworked on.
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Thenext event occursat the leasttimein the priority queue.So,a priority
queuethat supportsdeletemin can be used in this application.
\342\226\241

The simplestway to representa priority queueis as an unorderedlinear
we have n elementsin this queue and the deletemax
is
to
be
If the list is represented
operation
supported.
sequentially, additions
are most easily performedat the end of this list. Hence,the insert time
is 0(1).A deletionrequiresa searchfor the elementwith the largestkey,
followed by its deletion.
Sinceit takesQ(n) timeto find the largestelement
in an ro-element unordered
list,the deletetimeis Q(n). Each deletiontakes
@(n) time. An alternativeis to use an orderedlinear list.Theelementsare
orderif a sequentialrepresentation
in nondecreasing
is used.Thedeletetime
and the insert time0(n).When a max heap
for eachrepresentation
is
is used,both additionsand deletionscan be performedin O(logro)time.

list. Supposethat

\302\251(1)

2.4.1 Heaps
Definition
2.4[Heap]A max (min) heap is a completebinary treewith the
that
the value at eachnodeis at leastas largeas (as smallas) the
property
values at its children(if they exist).Callthis property the heap property.
\342\226\241

in detailan efficient way of realizinga priority
considerusing a queue sinceinsertingnew elements
would be very efficient. But finding the largestelementwould necessitate
a scan of the entirequeue. A secondsuggestionmight be to use a sorted
list that is storedsequentially.But an insertioncould requiremoving all
of the itemsin the list.What we want is a data structurethat allows both
operationsto be done efficiently. Onesuch datastructureis the maxheap.
The definition of a maxheap impliesthat one of the largestelementsis
at the root of the heap. If the elementsare distinct,then the root contains
the largestitem. A maxheap can be implemented
usingan array a[ ].
To insert an elementinto the heap,one adds it \"at the bottom\" of the
heap and then comparesit with its parent,grandparent,greatgrandparent,
and so on, until it is lessthan or equal to one of thesevalues. Algorithm
Insert (Algorithm 2.8)describesthis processin detail.
Figure 2.14shows one exampleof how Insert would insert a new value
into an existingheap of six elements.It is clearfrom Algorithm 2.8and
Figure2.14that the time for Insert can vary. In the best case the new
elementis correctlypositioned
initially and no values needto be rearranged.
of the while loopis proportional
In the worst casethe numberof executions
in the heap,
to the numberof levels in the heap.Thus if thereare n elements
insertinga new elementtakes\302\251(logn) timein the worst case.

In this sectionwe study

queue.We might first
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1 Algorithmlnsert(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

8
9

10 }

// Insertsa[n] into the heap which is storedin a[l: n 1].
i := item :=
\342\200\224

n;
a[n];
while ((i > 1) and (a[|_i/2J]< item)) do

{
a[{]:=a[[i/2\\];i:=[i/2\\;
}
a[i] := item; returntrue;

Algorithm2.8Insertioninto a heap

Figure2.14Action

of Insert inserting90 into an

existingheap
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To deletethe maximumkey from the max heap, we use an algorithm
calledAdjust. Adjust takesas input the array a[ ] and the integersi and n.
It regardsa[l: n] asa completebinary tree. If the subtreesrootedat 1iand
2i + 1are already maxheaps,then Adjust will rearrangeelements
of a[ ] such
that the treerootedat i is alsoa maxheap.The maximumelementfrom the
maxheap a[\\ : n] can be deletedby deletingthe root of the corresponding
completebinary tree. The last elementof the array, that is,a[n],is copied
to the root,and finally we callAdjust(a, 1,n 1).BothAdjust and DelMax
aredescribedin Algorithm 2.9.
\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmAdjust(o,i,n)
The completebinary treeswith roots2i and 2i + 1 are
// combined
with node i to form a heap rootedat i. No
//

2
3
4
5
6

// nodehas an addressgreaterthan

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17

n

or lessthan 1.

j :=2i;item :=a[i];
while (j < n) do
{
if ((j < n) and (a[j]< a[j+ 1])) thenj :=j + 1;
Compareleft and right child
// and
let j be the largerchild.
//
if (item> a[j])thenbreak;
for item is found.
// A==position

}

}

o[b'/2J]

<*[?'];J

\342\226\240=

2j;

a[L?/2J]:=ltem'i

1 AlgorithmDelMax(a,n,x)

2
3
4
5
6

II Deletethe maximumfrom the heap a[l:n] and storeit in x.
{

7

8
9

10 }

if (n = 0) then

{
write (\"heapis empty\;") returnfalse;
}
x := a[l];a[l]:= a[n];
Adjust(a, l,n 1);returntrue;
\342\200\224

Algorithm2.9Deletionfrom a heap
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Note that the worst-case
run time of

to the
Adjust is alsoproportional
the tree. Therefore,if thereare n elementsin a heap,deletingthe
maximumcan be done in O(logn) time.
To sort n elements,
it suffices to make n insertionsfollowed by n deletions
from a heap. Algorithm 2.10
has the details.Sinceinsertionand deletion
take O(logn) timeeachin the worst case,this sortingalgorithmhas a time
height, of

of 0(nlogn).
complexity
1

2
3
4

AlgorithmSort(a,n)

// Sort the elements :
{

5
6
\302\253

}

n\\.

1to n do lnsert(a,i);
to 1 step do
{
DelMax(a,i,2i);
a[i]:=x;
for i
for
%

7

9

a[\\

:\342\200\224

:\342\200\224

n

\342\200\2241

}

Algorithm2.10A sortingalgorithm
It turns out that we can insert n elementsinto a heap faster than we can
apply Insert n times. Beforegetting into the detailsof the new algorithm,
let us considerhow the n insertstake place. Figure2.15shows how the
data (40, 80,35, 90,45, 50, and 70) move around until a heap is created
when using Insert.Treesto the left of any
representthe state of the array
:
before
somecall
of
show how the array
Trees
to
the
Insert.
right of
a[\\
/]
was alteredby Insert to producea heap. The array is drawn as a complete
binary tree for clarity.
\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

Thedataset that causesthe heap creationmethodusingInsert to behave
the worst way is a set of elementsin ascendingorder.Eachnew element
risesto becomethe new root. Thereare at most 2i~1nodeson level i of
a completebinary tree, 1 < i < |\"log2(n + 1)].Fora nodeon level i the
distanceto the root is i 1. Thus the worst-casetime for heap creation
using Insert is
in

\342\200\224

J2

(i

~ l)2i_1< riog2(n+ l)l2rioS2(\302\273+i)l

= O(nlogn)

1< i<|\"log2(n+l)l
A
inputs

surprisingfact about Insert is that its averagebehavioron n random
is asymptotically faster than its worst case,0(n)ratherthan 0(nlogn).

96
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50,70}
Figure2.15Forminga heap from the set {40,80,35,90,45,
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This impliesthat on the averageeachnew value only risesa constantnumber
of levels in the tree.
It is possible
to devisean algorithmthat can performn insertsin O(n)
time rather than 0(nlogn).This reductionis achievedby an algorithm
that regardsany array a[\\ : n] as a complete
binary tree and works from the
leaves up tothe root,level by level. At eachlevel,the left and right subtrees
of any nodeare heaps.Only the value in the root node may violatethe heap
property.

Given n elementsin a[l: n], we can createa heap by applying Adjust. It
is easy to see that leafnodesare already heaps. So we can begin by
Adjust for the parentsof leafnodesand then work our way up, level by
level, until the root is reached.The resultant algorithmis Heapify
calling

(Algorithm

2.11).In Figure2.16we observethe actionof Heapify as it

a heap out
Figure

Sincen = 7, the first callto Adjust
2.16(a).

has = 3. In Figure2.16(b)
%

118,151,and 132are rearrangedto form a heap.
is calledwith i = 2 and = 1;this gives the trees in

the three; elements
Subsequently

creates

of the given seven elements.The initial tree is drawn in

Adjust

%

and (d).
Figure2.16(c)

1 AlgorithmHeapify(a,n)

2
3
4
5

// Readjustthe elementsin a[l:n] to form a heap.

{
for := [n/2\\ to 1 step do Adjust(a,i,n);
}
%

Algorithm2.11Creatinga heap out

\342\200\2241

of n arbitrary

elements

For the worst-caseanalysis of Heapify let 2k~l < n < 2k, where k =
[log(n+1)1,and recallthat the levels of the n-nodecompletebinary tree
are numbered1to k. Theworst-case
numberof iterationsfor Adjust is
for a node on level i. Thetotaltimefor Heapify is proportional
to
A;

2>-i(k-%)= y, i2k~l~l<n E j72i ^2n =
j2
1<7<Al<i<fc-l
l<i<fc-l

\302\260(n)

\342\200\224\302\253

(21)

ComparingHeapify with the repeateduse of Insert, we seethat the former
is faster in the worst case,requiring0(n)versus 0{nlog n) operations.
be available beforeheap creation
Heapify requiresthat all the elements
begins.Using Insert, we can add a new elementinto the heap at any time.
Our discussion
on insert,delete,and soon, sofar has beenwith respect
to a maxheap.It shouldbe easy to seethat a paralleldiscussion
couldhave

However,

98
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Figure2.16Action
and 132)
151,

(d)

of Heapify(a,7) on the

data (100,119,
118,171,112,
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beencarriedout with respectto a min heap. Fora min heap it is possible
to deletethe smallestelementin O(logn) timeand alsoto insert an element
in O(logn)
time.

2.4.2 Heapsort
Thebest-knownexampleof the use of a heap arisesin its applicationto
A conceptuallysimplesorting strategy has beengiven before,in which
sorting.

the maximumvalue is continually removedfrom the remainingunsorted
the fact that n elementscan
elements. A sortingalgorithmthat incorporates

be insertedin

0{n)timeis given in Algorithm 2.12.

1 AlgorithmHeapSort(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

n elements
to be sorted.HeapSort
// a[l:n] contains
t
hem
into
inplace
nondecreasingorder.
rearranges
//
{
Heapify(a,n); // Transform the array into a heap.
the new maximumwith the element
// atInterchange
the end of the array.
//
for i := n to 2
do

step

\342\200\2241

{

10
11
12
}
13 }

a[i]-:=a[l];a[l]:= t;
:=a[i]]
Adjust(a, l,i 1);
t

Algorithm2.12Heapsort
Thoughthe callof Heapify requiresonly 0{n)operations,Adjust possibly
time
requiresO(logn) operationsfor eachinvocation.Thus the worst-case
besides
is 0(?*logn).
Noticethat the storagerequirements,
a[\\ : n], are only
for a few simplevariables.
A numberof otherdatastructurescan alsobe usedto implementa
queue;.Examplesincludethe binomialheap,deap,Fibonacciheap,and
soon. A descriptionof thesecan be found in the bookby E. Horowitz, S.
the performances
of thesedata
Sahni,and D.Mehta. Table2.2summarizes
structures.Many of thesedatastructuressupport the operationsof deleting
and searchingfor arbitrary elements(Red-Black
tree being an example),in
addition to the ones neededfor a priority queue.
priority
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Datastructure

insert

deletemin

O(logn)(wc) O(logn) (wc)
(wc)
O(logn) (wc) O(logn)
Deap
0(logn)(wc) O(logn)(wc)
Leftist tree
O(logn) (wc) O(logn) (wc)
Binomialheap O(logn) (wc) O(logn)(wc)
0(1)(am) O(logn) (am)
Fibonacciheap O(logn)(wc) O(logn) (wc)
O(l)(am) O(logn) (am)
2-3tree
O(logn) (wc) O(logn)
(wc)
Red-Black
tree ^7(logn) (wc) O(logn)(wc)
Min heap

Min-maxheap

Table2.2Performances
of different data structureswhen realizinga
priority

queue. Here(wc) stands for worst caseand (am) denotesamortized

cost.

EXERCISES
1.Verify for yourself that

algorithm Insert (Algorithm 2.8)uses only a
to insert a randomelementinto a
constant number of comparisons
heap by performingan appropriateexperiment.
2. (a) Equation 2.1makesuse of the fact that the sum Yli^=i con~
verges.Prove this fact.
(b) Useinductionto show that Yl=i2i~l(k i) = 2k k l,k > 1.
%%

-

- -

3.Programand run algorithm HeapSort (Algorithm 2.12)and compare
its time with the time of any of the sorting algorithmsdiscussedin
Chapter1.
4. Designa data structurethat supportsthe following operations:
INSERT and MIN. Theworst-case
run time should be 0(1)for eachof
theseoperations.

5.Noticethat

a binary searchtree can be used to implementa priority

queue.
(a) Presentan algorithm to deletethe largestelementin a binary
searchtree. Your procedureshouldhave complexity
0(h),where
h is the heightof the searchtree. Sinceh is O(logn) on average,
you can performeachof the priority queueoperationsin average
timeO(logn).

2.5.SETSAND DISJOINT
SETUNION
(t>)
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of maxheaps and binary searchtrees
Comparethe performances
as datastructuresfor priority queues.Forthis comparison,
generate random sequences
of insert and deletemaxoperationsand
measurethe total timetaken for eachsequenceby eachof these

datastructures.

6. Input is a sequenceX of n

such that the
keys with many duplications
numberof distinct keys is d (< n). Presentan 0(nlogd)-timesorting
algorithmfor this input. (For example,if X = 5,6,1,18,
6,4,4,1,
17,the numberof distinct keys in X is six.)
.r>,

2.5 SETSAND DISJOINTSET UNION
2.5.1Introduction
In this sectionwe study the use of forests in the representationof sets.
We shall assumethat the elements
of the setsare the numbers1,2,
n.
Thesenumbersmight,in practice,beindicesinto a symbol tablein which the
namesof the elementsare stored.
We assumethat the sets
beingrepresented
arepairwisedisjoint(that is,if S{and Sj,i j, aretwo sets,then thereis no
elementthat is in both Si and Sj).Forexample,when n = 10,the elements
can be partitionedinto threedisjointsets,,Si = {1,7,8,9},
S2 = {2,5,10},
=
and Sj {3,4,6}.
for these
Figure2.17shows one possible
representation
sets.In this representation,
eachset is representedas a tree. Noticethat for
eachset we have linked the nodesfrom the childrento the parent,ratherthan
our usual methodof linking from the parent to the children.Thereasonfor
this changein linkagebecomes
apparentwhen we discussthe implementation

3,...,

/

of

set operations.

of sets
tree representation
Figure2.17Possible
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The operationswe wish to performon thesesetsare:
1.Disjointset union.If Si and Sj are two disjoint sets,then their
union Si U Sj = allelements
x suchthat x is in Si or Sj.Thus, ,SiU S2
= {1,7, 8, 9,2,5,10}.
Sincewe have assumedthat allsetsare disjoint,
we can assumethat following the union of Si and Sj, the sets Si and
Sj do not existindependently;that is,they are replacedby Si U Sj in
of sets.
the collection
2. Find(i).Given the elementi, find the set containingi. Thus, 4 is in
set S3,and 9 is in set S\\.

2.5.2 UnionandFind Operations
Let us considerthe union operationfirst. Supposethat we wish to obtain
the union of ,Si and S2 (from Figure2.17).
Sincewe have linked the nodes
from childrento parent,we simply makeone of the treesa subtreeof the
other. S\\ U S2 couldthen have one of the representations
of Figure2.18.

S,uS2

or

S,u5

of Si U S2
representations
Figure2.18Possible
To obtainthe union of two sets,
allthat has to be doneis to set the parent
field of one of the rootsto the otherroot.This can be accomplished
easily
if, with eachset name,we keepa pointerto the rootof the tree representing
that set.If, in addition,eachroot has a pointerto the set name,then to
determinewhich set an elementis currently in, we follow parent links to the
rootof its treeand usethe pointerto the setname.Thedata representation
for
S2, and S3 may then takethe form shown in Figure
In presentingthe union and find algorithms,
we ignorethe set namesand
them. This simplifies
identify setsjust by the rootsof the treesrepresenting

Si,

2.19.
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set
name

pointer

\342\200\242S':

S2
S3

for Si,S-2,
and S3
Figure2.19Data representation

the discussion.
The transition to set names is easy. If we determinethat
elementi is in a tree with root j, and j has a pointerto entry k in the
set name table, then the set name is just name[k]. If we wish to unite
sets S, and Sj, then we wish to unite the trees with rootsFindPointer(S'j)
and FindPointer(/Sj).HereFindPointer is a function that takesa set name
and determinesthe root of the tree that representsit. This is done by an
examinationof the [set name,pointer]table.In many applicationsthe set
name is just the elementat the root.Theoperationof Find(i)now becomes:
Determine
the rootof the treecontainingelementi. Thefunction Union(i,j)
requirestwo treeswith rootsi and j bejoined.Also to simplify, assumethat
the set elementsare the numbers1 through n.
Sincethe set elementsare numbered1 throughn, we representthe tree
nodesusing an array p{\\ : n], wheren is the maximumnumberof elements.
Theith elementof this array representsthe treenodethat containselement
i. This array elementgives the parent pointerof the correspondingtree
node.Figure 2.20shows this representationof the sets Si,S2, and S3 of
Noticethat rootnodeshave a parent of
Figure 2.17.
\342\200\2241.

%

p

1

-1

2
5

3

-1

4
3

5

-1

6
3

7

8

9

1 1 1

[10]
5

of Si,S-2,and S3 of Figure2.17
Figure2.20Array representation
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We can now implement
by following the indices,starting at i
Forexample,
until we reacha nodewith parent value
starts at

Find(i)

\342\200\224

6 and then moves to

1.

Find(6)

6'sparent,3. Sincep[3] is negative,we have reached

the root.The operationUnion(i,j)
is equally simple.We passin two trees
a
with roots and j. Adopting the convention that the first tree becomes
subtreeof the second,the statementp[i] :=j; accomplishes
the union.
%

1 AlgorithmSimpleUnion(i,
j)

2
3
4

{
}

p[i] :=j;

1 AlgorithmSimpleFind(j)
{
while (p[i\\ > 0) do i :=p[i];

2
3

4
5

}

returni;

Algorithm2.13Simplealgorithmsfor union and find
of the union and find operations
gives the descriptions
Algorithm 2.13
discussed.
Although thesetwo algorithmsare very easy to state, their

just

characteristics
are not very good.Forinstance,if we start with
performance
1< i < q), then the
in
a
of
its
own (that is,Si =
elements
e
ach
set
q
initialconfigurationconsistsof a forest with q nodes,and p[i] = 0,1< i < q.
Now let us processthe following sequence
of union-find operations:
{\302\253},

, Union(n l,n)
Union(3,4),
Union(4,5),...
Union(l,2),
Union(2,3),
\342\200\224

Find(l),Find{2),...,
Find{n)
This sequenceresultsin the degeneratetree of Figure2.21.
Sincethe time taken for a union is constant, the n 1 unionscan be
\342\200\224

processedin time0(n).However,eachfind requiresfollowing a sequenceof

parent pointersfrom the elementto be found to the root. Sincethe time
requiredto processa find for an elementat level i of a tree is 0(i),the total
timeneededto processthe n finds is 0(Y%=ii) = 0(n2).
of our union and find algorithmsby
We can improve the performance
To accomplish
the
creation
of
t
rees.
this, we make use
avoiding
degenerate
of a weighting rule for
\342\226\240Union(i,j).
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9
T

A

0
Figure2.21Degeneratetree
Definition2.5[Weighting rule for Union(i,j)]If the numberof nodesin the
tree with root i is lessthan the numberin the tree with root j, then make

j the parent of i;otherwisemake i the parent of j.

\342\226\241

When we use the weightingrule to performthe sequenceof set unions
given before,we obtain the trees of Figure 2.22.In this figure,the unions
have been modified so that the input parametervalues correspond
to the
rootsof the treesto be combined.
To implementthe weighting rule,we needto know how many nodesthere
are in every tree. To do this easily, we maintain a count field in the root
of every tree. If i is a root node,then count[i]equals the numberof nodes
in that tree. Sinceall nodesother than the rootsof trees have a positive
number in the p field, we can maintainthe count in the p field of the roots

as a negativenumber.

Usingthis convention,we obtain Algorithm 2.14.In this algorithmthe

timerequiredto performa unionhas increasedsomewhatbut is stillbounded
by a constant (that is,it is O(l)).The find algorithmremainsunchanged.
The maximumtimeto performa find is determinedby Lemma2.3.
Lemma 2.3Assume that we start with a forest of trees,eachhaving one
node.Let T be a tree with m nodescreatedas a result of a sequenceof
unionseachperformedusingWeightedUnion. The height of T is no greater
than [log2 m\\

+ 1.

Proof:The lemmais clearly true for
trees with

i

nodes,i < m

\342\200\224

1. We

m

=

1. Assume it

show that

it

is true for all
is also true for i = m.
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r>

(2
initial

Union(l,2)

Union(l,3)

Union(l,4)

Union(l,n)

Figure2.22Treesobtainedusingthe weightingrule

1 AlgorithmWeightedUnion (i,j)
i and j, i
the
j, using
II Unionsetswith roots
=
=

2
3
4
5
6

II weightingrule.p[i]
{
+ p\\j];
temp:=p[i]
if
then

7

8
9

10
12
13
14 }

11

(p[i\\

/

\342\200\224count[i]

and p\\j]

\342\200\224count[j].

> p\\j])

{ // i has fewer nodes.
j; P[j] temp;
P[i]
}
else
{ // j has fewer or equal nodes.
P[j] *! p[i] temp;
}
\342\226\240=

\342\226\240=

\342\226\240=

\342\226\240=

Algorithm2.14Unionalgorithmwith weightingrule
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Let T be a tree with m nodescreatedby WeightedUnion. Considerthe
last union operationperformed,Union(k,j).
Let a be the numberof nodes
in tree j, and m
a the number in k. Without lossof generalitywe can
assume1 < a < y. Then the height of T is eitherthe sameas that of k
or is one morethan that of j. If the former is the case,the height of T is
< [\\o\\x,2(m a)\\ + 1< [log-2rnJ + 1- However, if the latter is the case,the
heightof T is < |_log2a\\+2< [log2 f J + 2 < [log2 m\\ + 1.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Example2.4shows that the bound of Lemma2.3is achievablefor some

sequeliceof unions.

Example2.4Considerthe behaviorof WeightedUnion on the
following
=
sequenceof unionsstarting from the initial configurationp[i] =
<
1
i
<8=n:
-1,
\342\200\224count[i]

Union(l,2),Union(3,4),
Union(7,8),
Union(5,6),
1,3),Union(b,7), Union(1,5)
Thetreesof Figure2.23are obtained.
As is evident,the heightof eachtree
with in nodesis [log2 mj + 1.
FromLemma2.3,it follows that the timeto processa find is O(logm)if
thereare m elementsin a tree. If an intermixedsequence
unionand
the timebecomes0(u+ flogu),as no
/ find operationsis to be processed,
\302\243/mon(

\342\226\241

ofu\342\200\2241

tree has morethan u nodesin
to initializethe n-treeforest.

it. Of course,we need 0(n)additionaltime

This timethe modification
Surprisingly,further improvement is possible.
is madein the find algorithmusingthe collapsingrule.

Definition2.6 [Collapsingrule]:If j is a nodeon the path from i to itsroot
and p\\i] / root[i],
then set p[j]to root[i].
\342\226\241

rule.
incorporatesthe collapsing
CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15)

Example2.5Considerthe treecreatedby WeightedUnion on the sequence

of unionsof

Example2.4.Now processthe following eight finds:

Find(8),Find(8),...,
Find(8)
If SimpleFindis used,eachFind(8)
requiresgoingup threeparent link fields
for a totalof 24 moves toprocessalleightfinds. When CollapsingFindis used,
the first Find(8)requiresgoingup threelinks and then resettingtwo links.

Note that even though only two parent links needto be reset,CollapsingFind
resetthree (the parent of 5 is resetto 1).Eachof the remainingseven
finds requiresgoing up only one link field. The total cost is now only 13
will

moves.

\342\226\241
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[-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1] [-1]
T) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (T
(a)Initial height-1trees

[-2]

[-2]

[-2]

J)

(4)

(6J

T

[-2]

and (7,8)
(b) Height-2treesfollowing Union(\\,2),
(3,4),(5,6),

(c) Height-3treesfollowing Union(l,3)and (5,7)

(d) Height-4treefollowing Union(l,5)

Figure2.23Treesachievingworst-casebound
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1 AlgorithmCollapsingFind(i)

2
3
4
5
6

of the tree containingelementi. Usethe
// Find the root
r
ule
// collapsing to collapseall nodesfrom i to the root.

{

r :=i;
while (p[r] > 0) do r :=p[r];// Find the root.
while (i r) do // Collapse
nodesfrom i to root r.

/

7

{
s :=p[i\\;
}
returnr;

8
9

10
11
12 }

p[i] :=r;

%

:= s;

Algorithm2.15Find algorithmwith collapsingrule
In the algorithmsWeightedUnion and CollapsingFind,use of the
rule roughly doublesthe timefor an individual find. However,it reduces
timeover a sequenceof finds. Theworst-case
the worst-case
of
complexity
a sequenceof unionsand finds usingWeightedUnion and
processing
is statedin Lemma2.4.This lemmamakesuse of a function a(p,q)
that is relatedto a functionalinverse of Ackermann'sfunction A(i,j).These
collapsing

CollapsingFind

functions are defined as follows:

A(l,j)= 2i
forj>l
fori>2
A(i,l)==A{i-1,2)
A(i,j) A(i - l,A(i,j- 1)) for i,j > 2
P
> log2g},p > q > 1
a(p,q)= min-0> l\\A(z, |_-J)

The function

A(i,j)is a very

rapidly growing function. Consequently,

a grows very slowly as p and q are increased.In fact,

since^4(3,1)= 16,
=
<
>
for
216
a
nd
3
<
Since
65,536 p q.
g
a(Pi<])
^4(4,1)is a very large
number and in our applicationq is the numbern of set elementsand p is
n + / (/ is the numberof finds),a(p,q) < 4 for all practicalpurposes.
Lemrna 2.4 [Tarjan and Van Leeuwen] Assume that we start with a forest
trees,eachhaving one node.Let T(f,u)be the maximumtimerequired
processany intermixedsequenceof / finds and u unions. Assume that

of
to
u

> \\. Then
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+ fa(f + n,n)]
ki[n + fa{f+ n,n)]<T{f,u)<k2[n
for somepositiveconstantsk\\ and k2.

Q

The requirementthat u > ^ in Lemma2.4is really not significant,as
< ^, someelementsare involved in no union operation.These
elementsremainin singletonsetsthroughout the sequenceof union and
as find operations
find operations
and can beeliminated
from consideration,
that involve thesecan be done in O(l)timeeach.Even though the function
a(f,u) is a very slowlygrowing function,the complexityof our solutionto
the set representation
problemis not linearin the number of unions and
finds. The spacerequirements
are one nodefor eachelement.
In the exercises,we explorealternativesto the weight rule and the
the timeboundsof Lemma2.4.
collapsing rule that preserve
when u

EXERCISES
1.Supposewe start with n sets,eachcontaininga distinct element.
(a) Show that if u unionsare performed,then no set containsmore
than u + 1elements.
(b) Show that at most n 1 unions can be performedbeforethe
numberof setsbecomes1.
unionsare performed,then at least
(c) Show that if fewer than
one set with a singleelementin it remains.
then at leastmax{n 2u,0}
(d) Show that if u unionsare performed,
singletonsetsremain.
2. Experimentallycomparethe performanceof SimpleUnionand Simwith WeightedUnion (Algorithm 2.14)and
pleFind (Algorithm2.13)
Forthis, generatea randomsequence
CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15).
of union and find operations.
\342\200\224

\\^~\\

\342\200\224

3. (a) Presentan algorithm HeightUnion that uses the height rule for

unionoperationsinsteadof the weightingrule.Thisrule is defined
below:

Definition2.7 [Height rule]
that of

If the height of tree i is lessthan
tree j, then make j the parent of i; otherwisemake the

parent of j.

%

\342\226\241

Your algorithmmust run in O(l)time and shouldmaintainthe
heightof eachtreeas a negativenumberin the p field of the root.
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(b) Show that the height bound of Lemma2.3appliesto trees
constructed usingthe height rule.
of unionsthat start with n
(c) Give an exampleof a sequence
setsand createtreeswhose heightsequal the upper bounds
given in Lemma2.3.Assume that eachunion is performed
using
the heightrule.
with the algorithmsWeightedUnion (Algorithm 2.14)
(d) Experiment
singleton

and HeightUnion to determine
which producesbetterresultswhen
used in conjunctionwith CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15).

(a)

an algorithmSplittingFindthat uses path splitting, defined
below,for the find operationsinsteadof path collapsing.
Write

Definition2.8 [Path splitting] The parent pointerin eachnode
(exceptthe root and its child) on the path from i to the root is
grandparent.
changedto point to the node's
\342\226\241

Note that when path splittingis used,a singlepassfrom i to the
root suffices. R. Tarjan and J. Van Leeuwenhave shown that
Lemma2.4holdswhen path splittingis used in conjunctionwith

eitherthe weight or the height rule for unions.
with CollapsingFind(Algorithm 2.15)
and SplittingFind
(b) Experiment
to determine
which producesbetterresultswhen used in
conjunction

with WeightedUnion

(Algorithm 2.14).

(a) Designan algorithmHalvingFind that uses path halving, defined
below,for the find operationsinsteadof path collapsing.

Definition2.9 [Path halving] In path halving, the parent pointer
of every othernode (exceptthe root and its child) on the path
from i to the root is changedto point to the nodesgrandparent.
\342\226\241

Note that path halving, like path splitting (Exercise4), can be
with a singlepassfrom i to the root.However, in
implemented
path halving, only half as many pointersare changedas in path
Tarjan and Van Leeuwenhave shown that Lemma2.4
splitting.
holds when path halving is used in conjunctionwith eitherthe

or the heightrule for unions.
with CollapsingFind
and HalvingFind to determine
which
(b) Experiment
in
used
b
etterresults
when
with
produces
conjunction
weight

WeightedUnion

(Algorithm2.14).
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2.6 GRAPHS
2.6.1 Introduction
The first recordedevidenceof the use of graphs datesback to 1736,when
LeonhardEulerusedthem to solve the now classical
Konigsbergbridge
In the town of Konigsberg(now Kaliningrad)the river Pregel(Pregolya) flows around the island Kneiphofand then divides into two. There
are,therefore,four land areasthat have this river on their borders(see
Theseland areasareinterconnected
by seven bridges,labeleda
2.24(a)).
to g. The land areasthemselvesarelabeledA to D. TheKonigsbergbridge
problemis to determinewhether,starting at one land area, it is possible
to walk acrossall the bridgesexactlyoncein returning to the starting land
area. One possible
walk: Starting from land areaB, walk acrossbridgea to
island A, take bridgee to area D, take bridgeg to C, take bridged to A,
take bridgeb to Z?, and takebridge/ to D.
This walk doesnot go acrossall bridgesexactlyonce,nor doesit return
to the starting land areaB. Euleransweredthe Konigsbergbridgeproblem
in the negative: The people
of Konigsbergcannot walk acrosseachbridge
exactlyonceand return to the starting point.He solved the problemby
the land areasas verticesand the bridgesas edgesin a graph
representing
(actually a multigraph)as in Figure2.24(b).His solution is elegant and
appliesto all graphs. Defining the degreeof a vertex to be the numberof
edgesincidentto it,Eulershowedthat thereis a walk starting at any vertex,
goingthrough eachedgeexactlyonceand terminatingat the start vertex if
and only if the degreeof eachvertex is even. A walk that doesthis is called
Eulerian.Thereis no Eulerianwalk for the Konigsbergbridgeproblem,as
all four verticesare of odddegree.
Since this first application,graphs have been used in a wide variety of
Someof these applicationsare the analysis of electric
applications.
shortest
circuits, finding
routes,projectplanning, identificationof chemical
compounds,statisticalmechanics,genetics,cybernetics,linguistics,social
sciences,and soon.Indeed,it might well be said that of all mathematical
structures,graphs are the most widely used.
problem.

Figure

2.6.2 Definitions
graph G consistsof two sets V and E. Theset V is a finite, nonempty
set of vertices.Theset E is a set of pairsof vertices;thesepairsarecalled
edges.ThenotationsV(G) and E{G)representthe setsof verticesand edges,
respectively, of graph G. We alsowrite G = (V, E) to representa graph.In
an undirectedgraph the pair of verticesrepresenting
any edgeis unordered.
Thus, the pairs(u,v) and (v, u) representthe sameedge.In a directedgraph
eachedgeis representedby a directedpair (u,v); u is the tail and v the
A
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Figure2.24Sectionof the river Pregelin Konigsbergand Euler'sgraph
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head of the edge.Therefore,(v, u) and (u,v) representtwo different edges.
Figure2.25shows threegraphs:G\\, G2,and G3.ThegraphsG\\ and G2 are
undirected;G3 is directed.

(a)G,

(b)G2

(c)G3

Figure2.25Threesamplegraphs
Theset representations
of thesegraphs are
V{GX) = {1,2,3,4}
E{GX)= {(1,2),
(1,4),(2,3),(2,4),(3,4)}
(1,3),
=
= {(1,2),
V{G2) {1,2,3,4,5,6,7}
E(G2)
(1,3),
(2,4),(2,5),(3,6),(3,7)}
= {(1,2),(2,1),(2,3)}
V(G3)= {1,2,3}
\302\243(G3)

Noticethat the edgesof a directedgraph are drawn with an arrow from the
tail to the head.The graph G2 is a tree;the graphs G\\ and G3 are not.
Sincewe define the edgesand verticesof a graph as sets,we imposethe
on graphs:
following restrictions
1.A graph may not have an edgefrom a vertexv back to itself.That is,
edgesof the form (v, v) and (v,v) are not legal.Suchedgesare known
If we permitself-edges,
as self-edges
or self-loops.
we obtain a data
r
eferred
to
as
a
with
An
object
graph
self-edges. exampleis shown in
Figure 2.26(a).

2. A

of the sameedge.If we
graph may not have multipleoccurrences
removethis restriction,we obtain a data objectreferredto as a multi-

(seeFigure2.26(b)).
Thenumberof distinct unorderedpairs(u, v)
graph

'.

/

a graph with
n verticesis n^n2~
This is the maximumnumberof edgesin any n-vertex,
undirectedgraph.An n-vertex,undirectedgraph with exactly
edges
is the completegraph
is saidto be complete.
Thegraph G\\ of Figure2.25(a)
with u

v in

^\\\342\200\224-
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(a) Graph with a self edge

(b) Multigraph

Figure2.26Examplesof graphlikestructures
on four vertices,whereasG2 and G3 are not completegraphs.In the caseof
a directedgraph on n vertices,the maximumnumberof edgesis n{n 1).
If (u,v) is an edgein E(G),then we say verticesu and v are adjacentand
edge(u, v) is incidenton verticesu and v. The verticesadjacentto vertex2
in G2 are 4, 5, and 1.The edgesincidenton vertex 3 in G2 are (1,3),
(3,6),
and (3,7).If (u,v) is a directededge,then vertex u is adjacentto v, and v
is adjacentfrom u. The edge(u,v) is incidentto u and v. In G3,the edges
incidentto vertex 2 are (1,2),
(2,1),and (2,3).
A subgraph of G is a graph G' such that V(G') C V(G) and E(G')C
E{G).Figure2.27shows someof the subgraphsof G\\ and G3.
A path from vertex u to vertex v in graph G is a sequence
of vertices
such
in
that
are
u,ii,i,2, ,ik,v,
{u,ii),{11,12),{ik> v)
edges E{G).If
G' is directed,then the path consistsof the edges{u,ii),
{11,12),
in E{G').
The length of a path is the numberof edgeson it. A simplepath
is a path in which all verticesexceptpossibly the first and last are distinct.
A path such as (1,2),
(2,4),(4,3),is alsowritten as 1,2,4, 3.Paths 1,2,4,
3 and 1,2, 4, 2 of G\\ are both of length 3. The first is a simplepath; the
secondis not.The path 1,2, 3 is a simpledirectedpath in G3,but 1,2,3,
2 is not a path in G3,as the edge(3,2)is not in E{G%).
A cycle is a simplepath in which the first and last verticesare the same.
Thepath 1,2,3, 1is a cycle in Gi and 1,2, 1is a cycle in G3.For directed
graphs we normally add the prefix \"directed\"to the termscycle and path.
In an undirected
iff
graph G,two verticesu and v aresaidto be connected
thereis a path in G from u tov (sinceG is undirected,this meanstheremust
alsobe a path from v to u). An undirectedgraph is saidto be connectediff
for every pairof distinct verticesu and v in V{G),thereis a path from u to
v in G. Graphs Gi and G2 are connected,
whereasG4 of Figure2.28is not.
\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

(it,\
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(a) Someof the

(i)

(ii)
(b) Someof the

Figure2.27Somesubgraphs

subgraphs

of G

|

(iii)
subgraphs

of G3

(iv)
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connectedcomponent(or simply a component)H of an undirectedgraph
is a maximal
connectedsubgraph. By \"maximal,\" we mean that G contains
no othersubgraphthat is both connectedand properly containsH. G4 has
two components,
H\\ and H2 (seeFigure 2.28).
A

H\\

(1

Figure2.28A graph with

two

connectedcomponents

A treeis a connected
has no cycles)graph.A directedgraph
acyclic (i.e.,
G is said to be strongly connectediff for every pair of distinct verticesu
and v in V(G), there is a directedpath from u to v and also from v to
u. The graph G3 (repeatedin Figure 2.29(a))
is not strongly connected,
as there is no path from vertex 3 to 2. A strongly connectedcomponent
is a maximalsubgraphthat is strongly connected.The graph G3 has two
components(seeFigure2.29(b)).
strongly connected
The degreeof a vertex is the number of edgesincidentto that vertex.
The degreeof vertex 1 in G\\ is 3. If G is a directedgraph, we define the
of a vertex v to be the number of edgesfor which v is the head.
in-degrce
The out-degreeis defined to be the numberof edgesfor which v is the tail.
Vertex2 of G3 has in-degree1,out-degree
2,and degree3.If di is the degree
of vertex i in a graph G with n verticesand e edges,then the number of
edgesis

5> /2
In the remainder
of this chapter,we refer to a directedgraph as a digraph.
When we use the termgraph, we assumethat it is an undirected
graph.
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(
(a)

(b)

Figure2.29A graph and itsstrongly connectedcomponents

2.6.3 GraphRepresentations
for graphs are possible,
we study only the
Although severalrepresentations
threemost commonly used:adjacencymatrices,adjacencylists,and

multilists. Onceagain, the choiceof a particularrepresentation
dependson the applicationwe have in mind and the functions we expectto
performon the graph.

adjacency

Adjacency Matrix
Let G = (V,E) be a graph with n vertices,n > 1. The adjacencymatrix
n x n array, say a, with the property that a[i,
of G is a two-dimensional
j]
= 1 iff the edge(i,j)((i,j)for a directedgraph) is in E(G).Theelement
a[hJ] = 0 if there is no such edgein G. The adjacencymatricesfor the
The adjacencymatrixfor
graphs Gi,G3, and G4 are shown in Figure 2.30.
an undirectedgraph is symmetric,as the edge(i,j)is in E(G)iff the edge
(j,i) is alsoin E(G).Theadjacencymatrixfor a directedgraph may not be
symmetric (as is the casefor G3).The spaceneededto representa graph
usingits adjacencymatrixis n2 bits.About half this spacecan be saved in
the caseof an undirectedgraph by storingonly the upperor lower triangle
of the matrix.
Fromthe adjacencymatrix,we can readily determinewhether there is
an edgeconnectingany two verticesi and j. For an undirectedgraph the
degreeof any vertex i is its row sum:
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12 4 5 6
o o o o
10 0 10 0 0 0
10 0 10 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0 0 10 0
0 0 0 0 10 10
0 0 0 0 0 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 10

\"o

12 4
0
10 11

111
1

(a)G,

7 8

o~

1

3

110
1110

i

3
i

1 2 3
1 0 1 0
2 1 0 1
3 0 0 0

(b)G3

1

(c)G4

Figure2.30Adjacency matrices

i=i
Fora directedgraph the row sum is the out-degree,and the columnsum is
the in-degree.
Supposewe want to answer a nontrivial questionabout graphs, such as
How many edgesare there in G1 or Is G connected?Adjacency matrices
requireat least n2 time, as n2 n entriesof the matrix(diagonalentries
are zero) have to be examined.When graphs are sparse(i.e.,
most of the
termsin the adjacencymatrixare zero),we would expectthat the former
questioncouldbe answeredin significantly lesstime,say 0(e+ n), wheree
is the numberof edgesin G, and e < ~. Such a speedupis madepossible
in which only the edgesthat are in G are
throughthe use of a representation
for graphs,adjacency
explicitlystored.This leadsto the next representation
\342\200\224

lists.

Adjacency Lists
n rows of the adjacencymatrixare
representedas n linked lists.Thereis one list for eachvertex in G. The
nodesin list i representthe verticesthat are adjacentfrom vertex i. Each
node has at leasttwo fields:vertexand link.The vertexfield containsthe
indicesof the verticesadjacentto vertex i. The adjacencylistsfor Gi, G3,

In this representation
of graphs, the
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head nodes

vertex link
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Figure2.31Adjacency lists
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and G'4 are shown in Figure2.31.
Noticethat the verticesin eachlist are
not requiredto be ordered.Eachlist has a head node.The head nodesare
sequential,and soprovide easy random accessto the adjacencylist for any

particularvertex.
Foran undirectedgraph with n verticesand e edges,this representation
requiresn head nodesand 2e list nodes.Each list nodehas two fields.In
termsof the numberof bitsof storageneeded,this countshouldbe multiplied
as it takes
by log n for the head nodesand logn + loge for the list nodes,
a
bitsto
number
of
value
m.
can
represent
Often, you
sequentially
O(logm)
pack the nodeson the adjacencylists,and thereby eliminatethe use of
pointers.In this case,an array node [1: n + 2e + 1]can be used.The

node[i]gives the starting point of the list for vertex i, 1 < i < n, and
node[n+ 1]is set to n + 2e + 2. The verticesadjacentfrom vertex i are
storedin node[i],...
,node[i+ 1] 1,1 < i < n. Figure2.32shows the
for the graph G4 of Figure2.28.
sequentialrepresentation
\342\200\224

1

2

3

4

5

6 7

8

10 12 14 16 18 19 21 23

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
24 3

2 4

1

1

4 2

3

18

19 20 21 22

6 7

5

6

8

23

7

of graph G4:
Figure2.32Sequentialrepresentation
:
n
2e
+
+
1]
node[\\

Array

The degreeof any vertex in an undirectedgraph can be determinedby
just countingthe numberof nodesin its adjacencylist.So,the numberof
edgesin G can be determinedin 0(n+ e) time.
Fora digraph,the numberof list nodesis only e. Theout-degreeof any
vertexcan bedeterminedby countingthe numberof nodeson its adjacency
list.Hence,the total numberof edgesin G can be determinedin 0(n+ e)
time.Determining
the in-degree
of a vertexis a littlemorecomplex.If there
is a needto accessrepeatedlyall verticesadjacentto another vertex,then
it may be worth the effort to keepanother set of listsin additionto the
adjacencylists.This set of lists,calledinverseadjacency lists, containsone
list for eachvertex.Eachlist containsa nodefor eachvertex adjacentto the
vertex it represents(seeFigure2.33).
One can alsoadopta simplerversion of the list structurein which each
nodehas four fields and representsone edge.Thenodestructureis
tail head columnlink
I

I

for head row link for
I

tail

Figure2.34shows the resultingstructurefor the graph G3 of Figure2.25(c).
The head nodesarestoredsequentially.
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[1]

~~

^\"

[2]
[3]

~~

2

0

1

0

\">

0

Figure2.33Inverseadjacencylistsfor G3 of Figure2.25(c)

headnodes
(shown twice)

3

1
\\

1 0
3

'

2 3 0 0

0

for G3 of Figure2.25(c)
Figure2.34Orthogonallist representation
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Adjacency Multilists
In the adjacency-list
of an undirectedgraph, eachedge(u,v)
representation
is represented
o
ne
two
on
the list for u and the otheron the list
by
entries,
for v. In someapplications
it is necessaryto beableto determine
the second
for
a
and
mark
as
beenexamined.
that
particularedge
entry
edge having
Thiscan be accomplished
easily if the adjacencylistsare maintained as
multilists(i.e.,
listsin which nodescan be sharedamongseverallists).For
eachedgethere is exactlyone node,but this nodeis in two lists(i.e.,
the
adjacencylistsfor eachof the two nodesto which it is incident). The new
nodestructureis
m

vertex! vertex*! list! Iist2

wherem is a one-bitmark field that can be used to indicatewhetherthe edge
has beenexamined.The storagerequirements
are the sameas for normal
of
f
or
mark
bit m. Figure2.35shows
the
addition
the
lists,
except
adjacency
the adjacencymultilistsfor G\\ of Figure 2.25(a).
head nodes

The lists are

Nl

1

2

N2 N4

edge(1,2)

N2

1

3

N3 N4

edge(1,3)

N3

1

4

N4

2

3

N5

2

4

0

N6

edge(2,4)

N6

3

4

0

0

edge(3,4)

vertex 1
vertex 2.
vertex 3

Nl h>N2h>N3
Nl h>N4h>N5

vertex

4:

Figure2.35Adjacency multilistsfor G\\

0

N5

edge(1,4)

N5 N6

edge(2,3)

N2 h> N4 h> N6
N3 h> N5 h> N6

of

Figure2.25(a)
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Weighted Edges
In many applications,
the edgesof a graph have weights assignedto them.
Theseweights may representthe distancefrom onevertexto another or the
costof goingfrom one vertex to an adjacentvertex.In theseapplications,
the adjacencymatrixentriesa[i,j]keepthis informationtoo.When
listsare used,the weight information can be kept in the list nodesby
includingan additionalfield, weight. A graph with weightededgesis called
a network.
adjacency

EXERCISES
1.Doesthe multigraphof Figure2.36have an Eulerianwalk? If so,find
one.

Figure2.36A multigraph
2. Forthe digraph of Figure2.37obtain
of eachvertex
(a) the in-degreeand out-degree
its
representation
(b) adjacency-matrix
its
representation
(c) adjacency-list
(d) its adjacency-multilist
representation
its
connected
components
(e) strongly

3.Devisea suitablerepresentationfor graphssothat

they can be stored
on disk.Write an algorithmthat readsin such a graph and createsits
adjacencymatrix.Write another algorithmthat createsthe adjacency
listsfrom the disk input.
4. Draw the completeundirectedgraphs on one, two, three, four, and
five vertices.Prove that the numberof edgesin an n-vertex complete
i
graph is
\342\200\242

n(n\342\200\224l)

-^-2\342\200\224\342\200\242
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Figure2.37A digraph

5. Is the directedgraph of Figure2.38strongly connected?List all the
simplepaths.

Figure2.38A directedgraph
and adjacency-multilist
6. Obtain the adjacency-matrix,
adjacency-list,
of the graph of Figure 2.38.
representations
7. Showthat the sum of the degreesof the verticesof an undirectedgraph

is twice the numberof edges.

8. Proveor disprove:
If G(V,E) is a finite directedgraph suchthat the out-degree
of eachvertex is at leastone,then there is a directedcycle

inG.

9. (a) Let

G be a connected,undirectedgraph on n vertices. Show
that G must have at least n
1 edgesand that all connected,
\342\200\224

undirectedgraphs with n

\342\200\224

1edgesare trees.
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(b) What is the minimumnumber of edgesin a strongly connected
digraphwith n vertices?What form dosuch digraphshave?
10.For an undirectedgraph G with n vertices,prove that the following
are equivalent:
(a) G is a tree.
but
(b) G is connected,

if any

edgeis removed,the resultinggraph is

not connected.
(c) For any two distinctverticesu G V(G) and v G V(G), there is
exactlyone simplepath from u to v.
(d) G containsno cycles and has n 1 edges.
\342\200\224

11.Write

an algorithmto input the number of verticesin an undirected
graph and its edgesone by one and to set up the linked adjacency-list
of the graph. You may assumethat no edgeis input
representation
twice. What is the run time of your procedureas a function of the
numberof verticesand the numberof edges?

12.Do the precedingexercisebut now set up the multilist representation.

13.Let G be an

undirected,connectedgraph with

odddegree.Show that

at

leastone vertex of

G containsno Eulerianwalk.
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Chapter 3

DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER
3.1 GENERALMETHOD
a function to computeon n inputs the divide-and-conquer
strategy
suggestssplitting the inputs into k distinctsubsets,1< k < n, yielding k
must be solved, and then a methodmust
Thesesubproblems
subproblems.
be found to combinesubsolutionsinto a solutionof the whole. If the subproblemsare stillrelatively large,then the divide-and-conquer
strategy can
be
O
ften
the
from
a
divide-andsubproblems
possibly reapplied.
resulting
conquerdesignare of the sametype as the originalproblem.For thosecases
the reapplication
of the divide-and-conquer
principleis naturally expressed
of the same
by a recursivealgorithm.Now smallerand smallersubproblems
kind fire generateduntil eventually subproblems
that aresmallenoughto be
solved without splittingare produced.
To be moreprecise,supposewe considerthe divide-and-conquer
strategy
when it splits
the input into two subproblems
of the samekind as the original
problem. This splitting is typical of many of the problemswe examine
here. We can write a controlabstractionthat mirrorsthe way an algorithm
basedon divide-and-conquerwill look.By a controlabstractionwe mean
Given

a procedurewhose flow of controlis clearbut whose primary operations
are specified
whose precisemeaningsare left undefined.
by otherprocedures
DAndC (Algorithm

3.1)is initially invoked as DAndC(P),where P is the

problemto be solved.

function that determines
whetherthe input
Small(P)is a Boolean-valued
sizeis smallenoughthat the answer can be computedwithout splitting.
If
this is so,the function S is invoked. Otherwisethe problemP is divided
into smallersubproblems.Thesesubproblems
Pi,P2, ,Pk are solved by
recursiveapplications
of DAndC.Combineis a function that determines
the
solutionto P usingthe solutionsto the k subproblems.
If the sizeof P is n
and the sizesof the k subproblems
are ni,ri2,
respectively, then the
\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,njt,
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1 AlgorithmDAndC(P)

{

2
3
4
5
6

if Small(P)thenreturnS(P);

else
{

7

8
9

10 }

}

P2,...,

divide P into smallerinstancesPi,
Pk, k > 1;
Apply DAndC to eachof thesesubproblems;
..,DAndC(Pfc));
returnCombine(DAndC(Pi),DAndC(P2)r

Algorithm3.1Controlabstractionfor divide-and-conquer
computingtimeof DAndC is describedby the recurrencerelation
{n>

T(\342\200\236\\

_~ I 9(n)

n

small

+ ---+ T(nk) + f(n) otherwise
[ T(m)+T(n2)

^^.
(

whereT(n) is the timefor DAndC on any input of sizen and g(n) is the time
to computethe answer directly for smallinputs. The function f(n) is the
timefor dividing P and combiningthe solutionsto subproblems.
Fordivideof the sametype
and-conquer-based
algorithmsthat producesubproblems
as the originalproblem,it is very natural to first describesuch algorithms
usingrecursion.
Thecomplexity
of many divide-and-conquer
algorithmsis given by
of the form
recurrences

T(n) =

{ aT(n/b) + f(n)

n

>1

where a and b are known constants.We assumethat

(3>2)

T(l)is known and n

is a power of b (i.e.,
n = bk).
One of the methodsfor solving any such recurrencerelationis calledthe
substitution method. This methodrepeatedlymakessubstitution for each
occurrence
of the function T in the right-handsideuntil all suchoccurrences
disappear.
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3.1Considerthe casein
Example
=
and f(n)

n. We have

which a = 2 and 6 =

2. Let T(l)

T{n) = 2T(n/2)+ n
= 2[2T(n/4)+ n/2] + n
= 4T(n/4) + 2n
= 4[2T(n/8)
+ n/4] + 2n
= 8T(n/8)+ 3n
In general,we seethat T(n) = 2lT(n/2l)
+ in,for any log2 n > i > 1. In
=
to the
particular,then, T(n) 2log2\"T(n/2log2\")
+nlog2n,corresponding
choiceof i = log2 n. Thus,T(n) = nT(l)+ n log2 n = n log2 n + In.
\342\226\241

it

Beginningwith the recurrence(3.2) and using the substitution method,
can be shown that
T(n) = nlog\302\273a[T(l) + u(n)]

whereu(n) =

Ej=ih(b>) and h{n) = /(n)/nlog\"a.Table3.1tabulatesthe

asymptotic value of u(n) for various values of h(n). This tableallows one to
one
easily obtain the asymptotic value of T(n) for many of the recurrences
encounterswhen analyzing divide-and-conquer
algorithms.Let us consider

someexamplesusingthis table.

h(n)

Q{nr),r

<0

u(n)

0(1)

i>0 6((logn)2+i/(i
+ l))
6((logn)z),
0(nr),r > 0
0(/i(n))
Table3.1t/(n) values for various h(n) values
Example3.2Look at the following recurrencewhen n
T(n)

T(l)

T(n/2)+ c

n
n

=l

>1

is a power of 2:
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we seethat a = 1,6 = 2,and f(n) = c. So, logb(a)=
(3.2),
= c = c(logn)0= 0((logn)\302\260). FromTable3.1,we
/(n)/nlo^a
= 6(logn).
obtain u{n) = 6(logn).
+ 6(logn)]
So,T(n) =
Example3.3Next considerthe casein which a = 2, 6 = 2, and f(n) = en.
with
Comparing

0 and h{n) =

\342\226\241

nl\302\260s>>a[c

Forthis recurrence,
log^a = 1and h(n) = f(ri)/n= c = 0((logn)\302\260). Hence,
=
and
u(n) G(logn)
T(n) = n[T(l)+ G(logn)]= G(nlogn).
\342\226\241

Example3.4As anotherexample,considerthe recurrenceT(n) = 7T(n/2)+
18n2,n > 2 and a power of 2. We obtain a = 7, 6 = 2, and /(n) = 18n2.
= 0(rf),
So, log6a= log27ss 2.81and /i(n) = 18n2/nlog27= 18n2\"loS27
=
=
wherer 2 log2 7 < 0. So,t/(n) 0(1).The expression
for T(n) is
+ 0(l)]
T(n) =
\342\200\224

n'\302\260S27[T(l)

= 6(nloS27)
as T(l)is assumedto be a constant.

\342\226\241

Example3.5As a final example,considerthe recurrenceT(n) = 9T(n/3)+
we obtain a = 9, 6 = 3,
4n6, n > 3 and a power of 3.Comparingwith (3.2),

and /(n) = 4n6. So, log6a= 2 and h(n) = 4n6/n2 = 4n4 = Q(n4). From

Table3.1,we seethat u(n) = Q(h(n)) = 6(n4).So,
T(n) = n2[T(l)+6(n4)]
= 9(n6)
as T(l)can be assumedconstant.

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Solvethe recurrencerelation(3.2)for the following choicesof a, 6, and
f(n) (c being a constant):

(a) a = 1,6 = 2, and /(n) = en
(b) a = 5, 6 = 4, and /(n) = en2
(c) a = 28,6 = 3,and /(n) = en3

2. Solve the following recurrencerelationsusingthe substitutionmethod:
(a)
(b)

All

threerecurrences
of Exercise1.

1[n)~ T{^i)+cn>4
\\
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(\302\2530

~4
I 1
n>4
+
logn
JW~| 2T(v^)
H

T(n)
(\302\2531)

T(n) \"

{ 2T(v^) +

^

n
n

<4
>4

3.2 BINARY SEARCH
< n, bea list of elementsthat aresortedin nondecreasing
order.
Considerthe problemof determiningwhethera given elementx is presentin
the list.If x is present,we are to determinea value j such that a.j = x. If a:
is not in the list,then j is to be set to zero.Let P = (n,a,i,...,
at, x) denote
an arbitrary instanceof this searchproblem(n is the numberof elementsin
the list,
d( is the list of elements,and x is the elementsearchedfor).
can be used to solve this problem.Let Small(P)be
Divide-and-conquer
true if n = 1.In this case,S(P)will take the value i if x = af, otherwiseit
will take the value 0. Then g(l) = 0(1).If P has morethan one element,it
can be divided (orreduced)into a new subproblem
as follows. Pickan index
the
and
x
with
Therearethree
compare
q (in
range [i,C])
possibilities:
aq.
(1) x aq: In this casethe problemP is immediately solved. (2) x < aq:
In this casex has to be searchedfor only in the sublist a2, aj+i,...
,a9_i.
There;fore,P reducesto (q i,a,i,..
(3) x > aq: In this casethe
,aq-i,x).
sublisl.to be searchedis a9+i,...
, ag. P reducesto (I q, a9+i,...,
ae,x).
In this example,any given problemP gets divided (reduced)into one
new subproblem.This division takes only 6(1)time. After a
with a9, the instanceremainingto be solved (if any) can be solved
schemeagain. If q is always chosensuch
by using this divide-and-conquer
that aq is the middleelement(that is,q =
+ l)/2\\), then the
searchalgorithmis known as binary search. Note that the answer to
the new subproblemis also the answer to the original problemP; there
is no need for any combining. Algorithm 3.2describesthis binary search
and x. It is initially invoked
method,whereBinSrchhas four inputs a[
as BinSrch(a,l,n,x).
Let a,,1< i

a,i,...,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\240

\342\200\224

comparison

\\_{n

resulting

],\302\253',/,

A nonrecursiveversion of BinSrchis given in Algorithm 3.3.BinSearch
has three inputs a,n,and x. The while loopcontinuesprocessing
as long
as therearemoreelementsleft to check.At the conclusionof the procedure
0 is returned if x is not present,or j is returned,such that a\\j] = x.
Is BinSearchan algorithm? We must be sure that all of the operations
such as comparisons
betweenx and a[mid\\ are well defined.The relational
out
the
operatorscarry
comparisons
amongelementsof a correctlyif these
defined.DoesBinSearchterminate?We observe
operatorsare appropriately
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1 AlgorithmBinSrch(a,i,l,x)
array a[i : /] of elementsin nondecreasing
// Given an
1<
I, determinewhetherx is present,and
order,
// if returni <such
that x = a[j];
elsereturn 0.
so,
j
//

2
3
4
5
6

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19 }

then // If Small(P)
if (x = a[i\\) thenreturni;
elsereturn0;
}
else
{ // ReduceP into a smallersubproblem.
mid:=[(i+ l)/2\\;
if (x = a[mid])thenreturnmid;
elseif (x < a[mid\\) then
mid 1,x);
return
elsereturnBinSrch(a,mid
+ 1,1,x);
}
if (/

{

=

\302\253)

\342\200\224

BinSrch(a,\302\253',

Algorithm3.2Recursivebinary search
1 AlgorithmBinSearch(a,n,x)
in nondecreasing
a[l:n] ofwelements
// Given nan>arraydetermine
hetherx is present,and
0,
// order,
// if so,return j such that x = a[j];elsereturn 0.
{
low := 1;high := n;
7
while (/ou;< /wg/i) do
8
{
9
mid := [(low+ high)/2j;
if (x < a[mid])thenhigh :=
10
1;
11
elseif (a; > a[mic(|)thenlow :=mid+ 1;
12
elsereturnmid;
13
}
14
return0;
15 }
2
3
4
5
6

mid\342\200\224

Algorithm3.3Iterativebinary search
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that low and high are integervariablessuchthat eachtimethroughthe loop
eitherx is found or low is increasedby at leastone or high is decreasedby
of integersapproachingeachother
at leastone.Thus we have two sequences
and eventually low becomesgreaterthan high and causesterminationin a
finite number of stepsif x is not present.

Example3.6Let us selectthe 14entries
0,7, 9, 23,54, 82,101,
112,125,131,142,151
-15,-6,
placethem in a[l: 14],and simulatethe stepsthat BinSearchgoesthrough
as it searchesfor different values of x. Only the variableslow, high, and
mid needto be tracedas we simulatethe algorithm.We try the following
values for x: 151, and 9 for two successfulsearchesand oneunsuccessful
search.Table3.2shows the tracesof BinSearchon thesethreeinputs.
\342\200\22414,

\342\226\241

].r>i

low
1

8
12
14

high

14

14
14
14

x=

mid

7

-14

11
13

14
found
x

=9

low

1
1
4

low

1
1
1
2
2

high

14

6
2
2
1

mid
7

3
1
2

not found

mid
7

high

14

6
6

3
5

found

Table3.2Threeexamplesof binary searchon 14elements
give us a little moreconfidenceabout Algorithm
no
means
but
prove that it is correct.Proofsof algorithmsare
3.3, they by
useful
because
the correctnessof the algorithmfor all
establish
very
they
possible
inputs, whereastesting gives much lessin the way of guarantees.
Unfortunately, algorithmproving is a very difficult processand the complete

Theseexamplesmay

proofof an algorithmcan be many timeslongerthan the algorithmitself.
We

contentourselveswith an informal

\"proof\"

of BinSearch.

Theorem3.1Algorithm BinSearch(a,n,x)works correctly.
Proof:We assumethat allstatementswork as expectedand that

such as x > a[mid]are appropriatelycarriedout. Initially low = 1,
high n, n > 0, and a[l]< a[2] < < a[n].If n = 0, the while loopis

comparisons

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240-
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enteredand 0 is returned.Otherwisewe observethat eachtimethrough
the loopthe possible
elementsto be checkedfor equality with x are a[low],
+
a[low 1], -, a[mid], a[high].If x = a[mid],then the algorithm
terminates successfully. Otherwisethe range is narrowed by eitherincreasing
low to mid + 1 or decreasinghigh to mid 1. Clearly this narrowingof
the range doesnot affect the outcomeof the search.If low becomesgreater
than high, then x is not presentand hencethe loopis exited.
not

...,

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

Noticethat to fully test binary search,we neednot concernourselveswith
the values of a[l: n].By varying x sufficiently, we can observeall possible
of BinSearchwithout devisingdifferent values for a.
computationsequences
To test all successfulsearches,x must takeon the n values in a. To test all
unsuccessfulsearches,x need only take on n + 1 different values.Thus the
of testing BinSearchis 2n + 1 for eachn.
complexity
Now let'sanalyze the executionprofile of BinSearch.The two relevant
of this profile are the frequency countsand spacerequiredfor
characteristics
the algorithm.For BinSearch,storageis requiredfor the n elementsof the
As for the
array plus the variableslow, high,mid, and x, or n + 4 locations.
thereare
three
to
consider:
t
he
time,
possibilities
best,average,and worst

cases.

Supposewe begin by determiningthe time for BinSearchon the
data set. We observethat the only operationsin the algorithm are
and somearithmeticand data movements.We concentrateon
comparisons
betweenx and the elementsin a[ ], recognizingthat the
comparisons
count
of all otheroperationsis of the sameorderas that for these
frequency
betweenx and elementsof a[ ] are referredto
comparisons.Comparisons
as elementcomparisons.
We assumethat only one comparison
is neededto
determinewhich of the three possibilities
of the if statementholds.The
numberof elementcomparisons
neededto find eachof the 14elementsis
previous

Elements:

Comparisons:

42434143

[1] [2]
-15
-6
3

[3]
0

[4]
7

[5]

9

[6]
23

[7]

54

[8]

82

[10]
[12] [13] [14]
[9]
112 [11]
125 131 142 151
101
4

2

4

3

4

elementrequiresmorethan 4 comparisons
to be found. The average
is obtainedby summingthe comparisons
neededto find all 14itemsand
3.21,comparisonsper
dividing by 14;this yields 45/14,or approximately
No

successfulsearchon the average.Thereare 15possible
ways that an
searchmay terminatedependingon the value of x. If x < a[l],the
that x is not present.
to determine
algorithmrequires3 elementcomparisons
Forallthe remainingpossibilities,
BinSearchrequires4 elementcomparisons.
Thus the averagenumberof elementcomparisons
for an unsuccessfulsearch
unsuccessful

is (3

+ 14* 4)/15= 59/15 3.93.
\302\253

The analysis just done appliesto any sortedsequencecontaining14
elements. But the result we would preferis a formula for n elements.A good
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derive such a formula plus a betterway to understandthe algorithm
is to considerthe sequence
of values for mid that are producedby BinSearch
for all possible
values of x. Thesevalues are nicely describedusinga binary
decisiontree in which the value in eachnodeis the value of mid. For
14,then Figure3.1containsa binary decisiontree that traces
example, if n,
the way in which thesevalues are producedby BinSearch.
way to

\342\200\224

Figure3.1Binary decisiontree for binary search,n = 14
Thefirst comparison
is x with a[7].If x < a[7],then the next comparison
is with
is with a[ll].
similarly, if x > a[7], then the next comparison
Each path through the tree representsa sequenceof comparisons
in the
If
will
searchmethod.
x
is
then
the
end
at
one
binary
present,
algorithm
of the circularnodesthat liststhe index into the array wherex was found.
If x is not present,the algorithmwill terminateat one of the squarenodes.
and squarenodesarereferredto as
Circularnodesarecalledinternalnodes,
\302\253,[3];

externalnodes.

Theorem3.2If n is in the range[2fc~',2fc),then BinSearchmakesat most k
elementcomparisons
for a successfulsearchand either 1or comparisons
for an unsuccessfulsearch.(In otherwords the timefor a successfulsearch
is O(logn) and for an unsuccessfulsearchis 9(logn)).
\342\200\224

\302\243;

A;

Proof:Considerthe binary decisiontree describingthe actionof BinSearch
on n elements.All successfulsearchesend at a circularnodewhereasall
unsuccessfulsearchesend at a square node.If 2fc_1 < n < 2fc, then all
circulaxnodesare at levels 1,
k whereasall square nodesare at levels

2,...,
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and k + 1 (note that the root is at level 1). The number of element
neededto terminateat a circularnodeon level i is i whereas
comparisons
the numberof elementcomparisons
neededto terminateat a squarenodeat
level i is only i 1.The theoremfollows.
Theorem3.2statesthe worst-case
timefor binary search.To determine
the averagebehavior,we needto lookmorecloselyat the binary decisiontree
in the algorithm.
and equateits sizeto the numberof elementcomparisons
Thedistanceof a nodefrom the root is one lessthan its level.The internal
path length I is the sum of the distancesof all internal nodesfrom the root.
Analogously, the externalpath length E is the sum of the distancesof all
externalnodesfrom the root.It is easy to show by inductionthat for any
E and / arerelatedby the formula
binary tree with n internal nodes,
k

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

E = I + 2n

It turns out that there is a simplerelationshipbetweenE,I, and the
in binary search.Let As(n) be the average
averagenumberof comparisons
in a successfulsearch,and Au(n) the averagenumber
numberof comparisons
of comparisons
in an unsuccessful
search.Thenumberof comparisons
needed
to find an elementrepresentedby an internal nodeis one morethan the
distanceof this nodefrom the root.Hence,
As(n) =

1+I/n

The numberof comparisons
on any path from the root to an externalnode
is equalto the distancebetweenthe rootand the externalnode.Sinceevery
binary tree with n internal nodeshas n + 1 externalnodes,it follows that
Au(n) = E/(n+ 1)

Usingthesethreeformulas for

E,As(n),and Au(n), we find
As(n) = (1+ 1/n)Au(n)-l

that

we seethat As(n) and Au(n) are directly related.The
value of As(n) (and hence Au(n)) is achievedby an algorithm

Promthis formula
minimum

whosebinary decisiontree has minimum externaland internalpath length.
This minimum is achievedby the binary treeall of whoseexternalnodesare
on adjacentlevels,and this is precisely
the tree that is producedby binary
search.From Theorem3.2it follows that E is proportionalto n logn.Using
this in the precedingformulas, we concludethat As(n) and Au(n) are both
proportionalto log n. Thus we concludethat the average-and worst-case
for binary searchare the sameto within a constant
numbersof comparisons
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factor. The best-case
analysis is easy. For a successfulsearchonly one
elementcomparisonis needed. For an unsuccessfulsearch,Theorem3.2
areneededin the best case.
statesthat [logn\\ elementcomparisons
we
are
now
able
to
describethe computingtime
Inconclusion
completely
of binary searchby giving formulas that describethe best,average, and
worst cases:

searches unsuccessful
successful
searches
6(logn)

6(1), e(logn), G(logn)
worst
best, average,

best,average,worst

Can we expectanothersearchingalgorithmto be significantlybetterthan
binary searchin the worst case? This question is pursued rigorously in
Chapter10. But we can anticipatethe answer here, which is no. The
methodfor proving such an assertionis to view the binary decisiontree as
a generalmodelfor any searchingalgorithmthat dependson comparisons
of entireelements.Viewed in this way, we observethat the longestpath to
discover any elementis minimizedby binary search,and soany alternative
algorithmis no better from this point of view.
Beforewe end this section,there is an interestingvariation of binary
searchthat makesonly one comparisonper iterationof the while loop.
This variation appearsas Algorithm 3.4.Thecorrectness
proofof this
variation

is left as an exercise.

as
BinSearchwill sometimesmaketwice as many elementcomparisons
BinSearchl(for example,when x > a[n\\). However, for successfulsearches
than BinSearch
BinSearchlmay make(logn)/2moreelementcomparisons
=
x
The
of
i
s left as an
when
BinSearchl
analysis
(for example,
a[mid\\).
times
exercise.It shouldbe easy to seethat the best-,
average-,and worst-case
for both successfuland unsuccessfulsearches.
for BinSearchlare 0(logn)
The first two rows in
Thesetwo algorithmswere run on a Sparc10/30.
Table3.3representthe averagetimefor a successfulsearch.The secondset
of two rows give the averagetimesfor all possible
unsuccessfulsearches.For
both successfuland unsuccessfulsearchesBinSearchldid marginally better
than BinSearch.

EXERCISES
1.Run the recursiveand iterativeversions of binary searchand compare
the times. For appropriatesizesof n, have eachalgorithmfind every
clementin the set.Then try all n + 1possible
unsuccessfulsearches.
2. Proveby inductionthe relationshipE = / + 2n for a binary tree with
internalnodes.The variables E and / are the externaland internal
path length, respectively.
\342\226\240n,
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1 AlgorithmBinSearchl(a,
n,a?)

as BinSearchexceptn > 0
// Samespecifications

2
3
4
5
6

{

:= 1;high := n + 1;
// high is one morethan possible.
while (low < (high 1)) do
{
mid := [(low+ high)/2};
if (x < a[mid])thenhigh mid;
// Only one comparisonin the loop.
elselow :=mid; // x > a[mid]
low

\342\200\224

7

8
9

:\342\200\224

10
11
12
13
14
15

|

}
thenreturnlow; // x is present.
elsereturn0; // x is not present.
if (x = a[low\\)

Algorithm3.4Binary searchusingone comparisonper cycle

sizes 5,00010,00015,00020,00025,00030,000
successfulsearches
BinSearch 51.30 67.95 67.72 73.85 76.77 73.40
BinSearch1 47.68 53.92 61.98 67.46 68.95 71.11
unsuccessfulsearches
BinSearch 50.40 66.36 76.78 79.54 78.20 81.15

Array

BinSearch1

41.93 52.65 63.33 66.86 69.22 72.26

Table3.3Computingtimesfor two

microseconds

timesare in
binary searchalgorithms;
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3. In an infinite

array, the first n cellscontain integersin sortedorder
and the rest of the cellsare filled with oo.Presentan algorithmthat
takesx as input and finds the position
of x in the array in 0(logn)

time. You are not

given the value of n.

4. ] )evisea \"binary\" searchalgorithmthat splitsthe set not into two sets
of (almost)equal sizesbut into two sets,
one of which is twicethe size
of the other. How doesthis algorithmcomparewith binary search?
5. Devise a ternary searchalgorithmthat first teststhe elementat
n/3 for equality with somevalue x, and then checksthe element
at 2n/3and eitherdiscoversx or reducesthe set sizeto one-thirdthe
sizeof the original.Comparethis with binary search.
position

6. (a) Prove that BinSearchlworks correctly.
(b)

Verify that

the following algorithmsegmentfunctions correctly

of binary search.Discussits
accordingto the specifications
computing

time.

low := 1;high := n;

repeat{

mid := [(low+ high)/2\\;

if (x > a[mid])thenlow := mid;
elsehigh :=mid;
} until((low+ 1) = high)

3.3

FINDING THE MAXIMUM
AND MINIMUM

Let us consideranother simpleproblemthat can be solved by the divideand-conquertechnique.The problemis to find the maximumand minimum
itemsin a set of n elements.Algorithm 3.5is a straightforward algorithm

this.
accomplish
of this algorithm,we onceagain
In analyzing the time complexity
The justificationfor this
concentrate on the number of elementcomparisons.
is thai, the frequency count for otheroperationsin this algorithmis of the
sameorderas that for elementcomparisons.More importantly, when the
elementsin a[l: n] are polynomials,vectors,very largenumbers,or strings
is much higher than the
of characters,the cost of an elementcomparison
cost of the other operations.
Hencethe time is determinedmainly by the
totalcostof the elementcomparisons.
in the best,
StraightMaxMinrequires2(n 1) elementcomparisons
and worst cases.An immediateimprovement is possible
by realizing
to

\342\200\224

average,
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AlgorithmStraightMaxMin(a,n,max,rain)
II Set max to the maximumand min to the minimum
{
max := min := a[l];
for i := 2 to n do
{
if (a[i]> max) thenmax := a[i];
if (a[i) < min) thenmin :=a[i];

of

a[l:n].

Algorithm3.5Straightforward maximumand minimum
that the comparison
a[i] < min is necessaryonly when a[i]
Hencewe can replacethe contentsof the for loopby
if

(a[i\\

elseif

> max is false.

> max) thenmax :=a[i\\;
(a[i\\ < min) thenmin := a[i\\;

Now the best caseoccurswhen the elementsare in increasingorder.
is n 1.The worst caseoccurswhen
The number of elementcomparisons
the elementsare in decreasingorder. In this casethe number of element
is 2(n 1).The averagenumberof elementcomparisons
is less
comparisons
than 2(n 1).On the average,a[i] is greaterthan max half the time,and
is 3n/2 1.
sothe averagenumberof comparisons
A divide-and-conquer
algorithmfor this problemwould proceedas
follows: Let P = (n,
a[j])denotean arbitrary instanceof the problem.
Heren is the number of elementsin the list
a[j]and we are
in finding the maximumand minimum of this list.Let Small(P)/be
true when n < 2. In this case,the maximumand minimum are a[i] if n = 1.
If n = 2, the problemcan be solved by makingone comparison.
If the list has morethan two elements,P has to be dividedinto smaller
instances.For example,we might divide P into the two instancesPi =
and P2 = (n [n/2\\,a[[n/2\\+
,a[n]).
(|n/2j,a[l],...,a[|n/2J])
we can solve them by
divided
P
two smallersubproblems,
into
having
algorithm.How can we
recursively invoking the samedivide-and-conquer
combinethe solutionsfor Pi and P2 to obtain a solutionfor P? If MAX(P)
and MIN(P) are the maximumand minimum of the elementsin P, then
MAX(P) is the largerof MAX(Pj) and MAX(P2). Also, MIN(P) is the
smallerof MIN(Pi)and MIN(P2).
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

a[i],...,

a[i],...,

interested

-

After

1],...
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MaxMin
Algorithm 3.6resultsfrom applying the strategy just described.
is a recursivealgorithmthat finds the maximumand minimum of the set

1),...,

The situation of set sizesone (i = j)
elements{a(i),
a(i +
a(j)}.
=
and two (i j 1) are handled separately.Forsetscontainingmorethan
the midpointis determined(just as in binary search)and two
two elements,
are generated.When the maximaand minima of these
new subproblems
are
subproblems determined,the two maximaare comparedand the two
minimaare comparedto achievethe solutionfor the entireset.
of

\342\200\224

1 Algorithm
j,max,rain)
array. Parametersi and j are integers,
// a[l:n] is a global
The effect is to set max and min to the
//l<\302\253<i<n.
MaxMin(\302\253,

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// largestand smallestvalues in a[i :j],respectively.
{
if (i = j) thenmax := min := a[i];
// Small(P)
elseif (i = j 1) then // Another caseof Small(P)
\342\200\224

{

10
11
12
13
14

{
m,ax := a[j];
rain := a[{\\;
}
else
{
max := a[i];
min := a[j];
}
}
else
{ //HP is not small,divide P into subproblems.
whereto split the set.
// Find
mid:=[(i+ j)/2\\;

IT)

Hi

17

18

1!)
20

21

// Solve the subproblems.

22

MaxMin(i,mid,max,min);

2,3

24

//

25
2(i

27

}

28

2!)

if (a[i] < a[j])then

MaxMin(rmd+l,j,rnaxl,minl);
Combinethe solutions.

if (max< maxl) thenmax := maxl;
if (min > mini)thenmin := mini;

\\

Algorithm3.6Recursively finding the maximumand minimum
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The procedureis initially invoked by the statement

MaxMin(l,n,x,y)
Supposewe simulateMaxMin on the following nine elements:

a: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
22 13 -5 -8 15 60

[7] [8] [9]

17 31 47

goodway of keepingtrackof recursivecallsis to build a tree by addinga
nodeeachtimea new call is made.For this algorithmeachnodehas four
itemsof information:i,j, max, and rain. On the array a[ ] above,the tree
A

of Figure 3.2is produced.

1,9,60,-8

Figure3.2Treesof recursivecallsof MaxMin
ExaminingFigure3.2,we seethat the rootnodecontains1 and 9 as the
to the initial callto MaxMin.This execution
values of i and j corresponding
producestwo new callsto MaxMin,wherei and j have the values 1,5 and
6,9, respectively,and thus split the set into two subsetsof approximately
the samesize. From the tree we can immediately see that the maximum
depth of recursionis four (includingthe first call).Thecirclednumbersin
the upper left cornerof eachnoderepresentthe ordersin which max and

min are assignedvalues.
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Now what is the numberof elementcomparisons
neededfor MaxMin?If
T(n) representsthis number,then the resultingrecurrencerelationis

+2
T{\\n/2])+T{\\n/2])

f
T{n) = { 1
{0

When n is a power of two, n

n>2
n

=2

71=1
= 2k for somepositive integerk, then

T{n) = 2T(n/2)+ 2

= 2(2T(n/4)+2)+2
= 4T(n/4) +4 + 2

(3.3)

= 2fc-1T(2)
+ E1<l<fc-i22
= 2k-{+ 2fc-2= 3n/2-2
Note that 3n/2 2 is the best-,average-,and worst-case
numberof
comparisons when n is a power of two.
for the straightforward method,
Comparedwith the 2n 2 comparisons
this is a saving of 25% in comparisons.
It can be shown that no algorithm
basedon comparisons
uses lessthan 3n/2 2 comparisons.
So in this sense
algorithm MaxMin is optimal(seeChapter10for moredetails).But does
this imply that MaxMin is better in practice? Not necessarily.In terms
of storage,MaxMin is worse than the straightforward algorithmbecauseit
and mini.Given n elements,
requiresstackspacefor i,j, max,min,maxl,
therewill be [log2 + 1levels of recursionand we needto save seven values
for eachrecursivecall (don'tforget the return addressis alsoneeded).
Lei. us see what the count is when elementcomparisons
have the same
cost as comparisons
betweeni and j. Let C(n) be this number. First, we
observethat lines6 and 7 in Algorithm 3.6can be replacedwith
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\302\253J

if (i

>j-l){ // Small(P)

to achievethe sameeffect. Hence,a singlecomparison
betweeni and
1
is adequateto implementthe modified if statement.Assuming n = 2k for
somepositive integerk, we get

j

C7(n)

=

{f^2)+

3

nnl\\

\342\200\224
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Solvingthis equation,we obtain
C(n) =

2C(n/2)+ 3

= 4C(n/4) + 6 + 3

1C(2)+ 3 ES\"
+ 3*2fc-1-3
5n/2-3
2k
2k

(3.4)

The comparative
figure for StraightMaxMinis 3(n 1) (includingthe
needed
to
comparison
implementthe for loop).This is largerthan 5n/2 3.
MaxMin
will be slower than StraightMaxMinbecauseof the
Despitethis,
overheadof stackingi,j,max,
and min for the recursion.
makes
3.6
several
points.If comparisons
Algorithm
amongthe elements
of a[ ] are much morecostly than comparisons
of integervariables,then the
techniquehas yielded a moreefficient (actually an
divide-and-conquer
O
n
algorithm. the otherhand, if this assumptionis not true, the
Thusthe divide-and-conquer
technique yields a less-efficientalgorithm.
strategy
is seento be only a guide to better algorithmdesignwhich may not always
succeed.Also we see that it is sometimesnecessaryto work out the
constants
associatedwith the computingtime bound for an algorithm.Both
MaxMin and StraightMaxMinare 0(n),sothe use of asymptotic notation is
not enough of a discriminator
in this situation. Finally, see the exercises
for another way to find the maximumand minimum using only 3n/2 2
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

optimal)

\342\200\224

comparisons.

Note:In the designof any

divide-and-conquer
algorithm,typically, it is a
straightforward task to define Small(P)and S(P).So,from now on, we only
discusshow todivide any given problemP and how to combinethe solutions
to

subproblems.

EXERCISES
1.TranslatealgorithmMaxMin into a computationallyequivalent
procedure

that uses no

recursion.

2. Testyour iterative version of MaxMin
StraightMaxMin.

Count all comparisons.

derived above against

3.Thereis an iterativealgorithmfor finding the maximumand minimum

which, though not a divide-and-conquer-based
algorithm,is
moreefficient than MaxMin. It works by comparingconsecutive
probably

pairsof elementsand then comparingthe largerone with the current
maximumand the smalleronewith the current minimum.Write out
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the algorithmcompletely
and analyze the number of

requires.

it
comparisons

4. In Algorithm 3.6,what happensif lines7 to 17are dropped?Doesthe
resultantfunction

correctly?

stillcomputethe maximumand minimum elements

3.4 MERGE SORT
another exampleof divide-and-conquer,
we investigatea sorting
that has the niceproperty that in the worst caseits complexity
is
This
is
called
We
assume
that
sort.
algorithm
merge
0(nlogn).
throughout
the elementsare to be sortedin nondecreasing
order. Given a sequenceof
n elements(alsocalledkeys)
,a[n],the generalidea is to imagine
them split into two sets
,a[|_n/2J]and a[|_n/2j+
,a[n].Each
set is individually sorted,and the resultingsortedsequences
are mergedto
producea singlesortedsequenceof n elements.Thus we have another ideal
exampleof the divide-and-conquer
strategy in which the splittingis into two
s
ets
and
the
equal-sized
combiningoperationis the mergingof two sorted
As

algorithm

a[l],...
a[l],...

1],...

setsinto one.

MergeSort(Algorithm3.7) describesthis processvery succinctlyusing
recursionand a function Merge (Algorithm 3.8)which mergestwo sorted
sets.BeforeexecutingMergeSort,the n elementsshouldbe placedin a[\\ : n].
Then MergeSort(l,n)causesthe keys to be rearrangedinto nondecreasing
orderin a.

Example3.7Considerthe array oftenelementsa[l: 10]= (310,285,179,
652,351,423,861,254, 450,520).Algorithm MergeSortbeginsby splitting

two subarrays eachof sizefive (a[l: 5] and a[6: 10]).
Theelements
then split into two subarrays of sizethree (a[l: 3]) and two
a[l: : 5] are
: 3] are split into subarrays of sizetwo
(a[4 5]).Then the itemsin
: 2] are split a final
(a[l: 2]) and one (a[3 : 3]).The two values in

a[ ] into

in

a[\\

a[\\

time into one-element
subarrays, and now the mergingbegins. Note that
no movement of data has yet taken place. A recordof the subarrays is
implicitly maintainedby the recursivemechanism.Pictoriallythe file can
now be viewedas

(310| 285| 179| 652,351| 423,861,254, 450,520)
whereverticalbarsindicatethe boundariesof subarrays. Elementsa[l]and

a[2] are mergedto yield

(285,310| 179| 652,351| 423,861,254, 450,520)
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1 AlgorithmMergeSort(Zou>,high)

2
3
4
5
6

is a globalarray to be sorted.
// a[low : high]
is true if thereis only oneelement
// Small(P)
// to sort.In this casethe list is already sorted.
*

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

if (low < high) then

{

7

P into subproblems.
// Divide
Find
to split the set.
// midwhere
:= [(low+ high)/2\\;
// Solve the subproblems.

//
}

}

//If therearemorethan one element

MergeSort(low,mid);
+ I,high);
MergeSort(mid
Combinethe solutions.
mid,high);
Merge(low,

Algorithm3.7Mergesort
Then a[3] is mergedwith

a[l: 2] and

(179,285,310| 652,351| 423,861,254, 450,520)
is produced.Next,elementsa[4] and a[5] are merged:

(179,285,310| 351,652| 423,861,254, 450,520)
and then a[l:3] and a[4 : 5]:

(179,285,310,351,652| 423,861,254, 450,520)
At this point the algorithmhas returnedto the first invocationof MergeSort
and is about to processthe secondrecursivecall. Repeatedrecursivecalls
are invoked producingthe following subarrays:

(179,285,310,351,652| 423 | 861| 254 | 450,520)
Elementsa[6] and a[7] are merged.Then a[8] is mergedwith a[6: 7]:
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1 AlgorithmMerge(low,mid,high)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

: high is a globalarray containingtwo sorted
II a[low
subsets
II is to in a low :two
mid] and in a[mid+ 1 : high]. The goal
setsinto a singleset residing
these
merge
II in
:
is
high].
II a[low
b[ ] an auxiliary globalarray.
{
h :=low; i := low; j := mid+ 1;
<

10
1L
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26

27
28
29
30

31 }

while ((h mid) and (j < high)) do

{

if (a[h]

<a\\j])then

{
b[i] := a[h];h :=h + 1;
}
else
{
j :=j + l;
b[i] -=a[j];
}
i :=i + 1;
}
if (h > mid) then
for k :=j to high do
{
b[i] :=a[k];i := i + 1;
}
else
for k := h to mid do
{
b[i] := a[k];i := i + 1;
}
for k := low to high do a[k] := b[k];

Algorithm3.8Mergingtwo sortedsubarrays usingauxiliary storage
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(179,285,310,351,652| 254, 423,861| 450,520)

a[10]are merged,and then a[Q : 8] and a[9: 10]:
(179,285,310,351,652| 254, 423,450,520,861)

Next a[9]and

this point thereare two sortedsubarrays and the final mergeproduces
the fully sortedresult
At

423,450,520,652,861)
(179,254, 285,310,351,

Figure3.3Treeof callsof MergeSort(l,
10)
Figure3.3is a treethat representsthe sequenceof recursivecallsthat are
producedby MergeSortwhen it is appliedtoten elements.Thepair of values
in eachnodeare the values of the parameterslow and high. Noticehow
the splitting continuesuntil sets containinga singleelementare produced.
the callsto procedureMergeby MergeSort.
Figure3.4is a tree representing
For example,the node containing 1,2, and 3 representsthe mergingof

a[l: 2] with a[3].

\342\226\241

|

If the timefor the mergingoperationis proportional
to n, then the
timefor mergesort is describedby the recurrencerelation

computing

1

rpi(nj
\\

_

\\

a

2T(n/2)+ en

n
n

= l,aaconstant
> 1,c a constant

3.4.MERGE SORT
When n is

a power of

substitutions:

149
2, n

= 2k, we can solve this equation by successive

+ cn/2) + en
T{n) = 2(2T(n/4)
= 4T(n/4) + 2cn
= 4(2T(n/8)+ en/4) + 2cn
= 2kT(l)+ kcn
= an + en logn

It is easy to seethat

if 2k

Therefore
< n < 2k+1,then T{n) < T(2k+1).
T(n) = 0(nlogn)

Figure3.4Treeof callsof Merge
nature of
Though Algorithm 3.7 nicely capturesthe divide-and-conquer
that can and shouldbe
mergesort,thereremainseveralinefficiencies
We presenttheserefinementsin an attemptto producea versionof
mergesort that is goodenoughto execute.Despitetheseimprovementsthe
algorithm'scomplexityremains0(nlogn).We see in Chapter10that no
of entirekeys can do better.
sortingalgorithmbasedon comparisons
One complaintwe might raise concerningmergesort is its use of 2n
locations.
Theadditionaln locationswere neededbecausewe couldn't
two sortedsetsin place.But despitethe use of this spacethe
reasonably merge
eliminated.
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algorithmmust stillwork hard and copy the resultplacedinto b[low : high]
backinto a[low : high] on eachcallof Merge.An alternativeto this copying
is to associatea new field of information with eachkey. (The elementsin
a[ ] are calledkeys.) This field is used to link the keys and any associated

togetherin a sortedlist (keys and relatedinformation arecalled
records).Then the mergingof the sortedlistsproceedsby changingthe link
values, and no recordsneedbe moved at all.A field that containsonly a link
will generallybe smallerthan an entirerecord,solessspacewill be used.
Along with the originalarray a[ ],we define an auxiliary array link[l: n]
Theseintegersare interpretedas
that containsintegersin the range [0,n].
pointersto elementsof a[ ]. A list is a sequenceof pointersendingwith a
zero. Below is one set of values for link that containstwo lists:Q and R.
The integer Q = 2 denotesthe start of one list and R = 5 the start of the
other.
information

link: [1]
6

13

[2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]
7
0
4
0
8

Thetwo listsare Q = (2, 4, 1,6) and R = (5, 3,7, 8).Interpretingtheselists
as describing
sortedsubsetsof a[\\ : 8],we concludethat a[2] < a[4] < a[l]

< a[6] and a[5] < a[S\\ < a[7] < a[$\\.

Another complaint
we couldraiseabout MergeSort
is the stackspacethat
sort
is necessitated
the
use
of
recursion.
S
ince
by
merge splitseachset into
two approximately
t
he
maximum
subsets,
equal-sized
depth of the stackis
for
seems
indicated
to
n.
The
need
stack
by the topproportional log
space
down mannerin which this algorithmwas devised.Theneedfor stackspace
can beeliminatedif we build an algorithmthat works bottom-up;see the

exercisesfor details.
even
As can be seenfrom function MergeSortand the previousexample,
setsof sizetwo will causetwo recursivecallsto be made.For smallsetsizes
mostof the time will be spent processingthe recursioninsteadof sorting.
This situation can be improved by not allowing the recursionto go to the
controlabstraction,we are
lowest level.In termsof the divide-and-conquer
suggestingthat when Small is true for mergesort,morework shouldbe done
than simply returning with no action. We use a secondsortingalgorithm
sets.
that works well on small-sized
fast on arrays of lessthan, say, 16
Insertionsort works exceedingly
elements, though for largen its computingtime is 0(n2).Its basicideafor
sortingthe itemsin a[\\ : n] is as follows:
for j :=2 to n do {
in the sortedset a[l:j
placea[j]in its correctposition

}

\342\200\224
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Thoughall the elementsin

a[j],for smallvalues of n
details.

a[l:j
the

\342\200\224

1] may have tobe moved to

accommodate

algorithmworks well. Algorithm

3.9has the

AlgorithmlnsertionSort(a,
n)

order,n > 1.
// Sort the array a[l:n] into nondecreasing

{

for j

{

:\342\200\224

//

2

to n do

:j 1]is already
- sorted.
\342\200\224

a[\\

i :=j 1;
item :=a[j];
while ((i > 1) and (item< a[i])) do

{
i
a[i+ 1]:=a[i];
}
a[i+ 1]:=item;

:\342\200\224

i

\342\200\224

1;

Algorithm3.9Insertionsort
The statementswithin the while loopcan be executedzero up to a
timeof this
maximumof j times.Sincej goesfrom 2 to n, the worst-case
procedureis boundedby

Y,

j = n(n + l)/2-l= 6(n2)

2<j<n

Itsbest-case
computingtimeis 0(n)underthe assumptionthat the body of
the while loopis never entered.This will be true when the data is already
in sortedorder.
We are now ready to presentthe revisedversion of mergesort with the

inclusionof insertionsort and the links. Function MergeSortl(Algorithm
placingthe keys of the recordsto be sortedin
A
a[\\ : n] and setting link[l: n] to zero. Then one says MergeSortl(l,n).
in
to
a
list
of
indices
o
f
sortedorder
is
that
the
elements
pointer
give
a[ ]
returned.Insertionsort is used whenever the numberof itemsto be sorted
is lessthan 16.The version of insertionsort as given by Algorithm 3.9needs
to be alteredsothat it sortsa[low : high] into a linked list.Callthe altered
version InsertionSortl.The revised mergingfunction, Mergel,is given in

3.10)is initially invoked by

Algorithm 3.11.
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1 AlgorithmMergeSortlftow,
high)

order
array a[low : high] is sortedin nondecreasing
// The global
array link[low: high]. The values in link
// usingthe aauxiliary
represent list of the indiceslow throughhigh giving a[ ] in
// sortedorder.
pointerto the beginningof the list is returned.
//

2
3
4
5
6

A

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16 }

-

if {{high low) < 15) then

returnlnsertionSortl(a,
link,low, high);
else
{
mid := [{low+ high)/2\\;
q := MergeSortl(Zou>,
mid);
r := MergeSortl(mid+
l,high);
returnMergel{q,r);
}

Algorithm3.10Mergesort usinglinks
Example3.8As an aid to understandingthis new versionof mergesort,
supposewe simulatethe algorithmas it sortsthe eight-element
sequence(50,
10,25,30,15,70,35,55).We ignorethe fact that lessthan 16elementswould
normally be sortedusing InsertionSort.The link array is initializedto zero.
Table3.4shows how the link array changesafter eachcall of MergeSortl

completes.On eachrow the value of p points to the list in link that was
createdby the last completionof Mergel.To the right are the subsetsof
sortedelementsthat are representedby theselists.Forexample,in the last
row p = 2 which beginsthe list of links 2, 5, 3,4, 7, 1,8,and 6;this implies
a[2]

< a[5] < a[3] < a[4] < a[7] < a[l]< a[8] < a[6].

\342\226\241

EXERCISES
1.Why is it necessaryto have the auxiliary array b[low : high]in function

Merge? Give an examplethat showswhy in-placemergingis inefficient.

2. Theworst-casetimeof procedureMergeSortis 0{nlogn).What is its
time?Can we say that the timefor MergeSortis O(nlogn)?
best-case

3.A

sorting methodis said to be stableif at the end of the method,
identicalelementsoccurin the sameorderas in the originalunsorted
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1 AlgorithmMergel(g,
r)

2
3
4
5
6
7

11q and r are pointersto listscontainedin the globalarray
// link[0: n].link[0]is introducedonly for convenienceand need
not be initialized.The listspointedat by q and r are merged
// and
// a pointerto the beginningof the mergedlist is returned.

{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
ir,
l(i

17

18

1!)
20
2L
22
23
24 >

i

:=q; j :=r; k :=0;

// Thenew list starts at link[0].
while ((i jt 0) and (j 0)) do
{ // While both listsare nonempty do
\302\243

if

(a[i\\

<a\\j])then

{ // Find the smallerkey.
link[k] i; k :=i; i := link[i];
// Add a new key to the list.
:\342\200\224

}
else
{
Unk[k] :=j; k j; j := link[j];
}
} =
if (i 0) thenlink[k]:=j;
elselink[k]:=i;
returnlink[Q]\\
:\342\200\224

Algorithm3.11Merginglinked listsof sortedelements
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a:

link:

rp
122
343
232
565
787
575
252
q

(0)
0

(1)
50

(3)
25
0

(4)
30
0

(5)
15
0

(6)
70
0

(7)

0

(2)
10
0

35
0

(8)
55
0

2
3
2
5

0
0
0
0
0
0
8

1
1
3
3
3
3
5

0
4
4
4
4
4
4

0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
6
6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
8
8
1

0
0
0
0
0
6
6

7

5
2

7

3

7

(10,50)
(10,50),(25,30)
(10,25, 30, 50)
(10,25, 30,50),(15,70)
(10,25,30, 50),(15,70), (35,55)
(10,25,30,50) (15,35, 55, 70)
(10,15,25,30,35,50,55,70)

25,30,15,
70,35,55)
a[l: 8] = (50,10,

MergeSortlappliedto

Table3.4Exampleof link array changes

set.Ismergesorta stablesorting method?
4. Supposea[l : m] and 6[1: n] both contain sortedelementsin nondecreasingorder. Write an algorithm that mergestheseitemsinto
c[l : m + ri\\. Your algorithmshould be shorterthan Algorithm 3.8
(Merge)sinceyou can now placea largevalue in a[m+ 1]and b[n + 1].
5. Given a file of n recordsthat arepartially sortedas x\\ < X2 < < xm
and xm+i < < xn, is it possible
to sort the entirefile in time0(n)
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

usingonly a smallfixed amount of additionalstorage?
6. Another way to sorta file of n recordsis to scanthe file, merge
pairsof sizeone,then mergepairsof sizetwo, and soon.Write
an algorithmthat carriesout this process.
Show how your algorithm
works on the data set (100,
300,150,450,250,350,200,400,500).
7. A version of insertionsort is used by Algorithm 3.10
to sort small
subarrays. However, its parametersand intent are slightly different
from the procedureInsertionSortof Algorithm 3.9.Write a versionof
insertionsort that will work as Algorithm 3.10
expects.
consecutive

suchthat
8. The sequences
X\\, X2,.. Xg, aresortedsequences

Ya=i \\Xi|

n. Show how to mergethese sequencesin time0(nlogI).
\342\226\240,

:
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3.5 QUICKSORT
The divide-and-conquer
approachcan be usedto arrive at an efficient sorting
methoddifferent from mergesort.In mergesort,the file a[\\ : n] was divided
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at its midpoint into subarrays which were independentlysortedand later
merged.In quicksort,the division into two subarrays is madesothat the
sortedsubarrays do not need to be mergedlater. This is accomplished
by
rearrangingthe elementsin
n] such that a[i] < a[j]for all i between1
and m and all betweenm + 1 and n for somem, 1< m < n. Thus, the
No merge
elementsin
m] and a[rn + 1 n] can be independentlysorted.
is needed.The rearrangement
of the elementsis accomplished
by picking
someelementof a[ say t = a[s],and then reorderingthe otherelements
sothat allelementsappearingbeforet in
n] are lessthan or equal to
t and all elementsappearingafter t are greaterthan or equal to t. This

a[l:
:

j
a[l:

],

a[l:

rearrangingis referredto as partitioning.
FunctionPartition of Algorithm 3.12
(dueto C.A. R. Hoare)accomplishes
an in-placepartitioningof the elementsof a[m : p 1].It is assumedthat
= n,
If m = 1
a\\p] > a[m] and that a[m] is the partitioningelement.
then
+ 1]must be defined and must be greaterthan or equal to all
elementsin a[l: n]. The assumptionthat a[m] is the partitionelementis
merely for convenience;otherchoicesfor the partitioningelementthan the
first itemin the set are better in practice.The function Interchange^,i,j)
\342\200\224

andp\342\200\2241

\302\253[h

exchanges
a[i]with

a[j].

Example3.9As an exampleof how Partition works, considerthe following

1,10).

array of nine elements.Thefunction is initially invokedas Partition(a,
The ends of the horizontalline indicatethoseelementswhich were
to producethe next row. The element = 65 is the partitioning
interchanged
elementand it is eventually (in the sixth row) determinedto be the fifth
smallestelementof the set.Noticethat the remainingelementsare unsorted
but partitionedabout a[5] = 65.

a[l]

\342\226\241

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
65

70

75

80

85

60

55 50

45

65

45

75

80

85

60

55

50

70

65

45

50

80

85

60

55

75

70

65

45

50

55

85

60

80

75

70

65

45

50

55

60

85

80

75

70

60

45

50

55

65

85

80

75

70

(10)
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo
+ oo

i

2

p

9

3

8

4

7

5

6

6

5

Using Hoare'sclever methodof partitioning a set of elementsabout a
chosen element,we can directly devise a divide-and-conquermethodfor
completelysorting n elements.Following a call to the function Partition,
are produced.All elementsin Si are lessthan or equal
two sets Si and
\302\2432
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1 AlgorithmPartition(a,m,j9)
,a\\p
// Within a[m],a[m+

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

re
1],... 1]the elements= aa[m],
// rearranged such a manner
in

\342\200\224

{

a\\p]

v

:= a[m];i :=m; j :=p;

repeat
{
repeat
+ l;
until(a[i]> v);
repeat j :=j 1;
until(a[7] < u);
if (i < j) then lnterchange(a,
i,j);
} until(i > j);
a[7] := v; returnj;
a[m] :=a[j];
\302\253:=\302\253

17

20

that if initially t

after completion
a[q] = t for someq betweenm
// then
<
for
m < k < g, and a[k] > t
and p 1,a[k] t
// for
= oo.
returned.
k
is
Set
// q < < p. q

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
19

\342\200\224

}

1 AlgorithmInterchange^,i,j)

2
3
4
5
6

// Exchangea[i]with
{
}

a\\j],

:=a[i];
a[i]:=a\\j];
a[j]:=p;

p

Algorithm3.12Partitionthe array a[m:p 1]about a[m]
\342\200\224
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52.HenceSi and 52 can be sortedindependently.Each
set is sortedby reusingthe function Partition. Algorithm 3.13
describesthe
to the elementsin

completeprocess.

1 AlgorithmQuickSort(p,
q)

2
3
4
5
6

// Sortsthe :elements
alp],...,
a[q] which residein the global
to
order;a[n + 1]is considered
a[l n] into ascending
// arraydefined
>
and
be
all
:
must
elements
i
n
the
//be
a[l n].
*

8
9

10
11
12
Hi
14
ir,

i\302\253

if (p < q) then

{

7

//If therearemorethan one element

P into two subproblems.
// divide
j := Partition(a,p,
q + 1);
of the partitioningelement.
j is the position
//
// Solve the subproblems.

j
QuickSort(j9,

}

}

//

\342\200\224

1);

QuickSort(j+ l,q);
Thereis no need for combiningsolutions.

Algorithm3.13Sortingby partitioning
In analyzing QuickSort,we countonly the numberof elementcomparisons
C(n).It is easy to seethat the frequency count of otheroperationsis of the
the n elementsto
sameorderas C(n).We make the following assumptions:
be sortedare distinct,and the input distributionis such that the partition
elementv = a[m] in the callto Partition(a,m,p)
has an equal probability of
being the ith smallestelement,1< i < p m, in a[m:p 1].
value Cw(n) of C(n).The numberof
First, let us obtain the worst-case
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

in eachcall of Partition is at most p m + 1. Let r
elementcomparisons
be the total numberof elementsin all the callsto Partition at any level of
recursion.At level one only one call,Partition(a,l,n+ l),is madeand r = n;
at level two at most two callsaremadeand r = n 1;and soon.At each
level of recursion,
aremadeby Partition. At each
0(r)elementcomparisons
level,r is at leastone lessthan the r at the previouslevel as the partitioning
elementsof the previouslevel areeliminated.HenceCw(n) is the sum on r
as r varies from 2 to n, or 0(n?).Exercise7 examinesinput data on which
QuickSortuses Q.(n2)comparisons.
The averagevalue CA{n) of C(n) is much lessthan Cw(n). Underthe
madeearlier,the partitioningelementv hasan equalprobability
assumptions
\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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<i

:

Hencethe
of being the ith-smallest
element,1 < p m, in a[m p
and
1
to
be
sortedare
two subarrays remaining
a[m j]
a[j+ p 1]with
<
we
obtain
the recurrence
From
this
m
<
p.
probability l/(p m),
\342\200\224

:

j

\342\200\224

CA(n) = n

+ 1+

\342\200\224

1].
:

\342\200\224

- Y, [CA{k-1))+ CA(n - k)]

(3.5)

ni<k<n

Thenumberof elementcomparisons
requiredby Partition on its first call
+ 1.Notethat CA(0) = CA(1)= 0. Multiplying both sidesof (3.5)by

is n

n, we obtain

nCA(n) = n{n + 1) + 2[CA{0)+ CA(1)+

Replacingn
(n

by n

\342\200\224

(3.6)

1in (3.6)gives

- l)CA(n- 1) = n{n - 1)+ 2[CA{0)+

Subtractingthis from
nCA(n)

-

+ CA{n 1)]

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

-

+ CA(n 2)]

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240

we get
(3.6),

- (n - l)CA(n- 1)

= 2n + 2CA(n-l)

or
CA(n)/(n + l) =

CA(n-l)/n+ 2/(n+ l)

Repeatedlyusing this equationto substitute for CA(n
we get
CA(n)

n+1

=

CA(n-2)
n 1
CA\\n-Z)
\342\200\224

n-2

\342\200\224

1),CA(n

\342\200\224

2),...,

,2,2
n+1

n

,
\"\342\200\242\"

n-1 ,
2^

2

\"r n

,
\"\342\200\242\"

2_

n+1

(3.7)
2

+z2^3<fc<n+l
fc

2E3<Kn+l
fc

Since

r^r

E ' k '\"
h
3<k<n
k<n+l
'\"

(

3.7) yields

= loge(n+ l)-loge2
-rfa;
^~
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= 0(nlogn)
+ 2)-loge2]
l)[loge(n

timeis 0(n2),
Even thoughthe worst-case
the averagetimeis only 0(nlog n).
Let us now lookat the stackspaceneededby the recursion.In the worst case

the maximumdepth of recursionmay be n 1.This happens,for example,
when the partitionelementon eachcallto Partition is the smallestvalue in
a[m: ;> 1].The amount of stackspaceneededcan be reducedto O(logn)
by using an iterative version of quicksortin which the smallerof the two
subarrays a\\p :j 1]and a[j+ 1 : q] is always sortedfirst. Also, the second
recursivecall can be replacedby someassignmentstatementsand a jump
to the beginningof the algorithm.With thesechanges,QuickSorttakesthe
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

3.14.

form of Algorithm
We can now verify that the maximumstackspaceneededis O(logn).
Let
S(n) be the maximumstackspaceneeded.Then it follows that

+ S(l(n-l)/2j)

s(n)<{2

\342\200\236>1

which is lessthan 2 log n.

As remarked
in Section
3.4,InsertionSortis exceedinglyfast for n lessthan
about 10.HenceInsertionSortcan be used to speedup QuickSort2whenever
for selectionof the
explorevarious possibilities
q p < 16.Theexercises
partition element.
\342\200\224

3.5.1PerformanceMeasurement
In
QuickSortand MergeSortwere evaluatedon a SUN workstation10/30.
both casesthe recursiveversionswere used.For QuickSortthe Partition
was alteredto carry out the medianof threerule (i.e.the partitioning
elementwas the medianof a[m],
1]).Eachdata
1)/2J]and
set consistedof random integersin the range (0, 1000).
Tables3.5and 3.6
recordthe actualcomputingtimesin milliseconds.Table3.5displays the
averagecomputingtimes.For eachn, 50 randomdatasetswere used.Table
3.6shows the worst-casecomputingtimesfor the 50 data sets.
Scanningthe tables,we immediately see that QuickSort is faster than
MergeSortfor all values. Even though both algorithmsrequire0(nlogn)
timeon the average,QuickSortusually performswell in practice.The
function

a[[(m+p\342\200\224

exercises

a\\p\342\200\224

discussotherteststhat would make useful comparisons.

3.5.2 RandomizedSortingAlgorithms
ThoughalgorithmQuickSorthas an averagetimeof 0(nlogn) on n elements,
its worst-case
timeis 0(n2).On the otherhand it doesnot makeuse of any
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1 AlgorithmQuickSort2(p,
q)

2
3
4
5
6

II Sortsthe elementsin :q].
{
II stackis a stackof size21og(n).
a\\p

repeat
{
while (p < q) do
{
j :=Partition (a,p,q+ 1);
if (O'-P)< (<?-J))
then
{

7

8
9

10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

11

22
23
24

Add(j + 1); Add j + 1 to stoc/c.
Add(g); q :=j 1; Add q to stacfc

//

\342\200\224

}
else
{

//

p to stacfc.
-//1);Add
p :=j + 1;// Add j - 1 to stac/c

Add(p);
Add(j

}

}
} // Sort the smallersubfile.
if stackis empty thenreturn;
Delete(g);Delete(p);
// Deleteq and p from stack.
until
(false);
}

Algorithm3.14Iterativeversion of QuickSort
additionalmemory as doesMergeSort.A possible
input on which QuickSort
displays worst-casebehavior is one in which the elementsare already in
sortedorder. In this casethe partitionwill be such that therewill be only
one elementin one part and the rest of the elementswill fall in the other
of any divide-and-conquer
part. The performance
algorithmwill be goodif
the resultant subproblems
areas evenly sizedas possible.
Can QuickSortbe
modified sothat it performswell on every input? The answer is yes. Is the
techniqueof usingthe medianof the threeelementsalp],a[[(q+p)/2\\],and

to construct inputs for which
a[q] the solution?Unfortunately it is possible
even this methodwill take Q,(n2) time,as is exploredin the exercises.
The solutionis the use of a randomizer.While sortingthe array a\\p q],
insteadof pickinga[m],pick a randomelement(from amonga\\p\\,
,a[q])

...:

as the partitionelement.The resultant randomized
algorithm(RQuickSort)
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1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
MergeSort 72.8 167.2 275.1 378.5 500.6
QuickSort 36.6 85.1 138.9 205.7j 269.0
n
6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
MergeSort 607.6 723.4 811.5949.2 1073.6
QuickSort 339.4 411.0487.7 556.3 645.2
n

Table3.5Average computingtimesfor two sortingalgorithmson random

inputs

n

MergeSort
QuickSort
n

MergeSort
QuickSort

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
105.7206.4 335.2 422.1 589.9
41.6 97.1 158.6244.9 397.8
6000 7000 8000 9000 10000
691.3 794.8 889.5 1067.21167.6
383.8J497.3 569.9 616.2 738.1

Table3.6Worst-casecomputingtimesfor two sortingalgorithmson
random

inputs
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works on any input and runs in an expected0(nlogn) time, where the
outcomesfor the randomizer
expectationis over the spaceof all possible
(rather than the spaceof all possible
inputs). The codefor RQuickSortis
Note that this is a Las Vegas algorithmsinceit
given in Algorithm 3.15.
will always output the correctanswer.Every callto the randomizer
Random

takesa certainamount of time. If thereare only a very few elementsto
sort,the timetaken by the randomizermay be comparableto the restof the
computation.For this reason,we invoke the randomizeronly if (q p) > 5.
But 5 is not a magicnumber;in the machineemployed, this seemsto give
the bestresults.In generalthis numbershouldbe determinedempirically.
\342\200\224

1 AlgorithmRQuickSort(p,q)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// Sortsthe :elements
a\\p],...,
a[q] which residein the global
into
to
ascendingorder.a[n + 1]is considered
// array
n]
>
i
n
be
dennedand
must
be
all
the
elements
:
a[l n].
//
a[\\

{

then
((q-p)>5)then

if (p < q)

{

if

Interchange^,Random() mod(q p + 1) + p,p);
\342\200\224

10
j := Partition(a,p,g+ 1);
of the partitioningelement.
// j is the position
12
RQuickSort(p,j-1);
13
RQuickSort(j+ l,g);
14
}
15 }

11

Algorithm3.15Randomizedquick sort algorithm
The proofof the fact that RQuickSorthas an expected0(nlogn) time
is the sameas the proofof the averagetimeof QuickSort.Let A(n) be the
averagetimeof RQuickSorton any input of n elements.Then the numberof
or
elementsin the secondpart will be
,n
1,allwith an equal
probability of ^ (in the probability spaceof outcomesfor the randomizer).
Thus the recurrencerelationfor A(n) will be

0,1,2,...

n\342\200\224

\342\200\2242,

A(n) =

-Y

(A(k-l)+ A(n-k))+n+ l

l<k<n

This is the sameas Equation3.4,and henceits solutionis 0(nlogn).
RQuickSortand QuickSort (without employing the median of three
workstation.Table3.7displays
elements rule) were evaluatedon a SUN 10/30
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the timesfor the two algorithmsin milliseconds
averagedover 100runs. For
eachn, the input consideredwas the sequenceof numbers
,n. As
we can seefrom the table,RQuickSortperformsmuch betterthan QuickSort.
Notethat the timesshown in this table for QuickSortare much morethan
the corresponding
entriesin Tables3.5and 3.6.Thereasonis that Quickon inputs that are already in sortedorder.
Sort makes@(n2) comparisons
is very good.
However,on random inputs its averageperformance

1,2,...

n

QuickSort
RQuickSort

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000
195.5759.2 1728 3165 4829
9.4 21.0 30.5 41.6 52.8

Table3.7Comparisonof QuickSort and
i, 1< i < n; timesare in milliseconds.

RQuickSorton the input a[i] =

The performance
of RQuickSortcan be improved in various ways. For
examjile,we could pick a smallnumber (say 11)of the elementsin the
array a[ randomly and use the medianof theseelementsas the partition
element.Theserandomly chosenelementsform a random sampleof the
array elements.We would expectthat the medianof the samplewould also
be an approximate
medianof the array and henceresult in an approximately
}

even partitioningof the array.
An even moregeneralized
version of the above randomsamplingtechnique
is shown in Algorithm
Herewe choosea randomsampleS of s elements
(wherets is a function of n) from the input sequenceX and sort them using
is be the
HeapSort,MergeSort,or any othersortingalgorithm.Let
sortedsample.We partitionX into s + 1 parts usingthe sortedsampleas

3.16.

\302\243i,\302\2432,..

partition keys. In particularX\\ = {x G X\\x

3,...
+1

< l\\};X{ = {x G

\342\226\240,

X\\\302\243i^\\

<x <

for i = 2,
After having partitioned
, s;and Xs+i = {x G X\\x >
X into s
parts,we sorteachpart recursively. For a properchoiceof s,the
number of comparisons
madein this algorithmis only nlogn+ o(nlogn).
Note the constant 1 beforer?,logn.We seein Chapter10that this number
is very closeto the information theoreticlower bound for sorting.

4},

Chooses =

.

\"

\302\243s}.

= 0(^~-)time
. The samplecan besortedin O(slogs)

and comparisons
if we use HeapSortor MergeSort.If we store the sorted
sample(dementsin an array, say b[ ], for eachx G X, we can determine
which part X\\ it belongsto in < logncomparisons
using binary searchon
In the
b[ ]. Thus the partitioningprocesstakesnlogn+ 0(n)comparisons.
exercisesyou are askedto show that with high probability the cardinality
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1 AlgorithmRSort(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6

// Sort the elementsa[l:n].
{

7

8

}

Randomly samples elementsfrom a[ ];

Sort this sample;
Partitionthe input usingthe sortedsampleas partitionkeys;
Sort eachpart separately;

Algorithm3.16A randomizedalgorithmfor sorting
each Xi is no morethan O(^logn)= 0(log3n).Using HeapSortor
MergeSortto sorteachof the X^s (without employing recursionon any of
them), the total costof sortingthe X^s is

of

|^|}1=10(1^1)

ma*:{log
SJ20(\\Xl\\log\\Xl\\)=
1<j<s+1
1=1
.\342\200\224f

\302\243
.\342\200\224,

Sinceeach|Xj| is 0(log3n),
the costof sortingthe s+lpartsis 0(nloglogn) =
madein this randomized
o(n logn). In summary, the numberof comparisons
sortingalgorithmis n logn+ o(n logn).

EXERCISES
1.Show how QuickSortsortsthe following sequencesof keys: 1,1,1,1,
1,1,1 and 5, 5, 8,3,4, 3,2.
2. QuickSortis not a stablesortingalgorithm.However,if the key in a[i]
is changedto a[i]* n + i 1,then the new keys are all distinct.
After
\342\200\224

sorting, which transformationwill restorethe keys to their original
values?

3. In the function

3.12,

discussthe meritsor
Partition, Algorithm
of alteringthe statementif (i < j) to if (i <
Simulateboth
algorithmson the data set (5, 4, 3,2, 5, 8, 9) to seethe difference in
demerits

how

j).

they work.

4. FunctionQuickSortusesthe output of function Partition, which returns
the position
wherethe partitionelementis placed.If equal keys are
present,then two elementscan be properly placedinsteadof one.Show
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how you might changePartition
of this situation.

sothat

QuickSortcan take advantage

5. In additionto Partition, thereare many otherways to partitiona set.
Considermodifying Partition sothat i is incremented
while a[i] < v
insteadof a[i] < v. Rewrite Partition making all of the necessary
changesto it and then comparethe new version with the original.
6. Comparethe sorting methodsMergeSortland QuickSort2(Algorithm
3.10and 3.14,respectively).Devisedata setsthat compareboth the
timesfor thesetwo algorithms.
average-and worst-case
7. (a) On which input data doesthe algorithm QuickSort exhibitits
worst-case
behavior?

(b) Answer part (a) for the casein which the partitioningelementis
selectedaccordingto the medianof threerule.

8. With

MergeSortwe includedinsertionsorting to eliminatethe
for smallmerges.Howwould you usethis techniquetoimprove
QuickSort?

bookkeeping

9. Take the iterative versions of MergeSortand

QuickSortand compare

them for the same-size
data setsas used in Section3.5.1.

10.Let, S be a sampleof s elementsfrom X.

If X is partitionedinto
.s + 1 parts as in Algorithm 3.16,
show that the sizeof eachpart is

f)(Mogn).

3.6 SELECTION
The Partition algorithmof Section3.5can alsobe used to obtainan efficient
solutionfor the selectionproblem.In this problem,we are given n elements
: n] and are requiredto determinethe fcth-smallest element. If the
a[\\
at a\\j], then j 1elements
arelessthan
partitioningelementv is positioned
or equal to a[j]and n j elementsare greaterthan or equal to a[j].Hence
if
< j, then the fcth-smallest elementis in a[l : j 1];if = j, then
is
a[j] the fcth-smallestelement;and if k > j, then the fcth-smallestelement
is the (k j)th-smallestelementin a\\j + 1 : n]. The resultingalgorithm
is function Selectl
This function placesthe fcth-smallest
(Algorithm 3.17).
elementinto position
and
the remainingelementsso that
partitions
a[k]
< n.
<
>
1<
i
and
k
i
<
<
k,
a[i] a[k],
a[i] a[k],
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

A;

A;

\342\200\224

Example3.10Let us simulateSelectlas it operateson the samearray
used to test Partition

in

Section3.5.Thearray has the nine elements65,70,
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1 AlgorithmSelectl(a,
n, k)
the fcth-smallestelementin a[l: n] and placesit
// inSelects
of a[ ]. The remainingelementsare
// the A;th position
such that a[m] < a[k] for 1< m < k, and
// rearranged
// a[m] > a[k] for k < m < n.
{
7
low := 1;up := n + 1;
8
a[n + 1]:= oo;// a[n + 1]is set to infinity.
9
repeat
10
11 { // Eachtimethe loopis entered,
12
//:=1< low < k <up<n+ 1.
13
j Partition(a,low,up)',
14
// j is such that a\\j] is the jth-smallestvalue in a[ ].
15
if (k = j) thenreturn;
16
elseif (k < j) thenup :=j; // j is the new upperlimit.
17
elselow :=j + 1;// j + 1 is the new lower limit.
18
until
(false);
}
19 }

2
3
4
5
6

Algorithm3.17Findingthe fcth-smallestelement
a[10]= oo.If k = 5, then the first callof
Partition will be sufficient since65 is placedinto a[5].Instead,assumethat
we are lookingfor the seventh-smallestelementof a, that is,k = 7. The
next invocationof Partition is Partition(6,10).
75, 80,85,60,55,50,and 45, with

a:

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
65

85

80

75

70

65

70

80

75

85

(10)
+oo
+oo

This lastcallof Partition has uncoveredthe ninth-smallestelementof a. The
next invocationis Partition(6,9).

a:

(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
65

70

80

75

85

65

70

80

75

85

(10)
+oo
+oo

This time, the sixthelementhas beenfound. Sincek ^
Partition is made,Partition(7,9).

j, another callto
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(5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

(10)

65

70

80

75

85 +oo

65

70

75

80

85 +oo

Now 80 is the partitionvalue and is correctly
placedat a[8].However,Selectl
has stillnot found the seventh-smallestelement.It needsone morecallto
Partition, whichis Partition(7,
8).This performsonly an interchangebetween
D
a[7] and a[8] and returns, having found the correctvalue.

In analyzing Selectl,
we make the sameassumptionsthat were madefor

Quicksort:

1.The n elementsare distinct.
2. The input distributionis such that the partitionelementcan be the
rth-smallestelementof a[m:p 1]with an equal probability for each
i, 1 < i < p m.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

call to Partition,
requires0(p rn) time. On eachsuccessive
eitherm increasesby at leastone or j decreasesby at leastone. Initially
m =
and j = n + 1. Hence,at most n callsto Partition can be made.
Thus, the worst-case
complexity of Selectlis 0(n2).Thetimeis f2(n2),for
example,when the input a[l: n] is such that the partitioningelementon
the itli callto Partition is the ith-smallestelementand k = n. In this case,
m increases
by one following eachcallto Partition and j remainsunchanged.
Hence,n callsare madefor a total costof 0(YHTi) = 0(n2).The average
is,however, only 0(n).Beforeproving this fact,
computingtimeof Selectl
we specify moreprecisely
what we mean by the averagetime.
Let Tkx(n) be the averagetimeto find the fcth-smallestelementin a[l: n].
This averageis taken over all n!different permutations
of n distinctelements.
Partition

\342\200\224

I

Now define Ta(ti) and R(n) as follows:
TA(n)

=

-

\302\243

T\\{n)

\\<k<n

and

R(n) = max
{TkA{n)}
k

It is easy to seethat T/i(n) <
T/i(n) is the averagecomputingtimeof Selectl.
=
are
now
to
show
that
We
ready
T/i(n) 0(n).
R(n).

Theorem3.3The averagecomputingtimeTa(ti) of Selectlis 0(n).
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Proof:On the first callto

Partition, the partitioningelementv is the ith< i < n (this follows from the
assumption on the input distribution).Thetimerequired
by Partition and the
if statementin Selectl
is 0{n).Hence,thereis a constantc,c > 0,suchthat

smallestelementwith probability

^,1

- 1)],n>2
R(n - i) + V R(i - 1)}

< cn+]-[Y,TkA-l{n-i)+

TkA{n)

TkA(i

\302\243

l<i<fe

k<i<n

So,R(n) < en+-max { V

l<i<k

1

R(n)

k<i<n

^ R(i) + ^i?(i)}, >

n\342\200\224\\

< cn + -max{

n\342\200\224\\

n

2

(3.8)

k

n\342\200\224fe+1

assumethat c is chosensuch that R(l)
that
n,
R(n) < 4cn.
We

< c and show, by inductionon

InductionBase:Forn = 2,(3.8)gives

< 2c+ -max{R(1),R(1)}
< 2.5c< 4cn
InductionHypothesis:
Assume R(n) < Acn for all n, 2 < n < m.
R(n)

InductionStep:Forn = m, (3.8)gives
i?(m) <cm-\\

1

[

max <

^

TO

^ i?(i)

TO\342\200\2241

\342\200\2241

R(i) +

k

^m\342\200\224fc+1

Sincewe know that R(n) is a nondecreasing
function of n, it follows that
TO\342\200\2241

TO\342\200\2241

JJ(i)+\302\243J2(0
k
TO-fe+1
\302\243

if A: = y when m is even and
is maximized
if m is even,we obtain

fi(m)

<

cm-\\

A;

=

^^ when m is odd.Thus,

2TO-1
m

^2 R(i)

to/2
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< cm

-\\

If m

< 4cm
is odd,R(m) < cm+

O

m

TO\342\200\2241

> i
m/2

-E
TO

\342\200\2241

R(i)

(to+1)/2

< cm 8c
m
-\\

<

^

TO\342\200\2241

>

(to+1)/2

4cm

SinceTa(ii) < R(n), it follows that T/i(n) < 4cn, and soTj\\(n) is 0(n).

\342\226\241

The spaceneededby Selectl
is 0(1).
is a randomized
version of QuickSortin which the partition
Algorithm 3.15
elementis chosenfrom the array elementsrandomly with equal probability.
and the partitionelementcan
Thesametechniquecan be appliedto Selectl
be chosento be a random array element.The resulting randomizedLas
Vegas algorithm (callit RSelect)has an expectedtime of 0(n)(wherethe
expectationis over the spaceof randomizeroutputs) on any input. The
proofof this expectedtimeis the sameas in Theorem3.3.

3.6.1 A Worst-CaseOptimalAlgorithm
By choosingthe partitioningelementv morecarefully, we can obtain a

complexity0(n). To obtain such an
algorithmwith worst-case
v must be chosenso that at leastsomefraction of the elements
is smallerthan v and at leastsome(other) fraction of elementsis greater
than v. Such a selectionof v can be madeusing the median of medians
(mm) rule. In this rule the n elementsare divided into \\n/r\\ groupsof r
elementseach(for somer,r > 1).The remainingn r \\n/r\\ elementsare
not used.Themedianmi of eachof these \\n/r\\ groupsis found. Then, the
medianmm of the m^'s, 1 < i < [n/r\\, is found. The medianmm is used
as the partitioningelement.Figure3.5illustratesthe m,'sand mm when
n = 35 and r = 7. The five groups of elementsare Bi,1 < i < 5. The
order
seven elementsin eachgroup have beenarrangedinto nondecreasing
down the column.The middleelementsare the m^'s. The columnshave
beenarrangedin nondecreasingorderof rrij. Hence,the m; corresponding
to column3 is mm.
Sincethe medianof r elementsis the [Y/2]th-smallest
element,it follows
(seeFigure3.5)that at least [Ln/rJ /2] of the rrij'sarelessthan or equalto
mm and at least [n/r\\ \\[n/r\\ /2]+ 1> TLn/rJ /2] of the m^'s are greater
than or equal to mm. Hence,at least [r/2][[n/rJ/2] elementsarelessthan
selection

algorithm,

\342\200\224

\342\200\224
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nondecreasingorder

elements< mm

medians

-^i

mm

i

i

elements> mm
By

B2 B3 B4 B5

Figure3.5Themedianof medianswhen r = 7, n = 35
or equal to (or greaterthan or equal to) mm. When r = 5, this quantity is
least1.5\\n/h\\. Thus, if we use the medianof mediansrule with r = 5 to
selectv = mm,we areassuredthat at least1.5[n/5\\elementswill be greater
than or equalto v. This in turn impliesthat at most n
[n/5\\ < Jn +1.2
elementsarelessthan v. Also, at most .In+ 1.2elementsare greaterthan
v. Thus, the medianof mediansrule satisfies our earlierrequirement
on v.
The algorithmto selectthe fcth-smallestelementusesthe medianof
a partitioningelement.This elementis computedby
medians rule to determine
a recursiveapplicationof the selectionalgorithm.A high-leveldescription
Select2
of the new selectionalgorithmappearsas Select2(Algorithm 3.18).
can now be analyzed for any given r. First,let us considerthe casein which
r = 5 and allelementsin a[ ] are distinct.Let T(n) be the worst-case
time
=
4
of
when
low
n.
Lines
to
9
and
Select2
invoked
with
+1
up
requirement
11to 12requireat most 0(n)time (note that sincer = 5 is fixed, eachm[i]
(lines8 and 9) can be found in 0(1)time). Thetimefor line 10is T(n/5).
Let S and R, respectively,denotethe elementsa[low :j 1]and a[j+1: up].
are at most .In+ 1.2,which is no morethan 3n/4
We seethat l^l and
for n > 24.So, the timefor lines 13to 16is at most T(3n/4) when n > 24.
Hence,for n > 24, we obtain
at

\342\200\2241.5

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\\R\\
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1 AlgorithmSelect2(a,
k, low, up)

2
3
4
5
6

// Find the
{

\342\200\224

smallestin a[low : up].

low +

1;

thensort a[low : up] and return the k-th element;
Divide a[low : up] into n/r subsetsof sizer each;

Ignoreexcesselements;
Let rn[i], 1< i < (n/r) be the set of mediansof

7

the above n/r subsets.

:=Select2(m,\\{n/r)/2],l,n/r);
Partitiona[low :up] usingv as the partitionelement;

10
11
12

v

j;

v is at position
low
+ 1)) thenreturnv;
(j
elseif (k < (j low + 1)) then

Assume that
if (k

115

14

17

:=up

if (n < r)

8
9

15
16

n

A;-tli

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

-

returnSelect2(a,k, low,j 1);
elsereturnSelect2(a,k (j low + l),j+ I,up);
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

}

\342\200\224

Algorithm3.18Selectionpseudocode
using the medianof mediansrule
T(n) < T(n/5)+ T(3n/4) + en

(3.9)

wherec. is chosensufficiently largethat
T(n) < en for n < 24

jiroofby induction easily establishesthat T(n) < 20cnfor n > 1.
Algorithm Select2with r = 5 is a lineartime algorithmfor the selection
problemon distinct elements!Theexercisesexamineothervalues of r that
alsoyield this behavior.Let us now seewhat happenswhen the elementsof
In this case,following a use of Partition (line 11),
the
a[ ] are not all distinct.
sizeof S or R may bemorethan .In+ 1.2as someelementsequalto v may
appearin both S and R. One way to handlethe situation is to partitiona[ ]
into threesets U,S,and R, such that U containsallelementsequal to v, S
has all elementssmallerthan v, and R has the remainder.Lines 11to 16
become:
A

U, S, and R, as above.
>
thenreturn
k, low, low +
Select2(a,
(\\S\\
k)
elseif ((\\S\\ + \\U\\) > k) thenreturnv;

Partitiona[ ] into

if

elsereturnSelect2(a,k

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\\S\\

\342\200\224

\\S\\

\\U\\,low+\\S\\

1);

+ \\U\\,up);
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done,the recurrence(3.9) is stillvalid as \\S\\ and \\R\\ are <
.In+ 1.2.Hence,the new Select2will be of linearcomplexityeven when

When this is

elementsare not distinct.
Another way

tohandlethe caseof nondistinctelementsis tousea different

r. To seewhy a different r is needed,let us analyze Select2with r = 5 and
nondistinctelements.Considerthe casewhen .7n+1.2
elementsarelessthan

and the remainingelementsare equal to v. An examinationof Partition
revealsthat at most half the remainingelementsmay be in S.We can verify
that this is the worst case.
Hence,\\S\\ < .In+1.2+
1.2)/2= .85n+ .6.
<
Similarly, \\R\\ .85n+ .6.Since,the total number of elementsinvolved in
the two recursivecalls(in lines 10and 15or 16) is now 1.05n
+ .6> n, the
=
r
o
f
Select2
is
not
If
we
then
at
least
2.5[n/9\\
9,
complexity
try
0(n).
elementswill be less than or equal to v and at least this many will be
greaterthan or equal to v. Hence,the sizeof S and R will be at most
n
2.5Ln/9J + 1/2(2.5
+ 1.25< 63n/72
Ln/9j) = n 1.25[n/9\\ < 31/36n
for n > 90.Hence,we obtain the recurrence
v

(.3n\342\200\224

-

-

' < { T(n/9)+ T(63n/72)+ cin

Tin)
*\342\226\240

\342\200\224

\\

c\\n

n
n

> 90
< 90

whereci is a suitableconstant.An inductiveargumentshows that T(n) <
72cin,n > 1.Othersuitablevalues of r areobtainedin the exercises.
As far as the additionalspaceneededby Select2is concerned,
we see
that spaceis neededfor the recursionstack. The recursivecall from line
15or 16is easily eliminatedas this call is the last statementexecutedin
Select2.Hence,stackspaceis neededonly for the recursionfrom line 10.
The maximumdepth of recursionis log n. The recursionstackshould be
capableof handling this depth.In addition to this stack space,spaceis

neededonly

for

somesimplevariables.

3.6.2 Implementation
of Select2
Beforeattemptingto write a pseudocode
algorithmimplementingSelect2,
we needto decidehow the medianof a set of sizer is to be found and where
we are goingto storethe \\n/r\\ mediansof lines 8 and 9. Since,we expect
to be using a smallr (say r = 5 or 9), an efficient way to find the median
of r elementsis to sort them using lnsertionSort(a,2,
j). This algorithmis
a modificationof Algorithm 3.9to sort a[i : j]. The medianis now the
middleelementin a[i : j}.A convenientplaceto storethesemediansis at
the front of the array. Thus, if we are finding the fcth-smallest elementin
low : up], then the elementscan be rearrangedsothat the mediansare
low],a[low+ l],a[low+2],and soon.This makesit easy to implementline
10asa selectionon consecutiveelementsof a[]. FunctionSelect2(Algorithm
3.19)resultsfrom the above discussionand the replacementof the recursive
callsof lines 15and 16by equivalent codeto restartthe algorithm.
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1 AlgorithmSelect2(a,
k, low, up)

2
3
4
5
6

that a[i] is the A;th-smallest elementin
// Return: i such
r
is
// a[low up]; a globalvariable as describedin the text.

{

n

7

if

8
9

{

10
11
12
13
U
15
10
17
18
19
20
21

low + 1;// Number of elements
(n < r) then

'.=up

\342\200\224

low,up);
lnsertionSort(a,

returnlow + k 1;
}
for :=1to [n/r\\ do
{
\342\200\224

%

lnsertionSort(a,low + (i 1) * r, low + i * r I);
in the front part of a[low : up].
// Collectmedians
Interchange^,low + i 1,
/ow+ (i 1) *r + [r/2] 1);
\342\200\224

-

}

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

-

j :=Select2(a,\\[n/r\\/2], low, low + [n/r\\ - 1);// mm
Interchange^,low, j);
/ow, up+l);
j := Partition(a,
if (fe = (j low + 1)) thenreturnj;
elseif (k < (j /ou; + 1)) thenup :=j 1;

22
23
24
25
20

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

27
28
29
30

repeat
{

}

\342\200\224

else
{
k:=k- (j - /ow + 1);/ow :=j + 1;
}
} until(false);

Algorithm3.19Algorithm Select2
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alternativeto moving the mediansto the front of the array a[low :
in the Interchangestatementwithin the for loop) is to deletethis
(as
up]
statementand use the fact that the mediansarelocatedat low + (i \\)r +
|Y/2] 1,1< i < |_n/r_|. Hence,Select2,Partition, and InsertionSortneed to
be rewrittentowork on arrays for which the interelement
distanceis b, b > 1.
At the start of the algorithm,all elements
area distanceof one apart, i.e.,
a[l],
a[2], , a[n].On the first callof Select2we wish to use only elements
that are r apart starting with a[|Y/2]].
At the next level of recursion,
the
elementswill be r2 apart and soon. This ideais developedfurther in the
exercises.We refer to arrays with an interelement
distanceof b as b-spaced
An

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

...

arrays.
Algorithms Selectl(Algorithm 3.17)and Select2(Algorithm 3.19)were
and run on a SUN Sparcstation10/30.
Table3.8summarizes
implemented
the experimental
resultsobtained.Timesshown are in milliseconds.
These
were
on
in
the
and
tested
random
integers
algorithms
range [0, 1000] the
execution
were
times
500
input sets)
computed.Selectl
average
(over
on
Select2
random
But
if
the
input is already sorted(or
outperforms
inputs.
be
Select2
can
to
be
nearly sorted),
superiorto Selectl.
expected

n

1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000

Selectl 7.42 23.50 30.44 39.24 52.36
Select2 49.54 104.02174.54 233.56288.64
n
6,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 10,000

Selectl 70.88 83.14 95.00 101.32111.92
Select2 341.34414.06476.98 532.30604.40
Table3.8Comparisonof Selectland Select2on randominputs

EXERCISES
1.RewriteSelect2,Partition, and InsertionSortusing6-spacedarrays.
2. (a) Assume that Select2is to beused only when all elementsin a are
distinct.Which of the following values of r guarantee0(n)worstr = 3,5,7,9,
and 11?Prove your answers.
caseperformance:
(b) Do you expectthe computingtime of Select2to increaseor
decreaseif a larger(but stilleligible)choicefor r is made?Why?
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3. Do Exercise2

for the case in which a is not restrictedto distinct
and 15in part (a).
elements.Let r = 7, 9,11,13,

4. Section3.6describesan alternativeway to handlethe situation when
a[ is not restrictedto distinct elements.Usingthe partitioning
element v, a[ ] is divided into threesubsets.
Write algorithms
to Selectl
and Select2using this idea.Usingyour new version of
}

corresponding

Select2show that the worst-casecomputingtime is 0(n)even when
r = 5.

5. Determineoptimalr values for worst-caseand averageperformances
of function

Select2.

6. |Shamos]Let x[l : n] and y[l : n]

contain two setsof integers,each
sortedin nondecreasingorder. Write an algorithmthat finds the
median of the 2n combined
elements.What is the time complexityof
Use
your algorithm?(Hint:
binary search.)
7. jet S be a (not necessarily
sorted) sequenceof n keys. A key k in S
is said to be an approximate
median of S if \\{k' G
k' < k}\\ > j
and \\{k' G S : k' > k}\\ >
Devisean 0(n)timealgorithmto find
all the approximate
mediansof S.

5:

I

j.

8. Input are a sequenceS of n distinct keys, not necessarilyin sorted
order,and two integersmi and mi (1< mi,m2< n). For any x in
S, we define the rank of x in S to be |{A; G S : k < x}\\. Show how
to output all the keys of S whose ranks fall in the interval [mi,m2]in

0{n)time.

quantiles of an n-elementsetare the k 1elementsfrom the
set that divide the sortedset into k equal-sized
sets.Give an 0(nlogk)
timealgorithmto list the A;th quantilesof a set.

9. The A;th

\342\200\224

10.Input

is a (not necessarily
kn of n
sorted) sequenceS = k\\, A,-2,...,
collection
of
numbers
of the
numbers.Consider
t
he
C
n2
arbitrary
form mm{ki,kj},
for 1 < i,j < n. Presentan 0(n)-time
and 0(n)-

spacealgorithmto

find

the medianof C.

11.Given two vectorsX = (x\\,...,xn) and Y = (yi,...
,yn), X < Y if
thereexistsan i,1< i < n, suchthat Xj = yj for 1< j < i and < yt.
Xi

(jivenm vectorseachof sizen, write an algorithmthat determines
the
minimum vector.Analyze the timecomplexity
of your algorithm.

12.Presentan 0(1)time Monte Carloalgorithmto
an array of n numbers.

probability > -k

find

the median of

The answer output should be correctwith
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Input is an array a[ ] of n numbers.Presentan O(logn) timeMonte
Carloalgorithmto output any memberof a[ ] that is greaterthan or
equal to the median.The answer shouldbe correctwith high
Providea probability analysis.
Given a set Jofn numbers,how will you find an elementof X whose
rank in X is at most jt^t, using a Monte Carloalgorithm? Your
algorithm shouldrun in time 0(f(n)logn). Prove that the output
will be correctwith high probability.
In additionto Selectl
and Select2,we can think of at least two more
probability.

selectionalgorithms.The first of these is very straightforward and
The timecomplexity
appearsas Algorithm 3.20(Algorithm Select3).
of Select3is

0{nmin {k,n

\342\200\224

k

+

1})

Hence,it is very fast for values of k closeto 1orcloseto n. In the worst
is 0(n2).Itsaveragecomplexity
is also0(n2).
case,its complexity
Another selectionalgorithmproceedsby first sorting the n elements
into nondecreasing
orderand then pickingout the kth element.A
sort can be avoided by using a minheap.Now, only k elements
needto be removedfrom the heap.Thetimeto set up the heapis 0{n).
An additional
The total
0(klogn)timeis neededto make k deletions.
complexityis 0(n+ klogn).This basicalgorithmcan be improved
further by usinga maxheapwhen k > n/2 and deletingn k + 1
elements. The complexity is now 0(n+ log n min {k,n k + l}).Callthe
resultingalgorithmSelect4.Now that we have four plausibleselection
algorithms,we would like to know which is best.On the basisof the
we can make the
asymptotic analyses of the four selectionalgorithms,
on the relative
statements
a
bout
our
following qualitative
expectations
of
the
four
performance
algorithms.
Becauseof the overheadinvolved in Selectl,
Select2,and Select4
and the relativesimplicity of Select3,Select3will be fastest both
on the averageand in the worst casefor smallvalues of n. It
will alsobe fastest for largen and very smallor very largek, for
example,k = 1,2, n, or n 1.
Forlargervalues of n, Selectl
will have the best behavioron the
complete

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\242

\342\200\224

\342\200\242

average.

\342\200\242

as worst-case
behavioris concerned,
Select2will out-perform
the otherswhen n is suitably large.However,therewill probably
be a range of n for which Select4will be faster than both SeIect2and Select3.
We expectthis becauseof the relatively large
As far

111
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1 AlgorithmSelect3(a,n,
ft)

II Rearrangea[ ] such that

2
3
4
5
6

{

if

(ft

[A;]

is the ft-th smallest.

< [n/2\\) then

for i :=1to ft do

{

7

a

:=i; rain :=a[i];
for j := i + 1to n do
q

8
9

if

10
1L
12
13
14

{
}

Interchange^,q,

If,

l(i

18
19
20

i);

}
else
for i := n to step do
{
g := i; max := o[i];
for j := (i 1) to 1 step do
if [a[j]
> max) then
{
q:=j; max :=a[j};
}
Interchange^,g, i);
}
ft

17

\342\200\2241

\342\200\224

\342\200\2241

2L
22
23
24
2,r\302\273

2(i

[a[j]< vain) then
q :=j; rmn := a[j'];

}

Algorithm3.20Straightforwardselectionalgorithm
the constant term in
overheadin Select2(i.e.,
\342\200\242

0(n)is relatively

large).
it is desirableto obtain
As a resultof the above assertions,
performances.
composite algorithmsfor good
averageand worst-case
The compositealgorithmfor goodworst-caseperformancewill
have the form of function Select2but will includethe following
after the first if statement.
if (n < ci)thenreturnSelect3(a,m, p, ft);
elseif (n < C2) thenreturnSelect4(a,m, p, ft);

Sincethe overheadsin Selectland Select4are about the same,the
constantsassociatedwith the averagecomputingtimeswill be about
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the same. Hence,Selectl
may always be better than Select4or there
for n < C3.
may be a smallC3 such that Select4is better than Selectl
In any case,we expectthereis a c^,c^> 0, such that Select3is faster
on the averagefor n < c\\.
than Selectl
To verify the preceding
statementsand determineci,C2,C3,
and C4, it
is necessaryto programthe four algorithmsin someprogramming
and run the four corresponding
language
programson a computer.Once
the programshave been written, test data are neededto determine
averageand worst-casecomputingtimes. So,let us now say
about the data neededto obtain computingtimesfrom which
Sincewe would alsolike information
<Hi 1< < 4, can be determined.
regardingthe averageand worst-case
computingtimesof the resulting
compositealgorithms,we need test data for this too. We limit our
testing to the caseof distinctelements.
To obtain worst-case
we change the
computingtimesfor Selectl,
algorithm slightly. This changewill not affect its worst-case
computing
time but will enableus to use a rather simpledata set to determine
this timefor various values of n. We dispensewith the random
rule for Partition and insteaduse a[m] as the partitioningelement.
It is easy to see that the worst-casetime is obtainedwith a[i] = i,
1 < i < n, and k = n. As far as the averagetime for any given n
something

\302\253

selection

is concerned,
it is not easy to arrive at onedata set and a k that
this time. On the otherhand, trying out all n! different input
n for eachof theseis not a feasible
permutationsand k = 1,
way
exhibits

2,...,

to the averagecomputingtime
approximation
can be obtainedby trying out a few (say ten) random permutations
of the numbers1,
, n and for eachof theseusing a few (say five)
random values of k. The averageof the timesobtainedcan be used
as an approximation
to the averagecomputingtime. Of course,using
morepermutationsand morek values resultsin a better
and k values we can use is
However,the numberof permutations
limitedby the amount of computational
resources(in termsof time)
to find the average.An

2,...

approximation.

we have available.

For Select2,the averagetime can be obtainedin the sameway as for
Forthe worst-case
Selectl.
timewe can eithertry to figure out an input
permutationfor which the numberof elementslessthan the medianof
and then use k = 1.A simpler
mediansis always as largeas possible
find
is
to
to the worst-case
time. This
approach
justan approximation
can be done by taking the max of the computingtimesfor all the
testsused to obtain the averagecomputingtime.Sincethe computing
timesfor Select2vary with r, it is first necessaryto determinean r
that yields optimumbehavior. Note that the r's for optimumaverage
and worst-case
behaviorsmay be different.
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|.

can verify that the worst-case
data for Select3are a[i]= n + 1 i,
The computingtimefor Select3is relatively
affects only the
insensitiveto the input permutation.This permutation
number of timesthe secondif statementof Algorithm 3.20is executed.
On the average,this will be done about half the time. This can be
achievedby using a[i] = n + 1 i, 1 < i < n/2,and a[i] = n + 1,
n/2 < i < n. The k value neededto obtain the averagecomputing
We

for

1< i < n, and k =

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

time is readily seento

be n/4.

and
(a) What test data would you use to determineworst-case

timesfor Select4?
and average
(b) Usethe ideasabove to obtain a tableof worst-case
timesfor Selectl,
Select2,Select3,and Select4.
average

16.ProgramSelectland Select3.Determinewhen algorithmSelectl
becomes better than

Select3on the averageand alsowhen Select2better
Select3for worst-case
performance.
17. [Project]Programthe algorithmsof Exercise4 as well as Select3and
Select4.Carry out a completetest alongthe linesdiscussedin Exercise
15.Write a detailedreporttogetherwith graphsexplainingthe data
Write the final
sets,test strategies,and determinationof ci,...,C4.
compositealgorithmsand give tablesof computingtimesfor these
algorithms.
than

3.7 STRASSEN'SMATRIX MULTIPLICATION
Let A and B be two n x n matrices.The productmatrixC = AB is alsoan
x n matrixwhose i,jthelementis formed by taking the elementsin the
ith row of A and the jth columnof B and multiplying them to get
n

C(i,j)= Y, A(i,k)B(k,j)
l<k<n

(3.10)

for all i and between 1 and n. To compute
using this formula,
we need n multiplications.As the matrix C has n2 elements,the time
for the resultingmatrixmultiplication
algorithm,which we refer to as the

j

C(i,j)

conventionalmethodis 6(n3).
The divide-and-conquerstrategy suggestsanother way to computethe
productof two n x n matrices.For simplicity we assumethat n is a power
of 2, that is,that thereexistsa nonnegativeintegerk such that n = 2k. In
case?i is not a power of two, then enoughrows and columnsof zeroscan be
addedto both A and B so that the resultingdimensionsarea power of two

180
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Imaginethat A and B areeach
(seethe exercisesfor moreon this subject).
eachsubmatrixhaving dimensions
partitionedinto four squaresubmatrices,
Then the productAB can be computedby using the above formula
for the productof 2 x 2 matrices:if AB is

^x|.

\"

Bn Bu

An

A12
A21 A22

then

Cn C12

B21 B22

C11=

C21 C22

^4n-Bii + A12B21

+ A12B22
C12 = A11B12
+ A22B21
C21 = A21B11

= A21B12+ A22B22

C22

(3.11)

(3.12)

= 2, then formulas (3.11)
and (3.12)
are computedusing a
for
elements
o
f
A
and
B.
Theseelementsare typically
the
operation
numbers.For
n
the
elements
of C can be computed
>
point
2,
floating
and additionoperationsappliedto matricesof
using matrix multiplication
sizen/2x n/2.Sincen is a power of 2,thesematrixproductscan be
computedby the samealgorithmwe are usingfor the nxn case.This
submatricesuntil n
algorithmwill continueapplying itselfto smaller-sized
becomessuitably small(n = 2) sothat the productis computeddirectly.
To computeAB using (3.12),
we need to performeight multiplications
of n/2 x n/2 matricesand four additionsof n/2 x n/2 matrices.Sincetwo
n/2x n/2matricescan beaddedin timeen2 for someconstantc, the overall
computingtimeT(n) of the resultingdivide-and-conquer
algorithmis given
by the recurrence
If n

multiplication

recursively

-

T(
1[n) ~ J
\\

\\

b

8T(n/2)+ cn2

U-2
n

>2

whereb and c areconstants.
This recurrencecan be solved in the sameway as earlierrecurrences
to
obtain T{n) = 0(n3).Henceno improvement over the conventionalmethod
has beenmade.Sincematrixmultiplications
aremoreexpensive
than matrix
we can attempttoreformulatethe equations
additions(0(n3)versus 0(n2)),

for Cij so as to have fewer multiplications
and possibly moreadditions.
Strassen
has
discovered
a
to
Volker
way
computethe Cjj'sof (3.12)
using
o
rsubtractions.
His methodinvolves
7
and
18
additions
only multiplications
first computingthe seven n/2 x n/2 matricesP, Q, R, S, T, U, and V as
As
Then the C^'sare computedusing the formulas in (3.14).
(3.13).
can be seen,P, Q, R, S, T, [/, and V can be computedusing 7 matrix
in

and 10matrixadditionsor subtractions.The Cjj'srequire
multiplications
an additional8 additionsor subtractions.
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p

= (An + A22)(Bn+ B22
Q = {A2i + A22)BU
= An(Bv2-B22)
S = A22{B2i-Bii)
=

R

T

U =

(Axl

V

(Av2

=

(3.13)

+ Al2)B22

(A2i-An)(Bn+B12
A22)(B2l+B22

di

= P+S-T+V
=
R+T
CV2
=
C2i
Q+ S
=
C22
P+R-Q+U

(3.14)

The resultingrecurrencerelationfor T(n) is

T^ = {lT(n/2)+ani
wherea and b areconstants.Working

with

ill

^

this formula, we get

T(n) = an2[l+ 7/4 + (7/4)2+---+ (7/4)fc-1]+7fcT(l)
< m2(7/4)10^ + 7log2\", c a constant
\302\273

\342\200\224

=

cnlo824+log27-log24

7

nlog2

0(nlo^7)\302\2530(n2'81)

EXERCISES
1.Verify by hand that
for

_j_

and
Equations3.13

Cn,C12,
C21,and C22-

3.14yield the correctvalues

nxn matricesusing0(nx)
Determinethe precisenumberof multiplications,
additions,
and array elementaccesses.
3. If k is a nonnegativeconstant,then prove that the recurrence
2. Write

an algorithmthat multipliestwo

operations.

3T(n/2)+ kn

n

>1

has the following solution(for n a power of 2):
3

T(n) = 3knl0^

- 2kn

(3.17)
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Figure3.6Convexhull: an example
(1) obtain the verticesof the convexhull (theseverticesare alsocalled
points), and (2) obtain the verticesof the convexhull in someorder

extreme

for example).
(clockwise,
Hereis a simplealgorithmfor obtaining the extremepoints of a given
set S of points in the plane. To checkwhether a particularpoint p S
is extreme,lookat eachpossible
tripletof points and seewhetherp liesin
the triangle formed by thesethreepoints.If p liesin any such triangle,it
is not extreme;otherwiseit is. Testing whether p liesin a given triangle
can be done in 0(1)time (using the methodsdescribedin Section3.8.1).
Sincethereare 0(n3)possible
triangles,it takes0(n3)time to determine
whethera given point is an extremepoint or not.Sincethereare n points,
this algorithmruns in a total of 0(n ) time.
\302\243

we can solve both versionsof the convexhull
Usingdivide-and-conquer,
0(nlogn)time.We developthreealgorithmsfor the convexhull
in this section.
The first has a worst-casetimeof 0(n2)whereasits
time is 0(nlogn).This algorithmhas a divide-and-conquerstructure
similarto that of QuickSort.The secondhas a worst-casetimecomplexity
The third algorithm
of 0(nlogn)
and is not basedon divide-and-conquer.
of 0(nlogn)
in
is basedon divide-and-conquer
and has a timecomplexity
the worst case.Beforegiving further details,we digressto discusssome
methodsthat are used in the convexhull algorithms.
primitive geometric

problemin
average

3.8.1SomeGeometricPrimitives
Let A be an n x n matrixwhoseelementsare {a^},1 < i, j < n. The ijth
minorof A, denotedas Aij, is defined to be the submatrixof A obtained
by deletingthe ith row and j'th column.The determinantof A, denoted

3.8.CONVEX HULL
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det(A), is given
,

.(A\\
det(A)

185

by

- j an
an det(Aii) _ ai2 det(A12)+
\342\200\224

\342\200\242
\342\200\242\342\200\242

+

(-1)\"\"1
det(i4ln)

n
n

=1

>1

Considerthe directedline segment(j>\\,P2) from somepoint p\\ = (x\\,y\\)
If 9 = (#3,2/3) is another point, we say q
someotherpoint p2 = (2:2,2/2)if the anglep\\P2q is a left (right) turn. [An
is to the left (right) of (pi,P2)
angle is said to be a left (right) turn if it is lessthan or equal to (greater
than or equal to)
We can checkwhether q is to the left (right) of
hy evaluatingthe determinantof the following matrix:
{PI1P2)
to

180\302\260.]

Xi
2/1

X2
2/2

X3
2/3

1 1 1

If this determinant is positive (negative),then q is to the left (right)
{pi,P'z)-If this determinantis zero,the three points are colinear.This
test can be used,for example,to checkwhethera given point p is within a
of

triangleformed by threepoints,
say P\\,P2,and p% (in clockwise
order).The
point p is within the triangleiff p is to the right of the line segments(pi,/^),
and (p3,Pi)(P2,p:i),

Also, for any threepoints (#i,yi),
(#2,2/2)5 and (#3,2/3),the signedarea
formed by the corresponding
triangle is given by one-halfof the above

determinant.
Let P\\,P2t iPn be the verticesof the convexpolygon Q in clockwise
order. Let p be any other point.It is desiredto checkwhether p lies in
the interiorof Q or outside.
Considera horizontalline h that extendsfrom
00 to 00 and goesthrough p. Thereare two possibilities:
(1) h doesnot
intersectany of the edgesof Q, (2) h intersectssomeof the edgesof Q. If
case(L) is true, then, p is outsideQ. In case(2), therecan be at most two
points of intersection.If h intersectsQ at a singlepoint,it is counted as
two. Count the numberof points of intersections
that are to the left of p.
If this numberis even,then p is externalto Q;otherwiseit is internal to Q.
This methodof checkingwhetherp is interiorto Q takes0(n)time.
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\224

3.8.2 The QuickHull Algorithm
algorithmthat is similarto QuickSortcan be devisedto computethe
convexhull of a set X of n points in the plane. This algorithm,called
QuickHull,first identifies the two points (callthem p\\ and p-i) of X with
the smallestand largestx-coordinate
values.Assume now that thereare no
ties.Later we seehow to handle ties.Both p\\ and P2 are extremepoints
and part of the convexhull. The set X is divided into X\\ and X2 sothat
An
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has all the points to the left of the line segment(pi,P2)
and X2 has all
the points to the right of {p\\,P2)-Both X\\ and X2 includethe two points
pi and p2.Then, the convexhulls of X\\ and X2 (calledthe upper hull and
lower hull, respectively)are computedusinga divide-and-conquer
algorithm
calledHull. The union of thesetwo convexhulls is the overall convexhull.
let p[ and
If thereis morethan one point with the smallestx-coordinate,
p'[be the points from amongthesewith the leastand largesty-coordinates,
the points with the largest
respectively.Similarly define p'2 and p2
incoordinate values. Now X\\ will be all the points to the left of {p'[,p2)
(includingp'[and p2) and X2 will be all the points to the right of (p[,p2)
we assumefor simplicity
(includingp\\ and p'2).In the rest of the discussion
that thereare no ties for p\\ and p2.Appropriatemodificationsare needed
in the event of ties.
We now describehow Hull computes
the convexhull of Xi.We determine
a point of X\\ that belongsto the convexhull of X\\ and use it to partition
the probleminto two independentsubproblems.
Sucha point is obtainedby
the
area
formed
and
for
each
by p\\,p,
p2
p in Xi and pickingthe
computing
one with the largest(absolute)area. Tiesare brokenby pickingthe point p
for which the anglepp\\p2 is maximum.Let p% be that point.
Now Xi is divided into two parts;the first part containsall the points of
X\\ that are to the left of (pi,P3)
(includingp\\ and p%), and the secondpart
containsall the points of Xi that are to the left of (^3,^2)(includingp3 and
p2) (seeFigure 3.7).Therecannot be any point of Xi that is to the left of
both (p\\,P3)and (p3,p2).
Also, all the otherpoints areinteriorpoints and
can be droppedfrom future consideration.The convexhull of eachpart is
computedrecursively,and the two convexhulls are mergedeasily by placing
onenext to the otherin the right order.
If thereare m points in X\\, we can identify the point of division p3 in
time0(m).PartitioningXi into two parts can alsobe done in 0(m)time.
Mergingthe two convexhulls can be done in time 0(1).Let T(m) stand
for the run timeof Hull on a list of m points and let mi and m2 denotethe
sizesof the two resultant parts.Note that mi + m2 < m. The recurrence
relationfor T{m)is T{m)= T{m\\)+T(m2)+ 0(m),which is similarto the
one for the run timeof Quicksort.Theworst-case
run time is thus 0{m2)
on an input of m points.This happens when the partitioningat eachlevel
of recursionis highly uneven.
If the partitioningis nearly even at eachlevel of recursion,then the run
time will equal 0(mlogm) as in the caseof QuickSort.Thus the average
run timeof QuickHull is 0(nlogn), on an input of sizen, under appropriate
assumptionson the input distribution.
X\\

f\302\260r
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Figure3.7Identifying a point on the convexhull
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of Xi

3.8.3 Graham'sScan
S is a set of points in the plane,Graham'sscan algorithmidentifies the
value (tiesarebrokenby picking
point p from S with the lowest y-coordinate
the leftmost among these). It then sorts the points of S accordingto the
angle subtendedby the points and p with the positive x-axis. Figure3.8
gives an example.After having sortedthe points,if we scan through the
sortedlist starting at p, every threesuccessive
points will form a left turn
if all of thesepoints lie on the hull. On the other hand if thereare three
successivepoints,say pi,P2,and P3, that form a right turn, then we can
If

immediately eliminatep2 sinceit cannot lieon the convexhull. Noticethat
it will be an internalpoint because
it lieswithin the triangleformed by p,p\\,
and /;.{.
all the interiorpointsusingthe above procedure.
We can eliminate
from p, we considerthreesuccessive
pointspi,P2,and p% at a time. To
begin with, p\\ = p. If thesepoints form a left turn, we move to the next
point in the list (that is,we set p\\ = P2,and soon). If thesethreepoints
form a right turn, then P2 is deletedsinceit is an interiorpoint.We move
one point behind in the list by setting p\\ equal to its predecessor.This
processof scanningends when we reachthe point p again.
Starting

Example3.11In Figure3.8,the first threepointslookedat arep,1,and 2.
Sincetheseform a left turn, we move to 1,2,and 3. Theseform a right turn
and hence 2 is deleted.Next,the threepoints p,1,and 3 are considered.
Theseform a left turn and hencethe pointeris moved to point 1.The points
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Figure3.8Graham'sscanalgorithmsortsthe points first

1,3,and 4 alsoform a left turn, and the scanproceedsto 3,4,and 5 and
then to 4,5,and 6. Now point 5 gets deleted.The triplets3,4,6;
4,6,7;

and 6,7,8form left turns whereasthe next triplet7,8,9 forms a right turn.
Therefore,8 gets deletedand in the next round 7 alsogetseliminated.The
next threetripletsexaminedare 4,6,9;6,9,10;
and 9,10,
p, all of which are
left turns. The final hull obtainedis p,1,3,4,6,9, and 10,which are points
on the hull in counterclockwise
(ccw)order.
\342\226\241

This scanprocessis given in Algorithm 3.21.
In this algorithmthe set of
points is realizedas a doubly linked list ptslist.FunctionScanruns in 0{n)
timesincefor eachtripletexamined,eitherthe scan moves one nodeahead
or one point gets removed.In the latter case,the scan moves one nodeback.
Also note that for eachtriplet,the test as to whethera left or right turn is
formed can be done in 0(1)time. FunctionArea computesthe signedarea
formed by threepoints.The majorwork in the algorithmis in sorting the
points.Sincesortingtakes0(nlogn) time,the totaltimeof Graham'sscan
algorithmis 0(nlogn).

3.8.4 An 0(nlogn)Divide-and-Conquer
Algorithm
In this sectionwe presenta simpledivide-and-conqueralgorithm,called
DCHull,which alsotakes0(nlog n) time and computesthe convexhull in

order.
clockwise
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point = record{

floatx; floaty;

h

point *prev;point *next;

1 AlgorithmScan(list)

2
3
4
5
6

// listis a pointerto the first
{

*p

list.

:=list;*pl:=list;

repeat
{

pi := (pi

7

nodein the input

\342\200\224>

next);

if ((p2 ->next) ^ 0) thenp3 := (p2 ->nezi);
elsereturn; End of the list

8
9

//

10
11
12
13
14

temp:= Area((pl->x), (pi ->y), (p2 ->x),

Hi

{

(p3^x),
next);
form a left turn, move one point ahead;
// If pl,p2,p3
(p2-\342\226\272!/),

(p3-\342\226\272?/));

if (temp > 0.0)thenpi := (pi

\342\200\224>

If not, deletep2 and move back,
//
else

in

(pi next) :=p3;(p3 prev) :=pi;deletep2;
18
pi := (pi prev);
19
}
20
} until(false);
21 }
1 AlgorithmConvexHull(ptslist)

17

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

2
3
4
5
6
7

{

}

is a pointerto the first itemof the input list.Find
// ptslist
of lowest y-coordinate.
Sort the
the
// point p in ptslist
the
made
with
and
t
o
the x-axis.
p
// points according angle

Scan(ptslist);
Sort(ptslist);
Pr\\ntL\\st(ptslist);

Algorithm3.21Graham'sscan algorithm
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lofn

Given a set
points,like that in the caseof QuickHull,the problem
is reducedto finding the upperhull and the lower hull separatelyand then
of the upperand lower hulls
putting them together.Sincethe computations

are very similar,we restrictour discussion
to computingthe upperhull. The
for
divide-and-conquer
algorithm computingthe upperhull partitionsX into
two nearly equal halves. Partitioningis done according
to the x-coordinate
values of pointsusingthe median^-coordinate
as the splitter(seeSection3.6
for a discussion
on medianfinding). Upperhulls are recursively computed
for the two halves. Thesetwo hulls are then mergedby finding the line of
a straight line connectinga point eachfrom the two halves,
tangent (i.e.,
such that all the points of X are on one sideof the line) (seeFigure3.9).

tangent

Hn

Figure3.9Divide and conquerto computethe convex hull
are identified [where p\\ (^2) is the
with
the
least
x-coordinate
point
(largest)
value].This can be done in 0{n)
time. Tiescan be handledin exactlythe samemanneras in QuickHull.So,
To begin with, the points p\\ and

\302\243>2

assumethat thereare no ties. All the points that are to the left of the
line segment(pi,P2)
are separatedfrom thosethat are to the right. This
separationalsocan be done in 0{n)time. Fromhereon, by \"input\" and
\"X\" we mean all the points that are to the left of the line segment(p\\,p2).
Also let \\X\\=N.
Sort the input points accordingto their x-coordinatevalues. Sorting
can be done in 0(NlogN) time. This sorting is done only oncein the
of the upperhull. Let gi,q2,.. qN be the sortedorderof these
computation
\342\226\240,
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points.Now partitionthe input

into two equal halves with qi,q2l
qN/2
and gTv/2+ii Qn/2+2i ,Qn m the secondhalf. The upper
is computedrecursively. Let H\\ and H2 be the upper hulls.
order. We referto
Upperhulls are maintainedas linkedlistsin clockwise\"
the first elementin the list as the leftmost point and the lastelementas the
in the first half
hull of eachhalf

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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rightmostpoint.
The line of tangent is then found in 0(logN) time. If (u,v) is the line
of tangent, then all the points of Hi that are to the right of u are dropped.
The
Similarly, all the points that are to the left of v in H2 are dropped.
remainingpart of Hi, the line of tangent, and the remainingpart of H2
form the upper hull of the given input set.
If T(N) is the run time of the above recursivealgorithmfor the upper
hull on an input of N points,
then we have
N)
T(N) = 2T(N/2)+ 0(log2
which solvesto T(N) = O(N).Thusthe run timeis dominated
by the initial
sortingstep.
Theonly part of the algorithmthat remainsto be specified
is how to find
the line of tangent (u,v) in 0(log2
N) time.The way to find the tangent is
to start from the middlepoint, callit p, of H\\. Herethe middlepoint refers
to the middleelementof the corresponding
list.Find the tangent of p with
Let
be
the
H2,
tangent. Using(p,q),we can determinewhetheru is
{p,q)
to the left of, equal to,or to the right of p in H\\, A binary searchin this
fashion on the points of H\\ revealsu. Usea similarprocedureto isolatev.

Lemma 3.1Let Hi and H2 be two upper hulls with at most m points
each. If p is any point of Hi, its point q of tangency with H2 can be found
in O(logm)time.

Proof. If q' is any

point in H2l we can checkwhether q' is to the left of,

equal to.or to the right

In Figure3.10,
of q in 0(1)time (seeFigure 3.10).
x and y are the left and right neighborsof q' in H2,respectively.If Ipq'xis
a right, turn and Ipq'yis a left turn, then q is to the right of q' (seecase1of
If Ipq'xand Ipq'yare both right turns, then q' = q (seecase
Figure 3.10).
2 of Figure 3.10);
otherwiseq is to the left of q' (seecase3 of Figure 3.10).
Thus we can performa binary searchon the points of H2 and identify q in
O(logm)time.
\342\226\241

Lemma 3.2If Hi and H2 are two upperhulls with

their commontangent can be computedin

Proof.Let u

mostm points each,
time.
0(logm)
at

Hi and v H2 be such that {u,v) is the line of tangent.
Also let p bean arbitrary point of Hi and let q H2 be such that {p,q) is a
\342\202\254

\342\202\254

\342\202\254
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//,

H\342\200\236

P

case1

case2

P

Figure3.10Proofof Lemma3.1
tangent of Hi-Given p and g, we can checkin 0(1)timewhetheru is to the
left of, equal to,or to the right of p (seeFigure 3.11).
Herex and y are left
and right neighbors,respectively, of p in H\\. If (j),q) is alsotangential to
Hi,then p = u. If Lxpq is a left turn, then u is to the left of p; otherwiseu
is to the right of p. This suggestsa binary searchfor u. For eachpoint p of
Hi chosen,we have to determinethe tangent from p to H2 and then decide
the relativepositioningof p with respectto u. We can do this computation
in 0(logm
x logm) = O(log2m) time.
In summary, given two upper hulls with y pointseach,the lineof tangent
can be computedin 0(logN) time.
\342\226\241

Theorem3.4A
0(nlogn) time.

convexhull of n points in the plane can be computedin
\342\226\241
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q

y

H,

H,

Figure3.11Proofof Lemma3.2

EXERCISES
1.Write an algorithmin pseudocodethat
it

using suitabledata.

QuickHull and test
implements

2. Codethe divide-and-conqueralgorithmDCHull and test it using
appropriate

data.

3. Run the three algorithmsfor convexhull discussedin this sectionon
various random inputs and

comparetheir performances.

4. Algorithm DCHull can be modified as follows: Insteadof using the
medianas the splitter,
we coulduse a randomly chosenpoint as the
Then
X
is
splitter.
partitionedinto two aroundthis point.Therest of
the function DCHull is the same.Write codefor this modifiedalgorithm
and compareit with DCHull empirically.

5. Let S be a set of n points in the plane.It is given that thereis only a
constant (say c) numberof points on the hull of S. Can you devisea
convexhull algorithmfor S that runs in timeo(nlogn)? Conceiveof
specialalgorithmsfor c = 3 and c = 4 first and then generalize.

3.9 REFERENCES AND READINGS
Algorithm MaxMin (Algorithm 3.6)is due to I. Pohland the quicksort
is due to C.A. R. Haore.Therandomized
algorithm (Algorithm 3.13)
sorting
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and
algorithmin Algorithm 3.16
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3.10 ADDITIONALEXERCISES
1.What

happens to the worst-caserun time of quicksortif we use the
medianof the given keys as the splitterkey? (Assumethat the selection
algorithmof Section3.6is employed to determinethe median).

2. The setsA and B have n elementseachgiven in the form of sorted
arrays. Presentan 0(n)timealgorithmto computeAUB and AC\\B.
3. The setsA and B have m and n elements(respectively)from a linear
order.Thesesetsare not necessarily
sorted.Also assumethat m < n.
time.
Show how to computeAU B and A n B in O(nlogm)
4. Considerthe problemof sorting a sequenceX of n keys where each
eachkey is a bit).One way of sorting
key is eitherzeroor one (i.e.,

3JO. ADDITIONALEXERCISES
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listsLq and L\\. Let X = k\\,k2, ,kn.
each1< i < n do:If kt = 0,then append to Lq. If ki = 1,then
append/cj to Li. After processingall the keys of X in this manner,
X is to start with two empty

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

For

k-h

output the list L0 followed by the list L\\.
Theabove ideaof sortingcan beextendedto the casein which eachkey
is of length morethan one bit.In particular,if the keys are integersin
the range [0, m
then we start with rn empty lists,
Lo,
Lm_i,
one list (or bucket) for eachpossible
value that a key can take. Then
the keys are processed
in a similarfashion.In particular,if a key has
a value then it will be appendedto the ftli list.
Write an algorithmthat employs this ideato sortn keys assumingthat
eachkey is in the range [0, m 1].Show that the run time of your
algorithmis 0(n+ m). This algorithmis known as the bucket sort.

L\\,...,

\342\200\2241],

\302\243,
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5. Considerthe problemof sortingn two-digit integers.Theideaof radix
sort can be employed.We first sort the numbersonly with respectto
their leastsignificant digits (LSDs).Followedby this, we apply a sort
with respectto their secondLSDs. More generally, d-digit numbers
can be sortedin d phases,where in the ith phase (1 < i < d) we
sort the keys only with respectto their ith LSDs.Will this algorithm
always work?

example,let the input be k\\ = 12,k-i = 45, k% = 23,k\\ =
=
thesekeys with respectto their
14,
32,and k(, = 57. After sorting
=
=
we
end
with:
LSDs,
k5
32,k\\ 12,fc3 = 23,k\\ = 14,/c2 = 45,
up
and ke = 57. When we sort the resultant sequencewith respectto
the keys' secondLSDs (i.e.,
the next-mostsignificant digits), we get
= 14,k:i = 23,k5 = 32,k2 45, and k6 = 57, which is the
A:i = 12,
fc4
correctanswer!
= 14,/ci =
Hut note that in the secondphase of the algorithm,
=
=
=
=
is
alsoa
valid
sort
57
with
fej
&
5
k
-2
k^
12, 23, 32, 45,
respect
to the secondLSDs.The result in any phaseof radixsorting can be
forced to becorrectby enforcingthe following conditionon the sorting
algorithmto be used.\"Keys with equal values should remainin the
samerelative order in the output as they were in the input.\" Any
sortingalgorithmthat satisfies this is calleda stable sort.
Note that in the above example,if the algorithm used to sort the
keys in the secondphaseis stable,then the output will be correct.
In summary, radixsort can be employed to sort af-digit numbersin d
phasessuchthat the sortappliedin eachphase (exceptthe first phase)
As an
A,y,

-

k\302\261

is stable.
More generally, radixsort can be used to sort integers of arbitrary

length. As usual, the algorithmwill consistof phasesin eachof which
the keys are sortedonly with respectto certainparts of their keys.
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The parts used in eachphasecould be single bits,single digits,or

moregenerally, bits,for someappropriate
In Exercise4, you showed that n integersin the range [0, m 1] can
be sortedin 0(n+ m) time. Is your algorithmstable? If not, make
As a specialcase,your algorithmcan sort n integersin the
it stable.
range [0,n 1]in 0(n)time. Usethis algorithmtogetherwith the
ideaof radixsorting to develop an algorithmthat can sort n integers
in the range [0, nc 1](for any fixed c) in 0(n)time.
6. Two setsA and B have n elementseach.Assume that eachelementis
an integerin the range [0,n100].
Thesesetsare not necessarily
sorted.
Show how to checkwhether thesetwo setsare disjointin 0(n)time.
\302\243

\302\243.

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Your algorithmshoulduse 0{n)space.

S2,...,

7. Input are the setsSi,
and Sg (where < n). Elementsof these
setsare integersin the range [0, nc 1](for somefixed c). Also let
J2i=i = n- The goal is to output Si in sortedorder, then 62
in sortedorder,and so on. Presentan 0(n)time algorithmfor this
\302\243

\342\200\224

\\\302\243>i\\

problem.

8. Input is an array of n numberswhereeachnumberis an integerin the
range [0, N] (for someN

n). Presentan algorithmthat runs in the
worst casein timeO
and checkswhetherall thesen numbers
are distinct.
Your algorithmshoulduse only 0(n)space.
\302\273

9. Let S be a sequenceof n2 integersin the range [l,n].Let R(i) be
the number of i's in the sequence(for i =
n). Given S,we
have to computean approximate
value of R(i) for eachi. If N(i) is an
to R(i),i=
approximation
,n,it should be the casethat (with
>
for
each i and Ya=i N{i) = 0{n2).
high probability) N(i)
R(i)
course
we
can
do
Of
this computationin deterministic0(n2)time.

1,...

1,2,...,

Design a randomizedalgorithm for this problemthat runs in time
0(nlog\302\260^n).

Chapter 4

THE GREEDY METHOD
4.1 THE GENERALMETHOD
Thegreedy methodis perhapsthe most straightforward designtechniquewe
considerin this text, and what's moreit can be appliedto a wide variety of
problems.Most, thoughnot all,of theseproblemshave n inputs and require
us to obtain a subset that satisfies someconstraints.Any subset that
those constraintsis calleda feasiblesolution.
We needto find a feasible
or minimizesa given objective function. A
solutionthat eithermaximizes
feasiblesolutionthat doesthis is calledan optimal solution. Thereis
an obvious way to determinea feasiblesolutionbut not necessarily
an
optimalsolution.
Tin1 greedy methodsuggeststhat onecan devisean algorithmthat works
in stages,considering
one input at a time. At eachstage,a decisionis made
This is done
regardingwhethera particularinput is in an optimalsolution.
by consideringthe inputs in an orderdetermined
by someselection
If the inclusionof the next input into the partially constructed
optimal
solutionwill result in an infeasiblesolution,then this input is not addedto
the partialsolution.
Otherwise,it is added.Theselectionprocedureitself
is basedon someoptimization
measure.This measuremay be the objective
function. In fact, severaldifferent optimizationmeasuresmay be plausible
for a given problem.Most of these,however, will result in algorithmsthat
This version of the greedy techniqueis called
generatesuboptimalsolutions.
satisfies

usually

procedure.

the subsetparadigm.
the subset paradigmabstractly, but morepreciselythan
We can describe
above, by consideringthe controlabstractionin Algorithm 4.1.
The function Selectselectsan input from a[ ] and removesit. Theselected
input's value is assignedto x. Feasibleis a Boolean-valuedfunction that
determineswhetherx can be includedinto the solutionvector.Thefunction
x with the solutionand updatesthe objectivefunction.The
Union combines
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1 AlgorithmGreedy(a,n)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

// a[l:n] containsthe n inputs.
<
:= 0;// Initializethe solution.
solution
for i :=1to n do
{

x := Select(a);
if Feas\\b\\e(solution,x) then
:= Union (solution,x);
solution

10
}
11 return
solution;
12 }

Algorithm4.1Greedy methodcontrolabstractionfor the subsetparadigm
function Greedydescribes
the essentialway that a greedy algorithmwill look,
oncea particularproblemis chosenand the functions Select,Feasible,
and
Union are properly implemented.
For problems
that do not callfor the selection
of an optimalsubset,in the
the inputs in someorder.
greedy methodwe make decisions
by considering
Each decisionis madeusingan optimization
criterionthat can be computed
using decisionsalready made. Call this version of the greedy methodthe
orderingparadigm.Sections4.2,4.3,4.4,and 4.5considerproblemsthat fit
the subsetparadigm,and Sections4.6,4.7,and 4.8considerproblemsthat
fit the ordering
paradigm.

EXERCISE
1.Write a controlabstractionfor the orderingparadigm.

4.2 KNAPSACK PROBLEM
Let us try to apply the greedy methodto solve the knapsackproblem.We
and a knapsackor bag. Objecti has a weight wi and the
are given n objects
knapsackhas a capacity m. If a fractionxi, 0 < xi < 1,of objecti is placed
into the knapsack,
then a profit oipiXi is earned.Theobjectiveis to obtain

of the knapsackthat maximizes
the total profit earned. Sincethe
is
we
the
total
to
knapsackcapacity m, require
weight of all chosenobjects
be at most m. Formally, the problemcan be statedas

a filling
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maximize\\]
subjectto
and 0

(4-1)

Pi'xi

2J WiXi < m

(4.2)

l<i<n

< Xj < 1, 1< i < n

(4.3)

The profits and weights are positivenumbers.
A feasible
solution(or filling) is any set
xn) satisfying (4.2) and
is
a
above.
An
solution
solution
for which (4.1)is
feasible
optimal
(4.3)
maximized.

(xi,...,

4.1Considerthe following instanceof the knapsackproblem:
Example
= (25,24,15),
n = 3,m = 20,(pi,p2,P3)
and (wuw2,w3) = (18,15,10).
Four feasiblesolutionsare:

(Xi,X2,X3)

T,wixi T,Pixi

1. (1/2,1/3,1/4) 16.5 24.25

2. (1,2/15,0)
3. (0, 2/3,1)
4.

(0, 1,1/2)

20
20
20

28.2
31

31.5

Of thesefour feasiblesolutions,solution4 yields the maximumprofit. As
we shallsoon see,this solutionis optimalfor the given probleminstance.
\342\226\241

Lemma 4.1In casethe sum of all the weights is < m, then x^ =
< n is an optimalsolution.

i

1, 1<
\342\226\241

So let us assumethe sum of weights exceedsm. Now all the x^s cannot
be 1.Another observationto make is:

Lemma 4.2All optimalsolutionswill

fill

the knapsackexactly.

\342\226\241

Lemma4.2is true becausewe can always increasethe contributionof
someobjecti by a fractionalamount until the total weight is exactlyrn.
Note that the knapsackproblemcallsfor selectinga subset of the
a subset,
objects and hencefits the subset paradigm.In addition to selecting
the knapsackproblemalsoinvolves the selectionof an x% for eachobject.
Severalsimplegreedy strategiesto obtain feasiblesolutionswhosesums are
First,we can try to fill the knapsackby
identically m suggestthemselves.
with largestprofit. If an object
under consideration
including next the object
doesn't;fit, then a fractionof it is includedto fill the knapsack.Thus each
timean objectis included(exceptpossibly when the last objectis included)
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into the knapsack,we obtain the largestpossible
increasein profit value.
Note that if only a fraction of the last objectis included,then it may be
For example,if
to get a biggerincreaseby usinga different object.
possible
we have two units of spaceleft and two objects
with (pi = 4, Wi = 4) and
(pj = 3,Wj = 2) remaining,then using is better than using half of Let
us use this selectionstrategy on the data of Example
Objectonehas the largestprofit value (p\\ = 25).So it is placedinto the
knapsackfirst. Then x\\ = 1 and a profit of 25 is earned. Only 2 units of
knapsackcapacity areleft. Objecttwo has the next largestprofit (p2 = 24).
fit into the knapsack.
However, = 15and it doesn't
Usingx^ = 2/15fills
the knapsackexactlywith part of object2 and the value of the resulting
solutionis 28.2.This is solution2 and it is readily seento be suboptimal.
Themethodusedto obtainthis solutionis termeda greedy methodbecause
at eachstep(exceptpossibly the last one) we choseto introducethat object
which would increasethe objectivefunction value the most. However, this
Note that even if we change
greedy methoddid not yield an optimalsolution.
the above strategy sothat in the last step the objectivefunction increases
an optimalsolutionis not obtainedfor Example
by as much as possible,
We can formulate at least two other greedy approaches
attemptingto
obtain optimalsolutions.
Fromthe precedingexample,we note that
in orderof nonincreasing
not yield an optimal
objects
profit values does
solutionbecauseeven though the objectivefunction value takeson large
increasesat each step,the numberof stepsis few as the knapsackcapacity is
used up at a rapidrate. So, let us try to be greedy with capacity and use it
in orderof
This requiresus to considerthe objects
up as slowly as possible.
s
olution
3
results.
This too
W{.
weights
nondecreasing
UsingExample
is suboptimal.This time,even though capacity is used slowly,profits aren't

j

4.1.

i.

\302\253;2

4.1.

considering

4.1,

comingin rapidly enough.
Thus, our next attemptis an algorithmthat strives to achievea balance
betweenthe rate at which profit increasesand the rate at which capacity is
used.At eachstep we includethat objectwhich has the maximumprofit
are consideredin order
per unit of capacity used.This meansthat objects
of the ratioPi/wi- Solution4 of Example4.1is producedby this strategy. If
the objects
have already beensortedinto nonincreasingorderof Pi/wi,then
to
function GreedyKnapsack(Algorithm 4.2) obtainssolutionscorresponding
this strategy. Note that solutionscorresponding
to the first two strategies
can beobtainedusingthis algorithmif the objects
are initially in the
eachof the
order.Disregardingthe timeto initially sort the objects,
threestrategiesoutlinedabove requiresonly 0(n)time.
We have seenthat when one appliesthe greedy methodto the solution
onecan
of the knapsackproblem,thereare at leastthreedifferent measures
next.These
w
hen
which
t
o
include
to
attempt optimize
object
determining
measuresaretotal profit, capacity used,and the ratioof accumulated
profit
measurehas beenchosen,the greedy
to capacity used.Oncean optimization
appropriate
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2. [0/1Knapsack]Considerthe knapsackproblemdiscussedin this
We add the requirementthat xt = 1 or X{ = 0, 1 < i < n; that
is,an objectis eitherincludedor not includedinto the knapsack.We
section.

wish to solve the problem

n

m.dJX.}pjXi
l

n

subjecttoY^ uijXi < m
l

and

Xi

= 0 or

1. 1< i < n

One greedy strategy is toconsiderthe objects
in orderof nonincreasing
into the knapsackif it.fits.
Showthat
density Vilwi and add the object
this strategy doesn't
an
s
olution.
necessarilyyield optimal

4.3 TREE VERTEX SPLITTING
Considera directedbinary tree eachedgeof which is labeledwith a real

number (calledits weight). Treeswith edgeweights are calledweighted
trees. A weightedtree can be used,for example,to modela distribution
network in which electricsignalsor commodities
suchas oilaretransmitted.
Nodesin the tree correspondto receivingstationsand edgescorrespondto
lines.It is conceivablethat in the processof transmissionsome
transmission
lossoccurs(drop in voltagein the caseof electricsignalsor dropin pressure
in the caseof oil).Each edgein the tree is labeledwith the lossthat occurs
in traversingthat edge. The network may not be able to toleratelosses
beyond a certainlevel.In placeswherethe lossexceedsthe tolerancelevel,
boosters
have to be placed.
Given a network and a losstolerancelevel,the
Tree Vertex Splitting Problem(TVSP)is to determine
an optimalplacement
of boosters.
It is assumedthat the boosters
can only be placedin the nodes
of the tree.
TheTVSPcan be specifiedmorepreciselyas follows: Let T (V, E,w)
bea weighteddirectedtree,whereV is the vertexset,E is the edgeset,and
w is the weight function for the edges.
In particular,w(i,j)is the weight of
the edge{i,j) E. The weight w(i,j)is undefined for any
^ E. A
sourcevertex is a vertex with in-degreezero,and a sink vertex is a vertex
zero.For any path P in the tree, its delay, d(P),is defined
with out-degree
to be the sum of the weights on that path. The delay of the tree T, d(T), is
the maximumof all the path delays.
Let T/X be the forest that resultswhen eachvertex u in X is split into
two nodesul and
such that all the edges(u.j) E {{j,u) E) are
\342\200\224

\342\202\254

(\302\253',j)

u\302\260

\342\202\254

\342\202\254
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Figure4.1A treebeforeand after splitting the node3
In other words, outbound
replacedby edgesof the form
({j,u1}).
edgesfrom u now leave from and inbound edgesto u now enter at ul.
Figure 4.1shows a treebeforeand after splitting the node3. A nodethat
to a boosterstation.TheTVSPis to identify a set
gets split corresponds
X C V of minimum cardinality for which d(T/X) < 5, for somespecified
tolerancelimit S. Note that the TVSPhas a solutiononly if the maximum
edgeweight is < S. Also note that the TVSP naturally fits the subset
paradigm.
Given a weightedtreeT(V,E,w) and a tolerancelimit 5, any subset X of
V is a feasible
solutionif d(T/X) < S. Given an X, we can computed(T/X)
in 0(|V|)time. A trivial way of solving the TVSPis to computed(T/X)
A better
for eachpossible
subset X of V. But thereare 2>v> such subsets!
algorithmcan be obtainedusingthe greedy method.
For the TVSP,the quantity that is optimized(minimized)is the number
of nodesin X. A greedy approachto solving this problemis to computefor
eachnodeuel^, the maximumdelay d(u) from u to any othernodein its
subtree. If u has a parent v such that d(u) + w(v,u) > 6, then the node
u gets split and d(u) is set to zero. Computation
proceedsfrom the leaves
{u\302\260,j}

u\302\260

toward the root.

In the tree of Figure4.2,let S = 5. For eachof the leafnodes7, 8,5,
9,
and 10the delay is zero.The delay for any nodeis computedonly after the
delays for its childrenhave beendetermined.Let u be any nodeand C(u)
be the set of all childrenof u. Then d(u) is given by
d(u) = max {d(v)+ w(u,v)\\
vEC(u)

Using the above formula, for the tree of Figure4.2,d(A) = 4. Since
d(4) + w(2,4) = 6 > 6, node4 gets split.We set d(4) = 0. Now d{2)can be
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Figure4.2An exampletree
computedand is equalto 2. Sinced{2)+ w(l,2) exceeds5, node2 gets split
and d{2)is set to zero.Then d(6) is equalto 3. Also, sinced(6)+w(3,
6) > S,
node6 has to be split.Set d(6) to zero.Now d(3) is computedas 3. Finally,
d(l) is computedas 5.
Figure4.3shows the final tree that resultsafter splitting the nodes2,4,
and 6. This algorithmis describedin Algorithm 4.3,which is invoked as
TVS (root,5), root being the root of the tree. The orderin which TVS visits
(i.e.,computesthe delay values of) the nodesof the tree is calledthe post
orderand is studiedagain in Chapter6.

Figure4.3The final tree after splitting the nodes2,4, and 6
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1 AlgorithmTVS(T,<5)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

and output the nodesto be split.
// Determine
// w() is the weightingfunction for the edges.

{

if (T ^ 0) then

{

d[T] :=0;

for eachchildv

{

of

T do

10
tvs(M);
11
d[T] :=max{d[T],
d[v] + w(T,v)};
12
}
if ((T is not the root) and
13
14
> 6)) then
(d[T] +w(parent(T),T)
15
{
16
write (T); d[T] :=0;
17
}
18
}
19 }

Algorithm4.3Thetree vertex splittingalgorithm
Algorithm TVS takesG(n) time,where n is the number of nodesin the
tree. This can be seenas follows: When TVS is calledon any nodeT, only
a constant number of operationsare performed(excludingthe time taken
for the recursivecalls).
Also, TVS is calledonly onceon eachnodeT in the
tree.
Algorithm 4.4is a revisedversionof Algorithm 4.3for the specialcase
of directedbinary trees.
A sequentialrepresentation
of the tree (seeSection
h
as
been
in
The
tree
is
stored
the
employed.
array tree[] with the root
2.2)
at
in
arestored
the
Edgeweights
array weight[].If tree[i]has a tree
the
of
the
from
its parent is storedin weight[i\\.
node, weight
incomingedge
The delay of nodei is storedin d[i\\. The array d[ ] is initializedto zero
at the beginning.Entriesin the arrays tree[ ] and weight[] corresponding
to nonexistentnodeswill be zero. As an example,for the tree of Figure
4.2,tree[ ] will be set to {1,2,3, 0,4,5,6, 0,0,7, 8,0,0,9,10}
starting at cell
1. Also, weight\\ ] will be set to {0,4,2,0,2,1,3,0,0,1,4,0,
0,2,3}at the
beginning,starting from cell1.The algorithmis invokedas TVS(1,S). Now
\302\243ree[l].

we show that TVS (Algorithm 4.3) will always split a minimalnumber of

nodes.
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1 AlgorithmTVS(M)

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

and output a minimum cardinality split set.
// Determine
tree
is
The
the sequentialrepresentation.
// Root is at realizedNusing
is
the
//
largestnumbersuch that
a
has
tree
node.
// tree[N]
{
if
^ 0) then// If the tree is not empty
if (2i > N) thend[i] :=0; // i is a leaf.
else
\302\243ree[l].

(\302\243ree[i]

{

TVS(2i,6);

d[i] :=max(d[i],
d[2i] + weight[2i]);
if (2i + 1< N) then

{

}

TVS(2i+ l,<J);

+ 1]+weight[2i+
d[i] :=max(d[i],d[2i

1]);

}
{
write (tree[i\\);d[i] := 0;
}

if ((tree[i\\^ 1) and (d[i] + weight[i]> 5)) then

}

Algorithm4.4TVS for the specialcaseof binary trees

Theorem4.2Algorithm TVS outputs a minimum

that

cardinality set U such

d(T'/[/)< on any tree T, provided no edgeof T has weight > S.
\302\243

Proof:Theproofis by inductionon the numberof nodesin the tree. If the
treehas a singlenode,the theoremis true. Assume the theoremfor alltrees
of size< n. We prove it for treesof sizen + 1also.

Lo;t T be any treeof sizen + 1and let U be the set of nodessplit by TVS.
Also let W be a minimum cardinality set such that d(T/W) < S. We have
to show that \\U\\ < \\W\\. If\\U\\ = 0, this is true. Otherwise,let x be the first
vertex split by TVS.Let Tx be the subtreerootedat x. Let T' be the tree
obtainedfrom T by deletingTx exceptfor x. Note that W has to have at
leastone node,say y, from Tx. Let W = W {y}.If thereis a W* such
that \\W*\\ < \\W'\\ and d(T'/W*) < 6, then sinced{T/{W*+ {a;}))< 6, W is
not a minimum cardinality split set for T. Thus, W' has to be a minimum
cardinality split set such that d(T'/W')< 5.
\342\200\224
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If algorithmTVS is run on treeT',the setof split nodesoutput is U {x}.
SinceT\" has < n nodes,U {x}is a minimum cardinality split set for T\".
This in turn meansthat \\W'\\ >
1.In other words, \\W\\ > \\U\\.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\226\241

\\U\\

EXERCISES
1.For the tree of Figure 4.2solve the TVSPwhen (a) 6 = 4 and
6=

6.

(b)

2. RewriteTVS (Algorithm 4.3) for generaltrees.Make use of pointers.

4.4 JOB SEQUENCINGWITH DEADLINES
are given a set of n jobs.Associatedwith jobi is an integerdeadline
> 0 and a profit pi > 0. Forany jobi the profit pi is earnediff the jobis
completedby its deadline.To completea job,onehas to processthe jobon
a machinefor one unit of time. Only onemachineis available for processing
jobs.A feasiblesolutionfor this problemis a subset J of jobssuchthat each
jobin this subsetcan be completedby its deadline.The value of a feasible
solutionJ is the sum of the profits of the jobsin J, or Y^ieJPi- ^n optimal
We
di

solution is a feasiblesolutionwith maximumvalue. Hereagain, sincethe
probleminvolves the identificationof a subset,it fits the subset paradigm.

= (100,10,15,27)
and (di,c?2,
Example4.2Let n = 4, (pi,p2,P3,P4)
d3,cLi)=

(2,1,2,1).Thefeasiblesolutionsand their values are:

feasible processing
solution sequence value
1. (1,2) 2,1
110

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

(1,3) 1,3 or 3, 1
(1,4) 4,1
(2,3) 2,3
(3,4) 4,3
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

1

2
3
4

115
127
25

42

100
10
15
27

Solution3 is optimal.In this solutiononly jobs1 and 4 are processedand
the value is 127.Thesejobsmust be processedin the orderjob4 followed
of job4 beginsat timezeroand that of job1
by job1.Thus the processing
is completed
at time2.

\342\226\241
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To formulate a greedy algorithmto obtain an optimalsolution,we must
measureto determinehow the next jobis chosen.
formulate an optimization
As a first attemptwe can choosethe objectivefunction Y^iejPi as our
the next jobto includeis the one
optimization measure.Usingthis measure,
that increases
to
the constraintthat the resulting
the
most,subject
J2tejPi

J is a feasiblesolution.
This requiresus to considerjobsin nonincreasing
orderof the p^s. Let us apply this criterionto the data of Example4.2.We
1is addedto J as it has the largest
beginwith J = 0 and J2?,^jPi = 0=
is
a
and
J
feasible
solution.
Next,job4 is considered.The
profit
{1}
and discarded
solutionJ = {1,4}
is alsofeasible.Next,job3 is considered
2
as J = {1,
is
not
feasible.
is
considered
f
or
inclusioninto
F
inally,
job
3,4}
J. It is discardedas J = {1,2,4}
is not feasible.Hence,we are left with
the solutionJ = {1,4}
with value 127.This is the optimalsolutionfor the
given probleminstance.Theorem4.4proves that the greedy algorithmjust
describedalways obtains an optimalsolutionto this sequencingproblem.
Beforeattemptingthe proof, let us see how we can determinewhether
a given J is a feasiblesolution.
One obvious way is to try out all possible
permutationsof the jobsin J and checkwhetherthe jobsin J can be
processed in any one of thesepermutations
(sequences)without violatingthe
deadlines.For a given permutationa = i\\. i<2,
ik, this is easy to do,
sincethe earliesttimejobiq, 1 < q < k, will be completedis q. If q > diq,
then usinga, at leastjobiq will not be completedby its deadline.However,
if | J\\ = i, this requirescheckingi\\ permutations.Actually, the feasibility
of a set .7 can be determinedby checkingonly one permutationof the jobs
in J. This permutationis any one of the permutations
in which jobsare
orderedin nondecreasing
orderof deadlines.
J\302\260b

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\302\2533,

Theorem4.3Let J be a set of k jobsand a = i\\,

\342\226\240,

i-2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

ik

a

permutation

J such that dix < d{2 < < dik. Then J is a feasiblesolutioniff
in the ordera without violatingany deadline.
the jobsin J can be processed
of jobsin

\342\226\240,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

can be processedin the ordera without
So,we have only to
violatingany deadline,then J is a feasiblesolution.
show that if J is feasible,then a representsa possible
orderin which the
be
If
is
t
hen
a' = n,?\"2i rk
can
J
thereexists
processed. feasible,
jobs
such that dTq > q, 1< q < k. Assume a' ^ a. Then leta be the leastindex
such that ra ^ ia. Let r\\, = ia. Clearly, b > a. In a' we can interchange
ra and r^. Since dTa > drb, the resulting permutationa\" = si,S2, ,Sk
representsan order in which the jobscan be processedwithout violating
a deadline.Continuingin this way, o' can be transformedinto o without
violatingany deadline.Hence,the theoremis proved.

Proof:Clearly, if the jobsin J

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\200\242,

\342\226\240
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\241

timesti > 0
Theorem4.3is true even if the jobshave different processing
the
(see exercises).
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Theorem4.4Thegreedy methoddescribedabove always obtainsan
optimal

solutionto the jobsequencingproblem.

Proof:Let (pj,dj),l< i < n, define any

instance of the

jobsequencing
/ be the set of jobsselectedby the greedy method.
Let J
be the set of jobsin an optimalsolution.
We now show that both / and J
have the sameprofit values and so/ is alsooptimal.We can assumeI ^ J
as otherwisewe have nothing to prove. Note that if J C /, then J cannot
be optimal.Also, the case/ C J is ruled out by the greedy method. So,
thereexistjobsa and b such that a E I, a 0 J, b E J, and b 0 /. Let a be
a highest-profitjobsuch that a E I and a 0 J. It follows from the greedy
methodthat pa > pi, for all jobsb that are in J but not in /. To seethis,
note that if pi, > pa, then the greedy methodwould considerjobb beforejob
a and includeit into /.
Siand Sj for / and J respectively.Let
Now, considerfeasibleschedules
problem.Let

be a jobsuch that i E I and i E J. Let i be scheduledfrom t to t + 1 in
Siand t' to t' + 1 in Sj. If t < t', then we can interchangethe job(if any)
scheduledin [t1,t' + 1]in Siwith i. If no jobis scheduledin [t',t' + 1]in /,
then i is moved to [t1,t' + 1].Theresultingscheduleis alsofeasible.If t' < t,
then a similartransformationcan bemadein Sj. In this way, we can obtain
i

schedulesS'Tand Sj with the property that alljobscommonto / and J are
scheduledat the sametime.Considerthe interval [ta,ta+ 1]in S'Tin which
the joba (defined above) is scheduled.Let b be the job(if any) scheduled
in S'j in this interval. Fromthe choiceof a,pa > pi,. Schedulinga from ta
to ta + 1 in Sj and discarding
jobb gives us a feasibleschedulefor jobset
J' = {b}U {a}.Clearly, J' has a profit value no lessthan that of J and
differs from / in one lessjobthan J does.
By repeatedlyusing the transformationjust described,J can be
into / with no decreasein profit value. So / must be optimal.
A high-leveldescription
of the greedy algorithmjust discussedappears
as Algorithm 4.5.This algorithmconstructsan optimalset J of jobsthat
can be processedby their due times.Theselectedjobscan be processedin
the ordergiven by Theorem4.3.
Now, let us seehow to representthe set J and how to carry out the test
of lines 7 and 8 in Algorithm 4.5.Theorem4.3tells us how to determine
whether all jobsin J U {i}can be completedby their deadlines.We can
avoid sorting the jobsin J eachtime by keepingthe jobsin J orderedby
deadlines.We can use an array d[\\ : n] to storethe deadlinesof the jobs
in the orderof their p-values.Theset J itselfcan be represented
by a onedimensional
array J[l : k] such that J[r],1< r < k are the jobsin J and
< < d[J[k]].
is feasible,we have
To test whether J\\j{i}
d[J[l]]< d[J[2]]
just to insert i into J preservingthe deadlineorderingand then verify that
c^b\"]]<r? 1< r < k + 1.The insertionof i into J is simplified by the use
of a fictitious job0 with d[0] = 0 and J[0]= 0. Note alsothat if jobi is
of jobsJ[q],J[q+ 1],
to be insertedat position
q, then only the positions
J\342\200\224

transformed

\342\226\241

\342\226\240\342\226\240\342\226\240
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1

2
3
4
5
6

AlgorithmGreedyJob(d,J,n)
// J is a set of jobsthat can be completedby their deadlines.

{

7

8
9
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10 }

J:={1};

for i := 2 to n do

{

Ju{i}can be completed
their deadlines)thenJ :=J U {i};

if (alljobsin

}

by

Algorithm4.5High-leveldescriptionof jobsequencingalgorithm

...

J[k] are changedafter the insertion.Hence,it is necessaryto verify
thesejobs(and alsojobi) do not violatetheir deadlinesfollowing
the insertion.The algorithmthat resultsfrom this discussionis function
JS (Algorithm 4.6).The algorithmassumesthat the jobsare already sorted
suchthat p\\ > p'2 > > pn- Furtherit assumesthat n > 1and the deadline
d[i] of jobi is at least1.Note that no jobwith d[i] < 1can ever be finished
of
by its deadline.Theorem4.5proves that JS is a correctimplementation
,

only that

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

the greedy strategy.

Theorem4.5FunctionJS is a correctimplementation
of the greedy-based
methoddescribedabove.

Proof:Since d[i] > 1, the jobwith the largestpt

will always be in the
greedy solution.As the jobsare in nonincreasingorder of the p^'s, line
8 in Algorithm 4.6includesthe jobwith largestp%. The for loopof line
10considersthe remainingjobsin the orderrequiredby the greedy method
describedearlier.At alltimes,the setof jobsalready includedin the solution
is maintainedin J. If J[i],1 < < k, is the set already included,then J is
< d[J[i+ 1]],1< i < k. This allows for easy application
such that d[J[i]]
of the feasibility test of Theorem4.3.When jobi is being considered,
the
%

while loopof line 15determineswherein J this jobhas to be inserted.The
1.Let w
use of a fictitious job0 (line 7) allows easy insertioninto position
be such that d[J[u;]]< d[i] and d[J[g]]> d[i],w < q < k. If jobi is included
into J, then jobsJ[q],w < q < k, have to be moved one position
up in J
(line 19).FromTheorem4.3,it follows that such a move retainsfeasibility
of ,/ iff d[J[<7]]7^ q, w < q < k. This conditionis verified in line 15.In
w + 1 iff d[i] > w. This is verified in
addition,i can be insertedat position
line 16(note r = w on exitfrom the while loopif <i[J[g]]7^ q, w < q < k).
Thecorrectness
of JS follows from theseobservations.
\342\226\241
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1 AlgorithmJS(d,j,n)
> 1,1< i < n are the deadlines,n > 1.Thejobs
// d[i]
> p[n].J[i]
areordered
that p[\\] > p[2] >
// is the ith such
in
1<
i < k.
the
job
solution,
optimal
//
// Also, at terminationd[J[i]]< d[J[i+ 1]],1 < i < k.
{
7
rf[0] := J[0]:= 0; // Initialize.
8
J[l]:= 1;//Includejob1.
9
fc:=l;
10
for i :=2 to n do
11 {
12
Find
in nonincreasingorderof p[i].
// Considerforjobs
i
check
of
insertion.
13
and
position
feasibility
//
14
r :=k;
15
while ((d[J[r]\\> d[i\\) and (d[J[r]]^ r)) dor :=r 1;
< d[i]) and (d[i\\ > r)) then
if ((d[J[r]]
16
17
{
18
// Inserti into J[ ].
for q := k to (r + 1) step do J[q+ 1]:=J[q];
19
20
J[r + 1]:=i; k := k + 1;
21
}

2
3
4
5
6

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

-

-1

22
23

24 >

}
returnk;

Algorithm4.6Greedy algorithmfor sequencingunit timejobswith
deadlines

and profits

ForJSthereare two possible
parametersin termsof which its complexity

can be measured.We can use n, the numberof jobs,and s, the numberof
jobsincludedin the solutionJ. Thewhile loopof line 15in Algorithm 4.6is
iteratedat most k times.Eachiterationtakes9(1)time. If the conditional
of line 16is true, then lines 19and 20 are executed.Theselines require
@(k r) time to insert jobi. Hence,the total time for eachiterationof
the for loopof line 10is @(k). This loopis iteratedn 1 times. If s is
the final value of k, that is,s is the number of jobsin the final solution,
then the total timeneededby algorithm JS is @(sn). Sinces < n, the
worst-casetime,as a function of n alone is G(n2). If we considerthe job
set pi = di = n i + 1, 1 < i < n, then algorithmJS takes G(n2) time
to determineJ. Hence,the worst-case
computingtimefor JS is 0(n2).In
addition to the spaceneededfor d, JS needs0(s)amount of spacefor J.
\342\200\224
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Note that the profit values are not neededby JS.It is sufficient to know that
Pi

>Pi+i,1<i <n.

The computingtime of JS can be reducedfrom 0(n2)to nearly 0(n)
by using the disjointset union and find algorithms(seeSection2.5)and a
different methodto determinethe feasibility of a partialsolution.
If J is a
feasiblesubsetof jobs,then we can determinethe processing
timesfor each
of the jobsusing the rule: if jobi hasn't beenassigneda processing
time,
then assign it to the slot[a l,a],where a is the largestinteger r such
that 1< r < di and the slot[a l,a] is free. This rule simply delays the
of jobi as much as possible.
Consequently,when J is beingbuilt
processing
up jobby job,jobsalready in J do not have to be moved from their assigned
slotsto accommodate
the new job.If for the new jobbeingconsidered
there
is no a as defined above,then it cannot be includedin J. The proofof the
validity of this statementis left as an exercise.
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

4.3Let n = 5,(pi,...
and (di,...,d5)
Example
,p5) = (20,15,10,5,1)
= (2,2,1,3,3).Usingthe above feasibility rule,we have
J

assignedslots
none

0

action
jobconsidered
I
assignto [1,2J
2
assignto [0, 1]

{1}
[1,2]
{1,2}
[0, 1],[1,2]
{1,2}
[0, 1],[1,2]
{1,2,4}[0, 1],[1,2], [2, 3]
The optimalsolutionis J = {1,
2,4}with

cannot fit; reject
assignto [2, 3]

3
4
5

reject

a profit of 40.

profit
0
20
35
35

40
\342\226\241

Since thereare only n jobsand eachjobtakesone unit of time, it is
necessaryonly to considerthe time slots[i l,i], 1 < i < b, such that
b = min {n,max {di}}.
One way to implementthe above schedulingrule is
to partitionthe timeslots[i 1,i],1< i < 6, into sets.We use i to represent
the timeslots[i 1,i].For any sloti, let rii be the largestintegersuch that
we introducea fictitious
rii < i and slotrii is free. To avoid end conditions,
slot
which is always free. Two slotsi and j are in the sameset iff
+ +
rii = nj- Clearly, if i and j, i < j, are in the sameset,then
j
are in the sameset.Associated
with eachset k of slotsis a value f(k). Then
of Section2.5,
f(k) rii for all slotsi in set k. Usingthe set representation
eachset is representedas a tree. The root node identifies the set. The
function / is defined only for root nodes.
Initially, all slotsare free and we
have 6+1sets corresponding
to the 6+1slots[i 1,i],0 < i < b. At this
time
We use p(i) to link slot i into its set tree. With
the conventionsfor the union and find algorithmsof Section2.5,p(i) =
0 < i < 6, initially. If a jobwith deadlined is to be scheduled,
then we need
to find the root of the tree containingthe slot min{n,d}.If this root is j,
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

i,i l,i 2,...,

[\342\200\2241,0]

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

f(i)=i,0<i<b.

\342\200\2241,
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then f(j) is the nearestfree slot,provided /(j) ^ 0. Having usedthis slot,
the set with rootj shouldbecombined
with the set containingslot/(j) 1.
\342\200\224

Example4.4The treesdefined by the p(i)'sfor the first threeiterations
in Example4.3are shown in Figure4.4.
\342\226\241

.,

trees
J

f

0

1

0

2

3

0 0 0

&

4

&

5

, action
considered
\\,d\\ = 2 select

0

P(0) P(l) P(2) P(3) P(4) P(5)

{1}

f

1

0

0
P(0)

3

Qpd)

\302\256

4
\302\251

P(3) P(4)

5 2,d2= 2

select

0
P(5)

P(2)

{1,2}

f(i)=o

f(3)=3f(4)=4 f(5)=5

0

i3l
\\

P(3)

\302\251

3,^3=1 reject

@

P(4) P(5)

Figure4.4Fast jobscheduling
The fast algorithmappearsas FJS (Algorithm 4.7).Its computingtime
is readily observedto be 0(na(2n,n))
(recallthat a(2n,n) is the inverse
of Ackermann'sfunction defined in Section2.5).It needsan additional2n
words of spacefor and p.

/
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1 AlgorithmFJS(d,n, b,j)
solutionJ[l : k]. It is assumedthat
II Find>an optimal
II p[l] p[2] > > p[n] and that b = min{n,maxj(d[i])}.

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

{

// Initially thereare 6+1singlenodetrees.
for i := 0 to b do f[i]:= i;
k := 0; // Initialize.
for i :=1to n do
{ // Usegreedy rule.

10
q := CollapsingFind(min(n,
d[i]));
11
if (/[<?]^ 0) then
12
{
13
k := k + 1;J[k] := i; // Selectjobi.
14
m := CollapsingFind(/[(?] 1);
15
WeightedUnion(m,q);
16
f[q] := f[m]',// q may be new root.
17
}
18
}
19 }
\342\200\224

Algorithm4.7 Fasteralgorithmfor jobsequencing

EXERCISES
1.You aregiven a set of n jobs.Associatedwith eachjobi is a processing

time t{ and a deadlinedi by which it must be completed.A feasible
scheduleis a permutationof the jobssuchthat if the jobsareprocessed
in that order,then eachjobfinishes by itsdeadline.Define a greedy
scheduleto be one in which the jobsare processedin nondecreasing
orderof deadlines.Show that if thereexistsa feasibleschedule,then
all greedy schedulesarefeasible.

2. [Optimalassignment]Assume thereare n workers and n jobs.Let Vij
be the value of assigningworker i to jobj. An assignmentof workers to
to the assignmentof 0 or 1to the variablesXij, 1< i,
jobscorresponds
<
j n. Then xy =1meansworker i is assignedto jobj, and Sy = 0
means that worker i is not assignedto jobj. A valid assignmentis
one in which eachworker is assignedto exactlyone joband exactly
one worker is assignedto any one job.The value of an assignmentis
l^i l^j vijxij-
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For

example,assumetherearethreeworkers w\\,W2, and w3 and three

jobsji,j'2,and j'3.Let the values of assignmentbe v\\\\ = 11,v\\2 == 5,
^13 = 8, v2\\ = 3, v22 = 7, v23 = 15,^31 = 8, v32 = 12,and v33 9.
Then, a valid assignmentis xu = 1, = li and x3i = 1-Therest of
the Xjj's arezeros.The value of this assignmentis 5 + 15+ 8 = 28.
\302\24323

optimalassignmentis a valid assignmentof maximumvalue. Write
algorithmsfor two different greedy assignmentschemes.One of these
assignsa worker to the bestpossible
job.Theotherassignsto a jobthe
bestpossible
worker.Show that neitherof theseschemesis guaranteed
to yield optimalassignments.
Iseitherschemealways better than the
An

other?Assume Vij > 0.

3.

(a)

What
7,

is the solution generatedby the function JS when n =

= (3,5,20,18,1,6,30),
and (di,d2,...
(pi,P2,---,P7)
,d7) =

(1,3,4,3,2,1,2)?

(b) Show that Theorem4.3is true even if jobshave different
Associatedwith job
requirements.
profit pi > 0,a time
requirementU > 0,and a deadlinedi >U.
(c) Show that for the situationof part (a), the greedy methodof this
sectiondoesn'tnecessarily
yield an optimalsolution.
processing

iisa

4. (a) For the job sequencingproblemof this section,show that the
subset J representsa feasiblesolution iff the jobsin J can be
processedaccordingto the rule:if jobi in J hasn'tbeenassigned
a processing
time,then assignit to the slot[a 1,a],wherea is
the leastintegerr such that 1< r < di and the slot [a I,a] is
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

free.
(b) Forthe probleminstanceof Exercise3(a) draw the treesand give
the values of /(i),0< i < n, after eachiterationof the for loop
of line 8 of Algorithm 4.7.

4.5 MINIMUM-COSTSPANNINGTREES
Definition4.1Let G = (V, E) be an undirectedconnectedgraph. A
subgraph

t

= (V, E')of G is a spanningtreeof G iff t is a tree.

\342\226\241

Example4.5Figure4.5shows the completegraph on four nodestogether
with threeof its spanningtrees.
\342\226\241

For example,they can be used
Spanningtreeshave many applications.
obtainan independentset of circuitequationsfor an electricnetwork.
First, a spanningtree for the electricnetwork is obtained.Let B be the
set of network edgesnot in the spanningtree. Adding an edgefrom B to

to
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Figure4.5An undirectedgraph and threeof its spanningtrees

the spanning tree createsa cycle. Kirchoff'ssecondlaw is used on each
cycle to obtain a circuitequation. The cycles obtainedin this way are
none of thesecycles can be obtainedby taking a linear
independent(i.e.,
combinationof the remainingcycles)as eachcontainsan edgefrom B that
is not containedin any othercycle.Hence,the circuitequationssoobtained
are alsoindependent.In fact, it can be shown that the cycles obtainedby
introducingthe edgesof B one at a time into the resultingspanningtree
form a cycle basis,and soall othercycles in the graph can be constructed
of the cycles in the basis.
by taking a linearcombination
Another applicationof spanning treesarisesfrom the property that a
spanningtreeis a minimalsubgraphG'of G suchthat V{G')= V(G) and G'
is connected.(A minimalsubgraphis one with the fewest numberof edges.)
Any connected
graph with n verticesmust have at leastn 1edgesand all
connectedgraphs with n 1 edgesare trees. If the nodesof G represent
citiesand the edgesrepresentpossible
communicationlinks connectingtwo
cities,then the minimum numberof links neededto connectthe n citiesis
1.The spanningtreesof G representall feasiblechoices.
n
In practicalsituations,the edgeshave weights assignedto them. These
the length of the link, and
weights may representthe costof construction,
so on.Given such a weightedgraph, one would then wish to selectcitiesto
have minimum total costor minimum total length. In eithercasethe links
selectedhave to form a tree (assumingall weights are positive).If this is not
so,then the selectionof links containsa cycle.Removal of any one of the
links on this cycle resultsin a link selectionof lesscostconnectingall cities.
We are thereforeinterestedin finding a spanningtree of G with minimum
cost.(The cost of a spanningtree is the sum of the costsof the edgesin
that tree.)Figure4.6shows a graph and one of its minimum-costspanning
trees.Sincethe identificationof a minimum-costspanningtree involves the
selectionof a subset of the edges,this problemfits the subsetparadigm.
\342\200\224
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10/

V

7 14/ \\16

2)

\302\256

\302\256

25V

(5) /12
/

22T4)
(b)

Figure4.6A graph and its minimum costspanningtree

4.5.1Prim'sAlgorithm
A greedy methodto obtain a minimum-costspanningtree buildsthis tree
edgeby edge.Thenext edgeto includeis chosenaccordingto some
criterion.The simplestsuch criterionis to choosean edgethat results
in a minimum increasein the sum of the costs
of the edgessofar included.
Thereare two possible
ways to interpretthis criterion.In the first, the set
of edgessofar selectedform a tree. Thus, if A is the set of edgesselected
sofar, then A forms a tree. The next edge(u,v) to be includedin A is a
minimum-costedgenot in A with the property that A U {(u,v)}
is alsoa
tree. Exercise2 shows that this selectioncriterionresultsin a minimum-cost
spanningtree. The corresponding
algorithmis known as Prim'salgorithm.
optimization

Example4.6Figure4.7shows the working of Prim'smethodon the graph
of Figure 4.6(a).
The spanningtreeobtainedis shown in Figure4.6(b) and
has a costof 99.
\342\226\241

Having seenhow Prim'smethodworks, let us obtain a pseudocode

a minimum-costspanningtree using this method.The
start with a tree that includesonly a minimum-costedgeof G.
Then, edgesare addedto this tree one by one.The next edge(i,j) to be
addedis suchthat i is a vertexalready includedin the tree,j is a vertexnot
is minimum among all edges
yet included,and the cost of (i,j),cost[i,j],
is
in
vertex
I is not in the tree. To
such
that
vertex
k
the
and
tree
{k,l)
determinethis edge(i,j) efficiently, we associatewith eachvertexj not yet
The value near[j]is a vertex in the tree
includedin the treea value near[j].
is minimum amongallchoicesfor near[j].
such that cost[j,
We
near[j]]
near[j]= 0 for all verticesj that are already in the tree. The next edge
algorithm

to find

algorithm

will

define
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Figure4.7 Stagesin Prim'salgorithm
to includeis defined by the vertexj such that near[j]^ 0 (j not already in
the tree) and cost[j,
near[j]]is minimum.
In function Prim (Algorithm 4.8),line 9 selectsa minimum-costedge.
Lines 10to 15initializethe variables so as to representa tree comprising
of the spanning
only the edge(k,I). In the for loopof line 16the remainder
as the next
tree is built up edgeby edge.Lines18and 19select(j,near[j])

edgeto include.Lines23 to 25 updatenear[ ].
The timerequiredby algorithmPrim is 0(n2),
wheren is the numberof
verticesin the graph G. To seethis, note that line 9 takes
timeand
line 10takes6(1)time. The for loopof line 12takes0(n)time. Lines 18
and 19and the for loopof line 23 require0(n)time. So,eachiterationof
the for loopof line 16takes0(n)time.Thetotaltimefor the for loopof
line 16is therefore0(n2).Hence,Prim runs in 0(n2)time.
0(|2\302\243|)
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If we storethe nodesnot yet includedin the treeas a red-black
tree (see
Section2.4.2),
lines 18and 19take O(logn) time. Note that a red-black
tree supportsthe following operationsin O(logn) time: insert,delete(an
arbitrary element),find-min, and search(for an arbitrary element).The
for loopof line 23 has to examineonly the nodesadjacentto j. Thus its
overall frequency is
Updatingin lines 24 and 25 alsotakesO(logn)
time (sincean updatecan be done using a deleteand an insertioninto the
red-blacktree).Thus the overall run timeis 0((n+ \\E\\) logn).
The algorithmcan be speededa bit by makingthe observationthat a
minimum-costspanningtreeincludesfor eachvertexv a minimum-costedge
incidentto v. To seethis, supposet is a minimum-costspanningtreefor G =
(V,E). Let v be any vertex in t. Let {v,w) be an edgewith minimumcost
amongall edgesincidentto v. Assume that {v,w) 0 E(t) and cost[v,w]<
cost[v,x]for all edges(v,x) E{t).The inclusionof {v,w) into t creates
a uniquecycle.This cycle must includean edge{v,x), x ^ w. Removing
(v, x) from E{t)U {(v,w)} breaksthis cycle without disconnectingthe graph
is alsoa spanning
Hence,(V,E{t)l){{v,w)}-{{v,x)})
(V,E(t)\\J{{v,w)}).
tree. Sincecost[v,w]< cost[v,x],
this spanningtree has lower costthan t.
This contradictsthe assumptionthat t is a minimum-costspanningtree of
G. So,t includesminimum-costedgesas statedabove.
Fromthis observationit follows that we can start the algorithmwith a
treeconsistingof any arbitrary vertexand no edge.Then edgescan beadded
one by one.The changesneededare to lines 9 to 17. Theselinescan be
replacedby the lines
0(|2\302\243|).

\302\243

9'

mincost:= 0;

10'
for i 2 to n do near[i]:= 1;
11'
// Vertex1 is initially in t.
12'
near[l]:=0; 13'-16' for i :=1to-n 1do
:\342\200\224

17'

{ // Find n 1edgesfor t.

4.5.2 Kruskal'sAlgorithm
Thereis a secondpossible
interpretationof the optimizationcriteria
in which the edgesof the graph areconsidered
in nondecreasing
mentioned earlier
orderof cost.This interpretationis that the set t of edgessofar selectedfor
the spanningtreebe such that it is possible
to completet into a tree. Thus
t may not be a tree at all stagesin the algorithm.In fact, it will generally
into a tree iff there
only bea forest sincethe set of edgest can be completed
are no cycles in t. We show in Theorem4.6that this interpretationof the
greedy methodalsoresultsin a minimum-costspanningtree.This method
is due to Kruskal.
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1 AlgorithmPrim(E,cost,n,t)
// E is the set of edgesin G. cost[\\: n, 1:n] is the cost

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

is
adjacencymatrixof an n vertex graph such that cost[i,j]
// eithera
real
number
or
oo
if
exists.
no
positive
edge
// minimum
(i,j)
is computedand storedas a set of
//A in the spanning:tree
array i[l n 1,1: 2].(t[i,l],t[i,
// edges
2]) is an edgein
minimum-cost
tree. Thefinal costis returned.
\342\200\224

//the
{

(k,l)be an edgeof minimum costin E;
mincost cost[k,I];
:= k; t[l,2]:=I;
i[l,l]
for i 1to n do // Initializenear.
if (cost[i,l]
< cost[i,k])
thennear[i]:=I;
elsenear[i]:=k;
near[k]:= near[l]:= 0;
for i := 2 to n 1do
{ // Find n 2 additionaledgesfor i.
Let j be an indexsuch that near[j]^ 0 and
cost\\j,near[j]] is minimum;
Let

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

spanning

:\342\200\224

:\342\200\224

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

:=near[j];
t[i,l]:=j;t[i,2]

mincost:= mincost+ co.sifj,
near[j]];

near[j]:= 0;
for k :=1to n do // Updatenear[].
if ((near[k]^ 0) and (cost[k,
near[k]]> cost[k,j]))
thennear[k]:=j;

}

}
returnmincost;

Algorithm4.8Prim'sminimum-costspanningtree algorithm
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We beginwith no edges
Example4.7 Considerthe graph of Figure4.6(a).
selected.
Edge
Figure4.8(a)shows the currentgraph with no edgesselected.
(1,6)is the first edgeconsidered.It is includedin the spanningtree being
built.This yields the graph of Figure4.8(b).Next,the edge(3,4) is selected
The next edgeto be consideredis
and includedin the tree (Figure4.8(c)).
in
inclusion
the
tree
built
doesnot createa cycle,sowe get
Its
(2,7).
being
is
the graph of Figure4.8(d).
Edge(2,3) considerednext and includedin
the tree Figure 4.8(e).
Of the edgesnot yet considered,
(7,4) has the least
cost.It is considerednext. Itsinclusionin the treeresultsin a cycle, sothis
edgeis discarded.Edge(5,4) is the next edgeto be addedto the tree being
built.This resultsin the configurationof Figure4.8(f).The next edgeto be
is the edge(7,5).It is discarded,as its inclusioncreatesa cycle.
considered
and includedin the tree being built.This
Finally, edge(6,5) is considered
t
he
tree.
The
completes spanning
resultingtree (Figure4.6(b)) has cost99.
\342\226\241

Forclarity, Kruskal'smethodis written

out

moreformally

4.9. Initially E is the set of all edgesin G. The only
to

performon this set are (1) determinean edgewith

in Algorithm
functions we wish

minimum

cost (line

4) and (2) deletethis edge(line 5).Both thesefunctions can be performed
efficiently if the edgesin E are maintainedas a sortedsequentiallist.It is
not essentialto sort all the edgessolong as the next edgefor line 4 can be
determinedeasily. If the edgesare maintainedas a minheap,then the next

of the
edgeto considercan beobtainedin 0(log\\E\\) time.Theconstruction
time.
heap itselftakes
To be able to performstep 6 efficiently, the verticesin G should be
groupedtogetherin such a way that one can easily determinewhetherthe
verticesv and w are already connectedby the earlierselectionof edges.If
they are,then the edge(v,w) is to bediscarded.If they are not, then {v,w)
is to beaddedto t. One possible
groupingis to placeallverticesin the same
of t will also
connectedcomponentof t into a set (all connectedcomponents
be trees).Then, two verticesv and w areconnectedin t iff they are in the
sameset.Forexample,when the edge(2,6)is to be considered,
the setsare
in
different
sets
a
nd
2
and
6
are
so
thesesets
V
ertices
{1,2},{3,4,6}, {5}.
The next edgeto be considered
arecombinedto give {1,2,3,4,6}
and {5}.
is (1,4).Sincevertices1and 4 are in the sameset,the edgeis rejected.The
edge(3,5) connectsverticesin different sets and resultsin the final
and the union and find algorithms
tree. Usingthe set representation
of
of Section2.5,we can obtain an efficient (almostlinear) implementation
line 6. The computingtimeis,therefore,determinedby the timefor lines4
and 5, which in the worst caseis
log \\E\\).
of
If the representations
discussedabove are used, then the pseudocode
results.In line 6 an initial heap of edgesis constructed.In
Algorithm 4.10
line 7 eachvertex is assignedto a distinct set (and henceto a distincttree).
Theset t is the set of edgesto be includedin the minimum-costspanning
0(|2\302\243|)

spanning

0(|2\302\243|
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Figure4.8 Stagesin Kruskal'salgorithm
tree and i is the number of edgesin t. The set t can be representedas a
: 2].Edge(u,v) can
sequentiallist usinga two-dimensional
array t[l: n
be addedto t by the assignmentst[i,1]:=u; and t[i,2] :=v;. In the while
loopof line 10,edgesareremovedfrom the heap oneby onein nondecreasing
orderof cost.Line 14determinesthe setscontainingu and v. If j ^ k, then
verticesu and v are in different sets(and so in different trees) and edge
(u,v) is includedinto t. The setscontainingu and v arecombined(line20).
If u = v, the edge(u,v) is discardedas its inclusioninto t would createa
cycle. Line 23 determineswhether a spanningtree was found. It follows
that i ^ n
1 iff the graph G is not connected.One can verify that the
computingtimeis 0(\\E\\ log\\E\\), whereE is the edgeset of G.
\342\200\2241,1

-

Theorem4.6Kruskal'salgorithmgeneratesa minimum-costspanningtree

for every

connectedundirectedgraph G.
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1
2
3
4
5
6

t:=0;
while
{

\342\200\224

1edges) and

(2\302\243

^ 0)) do

Choosean edge{v,w)from I? of lowest cost;
Delete(v, w) from E;
if {v,w) doesnot createa cycle in thenadd (v,w) to
elsediscard{v,w);
\302\243

7

8

has lessthan n

((\302\243

}

Algorithm4.9Early form
to Kruskal

\302\243;

of minimum-costspanningtree algorithmdue

1 AlgorithmKruska\\(E,cost,
n,t)
// E is the set of edgesin G.G has n vertices.cost[u,v] is the

2
3
4
5
6

(u,v). t is the set of edgesin the minimum-cost
// costof edge
tree.
// spanning Thefinal costis returned.

{

:= 1to n doparent[i]:= 1;
Each vertexis in a different set.
//
i :=0;mincost:=0.0;
while ((i < n 1) and (heapnot empty)) do
{

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Constructa heap out of the edgecostsusing Heapify;

for i

7

\342\200\224

\342\200\224

Deletea minimum costedge(u,v)
and reheapify usingAdjust;

from the heap

k := Find(w);
then

j :=F\\nd(u);
if (j ^ k)

{

i:=i+ l;

t[i,i\\:=u;t[i,2]:=vi
:=mincost
mincost

Union(j,fc);

}
}
if (i n 1) thenwrite (\"Nospanningtree\;
elsereturnmincost;
\342\200\224

y\302\243

}

+ cost[u,
v];

Algorithm4.10Kruskal'salgorithm

SPANNING TREES
4.5.MINIMUM-COST
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Proof:Let G be any undirectedconnectedgraph.Let t be the spanningtree
for G generatedby Kruskal'salgorithm.Let t' be a minimum-costspanning
tree for G. We show that both t and t' have the samecost.
Let E(t) and E(t')respectivelybethe edgesin t and t'. If n is the number
of verticesin G, then both t and t' have n 1 edges.
If E(t) = E{t'),
then
t is clearly of minimum cost.If E{t) ^ E(t'),then let q be a minimum-cost
and q 0
edgesuch that q
Clearly, such a g must exist. The
inclusionof q into t' createsa uniquecycle (Exercise5).Let q, e\\. e2,...,
e^
be this unique cycle.At leastone of the ej's,1< i < &, is not in
as
otherwiset would alsocontainthe cycle q, e2, &k- Let e3 be an edge
on this cycle suchthat ej E(t).If ej is of lower costthan q, then Kruskal's
algorithmwill considerej beforeq and includeej into t. To seethis, note
that all edgesin E(t) of costlessthan the costof q arealsoin E(t')and do
> cost(q).
not form a cycle with ey So cost(ej)
t
he
with
reconsider
Now,
graph
edgeset E(t')U {q}.Removal of any
will
on
the
leave behind a tree t\" (Exercise
5).In
cycle q, ei,e-2, e^
edge
delete
have
a
i
f
the
then
the
tree
t\"
will
we
particular,
resulting
edgee7,
is
alsoa
costno morethan the costof t' (as cost(ej)> cost{e)).
t
\"
Hence,
minimum-costtree.
By repeatedlyusing the transformationdescribedabove, tree t' can be
transformedinto the spanningtree t without any increasein cost.Hence,t
\342\200\224

\342\202\254

2\302\243(\302\243)

#(\302\243')\342\200\242

2\302\243(\302\243)

\342\200\242
\342\200\242

e\302\261,

\342\200\242,

\302\243

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

is a minimum-costspanningtree.

\342\226\241

4.5.3 An OptimalRandomizedAlgorithm(*)
algorithmfor finding the minimum-costspanningtreeof a given graph
G(V,E) will have to spendfi(|F|+ \\E\\) time in the worst case,sinceit
has to examineeachnode and eachedgeat leastoncebeforedetermining
the correctanswer. A randomizedLas Vegas algorithmthat runs in time
follows: (1) Randomly samplem edgesfrom
0(|V|+ \\E\\) can be devisedasLet
G' be the inducedsubgraph;that is,G'
G (for somesuitablem). (2)
has V as itsnodeset and the samplededgesin its edgeset.The subgraph
G' neednot be connected.Recursively find a minimum-costspanningtree
for eachcomponentof G'. Let F be the resultant minimum-costspanning
forestof G'. (3) UsingF, eliminatecertainedges(calledthe F-heavy edges)
of G that cannot possibly be in a minimum-costspanningtree. Let G\" be
the graph that resultsfrom G after eliminationof the F-heavy edges.(4)
Recursively find a minimum-costspanningtree for G\". This will alsobe a
minimum-costspanningtree for G.
Steps1 to 3 are useful in reducingthe number of edgesin G. The
algorithm can be speededup further if we can reducethe number of nodes
in the input graph as well. Such a nodeelimination
can be effected using
the Boriivka steps.In a Boruvka step,for eachnode,an incidentedgewith
is
minimumweight is chosen.Forexamplein Figure4.9(a),
the edge(1,3)
Any

226
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chosenfor node1,the edge(6,7) is chosenfor node7, and soon. All the
of the
chosenedgesare shown with thick lines.
The connectedcomponents
inducedgraph are found. In the exampleof Figure 4.9(a),the nodes1,2,
and 3 form one component,the nodes4 and 5 form a secondcomponent,
and the nodes6 and 7 form another component.Replaceeachcomponent
with a singlenode.The componentwith nodes1,2, and 3 is replacedwith
the nodea. The othertwo components
are replacedwith the nodesb and c,
are thrown away. The
respectively.Edgeswithin the individual components
resultant graph is shown in Figure4.9(b).In this graph keeponly an edge
of minimum weight betweenany two nodes.
Deleteany isolatednodes.
Sincean edgeis chosenfor every node,the number of nodesafter one
Boruvka step reducesby a factor of at least two. A minimum-cost
tree for the reducedgraph can be extendedeasily to get a minimumcost spanningtree for the originalgraph. If E' is the set of edgesin the
minimum-costspanningtree of the reducedgraph, we simply includeinto
E' the edgeschosenin the Boruvka stepto obtain the minimum-cost
tree edgesfor the original graph. In the exampleof Figure 4.9,a
minimum-costspanningtreefor (c) will consistof the edges(a,b) and (b,c).
Thus a minimum-costspanningtreefor the graph of (a) will have the edges:
(1,3),
(3,2), (4, 5),(6,7), (3,4),and (2,6).More detailsof the algorithmsare
spanning

spanning

given

below.

Definition4.2Let F bea forest that forms a subgraphof a given weighted
graph G(V, E).If u and v areany two nodesin F, let F(u,v) denotethe path
(if any) connectingu and v in F and let Fcost(u,
v) denotethe maximum
weight of any edgein the path F(u,v).If there is no path betweenu and
v in F, Fcost(u,
v) is taken to be oo. Any edge(x,y) of G is said to be
F-heavy if cost[x,
y) and F-lightotherwise.
y] > Fcost(x,
Note that all the edgesof F are F-light.
Also, any F-heavy edgecannot
belongto a minimum-costspanningtree of G. The proofof this is left as
an exercise.Therandomized
algorithmappliestwo Boruvka stepsto reduce
\342\226\241

the numberof nodesin the input graph.Next,it samplesthe edgesof G and
processesthem to eliminatea constantfraction of them. A minimum-cost
spanningtreefor the resultantreducedgraph is recursively computed.From
A detaileddescription
this tree, a spanningtree for G is obtained.
of the
algorithmappearsas Algorithm 4.11.
Lemma4.3states that Step 4 can be completedin time
+ \\E\\).
The proofof this can be found in the references
at
end
of this
the
supplied

0(|F|

chapter.Step1takes0(|V| + \\E\\) timeand step2 takes0(\\E\\) time.Step6
takes
timeas well. Thetimetaken in all the recursivecallsin steps3
at the
and 5 can be shown tobe 0(|V|+ \\E\\). Fora proof, seethe references
end of the chapter.A crucialfact that is used in the proofis that both the
numberof nodesand the numberof edgesarereducedby a constantfactor,
with high probability, in eachlevel of recursion.
0(|2\302\243|)

4.5.MINIMUM-COST
SPANNING TREES

(c)

(b)

Figure4.9A
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Boruvka step

Lemma 4.3Let G(V,E)be any weightedgraph and let F be a subgraph
a forest.Then, all the F-heavy edgesof G can be identified
in time0(\\V\\ + \\E\\).
of G that forms

\342\226\241

Theorem4.7 A

minimum-weight spanning tree for any given weighted
can
be
computedin time0(|V|+
graph
\342\226\241

|2\302\243|).

EXERCISES
1.Computea minimum

costspanningtree for the graph of Figure4.10
Prim's
using(a)
algorithmand (b) Kruskal'salgorithm.

2. Prove that Prim's methodof
spanningtrees.

this sectiongeneratesminimum-cost
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Step1. Apply two Boriivka steps.At

nodeswill have decreasedby a factor
graph be G(V,E).

at

the end, the numberof

least4. Let the resultant

of G,whereeachedgeof G
Step2. Forma subgraphG'{V',E')
E' with probability \\. Theexpected
numberof edgesin E' is K^-.
Step3. Recursively find a minimum-costspanningforest F for

is chosenrandomly to be in

G'.

Step4. Eliminateall the F-heavy edgesfrom G. With

high

probability, at leasta constantfractionof the edgesof G will be
eliminated.Let G\" be the resultant graph.

Step5. Computea minimum-costspanning tree (callit T\

for G\" recursively. The
spanningtree for G.

tree T\"

will

alsobe a minimum-cost

Step6. Returnthe edgesof T\" togetherwith the edgeschosenin
the Boruvka stepsof step 1.Theseare the edgesof a minimumcostspanningtree for G.
Algorithm4.11An optimalrandomizedalgorithm

3.

(a) RewritePrim'salgorithmunder the assumptionthat the graphs
are representedby adjacencylists.
(b) Programand run the above version of Prim'salgorithmagainst
the two on a representative
setof graphs.
Algorithm 4.9.Compare
of
(c) Analyze preciselythe computingtimeand spacerequirements
of
lists.
new
version
Prim's
your
algorithmusingadjacency
4. Programand run Kruskal'salgorithm,describedin Algorithm 4.10.
You will have to modify functions Heapify and Adjust of Chapter2.Use
the sametest data you devisedto test Prim'salgorithmin Exercise3.
if t is a spanningtreefor the undirected
graph G,then
the additionof an edgeq, q E(t) and q E(G),to t createsa

5. (a) Show that

\342\202\254

\302\243

unique cycle.
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Figure4.10Graph for Exercise1
(b) Show that if any of the edgeson this unique cycle is deletedfrom

E(t) U

{q},then the remainingedgesform a spanningtree of G.

6. In Figure4.9,find a minimum-costspanningtreefor the graph of part

(c) and extendthe treeto obtain a minimum costspanningtreefor the
of your answer by applying
graph of part (a). Verify the correctness
eitherPrim'salgorithmor Kruskal'salgorithmon the graph of part
(a).

7. Let G(V,E)be any weighted connectedgraph.
(a) If C is any cycle of G, then show that the heaviest edgeof C
cannot belongto a minimum-costspanningtree of G.
(b) Assume that F is a forest that is a subgraphof G. Show that any
F-heavy edgeof G cannot belong to a minimum-costspanning

tree of G.

the completegraph with n vertices,show that
8. By considering
number

the

of spanningtreesin an n vertexgraph can be greaterthan 2n_1

\342\200\224

2.

4.6 OPTIMAL STORAGEON TAPES
Thereare n programsthat are to be storedon a computertape of length
is a length ^,1 < i < n. Clearly, all
be
on
if
c
an
stored
the
tape and only if the sum of the lengthsof
programs

I. Associatedwith eachprogrami

230
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the programsis at most I. We assumethat whenever a programis to be
at the front. Hence,
retrievedfrom this tape, the tape is initially positioned
if the programsarestoredin the order/ = ii,i%,...,
in, the timetj needed
to retrieveprogramij is proportionalto J2i<k<j^ik- ^ an programsare
retrievedequally often, then the expectedor mean retrievaltime (MRT) is
the optimalstorageon tape problem,we are required
(Vn) Yj\\<j<n tj- I11
to find a permutationfor the n programsso that when they are stored
on the tape in this order the MRT is minimized.This problemfits the
orderingparadigm.Minimizingthe MRT is equivalent to minimizingd(I) =
z^i<j<nXa<fc<jhk
\342\226\240

Thereare n! =
Example4.8Let n = 3 and (Zi,^2?^3)= (5,10,3).
possible
orderings.Theseorderingsand their respectived values are:

ordering/

d(I)

1,2,3 5 + 5 + 10+ 5 + 10+ 3
1,3,2 5 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 10
2,1,3 10+ 10+ 5 + 10+ 5 + 3
2,3,1 10+ 10+ 3 + 10+ 3 + 5
3,1,2 3 + 3 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 10
3,2,1 3 + 3+10+ 3 + 10+ 5

==

=
==
==
==
==

The optimalorderingis 3,1,2.

6

38

31
41

43
29

34
\342\226\241

A greedy approachto buildingthe requiredpermutationwould choose
the next programon the basisof someoptimization
measure.One possible
measurewould be the d value of the permutationconstructedsofar. The
next programto be storedon the tape would be one that minimizesthe
increasein d. If we have already constructedthe permutationii,%2,...
,ir,
then appendingprogramj gives the permutationi\\, i2,. ir,v+i = j- This
increasesthe d value by J2i<k<rhk+ h- SinceJ2i<k<rhk1S fixed and
of j, we trivially observethat the increasein d is minimizedif
independent
the next programchosenis the one with the least length from amongthe
remainingprograms.
The greedy algorithmresulting from the above discussionis sosimple
that we won't botherto write it out.Thegreedy methodsimply requiresus
to storethe programsin nondecreasing
orderof their lengths. This ordering
can be carriedout in O(nlogn)time using an efficient sorting algorithm
(e.g.,heap sort from Chapter2). For the programsof Example4.8,note
that the permutation
that yields an optimalsolutionis the one in which the
programsare in nondecreasingorderof their lengths. Theorem4.8shows
that the MRT is minimizedwhen programsarestoredin this order.
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,
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Theorem4.8If l\\ < <

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

l<i

minimizes
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< ln, then the orderingij = j, 1 < j< n,
11

k

\302\243\302\243<

over all

possible
permutationsof the ij.

Proof:Let / = ii,i-2,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242,

Then

in

be any permutationof the indexset

fc=ij=i
If

{1,2,...,
n}.

fc=i

thereexista and b such that a < b and
/' with
if, resultsin a permutation

and

lla

>

Zj

,

then interchangingia

d(l') ^2(n-k+ l)li + (n-a+ l)lib + (n-b+l)lia
k

.kjtb

Subtractingd(I')from

d(I),we obtain
d(I)-d(I')== (n-a+ Wia-lib)+ (n-b+l)(lib-lia)
(b-a)(lia-lib)
> 0

not in nondecreasing
order of the lt7s can
in nondecreasing
have minimum d. It is easy to see that all permutations
order of the Zj's have the samed value. Hence,the orderingdefined by

Hence,no permutationthat is

ij = J, 1< j < n. minimizesthe d value.
m

\342\226\241

The tapestorageproblemcan be extendedto severaltapes.If thereare
then the programsare to be distributedover
> 1 tapes,To,...,Tm_i,

thesetapes.Foreachtape a storagepermutationis to be provided.If L
is the storagepermutationfor the subset of programson tape j, then d(Ij)
is as defined earlier.The total retrievaltime {TD)is
d(Ij).The
is
the
i
n
a
minimize
TD.
to
store
such
as
to
way
objective
programs
of the solution for the one-tapecase is to
The obvious generalization
considerthe programsin nondecreasing
orderof Zj's. Theprogramcurrently
X/0<j<m\342\200\2241
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1 AlgorithmStore(n,m)

2
3
4
5
6
7

// n is the numberof programsand m the numberof tapes.
{
j 0;// Next tape to storeon
for i :=1to n do
'\342\226\240=

{

8
9

10

11 } }

write (\"appendprogram\",i,
\"to permutation
for tape\",j);
mod
+
m;
j (j 1)
'\342\226\240=

Algorithm4.12Assigning programsto tapes
is placedon the tape that resultsin the minimum increase
being considered
in TD. This tape will be the one with the least amount of tape used so
far. If there is morethan one tape with this property, then the one with
the smallestindexcan be used.If the jobsare initially orderedso that l\\ <
< ln, then the first m programsare assignedto tapes
I2 <
Tm-\\
Tm_i
respectively.The next m programswill be assignedto tapes
respectively.The generalrule is that programi is storedon tape T{ m0<x m.
On any given tape the programsarestoredin nondecreasingorderof their
It assumesthat
lengths. Algorithm 4.12presentsthis rule in pseudocode.
the programsare orderedas above. It has a computingtime of &(n) and
doesnot need to know the programlengths. Theorem4.9proves that the
resultingstoragepatternis optimal.

To,...,
To,...,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\226\240

Theorem4.9If

l\\

< I2 <

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

< ln, then Algorithm 4.12generatesan

optimalstoragepatternfor m tapes.

Proof:In any storagepatternfor m tapes,let r, be one greaterthan the

numberof programsfollowing programi on its tape.Thenthe totalretrieval

timeTD is given by

td

n

= Y, nU

In any given storagepattern,for any given n, therecan be at most m
for which r, = j. FromTheorem4.8it follows that TD is minimized
programs
if the m longestprogramshave r, = 1,the next m longestprogramshave

4.6.OPTIMAL STORAGEON TAPES
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= 2,and soon.When programsareorderedby length, that is,l\\ <h <
< ln, then this minimizationcriteriais satisfied if r, = \\(n i + l)/m\"|.
Observethat Algorithm 4.12
resultsin a storagepatternwith theser^s.
The proofof Theorem4.9shows that thereare many storagepatterns
i + l)/m]for eachprogrami,
that minimizeTD.If we computer, = \\(n
then solong as all programswith the same arestoredon different tapes
and have rL 1programsfollowing them, TD is the same.If n is a multiple
of m, then thereare at least (m\\)n'm storagepatternsthat minimizeTD.
producesone of these.
Algorithm 4.12
T{

\342\200\224

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\241

\342\200\224

r\302\273

\342\200\224

EXERCISES
1.Find an optimalplacementfor 13programson threetapesTo,T\\,and
areof lengths12,5,8,32,7,5,18,
26,4,3,11,10,
T2, wherethe programs
and

6.

2. Show that replacingthe codeof Algorithm 4.12by
for i :=1to n do
write (\"appendprogram\",i, \"to permutationfor
tape\",(i 1) modm);
\342\200\224

doesnot

affect the output.

3. Let Pi,P2, Pn bea set of n programsthat areto bestoredon a tape
of length I. ProgramP, requiresOj amount of tape.If J2ai^ U then
can bestoredon the tape.So,assumeJ2 > I.
clearly all the programs
The problemis to selecta maximumsubset Q of the programsfor
storageon the tape. (A maximumsubset is one with the maximum
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

\342\226\240,

a%

numberof programsin it).A greedy algorithmfor this problemwould
build the subset Q by includingprogramsin nondecreasingorderof a\\.
(a) Assume the p areorderedsuch that a\\ < 0,2 < < an. Write
a function for the above strategy. Your function should output
an array ,s[l: n] such that s[i]= 1 if Pi is in Q and s[i]= 0
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\200\242

otherwise.

(b) Show that this strategy always finds a maximumsubset Q such
that J2pt^Qai<l(c) Let Q be the subsetobtainedusing the above greedy strategy.
How smallcan the tape utilizationratio (J2pieQai)/l
Se^
(d) Supposethe objectivenow is to determinea subset of programs
the tape utilization ratio. A greedy approach
that maximizes

CHAPTER4. THEGREEDY METHOD
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would be to considerprogramsin nonincreasingorderof ai. If
thereis enoughspaceleft on the tape for Pj,then it is includedin
Q. Assume the programsareorderedso that a\\ > a<i > > an.
Write a function incorporating
this strategy. What is its timeand
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

spacecomplexity?
(e) Show that the strategy of part (d) doesn'tnecessarilyyield a
subset that maximizes{J2pteQai)l^- How smallcan this ratio
get? Prove your bound.
4. Assume n programsof lengthsh,l2,---,ln
are to be storedon a tape.
If the programsare
Programi is to be retrievedwith frequency
storedin the orderii,i2, ,in,the expected
retrievaltime (ERT) is

/,.

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

j

fc=i

iY,fi

orderof li does
(a) Show that storingthe programsin nondecreasing
not necessarilyminimizethe ERT.
(b) Show that storingthe programsin nonincreasingorderof /j does
not necessarilyminimizethe ERT.
(c) Show that the ERT is minimizedwhen the programsarestored
in nonincreasingorderof fi/l{.
5. Considerthe tape storageproblemof this section.Assume that two
tapes Tl and T2, are available and we wish to distributen given
onto thesetwo tapesin sucha manner
programsof lengthsl\\,l2,...,ln
that the maximumretrievaltimeis minimized.
That is,if A and B are
the setsof programson the tapesTl and T2respectively,then we wish
to chooseA and B suchthat max{ J2ieA h, J2ieBh } 1Sminimized.
A
possible
greedy approachto obtainingA and B would be to start with
A and B initially empty. Then considerthe programs
one at a time.
The programcurrently beingconsidered
is assignedto set A if J2ieA h
= min { YjieA^iiYjieBh }> otherwiseit is assignedto B. Show that
< ln.
this doesnot guaranteeoptimalsolutionseven if l\\ < I2 <
> lnShow that the sameis true if we requirel\\ > I2 >
\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

4.7 OPTIMAL MERGE PATTERNS
In Section3.4we saw that two sorted files containingn and m records
respectivelycouldbe mergedtogetherto obtainone sortedfile in time0(n+
m). When morethan two sortedfiles are to be mergedtogether,the merge
can be accomplished
by repeatedlymergingsortedfiles in pairs.Thus, if

4.7. OPTIMAL MERGE PATTERNS
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files x\\,X2,x%,and x\\ are to be merged,we could first mergex\\ and a;2
to get a file y\\. Then we could mergeyi and x.3 to get y-i- Finally, we
couldmergey2 and X4 to get the desiredsortedfile. Alternatively, we could

and get y2, and
first mergex\\ and x-i getting y\\, then mergeX3 and
the
file.
Given
n sortedfiles,
and
desired
and
sorted
finally mergey\\
y2
get
thereare many ways in which to pairwisemergethem into a singlesorted
\302\2434

file. Different pairings requirediffering amounts of computingtime. The
problemwe addressourselvesto now is that of determiningan optimalway
to pairwisemergen sortedfiles. Since
(onerequiringthe fewest comparisons)
this problemcallsfor an orderingamongthe pairsto be merged,it fits the
orderingparadigm.

Example4.9 Thefiles x\\,X2, and x-j arethreesortedfiles of length 30,20,
and 10recordseach.Mergingx\\ and X'i requires50 recordmoves.Merging
the result with 23 requiresanother 60 moves. Thetotal number of record
moves requiredto mergethe threefiles this way is 110.
If, instead,we first
and
then
60
and
30
x^
x\\
X3 (taking
merge
moves)
(taking moves),the total
recordmoves madeis only 90. Hence,the secondmergepattern is faster
than the first.
\342\226\241

A greedy attemptto obtainan optimalmergepatternis easy to formulate.
Since mergingan n-recordfile and an m-recordfile requirespossibly n +
m recordmoves, the obvious choicefor a selectioncriterionis: at each
step mergethe two smallestsizefiles together.Thus, if we have five files
30), our greedy rule would generatethe
(x\\,..., with sizes(20,30,10,5,
and
23 to get z\\ (\\z\\\\ = 15),
mergez\\ and
following mergepattern:mergex\\
=
=
and
to
to
X2
x\\
x5
get Z2 (|^21 35), merge
get 23 (\\z^\\ 60), and merge
Thetotal
of recordmoves is 205.
and
to
the
number
answer
24.
Z2
z;$
get
One can verify that this is an optimalmergepatternfor the given problem
\302\2435)

instance.
The mergepattern such as the one just describedwill be referredto
as a two-way mergepattern (each mergestep involves the mergingof two
files). The two-way mergepatternscan be representedby binary merge
the optimalmerge
shows a binary mergetree representing
trees.Figure4.11
are
drawn as squares
for
five
leaf
nodes
obtained
the
above
files.The
pattern
and representthe given five files.Thesenodesarecalledexternalnodes.The
remainingnodesare drawn as circlesand are calledinternal nodes.Each
internal nodehas exactlytwo children,and it representsthe file obtained
by its two children.The number in each
by mergingthe files represented
the numberof records)of the file represented
nodeis the length (i.e.,
by that

node.

Theexternalnode x\\ is at a distanceof 3 from the root node z\\ (a node
at level i is at a distanceof i 1 from the root).Hence,the recordsof file
X4 are moved three times,onceto get zi, onceagain to get Z2, and finally
one moretimeto get 24. If dt is the distancefrom the root to the external
\342\200\224
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Z]

5
X

4

(Tty

20

30

30

X

*5

X

1

2

10
*3

Figure4.11Binary mergetree representinga mergepattern
nodefor file x\\ and qi, the length of
moves for this binary mergetree is

x\\

is then the total number of record

X^i
i=i
This sum is calledthe weightedexternalpath length of the tree.

to a binary mergetree
optimaltwo-way mergepatterncorresponds
external
The
function Treeof
path
weighted
length.
4.13uses the greedy rule statedearlierto obtain a two-way merge
tree for n files.The algorithmhas as input a list listof n trees.Each node
in a tree has three fields, Ichild,
rchild,and weight. Initially, eachtree in
listhas exactlyone node.This nodeis an externalnodeand has Ichildand
rchildfields zerowhereasweight is the length of one of the n files to be
merged.Duringthe courseof the algorithm,for any tree in listwith root
nodet, t weight is the lengthof the mergedfile it represents(t weight
equalsthe sum of the lengthsof the externalnodesin treet). FunctionTree
uses two functions,Least(list)and \\nsert(list,t). Least(list)finds a tree in
listwhose roothas leastweight and returns a pointerto this tree. This tree
is removed from list.\\nsert(list,
t) insertsthe tree with roott into list.
Theorem 4.10
shows that Tree (Algorithm4.13)generatesan optimaltwo-way
mergetree.
An

with minimum

Algorithm

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>
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treenode= record{
treenode* Ichild;
treenode* rchild;

h

integerweight;

1 AlgorithmTree(n)

2
3
4
5
6

// listis a globallist of n singlenode
// binary treesas describedabove.
{

{

7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

for i :=1to n

\342\200\224

1do

//

pt := new treenode; Geta new tree node.
(pt Ichild) := Least(list); Mergetwo treeswith
(pt rchild) := Least(list); smallestlengths.
(pt weight) := ((pt Ichild) weight)

//
//

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>

|

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\200\242

+((p\302\243

~*\342\200\242

rchild)

\342\200\224>

\342\200\224>\342\200\242

weight);

lnsert(Zis\302\243,p\302\243);

}
returnLeast(Zisi);// Treeleft in Zisi is the mergetree.

Algorithm4.13Algorithm to generatea two-way mergetree
Example4.10Let us seehow algorithmTreeworkswhen listinitially
six files with lengths (2,3,5,7,9,13).
Figure 4.12shows listat the
end of eachiterationof the for loop.The binary mergetree that resultsat
the end of the algorithmcan be used to determinewhich files are merged.
represents

Mergingis performedon those files which are lowest (have the greatest
depth) in the tree.
\342\226\241

The main for loopin Algorithm 4.13is executedn 1 times. If list
is kept in nondecreasing
orderaccordingto the weight value in the roots,
\342\200\224

then Least(list)requiresonly 0(1)time and \\nsert(list,t) can be done in
0(n)time.Hencethe totaltimetaken is 0(n2).In caselistis represented
as a minheapin which the root value is lessthan or equal to the values of
its children(Section2.4),then Least(list)and lnsert(/isi,
t) can be done in
time.
In
this
case
the
time
for
Tree
is
O(logn)
computing
0(nlogn).Some
be
obtained
of
the
Insert
line
12
with the Least
speedupmay
by combining
of line 9.
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Theorem4.10If listinitially containsn > 1singlenodetreeswith
values

weight

then algorithm Tree generatesan optimaltwo-way
(qi,q2,...,qn),
with

mergetree for n

files

theselengths.

Proof:The proofis by

inductionon n. For n = 1,a tree with no internal
and
this
nodesis returned
tree is clearly optimal.Forthe induction
assumethe algorithmgeneratesan optimaltwo-way mergetree for all
), 1< m < n. We show that the algorithmalsogenerates
optimal treesfor all (qi,q2, qn)- Without loss
of generality, we can assume
< qn and q\\ and q2 are the values of the weight fields
that q\\ < q2 <
of the treesfound by algorithmLeast in lines 8 and 9 during the first
of the for loop.Now, the subtreeT of Figure 4.13
is created.Let T\"
be an optimaltwo-way mergetree for {q\\,q2, ,qn)- Let p be an internal
nodeof maximumdistancefrom the root. If the childrenof p are not qi
and q2, then we can interchangethe presentchildrenwith q\\ and q2
increasingthe weighted externalpath length of T\". Hence,T is alsoa
subtreein an optimalmergetree. If we replaceT in T\" by an externalnode
with weight q\\ + q2, then the resultingtree T\" is an optimalmergetree for
T by the
931 i Qn)- Fromthe inductionhypothesis,after replacing
(<7i +12-,
externalnodewith value q\\ + q2, function Treeproceedsto find an optimal
mergetree for (q\\ + q2,
qn). Hence,Tree generatesan optimalmerge
tree for (q1,q2,...
,qn).
hypothesis,

\342\226\240
\342\226\240

\342\226\240,

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

iteration

\342\226\240
\342\226\240
\342\226\240

without

\342\200\242
\342\200\242
\342\200\242

53,...,

\342\226\241

The greedy methodto generatemergetreesalsoworks for the caseof kary merging.In this casethe corresponding
mergetree is a A;-ary tree. Since
all internal nodesmust have degreeA;, for certainvalues of n there is no
when k = 3,thereis no A;-ary
A;-ary mergetree. Forexample,
corresponding
=
2
externalnodes.Hence,it is necessaryto introduce
mergetree with n
a certainnumberof dummy externalnodes.Each dummy node is assigned
a qi of zero. This dummy value doesnot affect the weightedexternalpath
length of the resultingA;-ary tree. Exercise2 shows that a A;-ary tree with
all internal nodeshaving degreek existsonly when the numberof external
nodesn satisfies the equality n mod(A; 1) = Hence,at most k 2 dummy
nodeshave to be added.The greedy rule to generateoptimalmergetrees
at eachstep choosek subtreeswith leastlength for merging.Exercise3
proves the optimality of this rule.
\342\200\224

1.

\342\200\224

is:

HuffmanCodes
Another applicationof binary trees with minimalweightedexternalpath
lengthis to obtainan optimalset of codesfor messages
Mn+\\. Each
codeis a binary string that is used for transmissionof the corresponding
message.At the receivingend the code is decodedusing a decodetree.
A decodetree is a binary tree in which externalnodesrepresentmessages.

Mi,...,
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after
iteration

imtiai

list

m

m m m m m

\302\256_

5)

Figure4.12Treesin

h's\302\243

m m m

[5] (Tj

of Tree for

^[9]
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Figure4.13The simplestbinary mergetree

0/

\\1

o/ \\i
0/
M,

Figure4.14Huffman codes
The binary bitsin the codeword for a messagedeterminethe branching
neededat eachlevel of the decodetree to reachthe correctexternalnode.
For example,if we interpreta zeroas a left branch and a one as a right
tocodes000,001,
branch, then the decodetree of Figure4.14corresponds
1
a
nd
for
and
01,
messagesMi,M2,M3, M4 respectively.Thesecodesare
calledHuffman codes.Thecostof decodinga codeword is proportionalto
the number of bitsin the code.This number is equal to the distanceof
the corresponding
externalnodefrom the root node.If qi is the relative
frequency with which messageMi will be transmitted,then the expected
decodetime is J2i<i<n+i
Qidi, whered{ is the distanceof the externalnode
for message
Mi from the root node.Theexpecteddecodetimeis minimized
by choosingcodewords resulting in a decodetree with minimalweighted
externalpath length! Note that J2i<i<n+i
Qid-i is alsothe expectedlength
of a transmittedmessage.Hencethe codethat minimizesexpecteddecode
timealsominimizesthe expectedlength of a message.

PATHS
4.8.SINGLE-SOURCE
SHORTEST
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EXERCISES
1.Find an optimalbinary mergepatternfor ten files whose lengths are
and 11.
28,32,12,5,84,53,91,35,3,
2.

(a) Show that if all internal nodesin a tree have degreek, then the
numbern of externalnodesis such that n mod (k 1) = 1.
(b) Show that for every n suchthat n mod (k 1) = 1,thereexistsa
A;-ary treeT with n externalnodes(in a A;-ary tree all nodeshave
degreeat most k). Also show that all internal nodesof T have
\342\200\224

\342\200\224

degreek.

mod [k 1) = 1,then the greedy rule described
following Theorem4.10
generatesan optimalA;-ary mergetreefor
all (qi,q2,...,qn)(b) Draw the optimalthree-way mergetreeobtainedusing this rule
when {quq2,...,
20,23,25,28).
qn) = (3,7,8,9,15,16,18,
4. Obtain a set of optimalHuffman codesfor the messages(Mi,...,
My)
with relativefrequencies(q-\\,...,
q-?) = (4, 5,7,8,10,12,
20).Draw the
decodetree for this set of codes.
5. Let T bea decodetree. An optimaldecodetree minimizesJ2li^i- For
a given setof g's,let D denoteallthe optimaldecodetrees.For any tree
has shown
Tel?,let L(T) = max{dt}and let SL(T)= dt. Schwartz
that thereexistsa tree T* e D such that L(T*) = minTeD {L{T)j
and SL(T*)= minTeD {SL(T)}.

3. (a) Show that

if n

\342\200\224

\302\243

(a) For

that

= (1,1,2,2,4,4,4,4)
obtain treesTl and T2such
{qi,...,q8)

L(T1)> L(T2).

(b) Usingthe data of a, obtain Tl and T2 e D such that L(Tl) =
> SL(T2).
L(T2) but SL(T1)
if
Show
that
the
subalgorithmLeastused in algorithmTree is such
(c)

caseof a tie it returnsthe treewith leastdepth,then Tree
generatesa tree with the propertiesof T*.
that in

4.8 SINGLE-SOURCESHORTESTPATHS
Graphscan be used to representthe highway structureof a state or country
with verticesrepresenting
sectionsof highway.
citiesand edgesrepresenting
The edgescan then be assignedweights which may be eitherthe distance
betweenthe two citiesconnectedby the edgeor the averagetime to drive
alongthat sectionof highway. A motoristwishing to drive from city A to B
would be interestedin answersto the following questions:

